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1922: Lord Byron’s Correspondence Chiefly with Lady Melbourne, Mr Hobhouse, The Hon. Douglas 

 Kinnaird, and P.B.Shelley (2 vols., John Murray 1922). 

BB: Byron’s Bulldog: The Letters of John Cam Hobhouse to Lord Byron, ed. Peter W.Graham 
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CSS: The Life and Correspondence of the Late Robert Southey, ed. C.C.Southey, Longman, Brown, 

 Green and Longmans, 6 vols 1849-1850. 

J.W.W.: Selections from the letters of Robert Southey, Ed. John Wood Warter, 4 vols, Longman,  
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LJM: The Letters of John Murray to Lord Byron. Ed. Andrew Nicholson, Liverpool 
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Smiles: Samuel Smiles. A Publisher and his Friends: Memoir and Correspondence of the late 
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I am very grateful to John and Virginia Murray for permission to quote texts from Byron’s Letters 

and Journals, ed. Leslie A. Marchand (John Murray 1973-1994). 
 

READER! 
This edition gives you a raw version of Byron’s correspondence. As far as 

can be done in linear print, it conveys what he wrote and how he wrote it, 

before any editor got to it to neutralise him. FEEL FREE TO MAKE IT 

MORE ACCOMMODATING BY EDITING IT YOURSELF. Once you’ve 

shaded and copied it, you can: run through his page-breaks; expand his 

contractions and ampersands; delete his deletions; regularise his 

interlineations … would you? dare you? modernise his spelling? (I hope 

not!); regularise his capitalisation, so that students feel less bewildered than 

usual? (I hope not!) – P.C. 
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POSTAGE 

 

The recipient, not the sender, normally paid the postage: but as a peer, Byron used a frank, so in England 

his recipients got his letters free. However, I believe several of his “letters” to Murray from St James’s 

Street, the Albany, or Piccadilly Terrace, are notes taken round by servants (as are those of Murray to him). 

He does not have the franking privilege when abroad, and as the cost of postage is calculated by weight, he 

only uses an envelope when he is enclosing a manuscript. The address is written on side four, the sheet is 

folded and the wax stamped (“wafered”), and then Fletcher takes it to the post office. 

 

A letter from Byron is usually a bifolium, with the following shape: 

 

Sheet 1 side 4: 

Text continued from side 3, above address 

 

                     AD 

                     DR 

                     ES 

                      S [written at right angles] 

 
Text continued below address 

Signature [sometimes] 

Sheet 1 side 1: 

                                                   Address and Date 

Salutation 

 

TEXT 
 

 

Sheet 1 side 2: 

 

TEXT 

Sheet 1 side 3: 

 

TEXT 
 

Signature [sometimes] 

 

P.S. [sometimes] 

 

 Sometimes the letter goes on to a second or even third sheet, which is either enclosed in the first 

bifolium, or placed at last in an envelope. The longest Byron letter that I have encountered so far is the one 

to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 1st 1819, which is on five sheets. 

 If he has too little paper to write all that he wants, Byron writes around the margin of side 3, starting at 

the bottom right-hand corner, curling up the right-hand side, and sometimes continuing inverted across the 

top and down the left-hand side. Sometimes he adds messages parallel to the address, either above it or 

below. I have always indicated these things. 

 Not all letters from Byron are the linear communications previous editors have seemed to indicate, but 

contain several discrete bundles of text in different places and at different angles. 

 If Byron leaves much of a letter blank, it’s often a sign that he’s angry with his addressee. 

 

Codes: Names of writer and recipient are in bold type, with location from which sent, and date. 

 (Source is given in round brackets beneath the title: “text from” indicates that the actual source has been 

seen). 

 Where the manuscript is the source, the text is left-justified only. 

 Where the source is a book, the text is left- and right-justified. 

 [The address, if there is one, is given in square brackets beneath the source] 

 “1:2” and so on indicates a page-turn on the bifolium. 

 “1:2 and 1:3 blank” shows that not all the paper has been used. 

 If Byron goes on to a second bifolium, or a second sheet, it’s an occasion. 

 The address, if there is no envelope, is normally in the centre of 1:4. 

 <Authorial deletion> 

 <xxxxx> Irrecoverable authorial deletion 

 <deleted> Infra-red and ultra-violet might reveal something interesting 

 {Interlineated word or phrase} 

 E[ditoria]l A[dditio]n 
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 [  ] Illegible 

 

Hyphens: where Byron has split a word over two sides, and used a double hyphen, the effect has been re= / 

=tained. But, as the text is not transcribed on a line-for-line basis (except in the case of Susan Vaughan’s 

letters (for reasons explained at January 12th 1812), hyphens are not used when he splits a word over two 

lines. See April 3rd 1819 for another letter transcribed line-for-line. 

 

Underlining: sometimes Byron underlines a whole word, sometimes single syllables (for comical effect, as 

in “Quarterlyers”), sometimes an entire phrase, and sometimes part of a word (from haste). In all cases 

except the last, where the whole word is underlined, we have tried to keep to his usage, underlining with a 

single understroke, with two understrokes, with a heavy underlining, or with a decorative line. 

 

Signatures: As time goes on, Byron’s signature becomes less careful, but then recovers. Few of his ways of 

signing off can be conveyed in print. 

 “Byron” indicates a word whose second syllable is both underlined and overlined. 

 “BN” indicates those two letters with different degrees of dash-decoration around them. Sometimes 

they appear Greek. 

 “[swirl signature]” indicates a bird’s-nest effect which can with charity be read as a capital “B”. 

 “[scrawl]” is a long wavy line, often starting as “y
rs
” but with no other letters decipherable. 

 After the death of Lady Noel, Byron regains pride in his name, and often signs “N. B.” with a 

decorative underlining. 

 

Byron’s Most Important Correspondents in this Section 

 

Annabella Milbanke (1792-1860), Lady Byron 

Augusta Byron, now Augusta Leigh (1783-1851) Byron’s half-sister; the most important woman in 

 his life 

Douglas Kinnaird (1788-1830), Byron’s Cambridge friend, now his banker and London agent 

Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire (17??-18??), successor to her lover Georgiana 

Fanny Silvestrini (17??-18??), companion and servant to Teresa Guccioli; mistress of Lega Zambelli, 

 Byron’s steward 

Monsieur Galignani (17??-18??), famous Parisian English-language publisher 

Isabelle Hoppner (17??-18??), Swiss wife to the Engish Consul at Venice 

John Cam Hobhouse (1786-1869), Byron’s close friend and travelling companion 

John Hanson (17??-1841), Byron’s solicitor and surrogate father 

John Murray II (1778-1843), Byron’s publisher, 1812-23 

John Wilson Croker (1780-1857), Admiralty official who advised and reviewed for Murray 

Lady Caroline Lamb (1785-1828), briefly Byron’s lover 

Matthew Gregory Lewis (1775-1818), author of The Monk and The Castle Spectre 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner (17??-18??), English Consul at Venice; friend of Byron; godson of William 

 Gifford 

Samuel Rogers (1763-1855), English poet, friend of Byron 

Scrope Berdmore Davies (1782-1852), close Cambridge friend of Byron 

Teresa Guiccioli (1798-1873), Byron’s great Italian love; married to Count Alessandro Guiccioli 

Thomas Love Peacock (1785-1866), satirist, friend of Shelley; author of Nightmare Abbey 

Thomas Moore (1779-1852), Irish poet, close friend of Byron 

William Gifford (1756-1826), Murray’s principal literary adviser; Byron’s “literary father” 

William Stewart Rose (1775-1843), friend of Byron; Italian specialist, translator of Ariosto 

 

INDEX: 136 letters. 

 

1816 

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, November 11th 1816 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, November 17th 1816 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, November 20th 1816 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Bath, November 20th 1816 

from Silvio Pellico to his brother, November 22nd 1816 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, November 25th 1816 
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Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, November 27th 1816 

Lady Caroline Lamb to John Murray, November (??) 1816 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 4th 1816 

part of a letter from Scrope Berdmore Davies to John Cam Hobhouse, December 7th 1816 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 9th 1816 

part of a letter from Scrope Berdmore Davies to John Cam Hobhouse, December 7th 1816 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, December 13th 1816 / January 22nd 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, December 17th 1816 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, December 18th 1816 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, December 19th 1816 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, December 19th 1816 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, December 24th 1816 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 27th 1816 

 

1817 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, January 2nd 1817 

Mary Shelley to Byron, from Bath, January 13th 1817 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, January 13th 1817 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from London, January 17th 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, January 20th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 22nd 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, January 24th 1817 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, January 28th 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, February 3rd 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, February 7th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, February 15th 1817  

Lady Byron to John Murray, from 16 Green Street, London, February 16th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, February 18th 1817 

Wilmot Horton to Lady Byron, from Catton, Sudbrook, 20th February 1817 

Walter Scott to John Wilson Croker, undated [1817] 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, February 24th 1817 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, February 25th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, February 25th 1817 (i) 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, February 25th 1817 (ii) 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, February 28th 1817 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, February 28th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, March 3rd 1817 

From Maria Graham to John Murray, March 1817 

Byron to Lady Byron, from Venice, March 5th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 6th 1817 

Byron to Scrope Berdmore Davies, from Venice, March 7th 1817 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, March 7th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, March 9th 1817 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, March 10th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 15th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 18th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 20th 1817: 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 21st 1817: 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, March 25th 1817 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, March 25th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 28th 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, March 29th 1817 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, March 31st 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, March 31st 1817 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, March 31st 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 2nd 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, April 8th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 9th 1817 
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John Murray to Byron, from 50 Albemarle Street London, April 12th 1817 

John Wilson Croker to John Murray, from the Admiralty, April 12th 1817 

Byron to Samuel Rogers, from Venice, April 4th 1817 

Byron to Scrope Berdmore Davies, from Venice, April 10th 1817 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, April 11th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 14th 1817 (i) 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 14th 1817 (ii) 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 14th 1817 (iii) 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, April 14th 1817 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Florence, April 22nd 1817 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Marlow, April 23rd 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Florence, April 23rd 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Foligno, April 26th 1817 

Byron and John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Rome, May 5th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Rome, May 9th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Rome, May 10th 1817 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Rome, May 10th 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Rome, May 11th 1817 

part of Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Rome, May 11th 1817 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Rome, May 12th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, May 13th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, May 30th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Rome, May 30th 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Rome, May 30th 1817 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, June 3rd-4th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, June 4th 1817 

Byron to Scrope Berdmore Davies, from Venice, June 6th 1817  

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, June 14th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, June 17th 1817 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, June 19th 1817 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from La Mira, Venice, June 20th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 1st 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from La Mira, Venice, July 3rd 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from La Mira, Venice, July 8th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 8th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 9th 1817 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Marlow, July 9th 1817 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, July 10th 1817 (version 1) 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, July 10th 1817 (version 2) 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 15th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 20th 1817 

Scrope Berdmore Davies to Byron, August 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, August 5th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, August 7th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, August 12th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, August 15th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, August 21st 1817 (i) 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, August 21st 1817 (ii) 

John Murray to Byron, from Broadstairs, Kent, August 29th 1817 

Scrope Berdmore Davies to Byron, from Cambridge, September 1817 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Este, September 5th 1817 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, September 9th 1817 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, September 12th 1817 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Este, September 5th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, September 15th 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, September 17th 1817 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Lisson Grove, London, September 24th 1817 

Isabelle Hoppner to Byron, from Este, October 3rd 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, October 12th 1817 
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Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron from Venice, October 21st 1817 (a) 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron from Venice, October 21st 1817 (b) 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, October 23rd 1817 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, November 2nd 1817 

Byron to Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire, from Venice, November 3rd 1817 

Scrope Berdmore Davies to Byron, from London, late 1817 

Matthew Gregory Lewis to Byron, from London, November 3rd 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, November 15th 1817 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, November 19th 1817 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, November 20th 1817 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, November 28th 1817 

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Venice, December 1817 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 3rd 1817 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, December 15th 1817 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Marlow, December 17th 1817 

 

———————————— 

THE CORRESPONDENCE 

———————————— 

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, November 11th 1816: 

(Source: this text from BLJ V 128) 

Venice. Novr. 11th. 1816 

My dearest Augusta—Your letter with <Miss Milbanke’s>
1
 Lady B[yron]’s answer through you has 

reached me here—where I arrived yesterday. I wrote to you from Verona—and once or twice from 

Milan.——The answer is little to the purpose—what I desire & request is—that in any case my daughter do 

not leave England—I require this to be repeated & understood—I trust I shall not be obliged to take legal 

measures to prevent such an occurrence—I repeat that I have no wish nor thought of troubling the mother 

more than can be avoided—but I will not suffer my child to quit her country—if I have power to prevent 

it—& whether I have or not—surely a more atrocious additional cruelty could hardly be devised than the 

attempting this contrary to my express wish and opinion.——Say this in what words you please.—I wrote 

to Lady B[yron] (enclosed to you) from Milan;—the information of her possible intention came through 

Lady Mel[bourn]e but not to me.——I am wretched enough as it is—whatever I may have done—I have 

suffered in proportion—and I hope that this woman will be at last satisfied—& not torture me through my 

child as in herself. 

[manuscript ends without signature] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, November 17th 1816: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 52-5; LJ IV 7-13; QII 369-72; BLJ V 129-32) 

Venice, November 17. 1816. 

I wrote to you from Verona the other day in my progress hither, which letter I hope you will receive. Some 

three years ago, or it may be more, I recollect your telling me that you had received a letter from our friend 

Sam, dated ‘On board his gondola.’ My gondola is, at this present, waiting for me on the canal; but I prefer 

writing to you in the house, it being autumn—and rather an English autumn than otherwise. It is my 

intention to remain at Venice during the winter, probably, as it has always been (next to the East) the 

greenest island of my imagination. It has not disappointed me; though its evident decay would, perhaps, 

have that effect upon others. But I have been familiar with ruins too long to dislike desolation. Besides, I 

have fallen in love, which, next to falling into the canal, (which would be of no use, as I can swim,) is the 

best or the worst thing I could do. I have got some extremely good apartments in the house of a ‘Merchant 

of Venice,’ who is a good deal occupied with business, and has a wife in her twenty-second year. Marianna 

(that is her name) is in her appearance altogether like an antelope. She has the large, black, oriental eyes, 

with that peculiar expression in them which is seen rarely among Europeans—even the Italians—and which 

many of the Turkish women give themselves by tinging the eyelid,—an art not known out of that country, I 

believe. This expression she has naturally,—and something more than this. In short, I cannot describe the 

effect of this kind of eye,—at least upon me. Her features are regular, and rather aquiline—mouth small—

skin clear and soft, with a kind of hectic colour—forehead remarkably good: her hair is of the dark gloss, 

curl, and colour of Lady J[ersey]’s: her figure is light and pretty, and she is a famous songstress—

                                                           
1: Immediately after the wedding B. is said to have addressed his new wife as “Miss Milbanke”. 
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scientifically so; her natural voice (in conversation, I mean) is very sweet; and the naïveté of the Venetian 

dialect is always pleasing in the mouth of a woman. 

 

November 23. 

You will perceive that my description, which was proceeding with the minuteness of a passport, has been 

interrupted for several days. In the meantime * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 

December 5. 

Since my former dates, I do not know that I have much to add on the subject, and, luckily, nothing to take 

away; for I am more pleased than ever with my Venetian, and begin to feel very serious on that point—so 

much so, that I shall be silent. 

 By way of divertisement, I am studying daily, at an Armenian monastery, the Armenian language. I 

found that my mind wanted something craggy to break upon; and this—as the most difficult thing I could 

discover here for an amusement—I have chosen, to torture me into attention. It is a rich language, however, 

and would amply repay any one the trouble of learning it. I try, and shall go on;—but I answer for nothing, 

least of all for my intentions or my success. There are some very curious MSS. in the monastery, as well as 

books; translations also from Greek originals, now lost, and from Persian and Syriac, &c.; besides works of 

their own people. Four years ago the French instituted an Armenian professorship. Twenty pupils presented 

themselves on Monday morning, full of noble ardour, ingenuous youth, and impregnable industry. They 

persevered, with a courage worthy of the nation and of universal conquest, till Thursday; when fifteen of the 

twenty succumbed to the six-and-twentieth letter of the alphabet. It is, to be sure, a Waterloo of an 

Alphabet—that must be said for them. But it is so like these fellows, to do by it as they did by their 

sovereigns—abandon both; to parody the old rhymes, ‘Take a thing and give a thing’—‘Take a king and 

give a king.’ They are the worst of animals, except their conquerors. 

 I hear that H[odgso]n is your neighbour, having a living in Derbyshire. You will find him an 

excellent-hearted fellow, as well as one of the cleverest; a little, perhaps, too much japanned by preferment 

in the church and the tuition of youth, as well as inoculated with the disease of domestic felicity, besides 

being over-run with fine feelings about woman and constancy (that small change of Love, which people 

exact so rigidly, receive in such counterfeit coin, and repay in baser metal); but, otherwise, a very worthy 

man, who has lately got a pretty wife, and (I suppose) a child by this time. Pray remember me to him, and 

say that I know not which to envy most his neighbourhood—him, or you. 

 Of Venice I shall say little. You must have seen many descriptions; and they are most of them like. It 

is a poetical place; and classical, to us, from Shakspeare and Otway. I have not yet sinned against it in 

verse, nor do I know that I shall do so, having been tuneless since I crossed the Alps, and feeling, as yet, no 

renewal of the ‘estro.’ By the way, I suppose you have seen ‘Glenarvon.’ Madame de Staël lent it me to 

read from Copet last autumn. It seems to me that if the authoress had written the truth, and nothing but the 

truth—the whole truth—the romance would not only have been more romantic, but more entertaining. As 

for the likeness, the picture can’t be good—I did not sit long enough. When you have leisure, let me hear 

from and of you, believing me ever and truly yours most affectionately, B. 

 

P.S. Oh! your Poem—is it out? I hope Longman has paid his thousands: but don’t you do as H[orace] 

T[wiss]’s father did, who, having made money by a quarto tour, became a vinegar merchant; when, lo! his 

vinegar turned sweet (and be d——d to it) and ruined him. My last letter to you (from Verona) was 

enclosed to Murray—have you got it? Direct to me here, poste restante. There are no English here at 

present. There were several in Switzerland—some women; but, except Lady Dalrymple Hamilton, most of 

them as ugly as virtue—at least, those that I saw. 

 

November 18th 1816: Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage III published. 
 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, November 20th 1816: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.3-4; BLJ V 132, which omits the Latin) 

This is the earliest letter in B.L.Add.Mss.42093, which were owned by Lady Dorchester, and do not 

appear in Prothero’s LJ. 

Novr. 20
th

. 1816 

My dear H. – 

 I have made a bargain of about three francs or rather more a day – for both my horses – to be kept here – 

& recommend this to your notice. – Enclosed are rhymes on the Helen – 

ever y
rs
. most truly 
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Bn 

1:2 

  <Aspica formosum> 

  Aspicus egregium formosi marmoris, ultra 

   Quod doctor ingenis quod manuire, decus – 

  Tale nil omnipotens Natura est musa – Diones 

   Ausus – at auspicious Ille Canova <palet> {potest} 

  Quare superore nequit gratissima mentis imago 

   Nec, qui tanta <potest> {tam magna vale et tanta} ipse, poeta <potest> {valet} 

  Conspicuis formœ spectandum date perennis 

  Iam ductum corde . vides Helenam –
2
 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Bath, November 20th 1816: 

(Source: text from 1922 II 20-2; Jones I 512-14) 

 

5 Abbey Church yard, Bath, 

November 20, 1816. 

My dear Lord Byron 

It gives us pleasure to learn that you have arrived in safety at Milan,
3
 and that you have not 

relinquished your intention of revisiting England in the spring. The newspapers say that you have 

embarked for Albania. But I will hope that your own information is the most correct. Poor Clare’s time 

approaches, and though she continues as well as women in that situation usually are, I think her spirits 

begin to fail. She has lost much of the animation, and lightness which perhaps you do not ever remember 

in her. I shewed her your letter, which I should have withheld had I been aware of the wretched state into 

which it would have thrown her. I need not say that I do not doubt that you were as little aware of such 

an effect. But the smallest omission, or the most unpremeditated word often affects a person in a delicate 

state of health, or spirits. Any assurances which I could make to her of your correct intentions would be 

superfluous; she expresses the most unbounded confidence in you; and, as is natural, considers every 

imagined defect of kindness in me, as a breach of faith to you. I need not entreat you to believe that 

neither Mary nor myself will be deficient in every requisite attention and kindness. If you do not like to 

write to Clare,
4
 send me some kind message to her, which I will, to give suspicion his due, throw into the 

fire as a sacrifice. 

Of course you have received intimations of the tumultuous state of England. The whole fabric of 

society presents a most threatening aspect. What is most ominous of an approaching change is the 

strength which the popular party have suddenly acquired, and the importance which the violence of 

demagogues has assumed. But the people appear calm, and steady even under situations of great 

excitement; and reform may come without revolution. Parliament will meet on the 28th of January; until 

which – for the populace have committed no violence – they only meet, resolve and petition – all classes 

will probably remain in a sullen and moody expectation of what the session will produce. The taxes, it is 

said, cannot be collected – if so, the national debt cannot be paid – and are not the landed proprietors 

virtually pledged to the payment? I earnestly hope that, without such an utter overthrow as should leave 

us the prey of anarchy, and give us illiterate demagogues for masters, a most radical reform of the 

institutions of England may result from the approaching contest. 

Murray, and another bookseller are skirmishing in the advertisement columns of the Morning 

Chronicle. The latter, a most impudent dog! affirming publickly that you sold him the copyright of some 

Poems for 500 guineas. By-the-bye, Murray refused to send me the sheets of your poems to superintend, 

under the plea of your having written to him committing them exclusively to Mr. Gifford’s care. I saw 

them advertised for publication before I was aware of this; and in answer to my application to Murray, I 

received the above excuse. My situation with respect to Murray, claiming a duty to which I was not 

entitled, had some degree of awkwardness in it. Of course I cannot do, what otherwise I should most 

scrupulously have done, pay the attention to its correctness, which I doubt not to all practical purposes 

Mr. G. will do. I am not quite certain that Murray does not bear me some illwill, as the cause of the 

unexpected difference in his disbursements of £800. ‘Christabel’ has been reviewed, and a most 

unfavourable judgment pronounced on it, by the Edinburgh Review. It suggests also that you were much 

                                                           
2: Latin in part conjectural. 

3: B. and H. arrived in Milan on October 12th 1816. The letter telling Sh. so is lost. 

4: There are no letters surviving from B. to C.C. 
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to blame for praising it. In my opinion the Edinburgh Review is as well qualified to judge of the merits 

of a poet, as Homer would have been to write a commentary on the Newtonian System. 

Accept our thanks for the curious account you give us of the Improvisators and the curiosities of 

Milan.
5
 We have no new things to tell. Believe me, my dear Lord Byron, 

Your very sincere friend, 

       P. B. Shelley. 

 

from Silvio Pellico to his brother, November 22nd 1816: 

(Source: text from Silvio Pellico, Lettere Milanese, ed. Mario Scotti, Turin, Casa Editrice Loescher- 

Chiantore, 1963, pp.73-4) 

Byron has promised Pellico to translate Francesca da Rimini and to stage it at Drury Lane. 

 

Lord Byron non è autore delle Bella Penitente; non ha ancor fatto tragedie, ma l’Inghilterra ne aspetta da 

lui. Senti le obbligazioni che gli ho; non gli bastò di lodar molto la mia Francesca; si pose a tradurne un 

Atto e poi un altro, e poi si fermò nella risoluzione di farla conoscere al suo paese. Egli è Direttore del 

Teatro di Drurylane a Londra; l’ha dunque tradotta tutta (fra lui e Lord Hobhouse suo amico indivisibile) e 

la manderà quanto prima sulle scene di Shakespeare. Egli assicura che sebbene avvezzi a produzioni più 

complicate, i suoi compatriotti saranno colpiti della bella semplicità (come la chiama egli) di quella 

tragedia. Sarà preceduta da un Prologo, in cui Lord Byron informerà gli Spettatori di quanto è uopo che 

sappiano, cioè dell’essere produzione italiana, etc. e com’è uso su quei teatri, la chiuderà con un Epilogo – 

Questa lusinga al mio amor proprie dovrebbe farmi scrivere altri cose, eppure il tempo vola, e non fo niente 

... 

 

Translation: Lord Byron
6
 is not the author of The Fair Penitent; he has not yet written a tragedy, but 

England expects one of him, and he feels this obligation. He did not hesitate to praise my Francesca highly; 

and set himself to translate one act and then another,
7
 and then resolved to make it known in his country. He 

is Director of the Drury Lane Theatre in London; he has therefore, with his inseparable friend Lord 

Hobhouse, translated it all, and will send it as soon as possible to the stage of Shakespeare. He is certain 

that although they are accustomed to more complicated works, his countrymen will be struck by the 

“beautiful simplicity” (as he called it) of this tragedy. It will be preceded by a Prologue, in which Lord 

Byron will tell the audience what they need to know of Italian dramas, and, as plays are in their theatres, 

concluded with an Epilogue – This increase in my self-esteem should make me write more, but time flies, 

and I have done nothing … 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, November 25th 1816: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 13-17; BLJ V 132-4) 

 

Venice Novr. 25
th

. 1816. – 

Dear Sir – It is some months since I have heard from or of you – I think – not since I left Diodati. – From 

Milan I wrote once or twice; – but have been here some little time – and intend to pass the winter without 

removing. – I was much pleased with the Lago di Garda & with Verona – particularly the amphitheatre – 

and a sarcophagus in a Convent garden – which they show as Juliet’s – they insist on the truth of her 

history. – Since my arrival at Venice – the Lady of the Austrian 

 

1:2 

 

Governor told me that between Verona & Vicenza there are still ruins of the Castle of the Montecchi – and 

a chapel once appertaining to the Capulets – Romeo seems to have been of Vicenza by the tradition – but I 

was a good deal surprized to find so firm a faith in Bandello’s novel – which seems {really} to have been 

founded on a fact. – – – – 

Venice pleases me as much as I expected – and I expected much – it is one of those places which I know 

before I see them – and has always haunted me the most – after the East. – – – – – 

 

1:3 

 

                                                           
5: The letter in which B. describes these things to Sh. and co. is not found. 

6: B. and H. had met Pellico at dinner with di Breme on October 17th. 

7: Both B. and H. began to translate Francesca da Rimini, but B. gave up early, and H. finished it alone. 
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I like the gloomy gaiety of their gondolas – and the silence of their canals – I do not even dislike the 

evident decay of the city – though I regret the singularity of it’s vanished costume – however there is much 

left still; – the Carnival too is coming. – – 

S
t
. Mark’s – and indeed Venice – is most alive at night – the theatres are not open till nine – and {the} 

society is proportionably late – all this is to my taste – but most of your countrymen miss & regret the rattle 

of hackney coaches – without which they can’t sleep. – – – – – – 

I have got remarkably good apartments in a private house – I see something of the 

 

1:4 

 

inhabitants <f> (having had a good many letters to some of them) I have got my gondola – I read a little – & 

luckily could speak Italian (more fluently though than accurately) <l> long ago; – I am studying out of 

curiosity the Venetian dialect – which is very naive – soft & peculiar – though not at all classical – I go out 

frequently – and am in very good contentment. – – – – – – 

The Helen of Canova – (a bust which is in the house of M
e
 the Countess d’Albrizzi whom I know) is 

without exception to my mind the most perfectly beautiful of human conceptions – and far beyond 

 

2:1 

 

2) my ideas of human execution. – 

—— 

    In this beloved marble view 

    <By> {Above} the works & thoughts of Man – 

    What Nature could – but would not do – 

    And Beauty and Canova can! 

    Beyond Imagination’s power – 

    Beyond the Bard’s defeated art, 

    With immortality her dower – 

    Behold the Helen of the heart! 

 

[swirl] 

Talking of the “heart” reminds me that I have fallen in love – which except falling into {the} Canal – (and 

that would be useless as I swim) is the best (or worst) thing I could do. – – – – I am 

 

2:2 

 

therefore in love – fathomless love – but lest you should make some splendid mistake – & envy me the 

possession of some {of those} Princesses or Countesses with whose affections <the> your English voyagers 

<is> {are} apt to invest them<self>{selves} – I beg leave to tell you – that my Goddess is only the wife of a 

“Merchant of Venice” – but then she is pretty as an Antelope, – is {but} two & twenty years old – has the 

large black Oriental eyes – with the Italian countenance – and <the> dark glossy hair of the curl & colour of 

Lady Jersey’s – then she has 

 

2:3 

 

the voice of a lute – and the song of a Seraph (though not quite so sacred) besides a long postscript of 

graces – virtues and accomplishments – enough to furnish {out} a new Chapter for Solomon’s song. – But 

her great merit is finding out mine – there is nothing so amiable as discernment. – Our little arrangement is 

completed – the usual oaths having been taken – and everything fulfilled according to the “understood 

relations”
8
 of such liaisons. The general race of women appear to be handsome – but in Italy as <on> {on} 

almost all the Continent – the highest orders are by no means a well looking <race> generation – 

 

2:4 

 

and indeed reckoned by their countrymen very much otherwise. – – Some are <otherwise> {exceptions} but 

most of them as ugly as Virtue herself. – – [erasure followed by long swirl] 

                                                           
8: Shakespeare, Macbeth, III iv 124. 
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If you write – address to me here Poste Restante – as I shall probably stay the winter over. – I never see a 

newspaper & know nothing of England – except {in} a letter now & then from my Sister. – Of the M.S. 

sent you I know nothing except that you have received it – & are to publish it &c. &c. but when – where – 

& how – you leave me to guess – . But it don’t 

 

3:1 

 

3) much matter. – – – – – 

I suppose you have a world of works passing through your process for next year – when does Moore’s 

poem appear? – I sent a letter for him addressed to your care the other day. – So – M
r
. Frere is married – 

and you tell me in a former letter that he had “nearly forgotten that he was so – ” – he is fortunate. – – – 

yrs ever & very truly 

[swirl] 

[3:2 blank.] 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, November 27th 1816: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.5-9; 1922 II 22-5; QII 372-4; BLJ V 134-6) 

<Venice> Venice. 

Novr. 27
th

. 1816. 

My dear Kinnaird 

 Before I left Switzerland I answered your last letter & feel a little anxious to know that you have 

received it – as it was partly on business – that is to say on the disposition of Murray’s {proposed} payment. 

– I fear there seems little chance of an immediate Sale of Newstead, which is to be wished for many 

reasons. – H. & I have been some time in the North of Italy – & reached Venice about a fortnight ago – 

where I shall remain probably during the winter. – – – – 

 

1:2 

 

It is a place which I like – and which I long anticipated that I should like – besides – I have fallen in love – 

and with a very pretty woman – so much so – as to obtain the approbation of the not easily approving H. – 

who is in general rather tardy in his applause of the fairer part of the creation. – – – 

She is married – so our arrangement was formed according to the incontinent continental system – which 

need not be described to you an experienced voyager – and gifted withal with a modest self=confidence – 

which my bashful nature is not endowed with – but nevertheless I have got the woman – I do not very well 

 

1:3 

 

know how – but we do exceedingly well together. – She is not two and twenty – with great black Eastern 

eyes – <with> and a variety of subsidiary charms &
c
. &

c
. and amongst her other accomplishments – is a 

mighty & admirable singer – as most of the Italians are – (though not a public one) – luckily I can speak the 

language fluently, – & luckily (if I did not) we could employ ourselves a little without talking. – – I meant 

to have given up gallivanting altogether – on leaving your country – where I had been totally sickened of 

that & every thing else – but – I know not how it is – my health growing better – & my spirits not worse – 

the “besoin d’aimer” came back upon my 

 

1:4 

 

heart again – after all – there is nothing like it. – – So much for that matter. – – – – – – 

I hear you are in a room with Dibdin & Fanny Kelly – & the Devil knows whom – Humph! – – – 

I hear also that at <at> the meeting or in the committee – you said that I was coming back in spring – it is 

probable – & if you have said so I will come – for sundry reasons – – to see my daughter – my sister – and 

my friends – (and not least nor last – yourself) to renew my proxy (if Parliament be dissolved) for the 

Whigs – to see M
r
. Waite & M

r
. Blake

9
 – and the 

 

2:1 

 

                                                           
9: Waite the dentist and Blake the hairdresser. 
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newest play – and the S. committee – and to sell Newstead (if I can) but not to reside in England again – 

it neither suits me – nor I it – my greatest error was remaining <in it> {there} – that is to say – my greatest 

error but one – my ambition – if ever I had merits – is over – or at least limited <rather too xxxxxxx also to 

xxx have the xx to alter xx xxxx> – if I could but remain as I now am – I should not merely be happy – but 

contented – which in my mind is the strongest & most difficult attainment of the two – for any one who will 

hazard enough may have moments of happiness. – – – – 

 

2:2 

 

I have books – a decent establishment – a fine country – a language which I prefer – most of the 

amusements & conveniences of life – as much of society as I choose to take – and a handsome woman – 

who is not a bore – and does not annoy me with looking like a fool & <pretending> setting up for a sage. – 

Life has little left for my curiosity – there are few things in it of which I have not {had} a sight and a share 

– it would be silly to quarrel with my luck because it did not last – & even that was partly my own fault. – – 

If the present does – I should not fall out with the past: – and if I could but manage 

 

2:3 

 

to arrange my pecuniary concerns in England – so as to pay my debts – & leave me what would be here a 

very fair income – (though nothing remarkable at home) you might consider me as posthumous – for I 

would never willingly dwell in the “tight little Island”. – – – – 

Pray write {to} me a line or two addressed to Venice – Poste Restante – I hope to remain here the winter – 

remember me to Maria – and believe me y
rs
. ever & truly & affect

ly
. 

 

P.S. 

 Colonel Finch an English acquaintance of H.’s & mine has I believe written to you to complain of his 

banker (who 

 

2:4 

 

is also mine) and has with our permission mentioned our names to you as knowing him. – I must however 

say that I have no complaint whatever against (M
r
. Siri) the banker – who has on the contrary been 

remarkably civil & attentive to both H & myself. – – Of Col. Finch’s row with him I understand nothing – 

but that he had one. – – – – – 

Pray let me hear from you – & tell me what Murray has done – & if you have received my letter from 

Geneva in answer to your former one. – – – –  

 

3:1 

 

P.S. 

 If you write to me – pray – do not refer to any persons or events – except our own theatrical – 

political – personal – attorneycal – poetical – & diabolical – concerns. You see I give a pretty wide range 

still – but what I wish to put under Quarantine are (my) family events – & all allusion thereto past – present 

– or to come. – It is what <I> 

 

[vertically up right-hand side of page:] 

 

I have laid an embargo on with all my other friends. – 

 

3:2 [vertically up right-hand side of page:] 

 

It will be better that the Author of these lines (if spoken) be not avowed – pray – make it a secret & keep it 

so. – – –  

 

Lady Caroline Lamb to John Murray, November (??) 1816: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Smiles I 379-80) 
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 I wish to ask one question: are you offended with me or my letter?

10
 If so, I am sorry, but depend on 

it if after seven years’ acquaintance you choose to cut off what you ever termed your left hand, I have too 

much gratitude towars you to allow of it. Accept therefore every apology for a supposed fault. I always 

write eagerly and in haste. If therefore I said anything I ought not, pardon it – it was not intended; and left 

me to entreat you to remember a maxim I have found very useful to me, that there is nothing in this life 

worth quarrelling about, and that half the people we are offended with never intended to give us cause. 

 Thankyou for Holcroft’s ‘Life,’ which is extremely curious and interesting. I think you will relent and 

send me ‘Childe Harold’ before any one has it – this is the first time you have not done so
11

 – and the 

Quarterly Review; and pray also any other book that is curious, or, at all events, tell me of it, as we have 

much time and I like your judgment. How I detest Mr. Frere – will you tell me why? I send you a book; 

pray read it – ‘Lady Calantha Limb.’ The authoress, activated by a holy zeal, says in her preface that she is 

resolved to turn me into ridicule. She chooses an easy task – too easy, I fear – yet fails, and makes a most 

blundering business. Wit’s razor’s edge she has not, but a most unkind tongue to make up for it. I know that 

‘Timon’ succeeds, and I am delighted, as it contains, I think, more beauties than any play. I am sorry 

Phrynia and Timandra do not appear.
12

 Mrs. Mardyn and Mrs. Osgood would have looked beautiful, and, 

without letting them speak those very pretty lines addressed to them, might have been inserted. Mrs. 

Wilmot looks ill – like a fine ruin on which the setting sun is shining. I believe they will never forget your 

friendly and kind behaviour to them. Miss Wilmot spoke of you to me yesterday in a manner that could not 

fail to please you. 

 My little chestnut horse is as well as ever. They say a black mare of mine (not the one I ride, but a 

beautiful one) has broken its back. This is all the news I have, except that the Morning Chronicle disgusts 

me, and that I wish a little enthusiasm for victories and commanders were allowed. I quite pine to see the 

Quarterly Review and ‘Childe Harold.’ Hve mercy and send them, or I shall gallop to town to see you. Is 

450 guineas too dear for a new barouche? If you know this let me know, as we of the country know nothing. 

     Yours sincerely, 

       C.L. 

 

December 5th 1816: The Prisoner of Chillon and other Poems published (Churchill’s Grave, Darkness, 

The Dream, Prometheus). 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 4th 1816: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43488; QI 374-6; BLJ V 137-8) 

The start of Byron’s Armenian studies. 

Venice. – Dec. 4
th

. 

1816. – 

Dear Sir – 

 I have written to you so frequently of late – that you will think me a bore – as I think you a very 

impolite person for not answering my letters – from Switzerland – Milan – Verona – & Venice. – There are 

some things I wanted & want to know, – {viz –} whether M
r
. Davies of inaccurate memory had or had not 

delivered the M.S. as delivered to him – because if he has not – you will find that he will bountifully bestow 

extracts & transcriptions to all the curious of his acquaintance – in which 

 

1:2 

 

case you may possibly find your publication anticipated by the “Cambridge” or other Chronicles: – in the 

next place – I forget what was next – but in the 3
d
. place – I want to hear whether you have yet published – 

or when you mean to do so – or why you have not done so – because in your last (Sept
r
. 20

th
. you may be 

ashamed of the date) you talked of this being done immediately. – From England I hear nothing – & know 

nothing of any thing or any body – I have but one correspondent (except M
r
. Kinnaird on business now & 

then) <she> {& that one} is a female
13

 – & her letters are so full of 

 

1:3 

 

                                                           
10: That of November 5th 1816 – see above. 

11: Shows that Mu. had sent Caroline an advance copy of CHP I and II. 

12: Phrynia and Timandra are Alcibiades’ two whores in Timon of Athens; see IV iii. 

13: Augusta. 
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mysteries & miseries – such a quantity of the trivial & conjectural – & such a <total> dearth of any 

useful or even amusing information – that I know no more of your island – or city – than the Italian version 

of the French papers chooses to tell me – <and> {or} the advertisements of M
r
. Colburn tagged to the end 

of your Quarterly review for the year ago. – I wrote to you at some length last week – so that I have little to 

add – except that I had begun & am proceeding in a study of the Armenian language – which I acquire as 

well as I can – at the Armenian convent where I go every day to take lessons of a learned Friar
14

 – and have 

gained some sin= 

 

1:4 

 

=gular and not useless information with regard to the literature & customs of that Oriental people. – – They 

have an establishment here – a church & convent of seventy monks – very learned & accomplished men – 

some of them – they have also a press – & make great efforts for the enlightening of their nation. – I find 

the language (which is twin, the literal – and the vulgar) difficult but not invincible (at least I hope not) – I 

shall go on. – – 

I found it necessary to twist my mind round some severer study – and this – as being the hardest I could 

devise here – will be a <staff> {file} for the serpent. – – – 

I mean to remain here till the Spring – so address to me directly to Venice Poste restante. – – M
r
. Hobhouse 

for the 

 

2:1 

 

2) present is gone to Rome with his brother – brother’s wife – & Sister – who overtook him here – he 

returns in two months – I should have gone too – but I fell in love
15

 – & must stay that over – I shall think 

that – and the Armenian Alphabet – will last the winter – the lady has luckily for me been less obdurate than 

the language – or between the two I should have lost my remains of sanity. By the way – she is not 

Armenian but a Venetian – as I believe I told you in my last. – As for Italian I am fluent enough, <it it> 

even in it’s Venetian modification – which is something like the Somersetshire version of English – and as 

for the 

 

2:2 

 

more classical <parts of it> {dialects} – I had not forgot my former practice in it during my voyaging. – – – 

– – – 

 y
rs
. ever & truly 

  [swirl signature] 

 

PS 

 Remember me to M
r
. Gifford – and do not forget me to – but I don’t think I have any other friends of 

your acquaintance. – 

 

part of a letter from Scrope Berdmore Davies to John Cam Hobhouse,
16

 December 7th 1816: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4178) 

 

      11 Great Ryder St. St James’s – Dec 7 – 1816 

My dear Hobhouse 

 

I have long intended to inflict a letter upon you at once to reproach and punish your long neglect, which I 

have really taken much amiss – you know that I dislike letter-writing as much as you excel in it; which, it 

will be admitted, is carrying aversion to the highest pitch – yet, such is my anxiety to hear from you, that, 

maugre my distaste to writing write I will, and that with regularity and with zeal. I had already begun to 

feel that sickness of heart which arises from “hope deferred”
17

 when the arrival of your letter was 

announced – That, and a watch, which I received from you on the same day, have restored you to your 

proper place in my affections – The watch indeed you could + not in equity avoid giving to me, to remind 

                                                           
14: Father Harit’wn Avgerian (“Paschal Aucher”). 

15: With Marianna Segati, his landlady in the Frezzeria. 

16: H. is at Vicenza on this date. 

17: Hope deferred maketh the heart sick. 
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me of that which your company and conversation even make me forget   Do not look 

for method.
18

 

 Every thing here is dull and dreary – we have fogs without end, and poems like the fogs – Gally 

Knight’s production
19 

you probably have seen but not read – Websters
20

 you cannot have even seen – The 

friends and enemies of these gentlemen “per mobile fratrum” [??]
 
purchase their works – Webster’s is the 

more generally admired, and has drawn a critique from the Quarterly – G. Knight’s meets with little but 

neglect – {yet} The latter is eminently distinguished by a gentlemanlike contempt for the pedantry of 

grammar, <to be sure> but then the former, in addition to this, displays a noble Pindaric abhorrence of 

metre: <and> Webster too has contrived to look {as well as write} like Byron – he wears a black curly 

wig, which he wears on the [  ] of his dumpling head, for in his imitation, he has been obliged from lack of 

forehead in the proper place to <bring> {levy} a contribution on the parts adjacent, and as Carfree takes a 

nose from the forehead, Webster takes a forehead from the scalp. 

 Byron – that mighty magician has excited high and general admiration by his last Canto – Darkness 

and the Dream
21

 have their admirers – but these are not the many – These poems are “caviare to the 

general”
22

 but men of finer mould [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] read them with rapture. He has perhaps said too much of 

himself – No man has a right to wipe his eyes on the public – Still a life passed amidst alternating storms 

of rapture and despair must suggest itself at all times and in all places – To me B. is never so interesting as 

when talking of himself – but I do not wish to see the example followed {by men who can imitate him in 

nothing else} 

A man of the name of Johnson
23

 has been advertising poems as if written by Lord B. with a declaration too 

that he (Johnson) has given 500gs for the copy. From a regard to B’s fair fame and Murray’s interest I 

made an affidavit declaring my full persuasion that B. had never written anything of the sort. The Lord 

Chancellor like Tom Thumb
24

 has done his duty, and Mr Johnson is prohibited from selling the said poems 

– The penultimate of Canopus
25

 is by this wish made short [??] – That single no is a sufficient negative to 

B’s being the author. Kinnaird {like Byron} is no longer of the sub-committee
26

 – He is deposed, and bears 

his fall with [Ms gap] 

 

Adieu Hobhouse – and believe me sincerely yours 

     Scrope Davies.
27 

 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 9th 1816: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43488; BLJ V 138-9) 

Venice. Dec
r
. 9

th
. 1816. – 

Dear Sir – 

 In a letter from England I am informed that a man named Johnson has taken upon himself to 

publish some poems called “a Pilgrimage to Jerusalem – {a tempest – and {{an}} address to my daughter} 

– &
c
.” and to attribute them to me – adding that he had paid five hundred guineas for them. – 

The answer to this is short, – I never wrote such poems – never received the sum he mentions – nor any 

other in the same quarter – nor (<to the best of my own knowledge & belief> {as far as moral or mortal 

certainty can be sure}) ever had directly or indirectly the slightest communication with Johnson in my life; 

– not being aware that <such a> {the} person existed till this intelligence – gave me to understand, {that} 

there were such 

 

1:2 

 

                                                           
18: S.B.D. seems to be warning H. not to read any homosexual subtext into his statement. This could be a joke. 

19: Ilderim, A Syrian Tale by Henry Gally Knight. 

20: Waterloo and Other Poems by James Wedderburn Webster. Webster’s wife Frances had failed to have an affair 

with B. in 1813, but was to have one with Davies himself in 1818 and 1819 – see Burnett 230-3. 

21: Darkness and The Dream were published with The Prisoner of Chillon on December 5th 1816. 

22: Hamlet, II ii 431. 

23: Joseph Johnson, bookseller based in St. Paul's Churchyard, friend to Fuseli and Mary Wollstonecraft. 

24: Fielding, Tom Thumb, I iii 3-4: “By not b’ing thank’d at all, I’m thank’d enough; / My Duty I have done, and done 

no more”. 

25: The priests of Canopus, the Egyptian god of water, were challenged by the Chaldean fire-worshippers to a contest. 

Naturally water beat fire. Davies’ otherwise obscure passage implies an easy victory over Johnson. 

26: K. had been with B. on the Sub-Committee of the Drury Lane Theatre. 

27: This is the end of the letter, which has “wrapped around” two sheets (one of which is missing) and is now back at 

the top of sheet 1. 
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people. – Nothing surprises me – or this perhaps would – & most things amuse me – or this probably 

would not. – – – 

With regard to myself – the man has <me> merely lied – that’s natural – his betters have set him the 

example. – But with regard to you – his assertion may perhaps injure you in your publications – and I desire 

that it may receive the most public and unqualified contradiction. – – – – 

I do not know that there is any punishment for a thing of this kind – & if there were – I should not feel 

disposed to pursue this ingenious mountebank further than was necessary for his confutation – but thus far it 

may be necessary to proceed. – 

 

1:3 

 

You will make what use you please of this letter – and M
r
. Kinnaird – who has power to act for me during 

my absence – will I am sure readily join you in any steps which it may be proper to take – with regard to the 

<false> absurd falsehood of this poor creature. As you {will} have recently received several letters from me 

in my way to Venice – as well as two written since my arrival – – I will not at present trouble you further. – 

 ever very truly 

  y
rs
. 

   Byron 

P.S. 

 Pray let me know that you have received this letter – address to Venice – Poste Restante. 

 

1:4 

 

To prevent the recurrence of <such> similar falsifications you may state – that I consider myself responsible 

for no publication {from the year 1812.} up to the present date <which> which is not from your press – I 

speak of course from that period – because previously Cawthorn – & Ridge had both printed compositions 

of mine. – “A Pilgrimage to Jerusalem”! how the devil should I write about Jerusalem – never having yet 

been there? – as for “a tempest” it was not a tempest when I left England – but a very fresh breeze – and as 

to {an} address to <poor> little Ada (who by the way is a year old tomorrow) I never wrote a line about her 

except in “Farewell” & the 3
d
. Canto of Childe H

d
. – – – 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, December 13th 1816 / January 22nd 

1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; Smiles I 369-70; LJM 181-2) 

[a My Lord / My Lord Byron / Poste restant / a Venise / En Italie] 

London 13
th

 Dec
r
. 1816 

My Lord 

I do believe that if all the instances of your indulgent kindness were put together they could not excite in me 

a greater obligation than I feel for the extreme forbearance exhibited in your Letter of the 25
th

 ult. received 

this day – I expected a Shot from you that would have shivered all my nerves in return for my baseness in 

not answering your many most obliging and delightful Letters. And instead of it you have amused me 

beyond measure with the Account of Venice, Juliet – the Capulets and the Bust – but what is even this – the 

Marble Helen to the One capable of “Discernment” through animated “Oriental Eyes” – By Heavens – if it 

be not profane to use the word – thou art squeezing out the very Life of Life – and wouldst make <we> us 

inferior <men> petty men believe that there never was any thing in the Rhind which you describe & fling to 

us – Who would not endure thy fancied Pains for all thy delicious enjoyments – you who do what all so 

wish but<t> want the power to do – We wonder & wonder & wonder but we have not the same creative 

powers of enjoyment which you possess – & our case is hopeless – even if the means of applying them 

were before us – here ends my phylosophy – but I admire, & delight in your genius for Pleasure in every 

shape and wish you the perpetuity of S
t
 Leon – to pursue its operations. 

 Well you are so much in Love – that you will not condesend to think of Poetry – merely because all the 

world here are thinking of nothing else (the Shadow for the Substance) – I did not care to write to you until 

I could ascertain the opinions of the knowing ones respecting a re-  

 

1:2 

 

 -cent publication of mine – entitled C. H<ar>. Canto III which has drawn the leaders of all our literary 

forces together in Consultation and they have determined – that this, alone, must have ensured the Author 

preeminent fame (Poetical, I mean) which had already been assigned to him, and this being allowed, it 
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follows that it is in fact superior to his other efforts, by which a writer is always sure to be tried. It is 

allowed that there are Stanzas in it equal to any thing that has been written & M
r
 Frere, in a Letter to me 

adds “to any thing either Antient or Modern – as applied to the Stanzas on Waterloo – The Dream is also 

considered of the same high class – the Dream has created a division but the ayes are the majority – 

Kinnaird has had the cruelty read Ladies into Hysterics by it – I hope he had not the wickedness to take any 

naughty advantage of his art. Chillon in parts very fine – the Incantation fine – but then to the Practical 

Proof of this Summary – I thy Most faithful Publisher, gave his Bretheren 99 in it earlier a dinner at the 

Albion & sold them after the first Pint Five Thousand Pounds Worth of thy Poetry including 1,500 of the 

Works now 5 Vols <(but not> 1,800 Vol 5 separate (not containing Childe H Canto 3 &c) and 7,000 of C. 

Harold Canto 3 – & 7,000 of Prisoner of Chillon &c – for your Lordship must know & will I trust excuse, 

that the auri sacra Fames induced me to divide the Works you sent me into two brochures at 5/6 to ensure 

my Pelf – & thy popularity – and so my speculation will not fail – although your Lordships kind anxiety 

shall be gratefully Remembered. – I have had a tremendous fight with a dirty Villain who availing himself 

of the announcement of some New Poems advertised vehemently that he would Publish “Lord Byrons 

Pilgrimage to the Holy Land” and the “Tempest” – to the which I ventured to announce the falsity – that 

mine was the real Simon Pure – the very next day the fellow inserted an advertisement, cautiously worded, 

but insinuating stoutly – the He had received these Poems from the Noble Auth{or}  

 

1:3 

 

 & had paid for them Five Hundred Pounds! an inuendo which Job never templated – However with the 

asstance of M
r
 S. Davies’s Oath accompanied by one from myself I tried the Lord Chancellor & aided by 

the Literary recollections of Sir S. Romilly respecting Pope & his annoyer Curl – we succeeded in obtaining 

an injunction – which has operated very favourably in putting an end to his trash – & in making known my 

Poems – We must now think of prosecuting him for damages – as a punishment & if any be obtained it may 

be sent to the Middlesex Lying-in-Hospital whose funds, in consequence of so many Gentlemen having 

returned to the Wars, is nearly exhausted. At any rate I will prepare a power of Attorney enabling some one 

whom your Lordship may choose to deligate – this shall be sent instantly now that I know where to direct 

my Arrow. 

 In Literary Affairs I have taken the field in great Force Opening with The Third Canto & Chillon – and, 

following up my blow, I have since published Tales of my Landlord another Novel I believe but I really 

dont know by the Author of Waverley &c – but excepting the Character of Meg Meriles – much superior – 

every One is in extacy about it – & I would give a finger if I could send it to you – but this I will “contrive” 

– Conversations with your friend Buonaparte at St Helena – amusing but scarce worth sending – – L
d
 

Holland has just put forth a very improved Edit of the Life of Lope de Vega & de Castro Giffords Ben 

Jonson has put to death all former Critics and is very much liked – The Faro-Table of Tobin has been acted 

& successfully but it is very paltry – made up from the School for Scandal – M
r
 Legh an MP’s accnt of his 

Travels contains a very remarable and well told incident which would amuse you – We have letters coming 

out from Hume – Chesterfield – & Franklin wch may produce some <un> information – Moore’s Poem is 

to be in the press in February – so tells me its author – I have a Poem, or rather one is coming to me by an 

Obscure Author on Paris – which I am  

 

1:4 [below address:] assured contains some very powerful passages indeed – this <g>Gifford allows – who 

by the way wants very much that you would give him a Carte Blanche respecting the Siege of Corinth – 

parts of which he abuses vehemently – though I assure you he speaks with admiration of its author 

everywhere – indeed you could not stand better in Literary Fame wch has extinguished every other feeling, 

but an anxious desire to read more of you – <Poo> M
r
 K. has been ejected from Drury Lane – to his no 

small annoyance – this comes of quarrelling with a Woman –. [above address:] Poor Semple whom you 

knew a Little of – has been killed in an Affray in Hudsons Bay – of wch he went out Gouverner. I pray your 

Lordship to let me know if I can, in any way, be made useful to you here – & I entreat you to honour me 

with a Letter as often as you can – I beg you to observe that I calculate Canto IV by September Next – the 

Scrap of your Journal delighted me – there is a poem in it – Scott is writing the Hist
y
 of Scotland – I beg my 

best remembrance to M
r
 Hobhouse – from whom I hope to get the Prose Cantos of your joint-progresses. I 

am ever My Lord 

        Your faithfully attached 

        Servt  J. M. 

 

[inverted over / under address:] This moment received what I suppose to be Copy of Lope de Vega – for 

you – from the Noble author 
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Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, December 17th 1816: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.10-11; 1922 II 25; BLJ V 139-40) 

Venice. Dec
r
. 17

th
. 1816. – 

My dear Kinnaird – 

 I have written to you lately from this place. – Perceiving by y
r
. letter of the 19

th
. Sept

r
. that Murray 

was to pay portions of his agreement at two – three – & four months – and it being now upon the verge of 

the 3
d
. moon – I will thank you to receive the same into y

r
. bank – & transmit to me here (addressed to the 

care of Mess
rs
. Siri & Willhalm Bankers Venice) credit for the amount of such sums as M. has paid already. 

– – 

I should prefer circular notes – but if not – 

 

1:2 

 

letters of credit – only making them as general as you can – – Pray answer me sans delay – for I have heard 

little – or nothing – lately from your island. – – – 

If M[urray]. has not yet disbursed – give him a hint – & exact performance. – – – 

I suppose any sale of Newstead or Rochdale is hopeless for the present – but I wish to God – it could be 

accomplished – I have it so much at heart – to divorce myself as much as possible – from all connection 

with <that> {the} country {<of your>} {called England} – feeling so much more tranquil & contented in 

my present situation – that one of my horrors is – the necessity of returning for business. – – 

 

1:3 

 

I wish you would give Hanson a fillip and try the sale {of one or both N
d
 or R

e
} – my expectations are very 

moderate – . my great object is to pay my debts – and whatever my income may be <aft> that it at least may 

be clear. — 

I wrote to you the other day – I have little to add concerning Venice – or myself – except that I am studying 

the Armenian language. – A few nights ago – I saw at the theatre a translation of Holcroft’s “tale of 

Mystery” and a farce – the same by {the} way of which Dibdin<’s> translated one act & you another – it 

turns upon a Usurer personating a father – and did not succeed at D. L. I think it was better acted here than 

there. – – –  

What were the odds at that time – against 
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my seeing the same farce at Venice? – Hobhouse is gone to Rome – with his brother – but returns {to 

Venice} in February. – – 

I remain here – probably till Spring. – 

I believe I told you in my last that I had fallen in love – so that the last month has been one of the 

pleasantest – & withal the quietest – in my recollection. – Let me hear from you 

 ever y
rs
. 

  very truly 

   & affect
ly

. 

    Byron 

P.S. – Remember me to Maria. – – – 

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, December 18th 1816: 

(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.278-80; QII 376-7; BLJ V 140-2) 

 

Venice. Dec
r
 18

th
 1816. 

 My dearest Augusta – 

 I have received one letter dated 19
th

. Nov
r
. I think (or rather earlier by a week or two perhaps), since my 

arrival in Venice, where it is my intention to remain probably till the Spring. The place pleases me. I have 

found some pleasing society―& the romance of the situation―& it’s extraordinary appearance―together 

with all the associations we are accustomed to connect with Venice, have always had a charm for me, even 

before I arrived here; and I have not been disappointed in what I have seen. 

 I go every morning to the Armenian Convent (of friars not Nuns – my child) to study the language, I 

mean the Armenian language, (for as you perhaps know―I am versed in the Italian which I speak with 
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fluency rather than accuracy), and if you ask me my reason for studying this out of the way language―I 

can only answer that it is Oriental & difficult, & employs me―which are―as you know my Eastern & 

difficult way of thinking―reasons sufficient. Then I have fallen in love with a very pretty Venetian of two 

and twenty,
28

 with great black eyes. She is married―and so am I―which is very much to the purpose. We 

have found and sworn an eternal attachment, which has already lasted a lunar month, & I am more in love 

than ever, & so is the lady―at least she says so [& seems so.] She does not plague me (which is a wonder) 

and I verily believe we are one of the happiest―unlawful couples on this side of the Alps. She is very 

handsome, very Italian or rather Venetian, with something more of the Oriental cast of countenance; 

accomplished and musical after the manner of her nation. Her spouse is a very good kind of man who 

occupies himself elsewhere, and thus the world goes on here as elsewhere. This adventure came very 

opportunely to console me, for I was beginning to be “like Sam Jennings very unappy” but at present―at 

least for a month past―I have been very tranquil, very loving, & have not so much embarrassed myself 

with the tortures of the last two years and that virtuous monster Miss Milbanke, who had nearly driven me 

out of my senses <curse her>.
29

 

 Hobhouse has gone to Rome with his brother and sister―but returns here in February: you will easily 

suppose that I was not disposed to stir from my present position. 

 I have not heard recently from England & wonder if Murray has published the po’s sent to him; & I 

want to know if you don’t think them very fine & all that―Goosey my love―don’t they make you “put 

finger in eye?” 

 You can have no idea of my thorough wretchedness from the day of my parting from you till nearly a 

month ago – though I struggled against it with some strength. At present I am better―thank Heaven 

above―& woman beneath―and will be a very good boy. Pray remember me to the babes, & tell me of 

little Da――who by the way―is a year old and a few days over. 

 My love to you all & to Aunt Sophy: pray tell her in particular that I have consoled myself; and tell 

Hodgson that his prophecy is accomplished. He said―you remember―I should be in love with an 

Italian―so I am. – 

  ever dearest yrs. 

B 

 

 P.S. – I forgot to tell you―that the Demoiselle―who returned to England from Geneva
30
―went there 

to produce a new baby B., who is now about to make his appearance. You wanted to hear some 

adventures―these are enough I think for one epistle.―― Pray address direct to Venice.― Poste Restante. 

 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, December 19th 1816: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.12-15; 1922 II 26-8; BLJ V 142-4) 

[To, John Hobhouse Esqre / Poste Restante / Roma] 

 

Venice Dec
r
. 19

th
. 1816. 

My dear Hobhouse – Your Bologna missive is arrived. – Thanks. – Your horse {then} is dead – “Is the 

sable warrior fled? thy steed is gone he rests among the dead –”
31

 and so do – you best know – how many 

francs – expended in that precious purchase. – I presume that your surviving carrion will be promoted into a 

saddle=horse – unless you harness your Giuseppe in lieu of the defunct – and make him {help to} draw his 

injured master. – – – – 

In return for the information new & various in your letter – I can send you but a poor requital – the varieties 

of Venice being no longer various to you – and my daily 

 

1:2 

 

course of life being much the same – studious in the day & dissolute in the evening. My Armenian lectures 

still continue – I have about mastered thirty of the thirty eight cursed scratches of <Mesrob> {Mesrob} the 

Maker of Alphabets – and some words of one syllable; – my lessons are in the Psalms – & Father Pasqual is 

a very attentive preceptor. – – By way of requital for his instructions (as I could not offer sordid money 

<directly> {to these friars}) I have taken upon me the expenses of his Armenian & English grammar – 

                                                           
28: Lovelace’s note: Marianna (or Marianina) Segati. 

29: Lovelace’s note: The erasure is probably by Mrs. Leigh. 

30: Claire Claremont. 

31: Gray, The Bard, ll.67-8 (Thy son is gone”). 
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which is now printing – it costs but a thousand francs to print five hundred copies – and being the first 

published in these joint languages – I think 

 

1:3 

 

“I do the state some service” almost as much as M
r
. Valpy of Tooke’s court – who is Polidori’s printer. – – 

– 

Madame Albrizzi – I have seen some times she desires her compliments; – the Countess G[oetz]. through 

her – or {else} Countess Albrizzi of her own accord – has <ad> desired me to go again to the 

Mansion=house Conversazione – which I hardly expected after that pretty piece of omission you & I made 

in the dinner department – I shall go. – The Fenices (or fire=office insurance) theatre opens in a week – I 

have taken a good box for the Carnival – there is to be a ballet & balls & I know not what – if the mumming 

of the maskers is good I will tell you 

 

1:4 

 

all about it. – The other evening at the Benedetto – I was regaled with two dramas – one – Holcroft’s “tale 

of Mystery” – the other a farce damned last year at Drury Lane – of which Kinnaird & Dibdin translated an 

act apiece from the French. – There was also a row in the theatre as follows: – a Signor Cambon (I think) 

who is separated from his wife for mutual felicity – was in one box – and <the> his extracted <r/>Rib in 

another. – Signor Cambon had become the Cavaliero servente of another lady not separated – & the 

separated Lady had provided herself with a substitute for Signor Cambon. – But Signor Cambon upon 

seeing his moiety 

 

2:1 

 

2) went into choler – and then into the box – reprobating his wife – and bestemmiando nobilmente her 

Cavaliero. – The Cavaliero (who was once an officer in Eugene’s army) replied in military phrase – & upon 

receiving a maledetto scopalotto – returned it with such interest – that much swearing & scuffling ensued – 

& both parties rolled skirmishing out into the passage; – but shewed no science – all rowly=powly – the 

vulgarest roundabout hitting you ever saw; – <the> “constables came up for to take them into – custody” & 

the police settled the business. – Every body cried out against Signor Cambon – by which you may judge 

how morals are in these parts – they said it was 

 

2:2 

 

a scandal to disturb amatory people at that rate. – – – – – – – 

My own amours go on very tranquilly – she plagues me less than any woman I ever met with – and I am 

indebted to her for the pleasantest month I can reckon this many a day. – I know you hate that sort of thing 

– so I will say no more about love & the like – except that in a letter from S
y
 I hear that C is about to 

produce a young “A. and I. – By the way – what think ye? – a bookseller – a villain – an imposter – in 

Cheapside – publishes a set of damned things calling them mine – Murray says & very truly they are not 

mine – when what does this fellow? – why – publishes a counter=advertisement saying that they are mine 

and “that he paid to me 

 

2:3 

 

500 guineas for the copyright!! –” There’s a story for you “Beck!” – does not this beat the annals {of the 

trade} from Curll & Osborne down to Tegg & Johnson – the names of these ragamuffins. – I never set eyes 

upon the verses or the vendors of them in my days. – – I believe Murray has by this time published the new 

Canto & Chillon &
c
. but I know nothing for certain. – – – – – 

The man of learning is still a prosperous gentleman
32

 – Berger amuses himself with making love to some 

Harlotry on the other side of the street – out of the hall window – at least this is the household scandal – 

Stevens slumbers – and Mutz is learning to obey the word of command with a piece of bread upon his nose 

until permission is accorded to eat it – he has stolen some more legs of mutton 

 

2:4 

                                                           
32: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I iii 73. Refers here to Fletcher. 
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and I detected him myself in the street the other day investigating a barrel of tripe – whereupon I cuffed him 

soundly. – – – – 

I have (to use young A’s phrase) “done” some more “acquaintance” since you went but have mostly lived 

pleasant & sulky: I like Venice and it’s marine melancholy – and rather wish to have seen Rome than to see 

it – though to be sure having “done” Constantinople I must also do ‘t’’other place. – I commend you to the 

Gods and am ever very truly 

& affect
l
 y

rs
. 

B 

P.S. 

 My respects to your family. – ’Gin you see Baillie make my reverences. – – – 

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, December 19th 1816: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4151; LJ IV 22-5; QII 378-80; BLJ V 144-6) 

Venice. Decr 19
th

. 1816. – 

My dearest Augusta – 

 I wrote to you a few days ago. – Your letter of the 1
st
. is arrived – and you have “a hope” 

for me – it seems – what “hope” – child? – my dearest Sis. I remember a methodist preacher who on 

perceiving a profane grin on the faces of part of his congregation – exclaimed “no hopes for them as 

laughs” and thus it is – with us – we laugh too much <and> for hopes – and so even let them go – I am sick 

of sorrow – & must even content myself as well as I can – so here goes – I won’t be woeful again if I can 

help it. – My letter to my moral Clytemnestra required no answer – & I would rather have none – I was 

wretched enough when I wrote it – & had 
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been so for many a long day & month – at present I am less so – for reasons explained in my late letter (a 

few days ago –) and as I never pretend to be what I am not you may tell her if you please that I am 

recovering – and the reason also if <it> you like it. – I do not agree with you about Ada – there was 

equivocation in the answer – and it shall be settled one way or the other – I wrote to Hanson to take 

{proper} steps to prevent such a removal of my daughter – and even the probability of it – you do not know 

the woman so well as I do – or you would <not> perceive in her very {negative} answer – that she does 

intend to take Ada with her – <even> if she should go abroad. – – – – – – 

I have heard of Murray’s squabble with one 
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of his brethren – who is an impudent impostor – and should be trounced. – – 

You do not say whether the true po’s are out – I hope you like them. – You are right in saying that I like 

Venice – it is very much what you would imagine it – but I have no time just now for description; – the 

Carnival is to begin in a week – and {with it} the mummery of masking. – – I have not been out a great deal 

– but quite as much as I like – I am going out this evening – in my cloak & Gondola – there are two nice 

M
rs
. Radcliffe

33
 words for you – and then there is the place of S

t
 Mark – and conversaziones – and various 

fooleries – besides many nau[ghty]. indeed every body is nau. so much so that a lady with <one> only one 

lover is not reckoned to have overstepped the modesty 
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of marriage – that being a regular thing; – some have two – three – and so on to twenty beyond which they 

don’t account – but they generally begin by one. – – – – – – – 

The husbands of course belong to any body’s wives – but their own. – – – – My present beloved – is aged 

two & twenty – with remarkably fine black eyes – and very regular & pretty features – figure light & pretty 

– hair dark – a mighty good singer – as they all are – she is married (of course) & has one child – a girl. – 

Her temper very good – (as you know it had need to be) and lively – she is a Venetian by birth – & was 

never further from Venice than Milan in her days – her lord is about five years older than me – an 

exceeding good kind of a man. – That amatory appendage called by us a lover – is here denominated va= 

 

                                                           
33: This is the only use of Ann Radcliffe’s name in all B.’s letters. 
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2) =riously – sometimes an “Amoroso” (which is the same thing) and sometimes a Cavaliero servente – 

which I need not tell you – is a serving Cavalier; – – 

I told my <Bxxixxfrxxt> fair one – at setting out – that as to the love and the Cavaliership – I was quite of 

accord – but as to the servitude
34

 – it would not suit me at all – so I begged to hear no more about it, – You 

may easily suppose I should not at all shine in the ceremonious department – so little so – that instead of 

handing the Lady as in duty bound into the Gondola – I as nearly as possibl<y/>e conveyed her into the 

Canal – and this at midnight – to be sure it was as dark as pitch – but if you could have seen 
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the gravity with which I was committing her to the waves – thinking all the time of something or other not 

to the purpose; – I always forget that the streets are canals – and was going to walk her over the water – if 

the servants & the Gondoliers had not awakened <me> me. – – – – 

So much for love & all that. – – The music here is famous – and there will be a whole tribe of singers & 

dancers during the Carnival – besides the usual theatres. – The Society here is something like our own – 

except that the women sit in a semicircle at one end of the room – & the men stand at the other. – I pass my 

mornings at the Armenian convent studying Armenian. – 

 

2:3 

 

My evenings here & there – tonight I am going to the Countess Albrizzi’s – one of the noblesse – I have 

also been at the Governor’s – who is an Austrian – & whose wife the Countess Goetz appeared to me in the 

little I have seen of her a very amiable & pleasing woman – with remarkably good manners – as many of 

the German women have. – – – 

There are no English here – except birds of passage – who stay a day & and then go on to Florence – or 

Rome. – I mean to remain here till Spring. – When you write address directly here – as in your present 

letter. – ever dearest y
rs
. 

  [swirl signature] 

 

[2:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, December 24th 1816: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 55-60; LJ IV 25-32; QII 380-4; BLJ V 146-50) 

Venice, December 24. 1816. 

I have taken a fit of writing to you, which portends postage—once from Verona—once from Venice, and 

again from Venice—thrice that is. For this you may thank yourself, for I heard that you complained of my 

silence—so, here goes for garrulity. 

I trust that you received my other twain of letters. My ‘way of life’ (or ‘May of life,’ which is it, according 

to the commentators?)—my ‘way of life’ is fallen into great regularity.
35

 In the mornings I go over in my 

gondola to babble Armenian with the friars of the convent of St. Lazarus, and to help one of them in 

correcting the English of an English and Armenian grammar which he is publishing. In the evenings I do 

one of many nothings—either at the theatres, or some of the conversaziones, which are like our routs, or 

rather worse, for the women sit in a semicircle by the lady of the mansion, and the men stand about the 

room. To be sure, there is one improvement upon ours—instead of lemonade with their ices, they hand 

about stiff rum-punch—punch, by my palate; and this they think English. I would not disabuse them of so 

agreeable an error,—‘no, not for Venice.’
36

 

 Last night I was at the Count Governor’s, which, of course, comprises the best society, and is very 

much like other gregarious meetings in every country,—as in ours,—except that, instead of the Bishop of 

Winchester, you have the Patriarch of Venice, and a motley crew of Austrians, Germans, noble Venetians, 

foreigners, and, if you see a quiz, you may be sure he is a Consul. Oh, by the way, I forgot, when I wrote 

from Verona, to tell you that at Milan I met with a countryman of yours—a Colonel [Fitzgerald], a very 

excellent, good-natured fellow, who knows and shows all about Milan, and is, as it were, a native there. He 

is particularly civil to strangers, and this is his history,—at least, an episode of it. 

                                                           
34: What seems underling here is in fact bleed-through. 

35: Shakespeare, Macbeth, V iii 22. 

36: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, IV i 225. 
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 Six-and-twenty years ago, Col. [Fitzgerald], then an ensign, being in Italy, fell in love with the 

Marchesa [Castiglione], and she with him. The lady must be, at least, twenty years his senior. The war 

broke out; he returned to England, to serve—not his country, for that’s Ireland—but England, which is a 

different thing; and she—heaven knows what she did. In the year 1814, the first annunciation of the 

Definitive Treaty of Peace (and tyranny) was developed to the astonished Milanese by the arrival of Col. 

[Fitzgerald], who, flinging himself full length at the feet of Mad. [Castiglione], murmured forth, in half-

forgotten Irish Italian, eternal vows of indelible constancy. The lady screamed, and exclaimed, ‘Who are 

you?’ The Colonel cried, ‘What! don’t you know me? I am so and so,’ &c. &c. &c.; till, at length, the 

Marchesa, mounting from reminiscence to reminiscence, through the lovers of the intermediate twenty-five 

years, arrived at last at the recollection of her povero sub-lieutenant. She then said, ‘Was there ever such 

virtue?’ (that was her very word) and, being now a widow, gave him apartments in her palace, reinstated 

him in all the rights of wrong, and held him up to the admiring world as a miracle of incontinent fidelity, 

and the unshaken Abdiel of absence. 

 Methinks this is as pretty a moral tale as any of Marmontel’s. Here is another. The same lady, several 

years ago, made an escapade with a Swede, Count Fersen (the same whom the Stockholm mob quartered 

and lapidated not very long since), and they arrived at an Osteria on the road to Rome or thereabouts. It was 

a summer evening, and, while they were at supper, they were suddenly regaled by a symphony of fiddles in 

an adjacent apartment, so prettily played, that, wishing to hear them more distinctly, the Count rose, and 

going into the musical society, said, ‘Gentlemen, I am sure that, as a company of gallant cavaliers, you will 

be delighted to show your skill to a lady, who feels anxious,’ &c. &c. The men of harmony were all 

acquiescence—every instrument was tuned and toned, and, striking up one of their most ambrosial airs, the 

whole band followed the Count to the lady’s apartment. At their head was the first fiddler, who, bowing and 

fiddling at the same moment, headed his troop and advanced up the room. Death and discord!—it was the 

Marquis himself, who was on a serenading party in the country, while his spouse had run away from town. 

The rest may be imagined—but, first of all, the lady tried to persuade him that she was there on purpose to 

meet him, and had chosen this method for an harmonic surprise. So much for this gossip, which amused me 

when I heard it, and I send it to you, in the hope it may have the like effect. Now we’ll return to Venice. 

 The day after to-morrow (to-morrow being Christmas-day) the Carnival begins. I dine with the 

Countess Albrizzi and a party, and go to the opera. On that day the Phenix, (not the Insurance Office, but) 

the theatre of that name, opens: I have got me a box there for the season, for two reasons, one of which is, 

that the music is remarkably good. The Contessa Albrizzi, of whom I have made mention, is the De Staël of 

Venice, not young, but a very learned, unaffected, good-natured woman, very polite to strangers, and, I 

believe, not at all dissolute, as most of the women are. She has written very well on the works of Canova, 

and also a volume of Characters, besides other printed matter. She is of Corfu, but married a dead 

Venetian—that is, dead since he married. 

 My flame (my ‘Donna’ whom I spoke of in my former epistle, my Marianna) is still my Marianna, and 

I, her—what she pleases. She is by far the prettiest woman I have seen here, and the most loveable I have 

met with any where—as well as one of the most singular. I believe I told you the rise and progress of our 

liaison in my former letter. Lest that should not have reached you, I will merely repeat, that she is a 

Venetian, two-and-twenty years old, married to a merchant well to do in the world, and that she has great 

black oriental eyes, and all the qualities which her eyes promise. Whether being in love with her has steeled 

me or not, I do not know; but I have not seen many other women who seem pretty. The nobility, in 

particular, are a sad-looking race—the gentry rather better. And now, what art thou doing? 

 

  What are you doing now, 

   Oh Thomas Moore? 

  What are you doing now, 

   Oh Thomas Moore? 

  Sighing or suing now, 

  Rhyming or wooing now, 

  Billing or cooing now, 

   Which, Thomas Moore? 

 

Are you not near the Luddites? By the Lord! if there’s a row, but I’ll be among ye! How go on the 

weavers—the breakers of frames—the Lutherans of politics—the reformers? 

 

  As the Liberty lads o’er the sea 

  Bought their freedom, and cheaply, with blood, 

    So we, boys, we 
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   Will die fighting, or live free, 

  And down with all kings but King Ludd! 

 

  When the web that we weave is complete, 

  And the shuttle exchanged for the sword, 

   We will fling the winding-sheet 

   O’er the despot at our feet, 

  And dye it deep in the gore he has pour’d. 

 

  Though black as his heart its hue, 

   Since his veins are corrupted to mud, 

    Yet this is the dew 

   Which the tree shall renew 

  Of Liberty, planted by Ludd! 

 

There’s an amiable chanson for you—all impromptu. I have written it principally to shock your neighbour 

[Hodgson], who is all clergy and loyalty—mirth and innocence—milk and water. 

 

   But the Carnival’s coming, 

    Oh Thomas Moore, 

   The Carnival’s coming, 

    Oh Thomas Moore, 

 

   Masking and humming, 

    Fifing and drumming, 

   Guitarring and strumming, 

    Oh Thomas Moore. 

 

The other night I saw a new play,—and the author. The subject was the sacrifice of Isaac. The play 

succeeded, and they called for the author—according to continental custom—and he presented himself, a 

noble Venetian, Mali, or Malapiero, by name. Mala was his name, and pessima his production,—at least, I 

thought so, and I ought to know, having read more or less of five hundred Drury Lane offerings, during my 

coadjutorship with the sub-and-super Committee. 

 When does your poem of poems come out? I hear that the E[dinburgh].R[eview]. has cut up 

Coleridge’s Christabel, and declared against me for praising it. I praised it, firstly, because I thought well of 

it; secondly, because Coleridge was in great distress, and, after doing what little I could for him in 

essentials, I thought that the public avowal of my good opinion might help him further, at least with the 

booksellers. I am very sorry that J[effrey] has attacked him, because, poor fellow, it will hurt him in mind 

and pocket. As for me, he’s welcome—I shall never think less of J[effrey] for any thing he may say against 

me or mine in future. 

 I suppose Murray has sent you, or will send (for I do not know whether they are out or no) the poem, or 

poesies, of mine, of last summer. By the mass! they are sublime—‘Ganion Coheriza’—gainsay who dares! 

Pray, let me hear from you, and of you, and, at least, let me know that you have received these three letters. 

Direct, right here, poste restante. 

     Ever and ever, &c. 

 

P.S. I heard the other day of a pretty trick of a bookseller, who has published some d——d nonsense, 

swearing the bastards to me, and saying he gave me five hundred guineas for them. He lies—never wrote 

such stuff, never saw the poems, nor the publisher of them, in my life, nor had any communication, directly 

or indirectly, with the fellow. Pray say as much for me, if need be. I have written to Murray, to make him 

contradict the impostor. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 27th 1816: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 34-7; QII 384-6; BLJ V 150-3) 

Venice Dec
r
. 27

th
. 1816. – 

Dear Sir – 

 As the Demon of Silence seems to have possessed you – I am determined to have my revenge in 

postage. – This is my sixth or seventh letter since summer and Switzerland. – My last was an injunction to 

contradict & consign to confusion that Cheapside imposter – who (I heard by <the exagg> a letter from 
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your island) had thought proper to append my name to his spurious poesy – of which I know nothing – 

nor of his pretended purchase or copyright. – – – – – 

I hope you have at least received that letter. As the news of Venice must be very interesting to you I will 

regale you with it. – – 

Yesterday being the feast of S
t
. Stephen – every mouth was put in motion – there was no= 

 

1:2 

 

=thing but fiddling and playing on the virginals – and all kinds of conceits and divertisements on every 

canal of this aquatic city. – – I dined with the Countess Albrizzi and a Paduan and Venetian party – and 

afterwards went to the Opera – at the Fenice theatre (which opens for the Carnival on that day) the finest by 

the way I have ever seen – it beats our theatres hollow in beauty & scenery – and those of Milan & Brescia 

bow before it. – – – 

The Opera and its’ Syrens were much like all other operas & women – but the subject of the said Opera was 

something edifying – it turned – the plot & conduct thereof – upon a fact narrated by Livy – of a hundred & 

fifty married ladies having poisoned a hundred & fifty husbands in the good old times – the bachelors of 

Rome believed this extraordinary <slaughter> mortality to be merely the 

 

1:3 

 

common effect of matrimony or a pestilence – but the surviving Benedicts being {all} seized with the cholic 

examined into the matter and found {that} “their possets had been drugged”
37

 the consequence of which 

was much scandal and several suits at law. – This is really & truly the subject of the Musical piece at the 

Fenice – & you can’t conceive what pretty things are sung & recitativoed about the “horrenda strage” the 

conclusion was a Lady’s head about to be chopped off by a lictor – but (I am sorry to say) he left it on – and 

she got up & sung a trio with the two Consuls – the Senate in the background being chorus. – The Ballet 

was distinguished by nothing remarkable – except that the principal she=dancer went into convulsions 

because she was applauded <at> {on}her first appearance – and the manager came forward to ask if there 

was “ever a 

 

1:4 

 

physician in the theatre” – there was a Greek one in my Box whom I wished very much to volunteer his 

services – being sure that in this case these would have been the last convulsions which would have 

troubled the Ballerina – but he would not. – –  – – – The crowd was enormous – and in coming out – having 

a lady under my arm – I was obliged in making way {almost} to “beat a Venetian & traduce the state”
38

 

being compelled to regale a person with an English punch in the guts – which sent him as far back as the 

squeeze and the passage would admit – he did not ask for another – but with great signs of disapprobation 

& dismay appealed to his compatriots – who laughed at him. – – – 

I am going on with my Armenian studies in a morning – and assisting & stimulating in the English portion 

of an English & Armenian grammar now publishing at the Convent of St. Lazarus. – – – – – – 

 

2:1 

 

2) The Superior of the Friars is a bishop and a fine old fellow – with the beard of a meteor. – My spiritual 

preceptor – pastor – and master
39

 – Father Paschal – is also a learned & pious soul – he was two years in 

England – – I am still dreadfully in love with the Adriatic lady I spoke of in a former letter (and not in this – 

I add for fear of mistakes – for the only one mentioned in the first part of this epistle is elderly and bookish 

– two things which I have ceased to admire) and love in this part of the world is no sinecure. – – – – This is 

also the season when every body make up their intrigues for the ensuing year – and cut for partners for the 

next deal. – – – – – – 

And now if you don’t write – I don’t know what I won’t say or do – nor what I will; – send me some news – 

good news – 

y
rs
. very truly &

c
. &

c
. &

c
. 

[swirl signature] 

                                                           
37: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II ii 6. 

38: Shakespeare, Othello, V ii 357. 

39: Others who rate this appellation from B. are William Bankes, Gentleman John Jackson, and Douglas Kinnaird. 
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P.S. 

 Remember me to M
r
. G. with all duty. – – – – 

 

2:2 

 

I hear that the E. R. has cut up Coleridge’s Christabel & me for praising it – which omen I think bodes no 

great good to your forthcome – or coming Canto and Castle (of Chillon) – my run of luck within the last 

year seems to have taken a turn {every way} but never mind – I will bring myself through in the end – if not 

– I can but be where I began – in the mean time I am not displeased to be where I am – I mean – at 

<Venice> Venice. – My Adriatic nymph is this moment here – and I must therefore repose from this letter 

“rocked by the beating of her heart.” ————— 

 

1817: In England, Claire Claremont gives birth to Allegra, January 12th. Byron finishes Manfred, 

after study at the Armenian monastery of San Lazzaro. His liaison with Marianna Segati has begun. 

From April 17th to May 28th, he travels via Florence to Rome, where he revises Manfred’s third act 

under advice from William Gifford. He starts Childe Harold IV. In June he leases the Villa Foscarini 

on the Brenta. On June 16th, Manfred is published. In October, as he is finishing Childe Harold IV, he 

reads Whistlecraft, a mock-epic in ottava rima by John Hookham Frere: and writes Beppo in two 

nights by way of imitation. On December 10th, he hears that Newstead Abbey has at last been sold, to 

Colonel Thomas Wildman, for £94,554 3s 1d; his years of financial insecurity are at last over. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, January 2nd
 
1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; QII 387-90; BLJ V 154-8) 

Venice. – January 2
d
. 

1817. 

My dear Sir – 

 Your letter has arrived. – – – –  

Pray – in publishing the 3d. Canto – have you omitted any passage or passages? I hope not – and indeed 

wrote to you on my way over the Alps to prevent such an accident – say in your next whether or not the 

whole of the Canto (as sent to you) has been published. – – – I wrote to you again the other day (twice I 

think –) and shall be glad to hear of the reception of those letters. – To-day is the 2
d
 of January – on this day 

3 years ago the Corsair’s publication <was> {is} dated I think in my letter to Moore – on this day two years 

I married – “Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth
40

 – blessed be the name of the Lord!” – I shn’t forget the 

day in a hurry – & will take care to keep the Anniversary before the Evening is over. – – It is odd enough 

 

1:2 

 

that I this day received a letter from you announcing the publication of C
d
. H

d
. &

c
&

c
. on the day of the date 

of “the Corsair –” and that I also received one from my Sister <dated> written on the 10:
th

 of Dec
r
. my 

daughter’s birthday (and relative chiefly to my daughter) & {arriving} on the day of the date of my 

marriage – this present 2
d
. of January the month of my birth and various other Astrologous matters – which 

I have no time to enumerate. – By the way, you might as well write to Hentsch my Genevese Banker – and 

enquire whether the two packets consigned to his care were or were not delivered to M
r
. S

t
. Aubyn – or if 

{they are} still in his keeping. – – One contains papers letters and all the original M.S. of your 3
d
. Canto – 

as first conceived – & the other – some bones from the field of Morat. – – – – – – 

Many thanks for your news – & the good Spirits in which your letter is written – – – 

 

1:3 

 

Venice & I agree very well – but I do not know that I have anything new to say – except of the last new 

Opera – which I sent in my late letter. – The Carnival is commencing and there is a good deal of fun here & 

there – besides business – for all the world are making up their intrigues for the season – changing – or 

going on upon <the> a renewed lease. – – I am very well off with Marianna – who is not at all a person to 

tire me – firstly because I do not tire of a woman personally – but because they are generally bores in their 

disposition – & secondly – because she <has> is amiable & has a tact which is not always the portion of the 

fair creation – – & 3
dly

. she is very pretty – & 4
thly

. – but there is no occasion for further specification. – I 

                                                           
40: Biblical; Hebrews 12:6. 
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have passed a great deal of my time with her since my arrival at Venice – & never twenty=four hours – 

without giving & receiving from 

 

1:4 

 

one to three (and occasionally an extra or so)
41

 pretty unequivocal proofs of mutual good contentment. – So 

far we have gone on very well – as to the future I now anticipate – “Carpe diem” the past at least is one’s 

own – which is one reason for making more of the present. – – – So much for my proper liaison. – The 

general state of morals here is much the same as in the Doges’ time – a woman is virtuous (according to the 

code) who limits herself to her husband and one lover – those who have two three or more – are <rather> {a 

little} wild; – but it is only those who are indiscriminately diffuse – and form a low connection – such as the 

Princess of Wales with her courier (who by the way is made <of> a Knight of Malta) who are considered as 

overstepping the modesty of marriage.
42

 – In Venice – the Nobility have a trick of marrying with dancers or 

singers – & truth to say the women of their own order are by no means handsome – but the general race – 

the women of the 2
d
. and other orders – the wives of the Advocates – merchants & proprietors & untitled 

gentry are mostly “bel’ sangue” and it is with these that 

 

2:1 

 

2) the more amatory connections are usually formed – there are also instances of stupendous constancy – I 

know a woman of fifty who never had but one lover who dying early – she became devout – renouncing all 

but her husband – she piques herself as may be presumed upon this miraculous fidelity – talking of it 

occasionally with a species of misplaced morality – which is rather amusing. – There is no convincing a 

woman – here – that she is in the smallest degree deviating from the rule of right or the fitness of things – in 

having an “Amoroso” – the great sin {seems} to <li> {lie} in concealing it – or in having more than one – 

that is – unless such an extension of the prerogative is understood & approved of by the prior claimant. – In 

my case – I do not know that I had any predecessor – & am pretty sure that there is no participator – & am 

inclined to think from the youth of the party – & from the frank undisguised way in which every body 

avows everything in this part of the world – {when there is anything to avow} as well as from some 

 

2:2 

 

other circumstances – such as the marriage being recent &
c
. &

c
. that this is the “premier pas” – it does not 

much signify. – – – – – – – –  

In another sheet I send you some sheets of a grammar English & Armenian for the use of the Armenians – 

of which I promoted & indeed induced the publication; {(it cost {{me}} but a thousand francs of 

<f/>French livres)} I still pursue my lessons in the language – without any rapid progress – but advancing a 

little daily – Padre Paschal – with some little help from me as a translator {of his Italian} into English – is 

also proceeding in an M.S. grammar for the English <aqu> acquisition of Armenian – which will be printed 

also when finished. – We want to know if there are any Armenian types {or letterpress} in England – at 

Oxford – Cambridge or elsewhere? – You know I suppose that many years ago the two Whistons published 

in England an original text of a history of Armenia with <the> <a> {their own} Latin translation. <of their 

own> – Do these types still exist? & 
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where. – Pray enquire among your learned acquaintance. – When this grammar – (I mean the one now 

printing) is done will you have any objection to take 40 or fifty copies – which will not cost {in all} above 

five {or ten} guineas – & try the curiosity of the learned with the sale of them. – Say yes or no as you like. – 

– I can assure you that they have some very curious books & M.S. chiefly translations from Greek originals 

now lost. – They are besides a much respected and learned community & the study of their language was 

taken up with great ardour by some literary Frenchmen in Buonaparte’s time. – I have not done a stitch of 

poetry since I left Switzerland – & have not at present the “estro” upon me – the truth is, that you are afraid 

of having a 4
th

. Canto before September – and of another copyright – but I have at present no thought of 

resuming that poem – nor of beginning any other. – If I write – I think of trying prose – but I dread 

introducing living people 

                                                           
41: Compare DJ III, 25, 8. 

42: Shakespeare, Hamlet III ii 20 (adapted). 
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or applications which <under> might be made to living people – perhaps one day or other – I may attempt 

some work of fancy in prose – descriptive of Italian manners & of human passions – but at present I am 

preoccupied. – As for poesy – mine is the dream of my sleeping Passions – when they are awake – I cannot 

speak their language; – only in their Somnambulism. – & Just now they are not dormant. – – – – – –  

If M
r
. G. merits Carte blanche as to the “Siege of Corinth” – he has it – & may do as he likes with it. – I 

sent you a letter contradictory of the Cheapside man – (who invented the story you spoke of) the other day. 

– My best respects to M
r
. Gifford – & such of my friends as you may see at your house. – I wish you all 

prosperity & new years gratulation & am 

 yrs ever & truly 

 [swirl signature] 

 

Mary Shelley to Byron, from Bath, January 13th 1817: 
(Sources: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4173A; 1922 II 31-2; Bennett I, 26) 

Mary announces the birth of Allegra, and her own marriage to Shelley. 

[To the Right Honourable / Lord Byron / M. Hentsch-Banquier / Genêve / Switzerland.] 

 

    Bath – 

     Jan 13
th

 1817. 

Dear Lord Byron 

 Shelley being in London upon business I take upon myself the task & pleasure to inform you that Clare 

was safely delivered of a little girl yesterday morning (Sunday January 12) at four. She sends her 

affectionate love to you and begs me to say that she is in excellent <health> spirits and as good health as 

can be expected. That is to say that she has had a very favourable time and has now no other illness than the 

weakness incidental to her case. 

 A letter ought not be sent so far with out a little more news. The people at present are very quiet waiting 

anxiously for the meeting of parliament – when in the Month of March, as Cobbett boldly prophesies a 

reform will certainly take place. 

 

1:2 

 

 For private news if you feel interest in it, Shelley has become intimate with Leigh Hunt and his family. I 

have seen them & like Hunt extremely. We have also taken a house in Marlow to which we intend to 

remove in about two months – and where we dare hope to have the pleasure of your society on your return 

to England. <It> The town of Marlow is about thirty miles from London. 

 My little boy is very well and is a very lively child. <For> <ou> 

 It is a long time since Shelley has heard from you and I am sure nothing would give him greater pleasure 

than to hear news of your motions & enjoyments. 

 Another incident has also occurred which will surprise you, perhaps; it is a little piece of egoism in me 

to mention it – but it allows me to sign myself – in assuring you of my esteem & sincere friendship 

  Mary W. Shelley
43

 

 

[1:3 blank.] 

 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, January 13th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.280-2; BLJ V 159-

60) 

Venice, Jan 13th 1817 

My dearest Augusta. 

 I wrote to you twice within the last and present months. Your letter of the 24
th

 arrived to-day. So you 

have got the po’s. Pray tell me if Murray has omitted any stanzas in the publication; if he has I shall be very 

seriously displeased with him. The number sent was 118 to the 3
d
 Canto. You do not mention the 

concluding 4 to my daughter Ada which I hoped would give you pleasure at least. I care not much about 

opinions at this time of day, and I am certain in my mind that this Canto is the best which I have ever 

written; there is depth of thought in it throughout and a strength of repressed passion which you must feel 

                                                           
43: The Shelleys were married on December 30th 1816. 
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before you find; but it requires reading more than once, because it is in part metaphysical, and of a kind 

of metaphysics which every        will not understand. I never thought that it would be popular & should not 

think well of it if it were, but those for whom it is intended will like it. Pray remember to tell me if any have 

been omitted in the publication. The lines on Drachenfels originally addressed to you, ought to be (& I 

suppose are) in the centre of the Canto—and the number of Stanzas in the whole 118—besides 4 of ten 

lines beginning with “Drachenfels” the lines which I sent to ou at the time from Coblentz—with the violets 

dearest +. 

 Have you also got Chillon & the Dream & do you understand the latter? 

 If Murray has mutilated the MS. with his Toryism, or his notions about family considerations I shall not 

pardon him & am sure to know it sooner or later & to let him know it also. 

 I wrote to you the other day about Ada, if the answer is still refused I shall take legal measures to 

enforce it, and have ordered H[anson] to do so. Remember I do not seek this, I wish it not, I regret it, but I 

require an explicit promise that Ada shall on no consideration quit the country, whether the mother does or 

no, and by all that is most sacred, there is no measure which I will not take to prevent it, failing in a reply to 

my just demand. So say-and so I will do. They will end by driving me mad, I wonder they have not already. 

 Of Venice I gave you some account in one of my letters. I have not much to add to it. I told you that I 

had fallen in love and that I shall probably remain here till the Spring, and that I am studying the Armenian 

language. 

 Marianna is not very well to-day, and I shall stay with her to nurse her this Evening. It is the Carnival, 

but the height of the Masquing is not yet begun. Catalani comes here on the 20th, but we have famous 

Music already, and a better opera than in London and a finer theatre, the Fenice by name, where I have a 

box, which costs me about 14 pounds sterling for the season instead of four hundred as in London, and a 

better box and a better opera, besides the music the Scenery is most superb. There is also a ballet inferior to 

the singing. The Society is like all foreign Society. There is also a Ridotto. My paper’s out. 

Ever yrs. 

B 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from London, January 17th 1817: 

(Sources: text from 1922 II 29-31; Jones I 529-30) 

[To the Right Honourable / Lord Byron / M. Hentsch – Banquier / Geneve / Switzerland] 

 

London, Jan. 17, 1817. 

I write to you, my dear Lord Byron, after a series of the most unexpected and overwhelming 

sorrows, and from the midst of a situation of peril and persecution. But I have good news to tell you. 

Clare is safely delivered of a most beautiful girl.
44

 Both the mother and the child are well, and Mary 

describes
45

 the latter to be a creature of the most exquisite symmetry, and as betraying, even at its birth, 

a vigour and a sensibility very unusual. But you will doubtless learn all, and more than can relate to this 

subject from Clare’s letters. 

 My late wife is dead.
46

 The circumstances which attended this event are of a nature of such awful and 

appalling horror, that I dare hardly avert to them in thought. The sister of whom you have heard me speak 

may be truly said (though not in law, yet in fact) to have murdered her for the sake of her father’s money. 

Thus did an event which I believed quite indifferent to me, following in the train of a far severer anguish, 

communicate a shock to me which I know not how I have survived. The sister
47

 has now instituted a 

Chancery process against me, the intended effect of which is to deprive me of my unfortunate children, 

now more than ever dear to me; of my inheritance, and to throw me into prison, and expose me in the 

pillory, on the ground of my being a REVOLUTIONIST, and an Atheist. It seems whilst she lived in my 

house she possessed herself of such papers as go to establish these allegations. The opinion of Counsel is, 

that she will certainly succeed to a considerable extent, but that I may probably escape entire ruin, in the 

worldly sense of it. So I am here, dragged before the tribunals of tyranny and superstition, to answer with 

my children, my property, my liberty, and my fame, for having exposed their frauds, and scorned the 

insolence of their power. Yet I will not fail; though I have been given to understand that I could purchase 

victory by recantation. Indeed, I have too much pride in the selection of their victim.
48

 

So here is an imperfect account of my misfortunes (yet one thing happened in the autumn that 

affected me far more deeply), which you must suppose to mean, not that I wish to trouble you with them 
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or interest you in them; but that I wish to say, “I should have written to you before, if I had been 

beaten down by any common griefs.”
49

 

I had, last month, an unexpected letter from your friend, Leigh Hunt, whom I have since visited. He is 

indeed a most friendly, and excellent man. I have found few such as he appears to be in the world. He 

was so kind as to listen to the story of persecution which I am now enduring from a libidinous and 

vindictive woman, and to stand by me as yet by his counsel, and by his personal attentions to me. 

I have no other news to tell you, my dear Lord Byron, unless you think this is news: that I often talk, 

and oftener think, of you; and that, though I have not seen you for six months, I still feel the burden of 

my own insignificance and impotence; as they must ever forbid my interest in your welfare from being 

put to the proof. Adieu. 

Faithfully yours, 

P. B. Shelley. 

 

[P.S.] Hunt requests me to send you his remembrances. 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, January 20th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.17-20; 1922 II 32-4; BLJ V160-3) 

[To / The Hon
ble

 Douglas Knnaird / Morland & Ransom’s / 57 Pall Mall / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

 

Venice January 20
th

. 1817. 

My dear Kinnaird – 

 Your letter and its contents (viz. the circulars & indication for £500) are safely arrived – thanks – – I 

have been up all night at the Opera – & at the <Ridotto> {Ridotto} & its’ Masquerade – and the devil 

knows what – so that my head aches a little – but to business. – – – – – My affairs ought to be in a small 

compass – if Newstead were sold they would be settled without difficulty – and if Newstead & <Roh> 

Rochdale both were sold – I should think – with ease – but till one or both of these are disposed of – they 

are in a very unpleasant situation. – It is for this reason I so much urge a sale – even at almost any price. – 

With regard to Hanson – I know not how to act – & I know not what to think – except that I think he wishes 

me well – it is certainly not his fault that Claughton could not fulfil the <sale> conditions of sale. – – – – – – 
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M
r
. Riley has reason – but he must really wait till something can be done about the property – if he likes he 

may proceed against it, – but as to the produce of my brain – my M. S. – my Nightmare is my own 

<property> {personalty} – & by the Lord as I have earned {the sum} – so will I expend it upon my own 

proper pleasances – voyagings & what not – so that I request that you will not disburse a ducat save to me 

the owner. – You do not say a word about the publication itself – from which I infer that it has failed – if so 

– you may tell me at once – on Murray’s account rather than on mine – for I am not to be perturbed by such 

matters at this time of day – as the fall of the thermometer of a poetical reputation – but I should be sorry 

for M[urray]. who is a very good fellow. – – – – – – – 
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However – as with one thing or another – he – Murray must have cleared on the whole account – dating 

from the commencement – I feel <less> {less} anxious for him than I otherwise should. – – Your quotation 

from Shakespeare – humph – – I believe that it is applied by Othello to his wife – who by the way was 

innocent – the Moor made a mistake – & so have you. – – – – – – –  

My desire that Murray should pay in the agreement will not appear singular – when you recollect that the 

time has elapsed within a few days when three quarters of the whole were to have been disbursed by him. – 

– – Since my departure from England I have not spent (in nine months) within some hundreds of two 

thousand pounds so that neither my pleasures nor my perils when you consider the ground I have gone over 

& that I had a physician (now gone thank heaven) to fee & 
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feed out of it – a very extravagant silly gentleman he was into the bargain. – – – – 
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By the way – I should wish to know if Hanson has been able to collect any rent at all (but little it can be 

in these times) from N. – if he has & there be any balance – it may also come to me in the shape of circulars 

– the time is also approaching when – there will be something due from that magnificent father at law of 

mine – Sir R. N. – – – from whom I expect punctuality – & {am} not disposed to remit him any of his 

remaining duties – let him keep to his time – even in trifles – – – – 

You tell me Shelley’s wife has drowned herself – the devil she has – do you mean his wife – or his 

Mistress? – Mary Godwin? – I hope not the last – I am very sorry to hear of 
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2) anything which can plague poor Shelley – besides I feel uneasy about another of his menage. – You 

know – & I believe saw once that odd=headed girl – who introduced herself to me shortly before I left 

England, <the> – but you do not know – that I found her with Shelley & her sister at Geneva; – I never 

loved nor pretended to love her – but a man is a man – & if a girl of eighteen comes prancing to you at all 

hours – there is but one way – the suite of all this is that she was with child – & returned to England to 

assist in peopling that desolate island. – Whether this impregnation took place before I left England or since 

– I do not lmow – the (carnal) connection had commenced previously to my setting out – but by or about 

this time she has – or is about to produce. – The next question is is the brat mine? – I have reason to think 

so – for I know as much as one can know such a thing – that she 
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had not lived with S. <for> during the time of our acquaintance – & that she had a good deal of that same 

with me. – This comes of “putting it about” (as Jackson calls it) & be damned to it – and thus people come 

into the world. – – – – – 

So you wish me to come to England – why? for what? – my affairs – I wish they could be settled without – 

I repeat that your country is no country for me – I have neither ambition nor taste for your politics – and 

there is nothing else among you which may not be had better elsewhere. – – Besides – Caroline Lamb – & 

Lady B. – my “Lucy” & my “Polly” have destroyed my moral existence amongst {you} – & I am rather 

sick of being the theme of their mutual inventions – in ten years I could unteach myself even to your 

language – & am very sure that – but I have no time nor space for futher tirade at present – 

ever y
rs
. very truly 

B 

P.S. 

 Pray write soon. – 
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Venice & I agree very well – in the mornings I study Armenian – & in the evenings I go out sometimes – & 

indulge in coition always. – – – – 

I mentioned my liaison to you in a former letter – it still continues – & probably will – – – 

It has however kept me here instead of gadabouting the country. – – The Carnival is begun – but the zenith 

of the masking will not arrive for some weeks. – There is a famous Opera – & several theatres – Catalani is 

to be here on the 20
th

. – – Society is like other foreign society – I see as much of it as I wish – & might see 

more if I liked it. – 

ever y
rs
. most truly 

B 

P.S. 

 My respects to Madame 
50

– pray answer my letters – & mention anything or everything except my – 

family – I will say – for the other word makes me unwell. – – – – 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, January 22nd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; Smiles I 370-2; LJM 187-91) 

London 22
nd

 Jan
y
. 1817 

Wednesday 

My Lord 
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 This is your birth day and it is with feelings of the most sincere friendship  rather than from motives 

of interest that I rejoice in the renewal of an event which has so largely contributed to my own & honour 

<and> as well as worldly advantage. Upon the present occasion I feel most particularly grateful for the 

marked confidence which I have received from you in the many kind & interesting Letters with which your 

Lordship has favoured me during your absence notwithstanding my tardiness to acknowledge the pleasure 

which they have invariably afforded me – <n>in no small degree heightened by the opportunity which you 

have also afforded me of reading them under your Lordships own Portrait. – May you see many truly happy 

returns of this day. 

 I have received all your Lordships Letters – the last dated Jan
y
 2

d
. the former one, respecting the rogue 

in Cheapside, my legal success against him, anticipated in a way that was I trust satisfactory. I sent to you 

the Foreign Office a Copy of all your recent Poems – that your Lordship might make any corrections for a 

new Edition – I left out only a note in Lines 18 – & a line in Chillon – because as I had a great stake in the 

<first> instant Popularity of their publication at my paying this natural regard to my own interest – and they 

will be restored in a new Edition – abstractedly from this I can honestly say that both M
r
 Gifford & myself 

were convinced that their omission cold not be felt: but as I have just observed I did this purely for my own 

interest – these passages picked out by malicious people would have damped my first sale – so I entreat 

your Lordship to consider your publisher & to be pacified. – At the time I sent your Lordship the Copy of 

your Poems – I added a Set of “Tales of my Landlord” which I think to you about in my Last, as a 

production of the same author as Waverley &c but infinitely surpassing either – indeed I continue to 

consider this work as one of the most wonderful of my time – perfectly Shakespearean – and I flatter myself 

that your delight at receiving it will compleatly overbalance  
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your momentary rage at omitting a line. – I forgot to observe that the Poem which is left out was done so by 

your Editor who did not think it worthy of the rest – and I beg you to confide honestly in M
r
 G – who is 

really your faithful friend and honest monitor – as well as your earliest and firmest admirer – therefore trust 

boldly to us – I am sure that the person who was to have been your supervisor
51

 is a perfect <wreth> wretch 

– without any homogenious qualities to compensate. – but I am running from my subject – which was the 

Tales – and moreover their author – whom I have discovered to be Thomas Scott – Walter Scotts brother – 

he was Bailiff to Lord Somerville – formerly and could not make up his accounts – ever since he has been 

confined to the Isle of Man – until lately that they have transported him to America – Canada – Scott did 

much to Waverly in adding Anecdotes &c which occasioned many who heard these told by Scott himself, 

perfectly certain that he was the author – but – though I can not here <tell your Lord> detail all my grounds 

of reason for determining the certainty of this I venture to pledge myself that your Lordship may rely upon 

the fact. We have had little else in Literature of a value or interest that should occasion any regret at your 

Lordships privation. I am continually harrassed by shoals of MSS Poems – Two three four a day – I require 

a Porter to carry – an Author to read – and a secretary to answer them – Maturin you will have heard from 

M
r
 Kinnaird – has written two acts of a New Tragedy – wch I think they are spoiling by sending him 

criticisms in limine – instead of encouraging the whole scope of his mind to spread out to its compleation – 

& then introducing the pruning knife – – Schill another Irishman the Author of Adelaide exceedingly 

applauded in Dublin but “hastily damned in London – which a favourable wind by detaining the author one 

day longer at sea, prevented him from witnessing – for he arrived the night after – tells me that he has 

another work in rehearsal wch is to be produced a Covent Garden in a Month – called the Apostate – I 

<have> am just about to publish a strange political Rhapsody – by Lord Erskine – called Armata – 

describing our constitution under a feigned name – “damn them” (says the author I’ll show the world that I 

am not in my dotage yet – what the Devils all this cries Frere taking up some sheets of the said – Oh 

something that Murray is publishing – says Gifford – Not upon his own account replies Frere – By the way 

Frere, who always remembers you with honour (& I told you before what he wrote about the 3
d
 Canto) likes 

very much the Armenian Grammar – though he would  
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 – prefer the English part of it. He wishes me to send you Mitford on the harmony of Languages which I 

will do – he says that the Type is not so large as it ought to be for a language which is not to be whipped 

into one – but coaxed into by the most enticing appearances – I will most willingly take 50 Copies even 

upon my love of letters – so they may be sent as soon as compleated – We are all much interested with “the 
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very curious books and MSS chiefly translations from Greek originals now lost” and I am desired to 

entreat that your Lordship will gain every particular respecting their history & Contents together with the 

best account of the Armenian Language which may form a very interesting introduction to the Copies 

which you send here – and which preface I will print myself – unless as a curiosity you print this there also 

– or if you would review the Grammar for me and insert all this knowledge in the article – which would 

certainly be the very best way of making the grammar known to the public. I wish besides obliging me with 

such a curious and interesting critique – that your Lordship would unknown even to thy bosom friend 

Hobhouse (to whom I beg to repeat my kindest remembrances, attempt some work in prose, which I will 

engage to keep sacredly secret, and publish anonymously. I beg your Lordship to be perfectly assured that I 

am perfectly ready to undergo the Copyright of as many Cantos of Childe Harold – or any other Poem – as 

fast as they are compleated to your own entire satisfaction – but remember we have got to heap Pelion on 

Ossa – the higher the pile already – the far greater our future labour. – I forgot to mention above that I have 

as yet ascertained only that there are no Armenian Types at Cambridge – In my next I will know in regard 

to this matter at Oxford – – If you can pick up at Venice a 4
to

 entitled L’Istoria di Verona del Sig. 

Girolamo” Verona 1594 you will find at page 589 – the Story of the Montagues & Capulets given 

historically – and related with great beauty & interest – M
r
 Kinnaird lent me the Volume to copy this for 

you but I have no amanuensis sufficiently literary & I think it likely that you may pick up the book at 

Venice – pray keep an exact Journal of all you see or write me faithful accounts of sights, curiosities, Shows 

manners &c – I will use nothing without your positive permission – We had a quizzing Article on Wed. 

Webster – who has replied through the M. Chronicle in a Letter to M
r
 Gifford which he concluded by 

leaving him with “feelings of contempt and Oblivion” – I am sorry that M
r
 Hobhouse is answering also – a 

man has no chance against an Army – & he should have laughed – he who quizzes others must calculate 

upon being quizzed himself – and I really esteem M
r
 Hobhouse and wish he had not done this. I would pay 

any one to write against me – In a few days I shall send you our Article on the Third Canto  
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 – you will not have occasion to answer that – <The> An Edinburgh has not come out since the publication 

of your Poems – their article on Coleridge was base – after what had passed between you & the Editor. M
r
 

Gordon has carefully deposited your Spoils of Waterloo – which ornament my Room, as the best & indeed 

only means I have of preserving them for you – G – is a good creature but his deafness is most cruel & 

annoying setback – The MSS & Bones have not appeared – and I will write about them – I forward your 

Letters carefully to Moore & to M
rs
 Leigh for whom I forwarded one for you yesterday – she is to be in 

town next week – Sir John Malcolm is almost at Madras by this time – he left <t>his sincere good wishes 

for you – I let him read the MSS and he was in extacy – All your old friends chez moi remember you & you 

are often the subject of their conversation – as their eye catches yours in the Portrait – which I am now 

facing & which is I assure you no small happiness to me to possess – as it eternally renews the association 

of your constancy to me – Lady — taking up the Waterloo Sword – Oh – I wish I could run it through his 

body – He is even yet I hope even more likely to run your Ladyship through the body – said I. You know 

that B— is mad for love of Mrs L whom he has been pursuing through Italy – I am <sur>assured – without 

success – it has hurt his name, business – & Character in Parliament – Sir Ja
s
 Mackintosh remembers you – 

I had a letter from M
r
 Ward to whom, at Paris, I sent the Poems – & he is delighted – and M

r
 Canning most 

particularly so with the 3d Canto – I now this time print 10,000 of my Review – and you are in it. – I have 

the translation of a Chinese Comedy in the Press – and of some Tales by Antara – an hundred years 

previous to the conversion of the Arabians to Mahomedanism – The Journal of Cap
t
 Tucker who 

commanded the unfortunate expedition to Africa by the Congo – <an>He & his officers died of fatigue & 

overexertion – but in all other respect nothing could have been better planned or executed – and the Journal 

is very interesting – this I will contrive to send you – and though – not quite apropos – I may here say that I 

have procured the Tooth Powder – I think you should write me a note of thanks for Lord Holland – Your 

friend Sir James Burgess with whom I dined yesterday at M
r
 Crokers, often calls & talks to me about you – 

Walter Scott always mentions you with kindness in his Letters – & he thinks nothing better than Canto III – 

Give me a poem a good Venetian tale describing Manners formerly – from the Story itself – & now from 

your own observations & call it Marianna
52

 – I have ever loved – upon my soul I believe so – by Sympathy 

all whom you have loved (in my time) & so I venture to offer my Love to Marianna – can I give a stronger 

assurance of my devotion to you my dear Lord whose faithful servant I am ever 

John Murray 
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Byron to John Murray, from Venice, January 24th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; BLJ V 163-4) 

Venice January 24
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir – 

 By the enclosed you will perceive that M
r
. Hentsch consigned to M

r
. S

t
. Aubyn the packages long 

ago – I will therefore thank you to enquire after the said M
r
. S

t
. Aubyn of the university of Oxford Son of 

Sir John S
t
. Aubyn & lately travelling in Switzerland – he had them before the 17

th
 Nov

r
. – & as it was at his 

own offer & desire that he took this trouble – I hope he has – or will fulfill it – the parcel for M
rs
. Leigh 

contained papers – & the one addressed to you some relics of Morat. – 

I have been requested by the Countess Albrizzi here to present her with “the works” I wish you therefore to 

send me a copy <of them> <here> that I may comply with her requisition – you may include the last 

published of which I have seen & know nothing but from y
r
. letter of the 13

th
 of December. – M

rs
. Leigh 

tells me that most of her friends prefer the 2 first cantos – I do not 
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know whether this be the general opinion or not (it is not hers) but it is natural it should be so – I however 

think differently – which is natural also – but who is right or who is wrong is of very little consequence. – – 

– – – – – – – — –
53

 

D
r
. Polidori as I hear from him by letter from Pisa is about to return to England – to go to the Brazils on a 

medical Speculation with the Danish Consul: – as you are in the favour of the powers that be – could you 

not get him some letters of recommendation from some of your Government friends – to some of the 

Portuguese settlers – he understands his profession well – & has no want of general talents – his faults are 

the faults of a pardonable vanity & youth – his remaining with me was out of the question – I have enough 

to do to manage my own scrapes – & as precepts without example are not the most gracious homilies – I 

thought it better to give 
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him his congè – but I know no {great} harm of him – & some good – he is clever – & accomplished – 

knows his profession by all accounts well – and is honourable in his dealings – & not at all malevolent. – I 

think with luck he will turn out a useful member of society {(from which he will lop the diseased 

members)} & the college of Physicians; – If you can be of any use to him – or know any one who can – 

pray be so – as he has his fortune to make. – He has kept a medical journal under the eye of Vacca (the first 

Surgeon on the Continent) at Pisa – Vacca has corrected it – & it must contain some valuable hints or 

information on the practice of this Country. – If you can aid him in publishing this also – by your influence 

with your brethren – do – I do not ask you to publish it yourself – because that sort of request is too 

personal & embarrassing. – 
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He has also a tragedy – of which having seen nothing I say nothing – but the very circumstance of his 

having made these efforts (if they are only efforts) at one & twenty – is in his favour & proves him to have 

good dispositions for his own improvement. – – – So – if in the way of commendation or recommendation – 

you can aid his objects with your government friends – I wish you would – I should think some of your 

Admiralty board might be likely to have it in their power. – – – – – – – – 

y
rs
. very truly 

[swirl] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, January 28th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 71- 4; LJ IV 47-52; QII 391-4; BLJ V 164-7) 

Venice, January 28. 1817. 

Your letter of the 8th is before me.
54

 The remedy for your plethora is simple—abstinence. I was obliged to 

have recourse to the like some years ago, I mean in point of diet, and, with the exception of some convivial 

weeks and days, (it might be months, now and then,) have kept to Pythagoras ever since. For all this, let me 
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hear that you are better. You must not indulge in ‘filthy beer,’ nor in porter, nor eat suppers—the last are 

the devil to those who swallow dinner. * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 I am truly sorry to hear of your father’s misfortune—cruel at any time, but doubly cruel in advanced 

life. However, you will, at least, have the satisfaction of doing your part by him, and depend upon it, it will 

not be in vain. Fortune, to be sure, is a female, but not such a b * * as the rest (always excepting your wife 

and my sister from such sweeping terms); for she generally has some justice in the long run. I have no spite 

against her, though between her and Nemesis I have had some sore gauntlets to run—but then I have done 

my best to deserve no better. But to you, she is a good deal in arrear, and she will come round—mind if she 

don’t: you have the vigour of life, of independence, of talent, spirit, and character all with you. What you 

can do for yourself, you have done and will do; and surely there are some others in the world who would 

not be sorry to be of use, if you would allow them to be useful, or at least attempt it. 

 I think of being in England in the spring. If there is a row, by the sceptre of King Ludd, but I’ll be one; 

and if there is none, and only a continuance of ‘this meek, piping time of peace,’
55

 I will take a cottage a 

hundred yards to the south of your abode, and become your neighbour; and we will compose such canticles, 

and hold such dialogues, as shall be the terror of the Times (including the newspaper of that name), and the 

wonder, and honour, and praise of the Morning Chronicle and posterity. 

 I rejoice to hear of your forthcoming in February—though I tremble for the ‘magnificence’ which you 

attribute to the new Childe Harold.
56

 I am glad you like it; it is a fine indistinct piece of poetical desolation, 

and my favourite. I was half mad during the time of its composition, between metaphysics, mountains, 

lakes, love unextinguishable, thoughts unutterable, and the night-mare of my own delinquencies. I should, 

many a good day, have blown my brains out, but for the recollection that it would have given pleasure to 

my mother-in-law; and, even then, if I could have been certain to haunt her—but I won’t dwell upon these 

trifling family matters. 

 Venice is in the estro of her carnival, and I have been up these last two nights at the ridotto and the 

opera, and all that kind of thing. Now for an adventure. A few days ago a gondolier brought me a billet 

without a subscription, intimating a wish on the part of the writer to meet me either in gondola, or at the 

island of San Lazaro, or at a third rendezvous, indicated in the note. ‘I know the country’s disposition 

well’—in Venice ‘they do let Heaven see those tricks they dare not show,’ &c. &c.;
57

 so, for all response, I 

said that neither of the three places suited me; but that I would either be at home at ten at night alone, or be 

at the ridotto at midnight, where the writer might meet me masked. At ten o’clock I was at home and alone 

(Marianna was gone with her husband to a conversazione), when the door of my apartment opened, and in 

walked a well-looking and (for an Italian) bionda girl of about nineteen, who informed me that she was 

married to the brother of my amorosa, and wished to have some conversation with me. I made a decent 

reply, and we had some talk in Italian and Romaic (her mother being a Greek of Corfu), when lo! in a very 

few minutes in marches, to my very great astonishment, Marianna S * * [egati], in propriâ personâ, and 

after making a most polite courtesy to her sister-in-law and to me, without a single word seizes her said 

sister-in-law by the hair, and bestows upon her some sixteen slaps, which would have made your ear ache 

only to hear their echo. I need not describe the screaming which ensued. The luckless visitor took flight. I 

seized Marianna, who, after several vain efforts to get away in pursuit of the enemy, fairly went into fits in 

my arms; and, in spite of reasoning, eau de Cologne, vinegar, half a pint of water, and God knows what 

other waters beside, continued so till past midnight. 

 After damning my servants for letting people in without apprizing me, I found that Marianna in the 

morning had seen her sister-in-law’s gondolier on the stairs, and, suspecting that his apparition boded her 

no good, had either returned of her own accord, or been followed by her maids or some other spy of her 

people to the conversazione, from whence she returned to perpetrate this piece of pugilism. I had seen fits 

before, and also some small scenery of the same genus in and out of our island: but this was not all. After 

about an hour, in comes—who? why, Signor S * * [egati], her lord and husband, and finds me with his wife 

fainting upon a sofa, and all the apparatus of confusion, dishevelled hair, hats, handkerchiefs, salts, smelling 

bottles—and the lady as pale as ashes, without sense or motion. His first question was, ‘What is all this?’ 

The lady could not reply—so I did. I told him the explanation was the easiest thing in the world; but in the 

mean time it would be as well to recover his wife—at least, her senses. This came about in due time of 

suspiration and respiration. 

 You need not be alarmed—jealousy is not the order of the day in Venice, and daggers are out of 

fashion, while duels, on love matters, are unknown—at least, with the husbands. But, for all this, it was an 
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56: Evidence of a missing letter from Mo.. 

57: Shakespeare, Othello III 206-7 (“see the pranks”). 
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awkward affair; and though he must have known that I made love to Marianna, yet I believe he was not, 

till that evening, aware of the extent to which it had gone. It is very well known that almost all the married 

women have a lover; but it is usual to keep up the forms, as in other nations. I did not, therefore, know what 

the devil to say. I could not out with the truth, out of regard to her, and I did not choose to lie for my 

sake;—besides, the thing told itself. I thought the best way would be to let her explain it as she chose (a 

woman being never at a loss—the devil always sticks by them)—only determining to protect and carry her 

off, in case of any ferocity on the part of the Signor. I saw that he was quite calm. She went to bed, and next 

day—how they settled it, I know not, but settle it they did. Well—then I had to explain to Marianna about 

this never-to-be-sufficiently-confounded sister-in-law; which I did by swearing innocence, eternal 

constancy, &c. &c. * * * But the sister-in-law, very much discomposed with being treated in such wise, has 

(not having her own shame before her eyes) told the affair to half Venice, and the servants (who were 

summoned by the fight and the fainting) to the other half. But, here, nobody minds such trifles, except to be 

amused by them. I don’t know whether you will be so, but I have scrawled a long letter out of these follies. 

    Believe me ever, &c. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, February 3rd 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.21-2; 1922 II 34-5; BLJ V 167-8) 

Venice – Feb
y
 3

d
. 1817 

My dear Kinnaird – 

 I have acknowledged your letter of the 3
d
. January & its’ contents duly but as in that 

epistle you intimated the possibility of it’s being followed by a second with the like enclosure – I write 

again – in case you should have sent the same – to apprize you that up to this date it {(the second)} has not 

arrived – my reason for this – being that {your} letter might miscarry (as well as mine) & it might be of 

consequence to you as well as to me – that you should be aware of such an event – as any ragamuffin might 

otherwise use my name & your credit in any part of Europe to the detriment of both – without this 

precaution – supposing the letter to have fallen in other hands than the person to whom it is addressed. – – – 

The moment it arrives I shall acknowledge the receipt 

 

1:2 

 

as of the former {– viz –} yours dated the 3
d
. January. – in my answer I added a few observations on other 

points. – I was a little surprized to find Murray beyond his day – or rather days, – for three quarters by the 

agreement were to be paid in before the 20
th

. January – and from your last it should seem that he had not – 

or but just – paid in the first. – I hate boring you about such matters – but what can I do? – I have hardly any 

other correspondent – & no other of any use – or in whom I have much faith – to say <any> {any}. – – – – 

Hobhouse is at Rome – & wants me to join him there – I am undecided – (as usual) – at any rate I shall 

outstay the Carnival at Venice. – – – – All I know of your deposition or resignation is from yourself – of 

 

1:3 

 

England I know nothing – hear nothing (never looking into a paper foreign or Italian) and desire to hear 

nothing – beyond some <g/>Good (if it were possible of my own damned concerns –) or of my friends – ; – 

I suppose & fear that your <row> {row} plagued you sufficiently – but what could be expected from the 

<scenes?> {Green=room?> – sooner or later you will have your revenge – & so shall I (in other matters) 

you on the stage <or off> & I <both on &> off & by Nemesis! – you shall build a new Drury – which shall 

pay one per Cent to the Subscribers – & I will write you a <play> {tragedy} which shall reduce your 

pounds to shillings – besides for my own particular injuries – (while this {play} is representing with much 

applause) <with> ordaining a proscription to which that of Sylla shall be a <comedy> comic Opera – & that 

of Collot d’Herbois at Lyons – a symphony. – 

 

1:4 

 

In the mean-time – as Candide says & Cincinnatus might have said <if> “il faut cultiver notre jardin”. I 

expect by the way that you will write {to} me a letter now & then – with as much or as little as you choose 

to say. – I wish you well in your senatorial debut – but you have not hypocrisy enough for a politician – as 

to Oratory {(having made so many prior speeches)} your Maiden speech will be a “Spinning=house 

Maidenhead” if you recollect that Cant – or rather – Cunt term of our Alma Mater. – – – – – – – 

Of Venice I say nothing – there is little going on but fiddling – masquing – singing – & tother thing – 

Catalani is just arrived – to add to the buffooneries of the day. – Direct here as before. – Tell {me} of 
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Scrope – is he as full of “fierce embraces” as when I last saw him? – he had made {then} innumerable 

conquests – {according to his own account} – I wish he would marry & beget some Scrooples – it is a pity 

the dynasty should not be prolonged – I do not know anyone who will leave such “a gap in Nature”.
58

 – – 

I hope also that he wins the specie still left among you. – – 

y
rs
. ever & very truly 

B 

P.S. – My respects to M
rs
. K. – – ——— 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, February 7th 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 195) 

Albemarle tr 

Feb. 7. 1817 

My Lord 

 I have time only to write a few lines with the inclosed Sheets wch may I not not dis-please you. 

M
r
 Kinnaird has this moment popped in & tells me that you had not heard of the Poems wch vexes me 

much as I thought we had both told you of their Success – did I not 
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give you the best practical critic<of>ism upon them – in the Account of my Sale – no Review worth 

noticing has yet touched upon them – M
rs
 Leigh is in town for the Drawing Room & I am to see her 

tomorrow. 

 I hope your Lordship has received Tales of my Landlord – nothing 
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but this & My Poems – have appeared this Season. 

 With best Compliments I am faithfully your Lordship’s 

 Servant 

 Jno. Murray 

 

Lords Grenville & Grey & the Whigs generally are differing 

 

[1:4 is blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, February 15th 1817:  

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; first sheet only at LJ IV 52-5 and BLJ V 169-70) 

This letter, in which Byron announces Manfred, has never been published complete. 
 

Venice – February 15
th

. 1817 

Dear Sir – 

 I have received your two letters – but not the parcel you mention. – As the Waterloo spoils are 

arrived – I will make you a present of them – if you choose to accept them – pray do. –— I do not exactly 

understand from your letter what has been omitted – or what not – in the publication – but I shall see 

probably some day or other – – I could not attribute any but a good motive to M
r
. G – or yourself in such 

omission – but as our politics are so very opposite – we should differ as to the passages – however if it is 

only <the> {a} note – or notes – and a line or so – it cannot signify. – You say “a poem” what poem? – you 

can tell me in your next. – – – 

Of M
r
. H’s quarrel with the Quarterly R. – I know very little – – except <the> {Barrow’s} article itself – 

which was certainly harsh enough – but I quite agree that it would have been better not to answer – 

particularly after M
r
. W. W. who never more 
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will trouble you – trouble you. – – – I have been uneasy – because M
r
. H told me that his letter or preface

59
 

was to be addressed to me, – now he & I are friends of many years – I have many obligations to him – & he 

                                                           
58: Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra, II ii 222 

59: H.’s Substance of some Letters … from Paris. 
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none to me – which have not been cancelled & more than repaid – but M

r
. G. & I are friends – also, and 

he has moreover been literarily so – through thick & thin – in despite of difference of years – morals – 

habits – & even politics (which {last} would I believe if they were in heaven divide the Trinity – & <leave> 

{put} the Holy Ghost out of <seniority> {place}) and therefore I feel in a very awkward situation <bett> 

between the two M
r
. G. & my friend H. – & can only wish that they had no differences – or that such as 

they have were accomodated. – The answer I have not seen – for it is odd enough – for people so intimate – 

but M
r
. H. & I are very sparing of our literary confidences – for example – the other day he wished 
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to have an M.S. of the 3
d
 Canto to read over to his brother &

c
. which was refused; – and I have never seen 

his journals – nor he mine – (I only kept the short one of the mountains for my sister) nor do I think that 

hardly ever he or I saw any of our own productions previous to publication. – – – The article in the E. R. on 

Coleridge I have not seen – but whether I am attacked in it or not – or in any other of the same journal – I 

shall never think ill of M
r
. Jeffrey on that account – nor forget that his conduct toward me has been certainly 

most handsome during the last four or more years. – 

I forgot to mention to you – that a kind of poem in dialogue (in blank verse) or drama – from which “the 

Incantation” is an extract – begun last summer in Switzerland – is finished – it is in three acts – but of a 

very wild – metaphysical – and inexplicable kind. – Almost all the persons – but two or three – are Spirits 

of the earth & air – or 
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the waters – the scene is in the Alps – the hero a kind of magician who is tormented by a species of remorse 

– <when> the cause of which is left half unexplained, – – he wanders about invoking these spirits – which 

appear to him – & are of no use – he at last goes to the very abode of the Evil principle in propria persona – 

to evocate a ghost – which appears – & gives him an ambiguous & disagreeable answer – & in the 3
d
. act he 

<dies> is found by his attendants dying in a tower – where he studied his art. – You may perceive by this 

outline that I have no great opinion of this piece of phantasy – but I <figure on> have at least rendered it 

quite impossible for the stage – for which <I have> my intercourse with D. Lane had given me the greatest 

contempt. – – – – – – – – 

I have not even copied it off – & feel too lazy at present to attempt the {whole – but} when I have I will 

send it you – & you may either throw it into the fire or not; – I would send you the 
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2) rough copy as it is – but it would be illegible – & perhaps not less so when copied fair. – The 

“Incantation” was the conclusion – (a kind of Chorus) of the 1
st
. scene .. – – – Nobody has seen it. – – I send 

you an extract. – from out act 2
d
. – 

 

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

   Beautiful Spirit! – with thy hair of light 

   And dazzling eyes of Glory – in whose form 

            mortal 

   The charms of Earth’s least=<earthly> daughters grow 

   To an unearthly stature in an essence 

   Of purer elements – while the hues of youth, 

   Carnationed like a sleeping Infant’s cheek 

   Rocked by the beating of her mother’s heart,  or heaving 

   Or the rose=tints which Summer’s twilight leaves 

   Upon the lofty Glacier’s virgin snow 

   The blush of Earth embracing with her Heaven, 

   Tinge thy celestial aspect, & make tame 

   The beauties of the Sun=bow which bends oer thee – 

            + 

   Beautiful Spirit! In thy calm clear brow 

   Wherein seems glassed Serenity of Soul 

   Which in itself shows Immortality – 
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——————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

Note The Sunbow is an Iris formed (before Noon) over the Alpine waterfalls – it is of the same form & 

colours as the rainbow. 

 

2:2   I read that thou wilt pardon to a Son 

   Of Earth – whom the abstruser powers permit 

   At times to commune with them – if that he  30 

   Avail him of his Spells to call thee thus 

   And gaze on thee a moment. –  –  – 

       &
c
. &

c
. – 

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

So much for that – I send you another – from a different part of the same act. – – – –  

 

                 hour – 

 Manfred] Daughter of Air! – I tell thee since that <hour> 

  But words are breath – look on me in my sleep – 

  Or watch my watchings – Come – and sit by me! 

  My Solitude is Solitude no more 

  But peopled with the Furies – I have gnashed 

  My teeth in darkness till returning light 

  Then cursed myself till Sunset. – I have prayed 

  For madness as a blessing – ’tis denied me – 

  I have affronted death, but in the war 

  Of Elements the waters shrunk from me – 

  And fatal things passed harmless – the cold hand 

  Of an all pitiless Demon held me back 

  Back by a single hair which would not break. – 

3:1 

  In phantasy – imagination – all 

  The Affluence of my Soul – which one day was 

  A Crœsus in creation – I plunged deep – 

  But as an ebbing wave it dashed me back 

  Into the Gulph of my unfathomed thought. –  

  I plunged amidst mankind; Forgetfulness 

  I sought in all save where ’tis to be found 

   And that I have to learn – my Sciences – 

   My long pursued & superhuman art 

   Is mortal here – I dwell in my despair 

   And live – & live forever. – – – – – 

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

Another extract 

———————— 

                    #Arimanes 

Hymn of the Spirits – in the Hall of <Arimanes> 

———————————————— 

 Hail to our Master! – Prince of earth and air! 

  Who walks the clouds & waters – in his hand 

 The Sceptre of the Elements – which tear 

  Themselves to Chaos at his high command – 

 He breatheth – and a tempest shakes the sea – 

  He speaketh – & the Clouds reply in thunder – 

 He gazeth – from his glance the Sunbeams flee – 

  He moveth – Earthquakes rend the world asunder – 

3:2 

 Beneath his footsteps the Volcanoes rise, – 

  His Shadow is the Pestilence; – his path 
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 The Comets herald through the burning skies – 

  And Planets turn to ashes at his wrath: 

 To him War offers daily Sacrifice, 

  To him Death pays <to> his tribute: Life is his, 

 With all it’s infinite of agonies, – 

  And his the Spirit of whatever is. – 

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

Another extract 

 

  ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

  |Manfreds address to the phantom which 

  | has refused to reply to Nemesis and to 

  | Arimanes. 

  ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

 Manfred]                    Hear me – Hear me – 

  Astarte! my beloved speak to me – 

  I have so much endured – so much endure 

  Look on me – the Grave hath not changed thee more 

  Than I am changed for thee – thou loved’st me 

  Too much as I loved thee; we were not made 

  To torture thus each other; – though it were 

  The deadliest sin to love as we have loved, 

  Say that thou loths’t me not – that I do bear 

  This punishment for both – that thou wilt be 

4:1 

  One of the blessed – and that I shall die – 

  For hitherto all hateful things conspire 

  To bind me in existence, in a life 

  Which makes me shrink from Immortality, 

  A future like the past. – I cannot rest. 

  I know not what I ask – nor what I seek 

  I feel but what thou art – & what I am 

  And I would hear that voice which was my Music 

  Yet once more ere I perish. Speak to me – 

  For I have called on thee in the still night – 

  Startled the slumbering birds from the hushed boughs, 

  And woke the mountain=wolves, & made the caves 

  Acquainted with thy vainly echoed name, 

  Which answered me – many things answered me – 

  Spirits & men – but thou wer’t silent all – 

  Yet speak to me – I have outwatched the Stars 

  And gazed in vain oer heaven in search of thee – 

  Speak to me – I have wandered oer the earth 

  And have not found thy likeness – Speak to me – 

  Look on the fiends around – they feel for me – 

4:2 

  I fear them not – and feel for thee alone 

  Speak to me – though it be in wrath – but say – 

  I reck not what – but let me hear thee once – 

 

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

Another extract from Act 3
d
. 

 

    |  To the Sun 

    |——————— 

       –– –– Glorious Orb! the Idol 
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   Of early Nature and the vigorous race 

   Of undiseased <m/>Mankind – those Giant Sons 

                 x 

   Of the embrace of Angels with a sex 

   More beautiful than they – which did draw down 

   The erring Spirits who can neer return: – 

   Most glorious Orb – that wert a worship eer 

   The Mystery of thy making was revealed – 

   Thou earliest Minister of the Almighty – 

   Which gladdened on their mountain–tops the hearts 

   Of the Chaldean Shepherds till they poured 

 

x See Genesis – where it is mentioned that a race of Giants was produced by the intercourse of women and 

angels. 

 

4:3 

   Themselves in orisons – Thou material God! 

   And representative of the <u/>Unknow 

   Who chose theer for his Shadow- thou chief Star 

   Centre of many Stars – which mak’st our earth 

   Endurable – & temperest the hues 

   And hearts of all who walk beneath thy rays – 

   Sire of the seasons – Monarch of the climes – 

   And those who dwell in them – for near or far 

   Our inborn Spirits have a tint of thee 

   Even as our outward aspects – Thou dos’t rise – 

   And shine – & set in Glory – Fare thee well – 

   I neer shall see thee more – as my first Glance 

   Of love & wonder was for thee – then take 

   My latest look – thou wilt not beam on one 

   To whom the Gifts of life & warmth have been 

   Of a more fatal nature. – He is gone – 

   I follow.  

 

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 <Mountains have fallen>   Mountains have fallen 

 Leaving a gap in the clouds – & with the shock 

 Rocking their Alpine brethren – filling up 

 The ripe green valleys with Destruction’s splinters – 

 Damming the rivers with a sudden dash 

4:4 

 Which 

 <That> crushed the waters into Mist – and made 

 Their fountains find another channel<s> – thus – 

 Thus in it’s old age did Mount Rosenburg – 

 Why stood I not beneath it? ––––––––––––––––––– 

 

—————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

  Thinks’t thou existence doth depend on time? 

  It doth, but actions are our epochs – mine 

  Have made my days and nights imperishable 

  Endless & all alike – as sands on the shore 

  Innumerable atoms & one desart – 

  Barren & cold on which the wild waves break 

  But nothing rests save carcases, & wrecks, 

  Rocks, & the salt=surf weeds of bitterness. – 
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I send you these extracts at random – the rest is about the same pitch – no better & no worse – but 

whether good bad or indifferent I do not know – and you can judge (or get judged) for yourselfs – I have 

filled up my sheets with this &.
c
 but will write to you again soon. 

y
rs
. very truly 

[signature swirl] 

 

Lady Byron to John Murray, from 16 Green Street, London, February 16th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Smiles I 377-8) 

      7, Green Street, February 16th 1817. 

 I leave London to-morrow, and should be obliged to you if you would let me have Dugald Stewart’s 

Dissertation prefixed to the ‘Encyclopædia’ to read on my journey. My father also wishes to have 

Franklin’s ‘Letters’ and Spence’s ‘Anecdotes.’ May I trouble you to send them to me before nine to-

morrow morning. I am inclined to ask a question, which I hope you will not decline answering, if not 

contrary to your engagements. Who is the author of the review of ‘Childe Harold’ in the Quarterly?
60

 

  Your faithful Servant, 

    A.I.Byron. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, February 18th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 196-8) 

London Feb. 18 – 1817 

My Lord 

 I inclose the Sheets of an Article on Childe Harold torn from my “Mail Coach” Copy of the Edinburgh 

Review
61

 – I hope you received some ten days since the pages on the same subject in the Quarterly and then 

I think you ought to feel compleatly satisfied – as I am – like Mahomed your fame is suspended between 

these two literary attractives.
62

 – Jeffery & Walter Scott are the authors of these critiques – and so you may 

be satisfied that I am ready for another Copy right whenever you are. – I received your Lordships Letter 

respecting Polidori whom I think I can assist with the very best recommendations – I regretted that you do 

not in that Letter acknowledge a very long one which I wrote a month ago – or the Tales of my Landlord & 

Copies of the late Poems which I sent to the under Secretary of State to be forwarded to you – two months 

ago – of the Tales I am eager to learn – your delight rather than opinion – M
rs
 L. – will not be convinced but 

that you are the author of them – she is very well & in very Good spirits – I will contrive to send you a copy 

of The Works by the Messenger 

 

The Lord Byron 

 

1:2 

 

Who goes tomorrow – though – though I regret that I must send it without plates or Portrait. 

 I have read the New Tragedy of Maturin entitled Manuel – the first act of which is magnificent in all 

respects – but it appears to M
r
 G the whole interest terminates with it – & the denuement is terribly bad – 

The Style is much improved – it is repleat with imagination – but there is a total want of judgment – 

Holland
63

 is a monk again & there are Trials, processions, & Tournaments – they proposed it to me at £500 

– but I declined it. 

 Your young friend M
r
 Gordon – is always most anxiously enquiring after you & is sitting before me 

copying out a paragraph from a Letter of Walter Scott to him & which I begged him to do, as it shews that 

privately as well as publicly, he is equally your friend – M
r
 Gordon sends his most particular compliments 

to you. 

 A paragraph was inserted in the Morning Chronicle of last week headed M
r
 Croker & Lord B – & 

saying you had written his character, which they would give in a few days – This was taking so shameful a 

liberty with your name during your absence – that I called upon M
r
 Davies respecting it & he obligly went 

 

1:3 

 

                                                           
60: Walter Scott reviewed CHP III sympathetically for the Quarterly. See below, where it looks as if Mu. told 

Annabella the truth. 

61: Mu. refers to Jeffery’s review of CHP III and PoC (Ed. Rev. XXVI liv, Dec. 1816, pp.278-310). 

62: Mahomet’s sarcophagus was said to be suspended between two magnets. 

63: Holland was a Drury Lane actor who specialised in monks and priests. 
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to Perry

64
 – who confessed that he had not seen the lines – I suspect that it was your incessant persecuter 

B
65

 – who was the source of all affected public opinion respecting you – but it would be as well perhaps to 

tell Kinnaird to desire Perry not to use your name without your authority again – – I gave M
r
 Davies the 

Article in the Ed. Rev. to read & he is delighted with it – I have sent it also to M
rs
 Leigh – who was 

compleatly satisfied with that in the Quarterly – 

 I hope your next will tell me that you have something nearly ready for me in prose or verse or both – 

bene mixtura – I have done exceedingly well with the two last Poems & the works continue in equal 

demand – indeed by the blessing of God on my honest labours – all my publications appear to prosper – 

except Margaret of Anjou
66

 & Ilderim
67

 – <Bo> The Missionary
68

 sold very well until the Author put his 

name to it – & then it stopped – I have just Published & nearly sold the edition of Armata
69

 a political 

Romance by your friend Lord Erskine – who was very much delighted by the note you had written in his 
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Pamphlet & he loves you staunchly – I have many interesting Voyages & adventures in the press & I wish I 

could amuse your Lordship with some of them – They have a Tragedy coming forth at Covent Garden by 

the Author of Adelaide
70

 – wch was damned last year. Gifford sends his best compliments to you & M
r
 

Frere, Heber, Hallam, & many others always talk to me of you with delight – you and the Author of Tales 

of my Landlord – are said to be the only persons worth talking about now a days – I hope to learn in your 

next that your Lordship is to return this spring, (by the way we have had nothing but Spring & summer, all 

this winter – this day is perfectly Summer – to make up for giving us Winter last Summer) but you must not 

return without visiting Rome – You may expect to see M
r
 Sotheby at Venice there this Month & he is 

always your friend – I will & enquire after M
r
 S

t
 Aubin for no bones have yet appeared – I always forgot, to 

assure your Lordship how much I felt obliged by your kind attention to my friend M
r
 Brown – when at 

Diodati – There is a drawingroom tomorrow so that M
rs
 L will be fully occupied. Pray favour me with an 

early Letter & tell me if I may expect a Copyright this Spring. I beg your Lordship to accept my hearty 

wishes for your happiness & to renew the assurance of remaining most faithfully 

 My Lord 

  Your obliged Servant 

   John Murray 

 

Wilmot Horton to Lady Byron, from Catton, Sudbrook, 20th February 1817: 
(Source: text from typed copy in Morrison manuscripts). 

Catton, Sudbrook 

20th February 1817. 

My dear Lady Byron 

 I think that I never in my life was in so furious a state of indignation as for the eight & forty hours 

immediately succeeding the perusal of Walter Scott’s Article.
71

 By way of venting my phrenzy I sat down 

and wrote three sheets full, but I found, in the spirit of the proverb that says “l’appetit vient en mangeant”
72

 

that I grew more enraged as I wrote – I then determined to let myself cool for some days before I wrote to 

you. 

 In the first place I consider it as the most disgraceful, unmanly
73

 adulatory puff that ever was hazarded 

on any sentient being. Packwood alone
74

 can be its parallel. You may remember how Lord Byron, quizzing 

Lord Strangford for remotely hinting that his own eyes were blue, and now comes his friend Mr. Scott and 

writes him down a beauty, borrowing the description of his charms from Glenarvon!!!!!
75

 As specimens of 

                                                           
64: James Perry, editor of the Morning Chronicle. 

65: Henry Brougham. 

66: An 1816 poem by Margaret Holford. 

67: B. despised this 1816 oriental romance by Henry Gally Knight. 

68: An 1813 poem by William Lisle Bowles. 

69: Armata: a fragment (1817) by Thomas, Lord Erskine, the famous jurist. 

70: The Apostate by Richard Shiel was a success; his previous play, Adelaide, had failed. 

71: Scott reviews Childe Harold III, plus The Prisoner of Chillon and other Poems, in the Quarterly Review of October 

1816. 

72: “The more you eat, the hungrier you become”. 

73: Underlined five times. 

74: George Packwood was a maker of razor strops who used versified adverts; see BLJ III 238n. 

75: “A countenance, exquisitely modeled to the expression of feeling and passion, and exhibiting the remarkable 

contrast of very dark hair and eye-brows, with light and expressive eyes, presented to the physiognomist the most 

interesting subject for the exercise of the art. The predominating expression was that of deep and habitual thought, 
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matchless impudence recommend me to the apology for the omission of Lord Wellington’s name,

76
 to 

the prophesy, that he will think more favourably of the religion, morals, and Constitution of his Country
77

 – 

the assertion that he is generous, has a high sense of honor and an inborn hate of hypocrisy
78

 – and finally to 

the warrant
79

 that he has done nothing to excite remorse.
80

 I dedecus nostrum good Mr. Scott – Why should 

he (though as George Byron says My Lord has urn’d his praise) step down into the Arena as the 

unauthenticated apologist of Lord Byron’s private Character?
81

 

 What did Doyle and Lushington say to this precious piece of impudence of friend Murray? My own 

opinion is decided, that after the printed calumnies of the Morning Chronicle (I mean those of last year) the 

verbal ones of his partisans, the pointed sarcasms of Childe Harold (for the justice of which the Quarterly is 

pledged, for they vouch for the sincerity of his feelings and pity his afflictions!!!) the falsity
82

 of The 

Dream,
83

 the insult of the Curse,
84

 & finally the malicious libel by implication of Walter Scott, Gifford, 

Murray & Co. 

 Something should be done to correct public Opinion. – for you will remember that this libel is written 

by Walter Scott and sanctioned by Gifford, men of as yet unimpeachable moral character, and not by 

Kinnaird, Hobhouse or any contemporary friend of Lord Byron – Perhaps however the fulsome flattery may 

after all only disgust – What is your opinion? I fully expect that Doyle and Lushington will say, it is not of 

the slightest consequence – 

 Poor George Byron is confined to his bed with a rheumatic fever, no sort of danger, but attended with 

racking pain, and unless he gets better much sooner than I expect, I think we shall have to preside over Mrs. 

George’s accouchement, to crown the scene. We all like her extremely. She has had a letter from her Sister 

today, a better account. If you should wish to see me you have only to call me. Anne’s love, 

  Yours ever faithfully 

   R Wilmot. 

 
Walter Scott to John Wilson Croker, undated [1817]: 

(Source: text from The Croker Papers, ed. Louis J. Jennings, John Murray 1885, Vol. I p.95) 

 

                                                                                                                                                                              
which gave way to the most rapid play of features when he engaged in interesting discussion; so that a brother poet 

compared them to the sculpture of a beautiful alabaster vase, only seen to perfection when lighted up from within” 

(Quarterly Review, October 1816, pp.176-7). There is a vaguely comparable passage at Glenarvon, Chapter 42 (ed. 

Wilson, pp.147-8). 

76: B.’s omission of the name of Wellington from the account of Waterloo at CHP III stanzas 21-28. 

77: “Dangerous as prophecies are, we could almost hazard a prediction that, if Lord B. enjoys that length of life which 

we desire for his sake and our own, his future writings may probably shew that he thinks better of the morals, religion, 

and constitution of his country, than his poems have hitherto indicated” (Quarterly Review, October 1816, p.194). 

78: “The writings of both [Churchill and Byron] exhibit an inborn, though sometimes ill regulated generosity of mind, 

and a spirit of proud independence, frequently pushed to extremes. Both carried their hatred of hypocrisy beyond the 

verge of prudence, and indulged their vein of satire to the borders of licentiousness” (Quarterly Review, October 1816, 

pp.203-4). 

79: Underlined three times. 

80: “… though his youth may have shared somewhat too largely in the indiscretions of those left too early masters of 

their actions and fortunes, falsehood and malice alone can impute to him any real cause for hopeless remorse or gloomy 

misanthropy” (ibid, p.185). 

81: In fact Scott was worried about Byron’s mental state, a fact which can be deduced from the review of CHP III in the 

Quarterly. On November 26th 1816 he wrote to J.B.S.Morritt: “By the way, I have just received Childe Harold, part 

3rd. Lord Byron has more avowedly identified himself with his personage than upon former occasions, and in truth does 

not affect to separate them. It is wilder and less sweet, I think, than the first part, but contains even darker and more 

powerful pourings forth of the spirit which boils within him. I question whether there ever lived a man who, without 

looking abroad for subjects excepting as they produced an effect on himself, has contrived to render long poems turning 

almost entirely upon the feelings, character, and emotions of the author, so deeply interesting. We gazed on the 

powerful and ruined mind which he presents us as on a shattered castle, within whose walls, once intended for nobler 

guests, sorcerers and wild demons are supposed to hold their Sabbaths. There is something dreadful in reflecting that 

one gifted so much above his fellow-creatures, should thus labour under some strange mental malady that destroys his 

peace of mind and happiness, altho’ it cannot quench the fire of his genius. I fear the termination will be fatal in one 

way or other, for it seems impossible that human nature can support the constant working of an imagination so dark and 

so strong. Suicide or utter insanity is not unlikely to close the scene. “Orandum sit,” as the sapine Partridge says, “ut sit 

mens sana in corpore sano” (Grierson 1815-17, 296-7). 

82: Underlined four times. 

83: The Dream describes B.’s relationship with Mary Chaworth. 

84: The curse at Manfred I i 192-261 (a passage already published separately with The Prisoner of Chillon), which 

Horton must read as an attack on Lady Byron, though it applies as well to Byron himself. 
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 I send Murray a review of Lord Byron. I have treated him with the respect his abilities claim, and 

the sort of attachment which I really feel for his person. But d—— his morals and his politics! What a 

goodly vessel have they combined to wreck. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, February 24th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.23-4; 1922 II 35-7; BLJ V 171-3) 

Venice. February 24
th

. 1816 

My dear K. – 

 I have in all received from you two letters since my arrival in Venice – the one with the – £500 

in circulars – & the second enclosed to Messrs. Siri & Wilhalm – announcing the order of your partners to 

my credit for a similar sum. – –  – 

I have no wish to press Murray – nor any one else when I can help it – but I do not like to anticipate and 

begin drawing upon you – till you have the needful – nor shall I – for I have £ eleven hundred in eleven of 

Hammersley’s notes still in hand – but this does not prevent me from expecting the said John Murray Esq
re

. 

“to come up to time” because then I know the precise extent of my floating funds – and in these hard times 

– this is desirable – for the sake of all parties. – – The Carnival is over – <last week> on Tuesday last – I am 

glad of it – for though I am <grown> {subsided into} a moderate dissipation – the last three or four up all 

nights – did me no good – & my constitution is a little in arrear – however Lent will bring me round again 

with early hours – & temperance. – – – 
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Your “one or two letters” announcing “the complete success” of the poesies – reached me not – but those 

with the cash (which is much better) did. – – As you had not even alluded to the publications – I had begun 

to think – what was probable enough – that “the learned world had said nothing at all to my paradoxes” – 

“nothing at all Sir”
85

 – and to console myself with the usual consolation of authors – with posterity – and 

the discernment of the “happy few”.
86

 – – – – – 

I however rejoice in the good taste of the age – & will requite it accordingly. – – – – – – 

Hobhouse’s epistle to the Quarterly – I have not seen – but I suppose it to be a wrathful composition. – He 

will not be pleased to hear that Wedderburne Webster was his precursor in reply to the Quarterly – Murray 

tells me that W. W. answered in the M.
g
 Chronicle – in a new style of controversy. – – – 

I <saw> {saw} in Switzerland in the autumn – the poems of Webster – and I suspect that he made more by 

the prose of the S
t
. James’s Ledger – than he will by his own poetry. – – Amongst the <conformations> 

ingredients of 
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his volume I was not a little astonished to find an epitaph upon myself – the desert of which I would 

postpone for a few years at least – just to see out the row which is beginning amongst you. – – 

If I can be of any use – I will come over – <and a few xxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxx> {but it would be 

as well to have <a>} something else to do than “speak & write – you may tell B
t
 so – with my best 

remembrances. – – – – – – – – I quite agree with you that you are as well out of D. Lane but I suppose you 

have still a penchant for the scene – I did not mention Kean – because to say the truth – I had a little 

forgotten the Green room – but I am glad to hear of his successes. – You do not tell me if Scrope has won 

himself home from last Summer – or whether he has yet seen a “<b/>Boa Constrictor”. – You do not 

mention M
rs
. K

d
 either – to whom I waft my humble duty. – – – – – – 

Of myself I have little to relate out of the routine – except – that about a month ago – there was a battle in 

my room between two damsels – which ended in {the} flight of one & the fits of the other – after about 

sixteen 
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slaps given & received – with one or two which I incurred in the act of separating them – the little one won. 

– They were sisters in law – & all passed so rapidly that I had hardly time to interfere – but there was a deal 

of eau di Cologne – & burnt feathers – and all the apparatus of evanition – before things could be placed 

upon a right footing. – – The cause was one finding the other in a place and position which was supposed 

                                                           
85: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield. XX. 

86: Shakespeare, Henry V, IV iii 60. 
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not to belong to her – and the assailant had watched her time & made her appearance – when nobody 

expected or indeed desired it. – – – – – – – – – – – – 

Hobhouse is still at Rome – I mean to remain here at least until the Spring – unless any thing unexpected 

occurs. – I should like to stay out another year or more – if I could – but I presume we must all come back – 

and put our “musty morrions on”
87

 (as Beaumont & Fletcher have it) so “now Gregory remember thy 

swashing blow”.
88

 

ever y
rs
 very truly 

B 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, February 25th 1817: 
(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.282-3; BLJ V 175-6) 

 

Venice, February 25th 1817. 

Dearest Augusta, 

 I believe you have received all my letters, for I sent you no description of Venice, beyond a slight 

sketch in a letter which I perceive has arrived, because you mention the “Canal &c.” that was the longest 

letter I have written to you from this city of the seventy islands. 

 Instead of a description of the lady whom Aunt Sophy wants to have described, I will show you her 

picture, which is just finished for me, some of these days or other. The Carnival is over, but I am not in a 

descriptive mood, and will reserve all my wonders for word of mouth, when I see you again. I have nothing 

which would make you laugh much, except a battle some weeks ago in my apartment, between two of the 

fair “sect” (sisters in law) which ended in the flight of one and the fits of the other, and a great deal of 

confusion and eau de Cologne, and asterisks, and all that. The cause was―one paying me an evening visit. 

The other was gone out to a Conversazione, as was supposed for the evening, but lo and behold, in about 

half an hour she returned and entering my room, without a word, administered (before I could prevent her) 

about sixteen such slaps to her relation, as would have made your ear ache only to hear them. The assaulted 

lady screamed and ran away, the assailant attempted pursuit, but being prevented by me, fairly went into 

asterisks, which cost a world of water of all sorts, besides fine speeches to appease, and even then she 

declared herself a very ill used person, although victorious over a much taller woman than herself. Besides 

she wronged my innocence, for nothing could be more innocent than my colloquy with the other. You may 

tell this to Sophy if she wants amusement. I repeat (as in my former letter) that I really and truly know 

nothing of P.P. 

 I have published nothing but what you know already. I am glad to hear of Ada’s progress in her mother 

tongue, I hope you will see her again soon. What you “hope” may be, I do not know, if you mean a 

reunion between Lady B. and me, it is too late. It is now a year, and I have repeatedly offered to make it up, 

with what success you know. At present if she would rejoin me to-morrow, I would not accept the 

proposition. I have no spirit of hatred against her, however, I am too sensitive not to feel injuries, but far too 

proud to be vindictive. She’s a fool, and when you have said that, it is the most that can be said for her. 

ever very truly yrs. 

B. 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, February 25th 1817 (i): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.189; BLJ V 173-4) 

[To, / J
no

. Murray Esq
re

 / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 

The start of Byron’s interest in Marino Faliero. 
Venice. February 25

th
. 1817. – 

 [Rec’d March 13
th

] 

Dear Sir – 

 I wrote to you the other day in answer to your letter – at present I would trouble you with a 

commission <for me> if you will be kind enough to undertake it. – – – – – – – – 

You perhaps know M
r
. Love the Jeweller of old Bond Street.

89
 – In 1813 – when in the intention of 

returning to Turkey – I purchased of him – and paid (argent comptant) about a dozen snuff boxes of more or 

less value – as presents for some of my Mussulman acquaintances. – These I have now with me. – The 

other day – having occasion to make an alteration in the lid of one (to place a portrait in it) it has turned out 

to be silver=gilt instead of Gold – for which {last} it was sold & paid for. – This was discovered by the 

workman in {trying it before} taking off the hinges – & working upon the lid. – I have of course recalled & 

preserved the box in statu quo. – What I wish you to do is to see the said M
r
. 

                                                           
87: Beaumont and Fletcher, Philaster, V iv 104. 

88: Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, I i 60. 

89: B. often bought jewellery from Love and Kelty. 
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Love – and inform him of this circumstance – adding from me – that I will take care he shall not have done 

this with impunity. – – – – 

If there is no remedy in law – there is at least the equitable one of making known his guilt – that is – his 

silver=gilt – and be damned to him. – – 

I shall carefully preserve all the purchases I made of him on that occasion – for my return – as the Plague in 

Turkey is a barrier to traveling there – at present – or rather the {endless} Quarantine which would be the 

consequence – before one could <sh> land in coming back. – – Pray state the matter to him with due 

ferocity. – – – – – 

I sent you the other day <a quantity> {some} extracts from a kind of drama
90

 – {which} I had begun in 

Switzerland – {& finished here,} you will tell me if they are received – they were only in a letter. – – – – – 

I have not yet had energy to copy it out – or I would send you the whole in different covers. – – – 

The Carnival closed this day last week. – – – 
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M
r
. Hobhouse is still at Rome. – I believe. – I am at present a little unwell – sitting up too late – & some 

subsidiary dissipations – have lowered my blood a good deal – but I have at present the quiet & temperance 

of Lent. before me. – – 

 Believe me very truly 

  y
rs
. &

c
. 

   [swirl] 

 

PS. 

 Remember me to M
r
. G

d
. – 

I have not received your parcel – or parcels. – Look into “Moore’s (D
r
 Moore’s) view of Italy”

91
 for me – in 

one of the volumes you will find an account of the Doge Valiere (it ought to be Falieri) and his conspiracy – 

or the motives of it – get it transcribed for me & send it in a letter to me <here> {soon} – I want it – & can 

not find so good an account of that business here – though the veiled portrait – & the place where he was 

{once} crowned – and afterward decapitated still exists – {& are shown}. – I have searched all their 

libraries – but the policy of the old <report> Aristocracy made their writers silent on his motives which 

were a private grievance against one of the <nobles> Patricians. – 

 

[vertically down right-hand side:] I mean to write a tragedy upon the subject which appears to me very 

dramatic – an old man – jealous – and conspiring against the state of which he was the actual reigning Chief 

– the last circumstance makes it the most remarkable & only fact of the kind in all history of all nations. – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, February 25th 1817 (ii): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489, no f.; BLJ V 174) 

[February 25, 1817?] 

If you publish this – publish the original Spanish also
92

 – which [Ms. tear: “I”] enclose – as I wish to show 

that I have kept near the text. – – – M
r
. Frere will be the best corrector – if he would have the goodness to 

take the trouble. – – – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, February 28th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.190; BLJ V 177-8) 

[To John Murray Esq
re

. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre // Inghilterra] 

 

Venice – Feb
y
. 28

th
. 1817 

[Rec’d Mar 18.] 

Dear Sir 

                                                           
90: Manfred. 

91: View of Society and Manners in Italy (1781) by John Moore, author of Zeluco. 

92: A Very Mournful Ballad on the Siege and Conquest of Alhambra. 
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 Enclosed in this & another cover – is the first act of the kind of dramatic poem – from which I 

sent you some extracts in a recent letter – I will copy out the rest at leisure & send it you piecemeal by the 

post. — 

 y
rs
 ever 

  [swirl] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, February 28th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 78-80; LJ IV 59-63; QII 395-6; BLJ V 176-7) 

Venice, February 28. 1817. 

You will, perhaps, complain as much of the frequency of my letters now, as you were wont to do of their 

rarity. I think this is the fourth within as many moons. I feel anxious to hear from you, even more than 

usual, because your last indicated that you were unwell. At present, I am on the invalid regimen myself. The 

Carnival—that is, the latter part of it, and sitting up late o’nights, had knocked me up a little. But it is 

over,—and it is now Lent, with all its abstinence and sacred music. 

 The mumming closed with a masked ball at the Fenice, where I went, as also to most of the ridottos, 

&c. &c.; and, though I did not dissipate much upon the whole, yet I find ‘the sword wearing out the 

scabbard,’
93

 though I have but just turned the corner of twenty-nine. 

 

  So, we’ll go no more a roving 

   So late into the night, 

  Though the heart be still as loving, 

   And the moon be still as bright. 

 

  For the sword out-wears its sheath, 

   And the soul wears out the breast, 

  And the heart must pause to breathe, 

   And Love itself have rest. 

 

  Though the night was made for loving, 

   And the day returns too soon, 

  Yet we’ll go no more a roving 

   By the light of the moon. 

 

I have lately had some news of litteratoor, as I heard the editor of the Monthly pronounce it once upon a 

time. I hear that W[edderburn].W[ebster]. has been publishing and responding to the attacks of the 

Quarterly, in the learned Perry’s Chronicle. I read his poesies last autumn, and, amongst them, found an 

epitaph on his bull-dog, and another on myself. But I beg leave to assure him (like the astrologer Partridge) 

that I am not only alive now, but was alive also at the time he wrote it. * * * * Hobhouse has (I hear, also) 

expectorated a letter against the Quarterly, addressed to me. I feel awkwardly situated between him and 

Gifford, both being my friends. 

 And this is your month of going to press—by the body of Diana! (a Venetian oath,) I feel as anxious—

but not fearful for you—as if it were myself coming out in a work of humour, which would, you know, be 

the antipodes of all my previous publications. I don’t think you have any thing to dread but your own 

reputation. You must keep up to that. As you never showed me a line of your work, I do not even know 

your measure; but you must send me a copy by Murray forthwith, and then you shall hear what I think. I 

dare say you are in a pucker. Of all authors, you are the only really modest one I ever met with,—which 

would sound oddly enough to those who recollect your morals when you were young—that is, when you 

were extremely young—don’t mean to stigmatise you either with years or morality. 

 I believe I told you that the E[dinburgh].R[eview]. had attacked me, in an article on Coleridge (I have 

not seen it)—“Et tu, Jeffrey?”
94

—“there is nothing but roguery in villanous man.”
95

 But I absolve him of all 

attacks, present and future; for I think he had already pushed his clemency in my behoof to the utmost, and I 

shall always think well of him. I only wonder he did not begin before, as my domestic destruction was a 

fine opening for all the world, of which all who could did well to avail themselves. 

 If I live ten years longer, you will see, however, that it is not over with me—I don’t mean in literature, 

for that is nothing; and it may seem odd enough to say, I do not think it my vocation. But you will see that I 

                                                           
93: B., So, We’ll Go No More A-Roving. 

94: Shakespeare, Julius Caesar III i 77. 

95: Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II iv 117. 
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shall do something or other—the times and fortune permitting—that, ‘like the cosmogony, or creation of 

the world, will puzzle the philosophers of all ages.’
96

 But I doubt whether my constitution will hold out. I 

have, at intervals, exorcised it most devilishly. 

 I have not yet fixed a time of return, but I think of the spring. I shall have been away a year in April 

next. You never mention Rogers, nor Hodgson, your clerical neighbour, who has lately got a living near 

you. Has he also got a child yet?—his desideratum, when I saw him last. 

* * * * * * * * 

 Pray let me hear from you, at your time and leisure, believing me ever and truly and affectionately, &c. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, March 3rd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.191; BLJ V 178-9) 

As Byron writes, this letter is begun on what would normally be the fourth side, then going side 1 – 

side 2 – and ending on side 3. 

Venice. March 3
d
. 1817 

My dear Sir – 

 In acknowledging the arrival of the article from the “Quarterly”
97

 which I received two days 

ago – I cannot express myself better than in the words of my sister Augusta – who (speaking of it) says that 

{it} is written in a spirit “of the most feeling & kind nature”. – It is however something more – it seems to 

me – (as far as the subject of it may be permitted to judge) to be very well written as a composition – & I 

think will do the journal no discredit – because – even those who may condemn its partiality, must praise 

it’s generosity. –  – The temptations to take another {& less favourable} view of the question have been so 

great & numerous – that what with public opinion – politics – &
c
. – he must be a gallant as well as a good 

man – who has ventured in that place – & at this time – to write such an article even anonymously. – Such 

things however are their own reward – & I even flatter myself that the writer whosoever he may be (and I 

have no guess) will 
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not regret that the perusal of this has given me as much gratification – as any composition of that nature 

could give – & more than any other ever has {given} – and I have had a good many in my time – of one 

kind or the other. – It is not the mere praise, but there is a tact & a delicacy throughout not only with regard 

to me – but to others – which as it had not been observed elsewhere – I had till now doubted – whether it 

could be preserved any where. – – – – – Perhaps some day or other – you will know or tell me the writer’s 

name – be assured – had the article been a harsh one – I should not have asked it. – – – – – – – 

I have lately written to you frequently – with extracts &
c
. which I hope you have received – or will receive 

with – or before this letter.  –  –  –
98

 

Ever since the conclusion of the Carnival – I have been unwell – (do not mention this on any account to 

Augusta for if I grow worse – she will know it too soon – & if I get better there is no occasion that she 

should know it at all) & have hardly stirred out of the house – however I don’t want 
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a Physician & if I did – very luckily those of Italy are the worst in the world – so that I should still have a 

chance. – They have I believe one famous Surgeon – Vacca
99

 – who lives at Pisa – who might be useful in 

case of dissection. – But he is some hundred miles off. – My malady is a sort of lowish fever – originating 

from what my pugilistic “pastor & master”
100

 Jackson would call – “taking too much out of oneself” 

however I am better within this day or two. – – – – I missed seeing the new Patriarch’s procession to S
t
. 

Mark’s the other day (owing to my indisposition –) with six hundred and fifty priests in his rear – a “goodly 

army”. – The admirable government of Vienna in its edict from thence – authorizing his installation – 

prescribed as part of the pageant – a “Coach & four horses” to show how very very “German to the 

matter”
101

 this was – you have only to suppose our Parliament commanding the Archbishop of Canterbury 

to proceed from Hyde park Corner to S
t
. Paul’s Cathedral in the Lord Mayor’s Barge – or 

 

                                                           
96: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, XIV. 

97: This is Scott’s review of CHP III and PoC. 

98: B. puts two sets of three dashes, one over the other. 

99: Andrea Vacca Berlinghieri (1772-1826); attended Sergeant-Major Masi after the Pisan Affray. 

100: B. applies this phrase in different letters to Jackson, Bankes, Aucher, and Kinnaird. 

101: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V ii. 
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the Margate Hoy. – – There is but S
t
. Marc’s place in all Venice – broad enough for a carriage to move – & 

it is paved with large smooth flag=stones – so that the Chariot & horses of Elijah himself would be puzzled 

to manoeuvre upon it – – those of Pharaoh might do better – for the Canals & particularly the Grand Canal 

are sufficiently capacious & extensive for his whole host. {of course no coach could be attempted – but the 

Venetians who are very naive as well as arch – were much amused with the ordinance.} – – – – – – – – 

The Armenian Grammar is published – but my Armenian studies {are} suspended for the present – till my 

head aches a little less.
102

 – I sent you the other day in two covers – the first act of “Manfred” a drama as 

mad as Nat. Lee’s Bedlam tragedy – which was in 25 acts & some odd scenes
103

 – mine is but in three acts. 

– – I find I have begun this letter at the wrong end – never mind – I must end it at the right 

 y
rs
. ever – 

  very truly 

   & obligedly 

        B[scrawl] 

PS. 

Marianna is very well. – She has 

been sitting for her picture {for me} – a miniature – 

which is very like.
104

 

 
From Maria Graham

105
 to John Murray, March 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; Smiles I 381) 

March, 1817. 

 A thousand thanks, my dear sir, for the loan of the Journal,
106

 which I have perused with the greatest 

interest. A more superstitious age would certainly have believed him possessed of the art magic, so 

completely does he continue to force attention and sympathy wherever he pleases. He says, “I have lately 

repeopled my mind with Nature.” Oh why, when so alive to the charms of outward nature, will he not open 

his mind to the beauty which swells around us and within us, and need only be desired to be manifest in 

brighter glory than ever adorned the fresh rising of the sun from the Eastern ocean. Why shut his heart to 

the tide of gentle affection, where, more clearly than on the waters of his favourite lake, the face of heaven 

is reflected. Then he provokes me with fancying himself hated. Good God! did he know how many have 

with breathless interest watched his steps, grieved for him, praised him, and where they could not, turned 

aside their eyes like the patriarch’s pious son, that they might not look upon his frailties, he would never 

return all this with misanthropy. Oh no, he would learn that many are all, nay more than all, they seem. But 

I always forget myself when I think of our greatest genius. Therefore I will hasten to thank you for the two 

dramas. The French one amuses me, the other does so for a different reason. A glorious triumph for the 

Laureate! 

      Yours very truly, 

        MARIA GRAHAM. 

 
Byron to Lady Byron, from Venice, March 5th 1817: 
(Source: NLS Acc.12604; LJ IV 66-8; BLJ V 180-1) 

Venice – March 5
th

. 1817. 

A letter from M
r
. Hanson apprizes me of the result of his correspondence with Sir Ralph Noel – (of which 

he has transmitted the copy) and of his interviews with D
r
. Lushington on the subject of <my> our daughter. 

– I am also informed of a bill in Chancery filed against me last Spring by Sir Ralph Noel – of which this is 

the first intimation – & of the subject of which I am ignorant. – Whatever may be the result of these 

discussions – & the measures which have led to them – & to which they may lead – remember that I have 

not been the first to begin – but being begun – neither shall I be the first to recede. – – I feel at length 

convinced that the feeling which I had cherished through all – & in despite of all – namely – the hope of a 

reconciliation & reunion – however remote – is indu[bitably?] useless – & although, all things considered, it 

could not be very sanguine – still it was sincere – & I cherished it as a sickly in[fatuation?] & now I part 

with it with a regret perhaps bitterer of [than?] that which I felt in parting with yourself. It was generally 

                                                           
102: B.’s Armenian studies were never resumed. 

103: Nathaniel Lee, restoration dramatist; he spent time in an asylum, where he wrote the play B. mentions. 

104: This miniature of Mariana Segati has not been identified. 

105: Maria Graham (1785-1842) traveller, author, and orientalist. Translated Mme de Staël’s husband’s book on the 

Peninsular War. Later to write Little Arthur’s History of England. 

106: B.’s Alpine Journal. 
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understood – if not expressed – that all legal proceedings were to terminate in the act of our separation – 

to what then I am to attribute the bill of which I am apprized – I am at a loss to conjecture. – The object is 

evident – it is to deprive me of my paternal right over my child – which I have the less merited as I neither 

abused nor intended to abuse it. You & yours might have been satisfied with the outrages I have already 

suffered – if not by your design – at least by your means – I know your defence & your apology – duty & 

Justice <were the words> – but “Qui n’est due juste – est dur” or if the French aphorism should seem light 

in the balance – I could refer you to an older language & a higher authority – for the condemnation of 

conduct – which you may yet live to condemn in your own heart. – Throughout the whole of this unhappy 

business – I have done my best to avoid the bitterness which however is yet amongst us – <though I did 

wrong – & admitted it – > & it would be as well if even you at times recollected – that the man who has 

been sacrificed in fame – in feelings – in every thing <which [even ye?] have endeavoured to render 

bitterness & of which nothing but the want of power> to the convenience of your family – was he whom 

you once loved – & who – whatever you may imagine to the contrary – loved you. If you conceive that I 

could be actuated by revenge against you – you are mistaken. – I am not humble enough to be [vindictive?] 

– Irritated I may have been – & may be – is it a wonder? – but upon such irritation beyond it’s momentary 

expression – I have not acted – from the hour that you quitted me – to that in which I am made aware that 

our daughter is to be the entail of our disunion – the inheritor of our bitterness. If you think to reconcile 

yourself to yourself – by accumulating harshness against me – you are again mistaken – you are not happy 

nor even tranquil – nor will you ever be so – even to the very moderate degree this is permitted to ge[neral?] 

humanity. – For myself I have a confidence in my Fortune which will yet bear me – through – ταύτόµατον 

ηµών καλλων Βουλενεται
107

 – the reverses which have occurred – were what I should have expected – and 

in considering you & yours merely as the instruments of my more recent adversity – it would be difficult for 

me to blame you – did not every thing appear to intimate a deliberate intention of as wilful malice on your 

parts as could well be digested into a system. – However <I shall live to have to pity you all one day or the 

other – if I live – & if not I die> time & Nemesis will do that which I would not – even were it in my power 

remote or immediate. – You will smile at this piece of prophecy – do so – but recollect it. – – it is justified 

by all human experience – no one was ever even the involuntary cause of great evils to others – without a 

requital – I have paid and am paying for mine – so will you. – <The bitterness is not any novelty to me – but 

I have a [preview?] of its truth – as for you [you are?] more a philosopher.) 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 6th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 201-3) 

[My Lord / My Lord Byron / Poste Restante / Venetia / en Italie] 

London March 6 – 1817 

Thursday 

My Lord 

 I can not allow a moment to pass without acknowledging the receipt of your obliging Letter of the 

<15
th

> 15
th

 Feb. which <I have jus> has just arrived – I have been most anxiously looking for it fearful that 

mine might have miscarried & if so fearing that you must consider me ungrateful for the favour of your 

obliging communications. I am sadly vexed to find that you<r> have not received the Copies of the Poems 

& of Tales of My Landlord which were sent by me <three> {Two} months ago, nearly. I have now put up 

other Copies of each which I will again send to the Secretary of States office & I will hope for <be/>thier 

better fate. Your Lordship I rejoice to say will find the my errors of omission come within the pale of your 

forgiveness – The Poem that was omitted is entitled “Extract from an unpublished Poem” – there is no 

politics in this & it was omitted by M
r
 G – thought it was so much eclipsed by the others – & the lines 

omitted in Chillon are 

 

   Nor slew I of my subjects one 

   What Sovereign hath so little done 

 

because they abruptly unhinged the pleasing associations arising from the rest of the poem – The Note 

omitted was I think some personal allusion to poor Louis XVIII – & this I desired lest it might in any way 

interfere with the popularity of my book – I trust that your Lordships usual indulgence will pardon this – 

and when we reprint either in 8
vo

 or when the small edition is printing the whole can be restored or not as 

you, in your next shall do me the favour to desire.
108

 – The sale of these poems have equalled, which is 

more complimentary than if I had said, they had surpassed, my expectations – these I shall next winter 

                                                           
107: “Chance is more just than we”?? 

108: The lines (PoC 389-90) are never restored in B.’s lifetime. 
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publish in the small size & they will form a Sixth Volume, the Fifth Volume, as I believe I have already 

informed your Lordship I have already published, & what is better, nearly sold – consists of Siege of 

Corinth Parisina <&> Monody – & the smaller Poems. I have paid M
r
 Kinnaird £1000 – £500 I shall send 

him next week and the fourth £500 I shall give, with great convenience & with no less satisfaction to 

myself, in a month or two. If it were perfectly agreeable to your Lordship to sign your name to the inclosed 

paper – in the presence of some English Gentleman, you can inclose it to M
r
 Kinnaird who will give it to 

me, when my part is fulfilled – there are all the smaller poems inserted upon my presumption respecting 

your Lordships kindness. 

 

The Lord Byron 

 

1:2 

 

And now having nearly settled one account – I am perfectly ready to open a new one – I always thought the 

“Incantation”
109

 exceedingly wilde & beautiful – though I smiled at its being an extract from “An 

Unfinished Witch Drama” – which I now Smile more heartily to find to be a true bill – I shall send the 

interesting extracts with which you have favoured me – to M
r
 Gifford & faithfully detail to you his opinion 

– in the mean time I hope you will spare a little time to the writing of it out – I am much gratified by your 

Lordships expressions respecting M
r
 Gifford – which the last Number of the Quarterly will give you ample 

reason to be satisfied – he behaved with most particular kindness on this occasion – I induced M
r
 S

110
 to 

write it – from an expression of kindness regarding you in One of his letters – <& it was true> I thought his 

mind was full of the subject – & it was out in three days. I hope this has reached you safely & the Critique 

in the Ed. Rev. both of wch I <had> tore out the moment I got them & inclosed in Letters to you – <B> – If 

your Lordship have occasion to send any MSS to me do me the favour to address it, under cover, to John 

Barrow Esq
r
 Sec

r
 Admiralty London – as it is more likely to proceed in Safety – Moore has announced his 

poem Lallah Rookh – a Persian Tale – not a very happy title – I think – he has taken a Cottage at Hornsey 

& is gone down to bring his wife & family – I shall put it under Covers & send in that way if I do not find a 

better. – Poor Horners death at Pisa
111

 given universal regret no man was so thoroughly respected by all 

parties – his fate was hard indeed – he called upon me the last four days he was in England – & solicited as 

a very great favour that I would allow him to read your new Poems – a Pleasure which I was most happy to 

grant – & so thank God we parted in great friendship. Manuel Maturins New Tragedy is to Come out on 

Saturday I have not ventured upon it before its trial – as I did upon the last
112

 of which I had the 

extraordinary good fortune to sell betwixt 6 & 7000 – Lord Erskine has just interrupted me I believe I told 

your Lordship that I had published a sort of political Romance – describing our own political History under 

the name of Armata – I have sold the best part of a Second Edition – he is a staunch friend of yours – I told 

 

1:3 

 

him I had just heard from you, holding up your Letter “He is an excellent fellow” – says he – “the best 

friend I have in the World” – He was quite delighted by your Lordships notes in his pamphlet which I lent 

him to quote from – As you have not received Tales of My Landlord you will not comprehend M
rs
 Leigh’s 

allusion to your prose – In which Language I hope yet to have something – Not one word about your 

Armenian Grammar – do write me a review of it & put in it all your observations upon Italy &c &c – no 

matter how irrelevant – – I trust from your not mentioning your health that you continue well – I am sorry 

you do not appear to think of visiting Rome during Easter – pray if your Lordship stumble upon any curious 

MSS &c – think of me – I offer your Lordship my best thanks for your p[Ms. tear: “resent”] of the Spoils 

of Waterloo which I gladly [Ms. tear: “ac”]cept & shall preserve – from the double association – Does 

your Lordship know of any Conveyance by wch I could send you curious things – 

 I am well & flourishing I printed 10,000 of the last Q. Rev & the Number of the next is 12,000 – it is a 

great happiness to true to be allowed the Pleasure of writing to you & of being honoured by your Lordships 

interesting & always lively Letters – With most affectionate regards I have the honour to remain My Lord 

  Your faithful Servant 

   John Murray 

 

                                                           
109: At the end of Manfred, I i. 

110: Walter Scott. 

111: Francis Horner (1778-1817), co-founder of the Edinburgh Review. 

112: Bertram. 
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[1:4 has the address.] 

 

Byron to Scrope Berdmore Davies, from Venice, March 7th 1817: 
(Source: text from B.L. Loan 70 / 1 ff.18-19; BLJ XI 163-4) 

[To Scrope Berdmore Davies Esqr / Brookes / S
t
. James’s Street / London / Angleterre / March 7

th
. / 

Inghilterra] 

Venice March 7
th

. 1817 

My dear Scrope – Though I regard your not writing as a baseness – yet I cannot longer refrain from 

enquiring how you are – in health & fortunes – & whether you have yet seen a “Boa Constrictor”. ―― 

Hobhouse has been at Rome <at> some time with his Indian relations
113

 – but reasons physical & moral 

retained me at Venice – where I have passed the Carnival – and am at present, it being Lent, a little 

incommoded with a lowish fever or a high cold – which – I don’t know & have not asked. – D
r
. Polidori – 

as you know was conge=ded by me previous to passing the Alps – & you may have probably heard that he 

was subsequently forwarded to Florence by the Milan government for a squabble with a Hungarian man of 

war. – – He wrote to me lately from Pisa – his present project is – to go the Brazils to teach (not “the Dutch 

English”) but the Portuguese – Medicine <of> which 

 

1:2 

 

they are fond of to distraction. – – – – – – 

Bailey
114

 was met by us at Vicenza & did not appear to be so much declined into the vale <of> of years
115

 

as you had given me to understand. – We were but a few minutes together – he being for Bologna and we 

for Venice – but these minutes were sufficient to suscitate a slight discrepancy between Hobhouse & him – 

upon the most approved mode of treating Postboys.
116

 ― I should be glad to know your opinion between 

the respective answers to the Quarterly of Wedderburne Webster & Hobhouse – I have yet seen neither – 

but my friendship for Hobhouse would naturally balance in his favour – now you are impartial – or I fear 

rather inclining to Webster – but pray let me know. – – Hobhouse will not be pleased to hear that W. W. has 

been running the same career of respondency – so pray don’t tell him – at least till I am present to hear you 

& mediate. – Kinnaird’s deposition has been intimated to me – but the causes are still a mystery – but 

 

1:3 

 

I suppose that – in short I don’t know what to suppose. – – If you see D
r
. Clarke at Cambridge, will you 

make my remembrances. – – – 

I do not send you any descriptions – which you will find better in the Road book – or in H[obhouse]’s 

future Elephantine quarto. – – I have been acquiring the Armenian Alphabet – & have lately translated into 

scriptural English – Chapter & verse an epistle to S
t
. Paul – and an epistle from S

t
. Paul to the Corinthians – 

which is in the Armenian version of the Scriptures – & not in ours; – this I mean to send on soon to Mr. 

Murray. – – I have also sent the said J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. two acts transcribed of a sort of metaphysical 

dramatic poem
117

 – (written in Switzerland last autumn<)> most of it) & I will send him the third in a few 

days – pray tell him so – & ask if he has received it or them. – I have also been in love these three months. – 

The post presses –  

 ever & very truly 

  & sincerely yrs. 

   [scrawl] 

 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, March 7th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.25-6; 1922 II 37-40; BLJ V 181-3) 

[To, John Hobhouse Esqre / Roma / posta ferma] 

Venice – March 7
th

. 

1817 

                                                           
113: H.’s brother Henry and his wife were accompanying H. and B. around Rome. Henry was employed by the East 

India Company. 

114: David “Long” Baillie. 

115: Shakespeare, Othello, III iii 269-70. 

116: H.’s account of his parting with Baillie at Vicenza differs from B.’s. On November 9th 1816 he records: “This old 

friend of mine rather made me ashamed for not offering to stay the day with him, but our horses were ready when he 

arrived – and Byron said nothing – thus are alliances softly dissolved”. 

117: Manfred. 
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My dear Hobhouse – 

 I received both your letters and answered the first – the second was from Rome – to which my 

indecision has prevented a reply. – I thought of joining you but have procrastinated till it is too late – as the 

influx of strangers previous to the Holy week – and the coming Spring (which is the Malaria season I 

understand) would render my stay too short for any useful purpose – besides crowding me while I 

remained. – – – The Carnival here was gay and foolish enough to be very amusing – two Englishmen were 

here – one of whom introduced himself (& friend) as the friend of Cap
t
. G

e
 Byron; – his name was Cap

t
. 

Stuart of the Navy – an agreeable person – I helped them to Mad
e
. Albrizzi’s Helen – & went with them to 

the Ridotto – to the Fenice (where I had a box) & such other mummeries as were diverting – and gave them 

a letter to C
ol

. Fitz[geral]
d
 of Milan – & a message for Breme. I am sorry to say that I do not see any chance 

of our 

 

1:2 

 

meeting at Rome which is entirely my own fault – & I regret it extremely – firstly – because I would rather 

have seen it with you than any other person – & 2
dly

 because I must see it if possible – before I return to 

democratize in England. – D
r
. Skinas lately sent a proposition through Mustoxithi to Mad

e
. Albrizzi to 

accompany me to Greece – which I have declined because of Pestilence there – and undefined Quarantine 

on one’s return. – – I have lately had news of course from England. – Scrope flourishing by the account – 

Kinnaird in good health and great hurry as usual – Burdett & politics advancing. – Walter Scott’s brother – 

( who was Isle of Man=ned for malversation of L
d
. Sommerville’s concerns – or not being able to give an 

account of his accounts – & is lately gone to Canada) is positively (Murray says) the Author of Waverley 

&
c
. &

c
. he also published another – “Tales of my Landlord” which is generally deemed {even greatly} 

superior to all the former. – Murray sent it to me – but I have not received it – 

 

1:3 

 

and I fear that it’s arrival – is problematical. – – – 

Wedderburne Webster having been quizzed in a former Quarterly – has replied to the Editor in a letter to 

the learned Perry – <to> which he concludes by leaving him (the Editor of the Quarterly) “with feelings of 

contempt and oblivion” – – I am afraid <this> {it} will not please you – that this same evil genius W.W. 

should be also a respondent to the Critics – as I recollect in Switzerland you gave him & his preface to the 

devil – for having taken in vain with his aukward compliments – the name of a friend of yours – not so 

much for the sake of the friend – as of a projected preface – in which you were pleased to be gracious. – 

The Patriarch of Venice was installed the other Sunday – the court of Vienna – decreed in an edict – that he 

should proceed to S
t
. Mark’s in a “Coach & four” – but (as Incledon says in “the Son & heir of Sir William 

Meadows”)
118

 “thauts impossible” the Venetians grinned, as you may suppose, at the knowledge of 

topography displayed in this Cesarean <edi> decree – which was truly “German to the matter”.
119

 –  – 

Catalani sung here in three or four 

 

1:4 

 

Academias – given by her at San Benedetto – and carried off a quantity of Lira Venete – her voice seemed 

to me the same as ever – and her figure & face not much older. – Her “Signor Procolo” Mounseer. (I forget 

the fellow’s name) made himself not less ridiculous by the accounts given of his demeanour – here than in 

London – where he was a prodigious mountebank. – – I have heard twice from the D
r
. Polidori – who has 

been visiting the sick at Pisa – he has written a tragedy called the Duke of Athens – & is by this time on his 

way to England – & from England he means to go to the Brazils with the Danish Consul (whom he found at 

Pisa –) to teach the Portuguese medicine – which they are fond of to distraction. – – – I saw your 

correspondent of Sir R. W
n
. – the Countess Mustani with M

e
. Albrizzi &

c
. she enquired after you with great 

politeness – & regretted that she was not at Verona during your transits. – She is a fair – full – & rather 

handsome personage of some seven and thirty summers date. – I have not the least idea where I am going – 

nor what I am to do – and am 

y
rs
 ever very truly 

B 

P.S. 

                                                           
118: Isaac Bickerstaff, Love in a Village. 

119: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V ii 154-5. 
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 My reverence to Bailey if he is still at Rome. – – – – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, March 9th 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.192; BLJ V 183-5) 

Venice. March 9
th

. 1817 

Answer {this} by return of post as I wish to hear that it has arrived. 

My dear Sir – 

 In remitting the third act of the sort of dramatic poem of which you will by this time have 

received the two first – (at least I hope so) which were sent within the last three weeks – I have little to 

observe except that you must not publish it (if it ever is published) without giving me previous notice. – I 

have really & truly no notion whether it is good or bad – & {as} this was not the case with the principal of 

my former publications – I am therefore inclined to rank it but humbly. – You will submit it to M
r
. G

d
 & to 

whomsoever you please besides. – – With regard to question of copyright – (if it ever comes to publication 

–) I do not know whether you would think three hundred guineas – an over estimate – if you do you may 

diminish it – I do not think it worth more – so you may see I make some difference between it and the 

others. – – – – – – 

 

1:2 [sheet 1 has only two sides] 

 

I have received your two reviews – (but not the “Tales of my Landlord”) the Quarterly I acknowledged 

particularly in a letter to you on its’ arrival, ten days ago. – – – what you tell me of Perry petrifies me – it is 

a rank imposition. – – – 

In or about February or March 1816. – I was given to understand that M
r
. Croker was not only a coadjutor 

in the attacks of the Courier in 1814 – but the author of some lines tolerably ferocious then recently 

published in a Morning paper. – Upon this I wrote a reprisal – the whole {of the lines I have forgotten} & 

even the purport of <which> {them} I scarcely remember – for on your assuring me that he was not &
c
. &

c
. 

I put them into the fire before your face – & there never was but that one rough copy. – M
r
. Davies the only 

person who ever heard them read – wanted a copy – which I refused. – – 

If however by some impossibility – which I cannot divine – <they should> the ghost of those rhymes should 

walk into the world – I never will <deny it> deny what 

 

2:1 

 

2) I have really written but <I never> hold myself {personally} responsible for satisfaction – though I 

reserve to myself the right of disavowing all or any fabrications. – To the previous facts you were a witness 

– & best know how far my recapitulation is correct – & I request that you will inform M
r
. Perry from me 

that I wonder he should permit such an abuse of my name & his paper – I say an abuse – because my 

absence at least demands some respect – & my presence & positive sanction could alone justify him in such 

a proceeding – even were the lines mine – & if false – there are no words for him. – I repeat to you that the 

original was burnt before you on your assurance – & there never was a copy nor even a ver= 

 

2:2 

 

=bal repetition – very much to the discomfort of some zealous whigs – who bored me for them (having 

heard it bruited by M
r
. D. that there were such matters) to no purpose – for having written {them} solely 

<for> with the notion that M
r
. C. was the aggressor – & for my own & not party reprisals – I would not lend 

me to the zeal of any sect – when I was made aware that he was not the writer of the offensive passages. – – 

– 

You know if there was such a thing I would not deny it – I <said> {mentioned} it openly at the time to you 

– & you will remember why and where I destroyed it – & no power nor wheedling on earth should {have} 

made or could make me (if I recollected them) 

 

2:3 

 

give a copy after that – unless I was well assured that M
r
. C. was really the author of that which you assured 

me he was not. – – 

I intend for England this spring – where I have some affairs to adjust; – but the post hurries me. For this 

month past I have been unwell – but am getting better – and thinking of moving homewards towards May, – 
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without going to Rome as the unhealthy season comes on soon – & I can return when I have settled the 

<thing> {business} I go upon which need not be long. – – – 

You say that “Margaret of Anjou” & Ilderim” do not keep pace with your other saleables – I should have 

thought the Ass= 

 

2:4 

 

=yrian tale very succeedable. – – – 

I saw in M
r
. Wedderburne Webster’s {poetry} that he had written my epitaph – I would rather have written 

his. – 

The thing I have sent you you will see at a glimpse – – could never be attempted or thought of for the stage 

– I much doubt it for publication even. – It is too much in my old style – but I composed it actually with a 

horror of the stage – & with a view to render even the thought of it impracticable,
120

 knowing the zeal of my 

friends, that I should try that for which I have an invincible repugnance – viz – a representation. – – – 

I certainly am a devil of a mannerist – & must leave off but what could I do, without exertion of some kind 

– I should have sunk under my imagination and reality. – My <best> {best} respects to M
r
. Gifford – to 

Walter Scott & to all friends. – 

 y
rs
. ever [two scrawls] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, March 10th 1817: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 84-5; LJ IV 72; QII 397; BLJ V 185-6) 

Venice, March 10. 1817. 

I wrote again to you lately, but I hope you won’t be sorry to have another epistle. I have been unwell this 

last month, with a kind of slow and low fever, which fixes upon me at night, and goes off in the morning; 

but, however, I am now better. In spring it is probable we may meet; at least I intend for England, where I 

have business, and hope to meet you in your restored health and additional laurels. 

 Murray has sent me the Quarterly and the Edinburgh. When I tell you that Walter Scott is the author of 

the article in the former, you will agree with me that such an article is still more honourable to him than to 

myself. I am perfectly pleased with Jeffrey’s also, which I wish you to tell him, with my remembrances—

not that I suppose it is of any consequence to him, or ever could have been, whether I am pleased or not, but 

simply in my private relation to him, as his well-wisher, and it may be one day as his acquaintance. I wish 

you would also add, what you know, that I was not, and, indeed, am not even now, the misanthropical and 

gloomy gentleman he takes me for, but a facetious companion, well to do with those with whom I am 

intimate, and as loquacious and laughing as if I were a much cleverer fellow. 

 I suppose now I shall never be able to shake off my sables in public imagination, more particularly 

since my moral [Clytemnestra] clove down my fame. However, nor that, nor more than that, has yet 

extinguished my spirit, which always rises with the rebound. 

 At Venice we are in Lent, and I have not lately moved out of doors, my feverishness requiring quiet, 

and—by way of being more quiet—here is the Signora Marianna just come in and seated at my elbow. 

 Have you seen * * *’s book of poesy? and, if you have seen it, are you not delighted with it? And have 

you—I really cannot go on: there is a pair of great black eyes looking over my shoulder, like the angel 

leaning over St. Matthew’s, in the old frontispieces to the Evangelists,—so that I must turn and answer 

them instead of you. 

      Ever, &c. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 15th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; Smiles I 296; LJM 206-7) 

[My Lord / My Lord Byron / Poste restante / a Venise / en Italie] 

London 15
th

. March 1817 

Saturday 

My Lord 

 I had the pleasure of receiving your Letter of the 25
th

 Feb
y
 the day before yesterday, Thursday 13

th
 – I 

could not see M
r
 Love yesterday but this day I with a friend, found him at home & the result of opinion is 

that he may have been deceived by his workmen. – he will take the snuff boxes back & return either gold or 

goods for them he is sorry for what has happed from its inconvenience to vou – but his conscience – 

whatever his box has proved appears to be Sterling – & does not swerve at the touch of enquiry – he is 

anxious to see the box. 

                                                           
120: B. is writing the opposite of the truth. Manfred’s scenic demands are tailored for Drury Lane. 
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 I inclose a transcription of the passage from Moore’s Italy in which by the way yr Lordship will 

observe that Moore has given the Name nearly right Falliero – the Subject is a mighty one & with it you 

must spring over the head of Otway. I have very strong and peculiar confidence in the success of your 

Lordships efforts in this department. – Confoundedly am I vexed at your not getting the books which I sent 

you but I trust that the second Copy will not miss & every day I look for your Lordships notice of the two 

Articles in the Quarterly & Edinburgh Reviews which I sent more than a month ago, under two covers & 

which with M
r
 Giffords very favourable opinion of the Specimens of the Witch Drama, which I have now 

authority for reporting to your Lordship, will <stimu> have stimulated you to compleat it & to the yet 

greater effort – the copying of it out – – M
r
 Gifford trusts that you will finish it – Well Maturins new 

tragedy appeared on Saturday last, and I am sorry to say that the opinion of my friend M
r
 G was establied 

by the impression made on the audience – The first Act very fine – the rest exhibiting a want of judgement 

not to be endured – it was brought out with uncommon splendour & was well acted Keans character as an 

Old Man a Warrior – was new  
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 and well sustained – for he had of course selected it, and professed to be and he acted as if he were really 

pleased with it – but this feeling changed to dislike, after the first night for he then abused it & has actually 

walked through the part ever since – that it to say for the other three nights of performance – for they <th> 

do not act on Wednesdays, or Fridays & this night the performance is changed to Lovers’ Vows – I met Geo 

Lamb on Tuesday & he complained bitterly of Keans conduct, said that he had ruined the success of the 

Tragedy & said that in consequence he feared, that Maturin would receive nothing – The expense to the 

managers must have been very great – & it will complete I suspect the ruin of Drury under its present 

directorship – & so I rejoice that your name appears not amongst them. – I send you the first Act – that you 

may read the best of it. I have undertaken to print the Tragedy at my own expense & give the poor Author 

the whole of the Profit. 

 Still no word of the Armenian Grammar I have just published a Drama translated direct from the 

Chinese, which is curious & rather interesting for its view of Manners – I wish I could shew you extracts 

from the Pekin Gazettes in which the Chinese speak of our Embassy such contempt – we have got near to 

them by means of Nepaul & before I die I hope we shall have a war with them – our expedition up the 

Congo too has proved unsuccessful – but <l> it will be productive of two Works for me – I have just 

received in a way perfectly unaccountable a MSS from S
t
 Helena – with not one word – I suppose it to be 

originally written by Buonaparte or his agents – it is very curious his Life in which <all the> each event<s 

are> is given in almost a word – a battle described in a short sentence – I call it therefore simply Manuscrit 

venu de S
t
 Helene d’une maniere inconnue Lord Holland has a motion on our treatment of Buonaparte  
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 <in> at S
t
 Helena for Wednesday next – & on Monday I shall publish You will have seen Buonapartes 

Memorial on this Subject complaining bitterly of all – pungent but very injudicious, as it must offend all the 

other allied powers to be reminded of their former prostration. – – The report is strong that Miss Mercer – 

Lord Keiths Daughter – is about to bestow – throw away – her hand Flah<o/{au}>t, – do I spell him rightly 

– the french General – a fit punishment for having made a fool of so many Englishmen – to be made a fool 

of herself. – I have a long & amusing Letter from Sir Jno Malcolm from the Cape – in which he remembers 

you – Lady Davy has the reputation of giving the most agreeable parties in London just now – Walter Scott 

has had a most severe spasmodic attack – from which he is recovering however – he always mentions you 

in his letter – M
r
 Frere still enquires after you – & I have many visitors to my Portraits – I now print 12,000 

Copies of the Quarterly 

Review which I believe exceeds the Editions of the Edinburgh – Veritas prevalebit!! 

 I hope to have occasion to write again, in a few days in answer to Letters which I then hope to have 

received from you – in the mean time I anxiously hope that you have perfectly recovered & that you 

propose to be a little careful of yourself – I hope you will give a description of Venice – its Carnival – &c 

&c &c 

  Mr Gifford ever desires me to present his Kind remembrances to you – I remain 

  My Lord 

   Your faithful Servant 

     John Murray 

I have sent the Whole of the Tragedy 
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Mad. De Stael will not accept of my Offer 1000G

s
 – for 1500 Cop

s
 & £500 – for each 1000 Cop

s
 after – 

& she can get a purchaser  

 

[vertically up right-hand side of page] Upon Consideration I have sent the Play & the Extract to the Foreign 

Office 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 18th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 211-12) 

[My Lord / My Lord Byron / Poste restante / a Venise / en Italie] 

London 18 March. 1817 

Tuesday 

My Lord 

 I hasten to acquaint you with the safe receipt of your short letter of the 28
th

 Feb
r
 with another Cover 

inclosing together the first act of Man<uel>{fred}
121

 it came 5 Minutes ago. I have sent it to M
r
 G – & 

tomorrow I will give it to the printer,
122

 intending to send the proofs to your Lordship, as quickly as 

possible, with any remarks that Mr G – make think proper to make, upon them. – Your Letter to M
r
 Moore, 

arriving at the same time, I have forwarded to him – he has taken a house at Hornsey as I hinted in my last. 

Surely you ought to have received my packet containing the Q. Review which was sent away on the 10
th

 – – 

but upon calculating, I find to my consolation, that your present letter has been 18 days on its passage & so 

I hope mine will have reached its destination in due course. 

 In my last, written on the 14
th

, I gave you my opinion of Love – he has called since, & told me that 

there was one box silver plated & which he thinks 
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you will recollect, that he induced you to include in the bargain, you bought them in the lump & this was 

one which he was anxious to get quit of – He speaks in the warmest terms of gratitude <for> of your 

Lordships continual kindness to him and I can not but believe his story – so pray, at any rate, open another 

Lid & try – I have given the Man some orders in consequence of the fervour with which he spoke of you – 

& made him a present of your Portrait!!! – So I hope you wont employ me in this way again – 

 I have published this hour my Manuscrit venu de St Heléne d’une manière <an> inconnu
123

 – & am 

now 3p.m setting off to the Lords to hear Lord Hollands Motion – on the Illtreatment of Buonaparte – of 

wch his Valet de Cham. has published a grotesque Account. M
r
 Ward is here & asks about you – He is in 

great feather & in a debate with Sir Ja
s
 Mackintosh, Rose, Hallam &

c
 – he was decreed to be the <m> 

wittiest Man in the Country – 

 We have had the mildest & most delightful weather throughout the whole 
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of the winter – which has passed without Snow or Cold & now the Spring appears compleatly set in – – 

Pray tell me of your proposed movements – the Chronicle of yesterday congratulated the world – on Lord 

Byron’s return in a few weeks – from Switzerland. – Poor Maturin’s Play
124

 will not live Eight Nights & the 

expense of it – will ruin the house – there is a Meeting of Proprietors on Thursday to determine on the 

propriety of letting the Theatre at the end of the Season – After the Play on its first representation – the 

Green Room possessed all the long faces of a funeral no one spoke – for some time – at length Perry walked 

up to Ray
125

 & whispers – it wont do by G—d” – The Grand Duke Nicholas has enchanted every one – & 

has just gone carrying with him the Duke of Devonshire – to great grief of Miss Mercer – who has never 

smiled since – Ward says that Coleridge is Summum Borium – he has cheated me out of a Tragedy
126

 for 

wch I gave him £100 – I set up part of it – he took it away & I have not heard of it since – He says he will 

either return me my money – if he can get it – or write it out in some other way – but he is very welcome to 

the said sum. 

 

                                                           
121: Mu. is writing so quickly that he confuses Maturin’s play with B.’s. 

122: Gifford will just read it; the job of decoding the Ms. is the printer’s. 

123: Manuscrit venu de St. Hélène d’une manière inconnue claimed to be Napoleon’s memoirs. It was in fact by a 

Swiss economist and journalist called Jacob Frédérick Lullin de Chateauvieux, a friend of Madame de Staël. 

124: Manuel. 

125: Alexander Rae, co-manager of Drury Lane. 

126: Zapolya. 
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 I would not buy – “My dear Lord” – Hunt’s Rimini – & he abuses me like a pickpocket – 

 I hope soon to hear again from your Lordship & offering every good wish I beg leave to be considered 

as remaining. My Lord 

  Your faithful Servant 

   John Murray 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 20th 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; Smiles I 382; LJM 214-15) 

[My Lord / My Lord Byron / Poste restante / a Venise / en Italie] 

London 20
th

 March 1817 

Thursday 

My Lord, 

 I have to acknowled your Lordships kind letter, dated the 3
rd

 received this hour –  but I am sorry to say 

that it has occasioned me great anxiety about your health – You are not wont to cry before you are hurt – & 

I am apprehensive that you are worse even than you allow – pray keep quiet & take care of yourself – My 

Review shows that you are worth preserving and that the world yet loves you – If you become seriously 

worse – <pray> I entreat you to let me know it and I will fly to you with a Physician – an Italian one is only 

a preparation for the Anatomist – I will not tell your Sister of this – if you will tell me true – I had hopes 

that this Letter would have confirmed my expectations of your speedy return – which has been stated by M
r
 

Kinnaird & repeated to me by M
r
 Davies – whom I saw yesterday & who promises to write – We often 

indulge our recollections of you & he allows me to believe that I am one of the few who really know you. 

 Gifford gave me yesterday the first Act of Manfred with a delighted countenance – telling me it was 

wonderfully poetical & desiring me to assure that it well merits publication – I shall send proofs to your 

Lordship with his remarks – if he have any – it is a wild and delightful thing & I like it myself – hugely. 

 

Rt Honble Lord Byron 
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 I had a letter from M
rs
 Leigh yesterday, inclosing one for your Lordship – M

rs
 Leigh promises me a visit by 

the end of the Month. 

 The public very generally accord with your opinion of the Critique in the Quarterly & it has actually as 

your friend Heber said produced a sensation – it is equally honourable to Scotts head and Heart and I rejoice 

much in my sagacity in soliciting him to write it – Gifford said to me – Lord Byron is much obliged to you 

– Scott was much satisfied with it himself & still more by the praise which has followed it – & this will be 

raised & confirmed by your Lordships approbation wch, in substance, I shall venture to communicate – 

<Of> The article is likely to have proved the more efficacious <for>from the good fortune of its having 

appeared in our perhaps very best Number – of which I have sold already 10,000 Copies – of the next 

number I am printing 12,000 – the sale is not exceeded by the Edinb. Rev – The Article in that Journal wch 

I also sent your Lordship is very good & satisfactory – but ours is peculiar – and therefore the more 

attractive. 

 M
r
 Gifford who is at my Elbow & <who has> to whom {I have} just read your letter at least that part of 

it referring to the Review – & the Procession – desires me to present his sincere regards to you & to assure 

you how much he joins in my anxieties & regret at your Lordships illness – which however I will flatter  
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 myself with hoping that your next will tell us <have/> has very materially abated. 

 I long to be admitted to a sight of the Miniature – how many have I seen? 

 Wedderburn Webster is again at work he is composing a pamphlet on the Subject of the recent 

Suspensions of the Habeás Corpus Act. 

 With the most sincere and anxious wishes for your Lordships Speedy recovery 

   I remain 

    My Lord 

   your Lordships 

    attached & faithful Servant 

     John Murray 
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If any thing the least Curious or interesting happen to be published or printed in the Course of your Travels 

– allow me to request that your Lordship would send it to our Ambassadors Envoys or Consuls at the place 

directed to J.W.Croker Esq
r
 Admiralty under Cover – to Me 

 

[1:4 blank except for address.] 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 21st 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 217) 

Albemarle Street 

1817 Tuesday 25 Mar. 

My Lord 

 Three Packets and not one Letter or line – is sufficiently tantalyzing – but I console myself with the 

belief that if you had not been much better you would not have transcribed so much – and moreover M
r
 

Davies came in soon after the arrival of the Second Act and read me a portion a Letter to himself written in 

spirits sufficient to satisfy me that you were better – By the way I do seriously aver that the Letter of J. H. is 

inferior in spirit & sagacity to that of W. W.
127

 – who yields to the other in length only – M
r
 D has borrowed 

the 1
st
 & 2

nd
 Act for three hours – in the mean time I inclose a proof of the first – & <to/>by tomorrow I 

 

The Lord Byron 
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shall be able to send a duplicate with the remarks of M
r
 G – the others shall follow in the same way – in the 

little extract – from the extract – from your journal wch I <was much> {saw I was} much struck with your 

description of pastoral life in the Alps – wch I hope you do not omit & indeed as much of the first 

impressions made by this Scenery will be given as you can – all the world has been there & will be 

delighted to tread the Air again in imagination – 

 

I shall have occasion to write again tomorrow – in the mean while I remain 

My Lord 

 Your faithful Servant 

 Jno. Murray 

 

Cap
t
. Byrons Lady – has a Son 
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M
r
 Gifford has this moment brought me his Copy – he is truly delighted with it – & repeats that it is 

exceedingly good – he is only anxious lest you will not take the pains to bring it to a good conclusion which 

I really hope you will be able to do – make it compleat – for honour & reputation – 

– 

I will send other proofs in a day or three 

– 

I send a duplicate of this in another Cover 

 

[1:4 is blank.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, March 25th 1817: 
(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4729; LJ IV 83-8; BLJ V 191-4) 

[To, / Jno Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angeleterre / Inghilterra] 

Venice. March 25
th

. 

1817 

Dear Sir – Your letter & enclosure are safe – but “English gentlemen” are very rare – at least in Venice – I 

doubt whether there are at present any – save the Consul & vice=Consul – {with} neither of whom I have 

the slightest acquaintance. – The moment I can pounce upon a witness – I will send the deed properly 

signed – but must he necessarily be genteel? would not a servant or a merchant do? – Venice is not a place 

                                                           
127: H. had protested about the review of Letters, and Webster about that of his poem Waterloo. 
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where the English are gregarious – their pigeon=houses are Florence – Naples – Rome &

c
. & to tell you 

the truth this was one reason why I staid here – till the season of the purgation of Rome from these people – 

which is infected with them at this <season> {time} – should arrive – besides I abhor the nation – & 
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the nation me; – it is impossible for me to describe my own sensation on that point – but it may suffice to 

say – that if I met with any of the race in the beautiful parts of Switzerland – the most distant glimpse or 

aspect of them – {<its>} poisoned the whole scene – & I do not choose to have the Pantheon & S
t
. Peter’s 

& the Capitol spoiled for me too. – This feeling may be probably owing to recent events – & the destruction 

{with} which my moral Clytemnestra hewed me down – but it does not exist the less – & while it exists I 

shall conceal it as little as any other. – I have been seriously ill with a fever – but it is gone. – I had no 

physician. – – I believe or suppose it was the indigenous fever of the place which comes every year at this 

time, & of which the Physicians change the name an= 
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=nually to dispatch the people sooner – it is a kind of Typhus – & kills occasionally; – it was pretty smart – 

but nothing particular – & has left me some debility & a great appetite. – There are a good many ill <of> at 

present I suppose of the same. – I feel sorry for Horner
128

 – if there was any thing in the world to make him 

like it – and still more sorry for his friends – as there was much to make them regret him. – I had not heard 

of his death till by your letter. – Some weeks ago I wrote to you my acknowledgements of W[alter]. 

S[cott].’s article – now I know it to be his – it cannot add to my good opinion of him – but it adds to that of 

myself. – He & Gifford & Moore are the only regulars I ever knew who had nothing of the <Garris> 

Garrison about their {manner} – no nonsense – nor affectations look you! – as for the rest whom I 
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have known – there was always more or less of the author about them – the pen peeping from behind the ear 

– & the thumbs a little inky or so. – “Lalla Rookh” – you must recollect that in the way of title – the 

“Giaour” has never been pronounced to this day – & both it & Childe Harold sounded very formidible & 

facetious to {the} blue=bottles of wit & honour about town – till they were taught <into> & startled into a 

proper deportment – & therefore Lalla Rookh which is very orthodox & oriental – is as good a title as need 

be – if not better. – I could wish rather that he had not called it “a Persian tale” firstly because we have had 

“Turkish tales” and Hindoo tales – & Assyrian tales – already – & tale is a word of which it repents me to 

have nick=named poesy – <f> fable would be better; – 
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2.) and secondly – “Persian tale” reminds one of the lines of <Amb> Pope – on Ambrose Phillips – though 

no one can say to be sure that this tale has been “turned for half a crown” – still it is as well to avoid such 

clashings. – “Persian story” why not? – or romance? – I feel as anxious for Moore as I could do for myself 

for the soul of me – & I would not have him succeed otherwise than splendidly – which I trust he will do. – 

– – – 

With regard to the “witch drama” I sent all the three acts – by post – week after week – within this last 

month. – I repeat that I have not an idea if it is good or bad – if bad it must on no account be risked in 

publication – if good – it is at your service – I value it at three hundred guineas – or less if you like it – – 

perhaps if published the 
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best way will be <to add> to add it to your winter volume – & not publish separately. – The price will shew 

you I don’t pique myself upon it – so speak out – you way put it in the fire if you like – & Gifford don’t 

like. – The Armenian grammar is published – that is one – the other is still in M.S. – – My illness has 

prevented me from moving this month past. – & I have done nothing more with the Armenian. – Of Italian 

or rather Lombard Manners – I could tell you little or nothing. – I went two or three times {to} the 

Governor’s Conversazione, (& if you go once you are free to go always) at which as I only saw very plain 

                                                           
128: Francis Horner (1778-1817) Whig lawyer and politician; co-founder of the Edinburgh Review. 
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women – a formal circle – in short a worse sort of rout – I did not go again. – I went to some Academie 

& to Madame Albrizzi’s – where I saw pretty much the same thing – with the addition of some 
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literati – who are the same – blue by God! – all the world over. – I fell in love the first week with Madame 

Segati & I have continued so ever since – because she is very pretty & pleasing – & talks Venetian – which 

amuses me – & is naive – & I can besides see her & make love <to> {with} her at all {or any} hours – 

which is convenient, with my temperament. – I have seen all their spectacles & sights – but I do not know 

anything very worthy of observation – except that the women kiss better than<g> those of any other nation 

– which is notorious – and is attributed to the worship of images and the early habit of <kissing> osculation 

induced thereby. – 

 very truly yrs 

 [scrawl] 

 

P.S. – Pray send the red <toothpow> toothpowder by a safe hand & Speedily. – – 
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   I read the “Christabel”
129

 

    Very well. – 

   I read the “Missionary”
130

 

    Pretty – very. –  

   I tried at “Ilderim”
131

 

    Ahem! 

   I read a sheet of “Marg’ret of Anjou”
132

 

    Can – You? 

   I turned a page of Webster’s “Waterloo”
133

 

    Pooh! Pooh! 

   I look’d at Wordsworth’s milk=white Rylstone Doe”,
134

 

    Hillo!
135

 

   I read “Glenarvon” too by Caro Lamb,
136

 

    God damn! 
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  To hook the <r/>Reader – you – John Murray – 

   Have published “Anjou’s Margaret” 

  Which won’t be sold off in a hurry, 

   (At least, it has not been as yet) 

  And then still further to bewilder him, 

  Without remorse you set up “Ilderim,” 

   So mind you don’t get into debt, – 

  Because – as how – if you should fail 

  These books would be but baddish bail. – 

  And mind – you do not let escape 

   These rhymes to Morning Post, or Perry, –  

   Which would be very treacherous – very – 

  And get me into such a scrape. – 

   For firstly I should have to sally 

   <Arm> All in my little boat, against a Galley – 

                                                           
129: B. was a great admirer of Coleridge’s Christabel, and persuaded Mu. to publish it in 1816. 

130: The Missionary by William Lisle Bowles (John Murray, 1813). 

131: Ilderim by Henry Gally Knight (John Murray, 1816). 

132: Margaret of Anjou by Miss Holford (John Murray, 1816). 

133: Waterloo and other Poems by James Wedderburn Webster (Ridgway, 1816). B. had flirted with the author’s wife 

in 1813. 

134: The White Doe of Rylstone, or The Fate of the Nortons by William Wordsworth (Longman, 1815). 

135: A hunting call implies the White Doe should be shot. 

136: Glenarvon by Lady Caroline Lamb (Henry Colburn, 1816). B. had had an affair with the author in 1812. It 

contains a fanciful portrait of him. 
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  And should I chance to slay the Assyrian wight 

  Have next to combat with the female knight – 

  And pricked to death expire upon her needle, 

  A sort of end which I should take indeed ill! – – 

 

[inverted at page top:] 

 

You may shew these matters to Moore and the select – but not to the prophane. – And tell Moore – that I 

wonder he don’t write to me now & then. – – – – 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, March 25th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 85-9; QII 398-401; BLJ V 186-9) 

Venice, March 25. 1817. 

I have at last learned, in default of your own writing (or not writing—which should it be? for I am not very 

clear as to the application of the word default) from Murray, two particulars of (or belonging to) you; one, 

that you are removing to Hornsey, which is, I presume, to be nearer London; and the other, that your Poem 

is announced by the name of Lalla Rookh. I am glad of it,—first, that we are to have it at last, and next, I 

like a tough title myself—witness The Giaour and Childe Harold, which choked half the Blues at starting. 

Besides, it is the tail of Alcibiades’s dog,—not that I suppose you want either dog or tail. Talking of tail, I 

wish you had not called it a ‘Persian Tale’ Say a ‘Poem’ or ‘Romance,’ but not ‘Tale.’ I am very sorry that 

I called some of my own things ‘Tales,’ because I think that they are something better. Besides, we have 

had Arabian, and Hindoo, and Turkish, and Assyrian Tales. But, after all, this is frivolous in me; you won’t, 

however, mind my nonsense. 

 Really and truly, I want you to make a great hit, if only out of self-love, because we happen to be old 

cronies; and I have no doubt you will—I am sure you can. But you are, I’ll be sworn, in a devil of a pucker; 

and I am not at your elbow, and Rogers is. I envy him; which is not fair, because he does not envy any 

body. Mind you send to me—that is, make Murray send—the moment you are forth. 

 I have been very ill with a slow fever, which at last took to flying, and became as quick as need be. But, 

at length, after a week of half-delirium, burning skin, thirst, hot headach, horrible pulsation, and no sleep, 

by the blessing of barley water, and refusing to see any physician, I recovered. It is an epidemic of the 

place, which is annual, and visits strangers. Here follow some versicles, which I made one sleepless night. 

 

   I read the ‘Christabel;’ 

    Very well: 

   I read the ‘Missionary;’ 

    Pretty—very: 

   I tried at ‘Ilderim;’ 

    Ahem; 

   I read a sheet of ‘Marg’ret of Anjou;’ 

    Can you? 

   I turn’d a page of * *[Webster]’s ‘Waterloo;’ 

    Pooh! pooh! 

   I look’d at Wordsworth’s milk-white ‘Rylstone Doe:’ 

    Hillo! 

   I read “Glenarvon,” too, by Caro. Lamb— 

    God damn! 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 I have not the least idea where I am going, nor what I am to do. I wished to have gone to Rome; but at 

present it is pestilent with English,—a parcel of staring boobies, who go about gaping and wishing to be at 

once cheap and magnificent. A man is a fool who travels now in France or Italy, till this tribe of wretches is 

swept home again. In two or three years the first rush will be over, and the Continent will be roomy and 

agreeable. 

 I stayed at Venice chiefly because it is not one of their ‘dens of thieves;’
137

 and here they but pause and 

pass. In Switzerland it was really noxious. Luckily, I was early, and had got the prettiest place on all the 

Lake before they were quickened into motion with the rest of the reptiles. But they crossed me every where. 

                                                           
137: Biblical; Matthew 21:13, Mark 11:17; Luke 19:46. 
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I met a family of children and old women half-way up the Wengen Alp (by the Jungfrau) upon mules, 

some of them too old and others too young to be the least aware of what they saw. 

 By the way, I think the Jungfrau, and all that region of Alps, which I traversed in September—going to 

the very top of the Wengen, which is not the highest (the Jungfrau itself is inaccessible) but the best point of 

view—much finer than Mont-Blanc and Chamouni, or the Simplon I kept a journal of the whole for my 

sister Augusta, part of which she copied and let Murray see. 

 I wrote a sort of mad Drama,
138

 for the sake of introducing the Alpine scenery in description: and this I 

sent lately to Murray. Almost all the dram. pers. are spirits, ghosts, or magicians, and the scene is in the 

Alps and the other world, so you may suppose what a Bedlam tragedy it must be: make him show it you. I 

sent him all three acts piece-meal, by the post, and suppose they have arrived. 

 I have now written to you at least six letters, or letterets, and all I have received in return is a note about 

the length you used to write from Bury Street to St. James’s Street, when we used to dine with Rogers, and 

talk laxly, and go to parties, and hear poor Sheridan now and then. Do you remember one night he was so 

tipsy that I was forced to put his cocked hat on for him,—for he could not,—and I let him down at 

Brookes’s, much as he must since have been let down into his grave. Heigh ho! I wish I was drunk—but I 

have nothing but this d——d barley-water before me. 

 I am still in love,—which is a dreadful drawback in quitting a place, and I can’t stay at Venice much 

longer. What I shall do on this point I don’t know. The girl means to go with me, but I do not like this for 

her own sake. I have had so many conflicts in my own mind on this subject, that I am not at all sure they did 

not help me to the fever I mentioned above. I am certainly very much attached to her, and I have cause to be 

so, if you knew all. But she has a child; and though, like all the ‘children of the sun,’ she consults nothing 

but passion, it is necessary I should think for both; and it is only the virtuous, like [Lady Byron], who can 

afford to give up husband and child, and live happy ever after. 

 The Italian ethics are the most singular ever met with. The perversion, not only of action, but of 

reasoning, is singular in the women. It is not that they do not consider the thing itself as wrong, and very 

wrong, but love (the sentiment of love) is not merely an excuse for it, but makes it an actual virtue, provided 

it is disinterested, and not a caprice, and is confined to one object. They have awful notions of constancy; 

for I have seen some ancient figures of eighty pointed out as amorosi of forty, fifty, and sixty years’ 

standing. I can’t say I have ever seen a husband and wife so coupled. 

      Ever, &c. 

 

P.S. Marianna, to whom I have just translated what I have written on our subject to you, says—’If you 

loved me thoroughly, you would not make so many fine reflections, which are only good forbirsi i 

scarpi,’—that is, ‘to clean shoes withal,’
139

—a Venetian proverb of appreciation, which is applicable to 

reasoning of all kinds. 

 

note from William Gifford to John Murray, late March 1817: 

(Source: NLS Acc.12604, collated with LJM 220-1, which transcribes from * to *) 

 

 No 2     Albemarle St 

My dear Sir, 

 I found your parcel here at 4 – so that it is hardly possible to do any thing by Post time – nor indeed can 

I say much more. * I have marked a passage or two which might be omitted with advantage: but the Act
140

 

requires strengthening. There is nothing to bear it out but one speech. The Friar is despicable, & the 

servants uninteresting. The scene with the Friar ought to be imposing, & for that purpose the Friar should be 

a real good man – not an idiot. More dignity should be lent to the catastrophe. See how beautifully our old 

poet Marlow has wrought up the death of Faustus – Several of our old plays have scenes of this kind – but 

they strove to make them impressive. Manfred should not end in this feeble way – after beginning with such 

magnificence & promise – & the demons should have something to do with the scene. 

 Do not send my words to Lord B. but you may take a hint from them – Say too that the last Act bears no 

proportion in length to the two previous. [“former” – LJM 220] * 

 I leave a note from Beloe
141

 that I had in my pocket yesterday but forgot. 

                                                           
138: Manfred. 

139: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice III i 45 (“To bait fish withal”). 

140: Act III of Manfred, which Gifford has just read in its first, comic version. 

141: Beloe: The Rev. William Beloe (1756-1817) whose The Sexagenarian was just through the press when he died on 

April 11th – see BLJ VI 11n. 
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 I found here a Revw of Chalmers

142 
by Dr Gleig.

143
 I confess that I am pleased with this, as he is well 

able to do it justice & is far more powerful as foe than as friend. I have not looked at a word of it, nor have I 

time to read his letter, as Dent is just come in, & I must not be dogged
144

 by him – So I am off. 

   Sincerely 

    W.G. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, March 28th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 218-19) 

Albemarle S
t
 London 

March 28 1817 

My Lord 

 I received the last Act with yr favour of the 9
th

 yesterday & now I inclose a proof both of the Second 

and Third Acts
145

 – with the Title Dram Pers – &c – all for correction & emendation – by the way there are 

several errors wch may affront you as not existing in the Original – wch are owing to the haste with wch my 

family transcribed them – as I am anxious to preserve the original with wch I had not time to compare it – 

& having at first, after transcribing sent it to M
r
 G – 

 For the Drama Do me the favour to draw upon me for 300 Gs when + you please – & I hope to make a 

living profit upon it – 

 <No> I told you in my last letter that M
r
 G was very much pleased with Act 2 – & as you know he 

takes a paternal interest in your literary well being – he does not by any Means like the Conclusion – now I 

am venturing upon the confidence with wch your Lordship has ever honoured me in sending the inclosed
146

 

– I fear I am not doing right – I am not satisfied – but I venture – & I entreat that you will make a point of 

returning them. I have told him that I have made a Letter from them – but there is so much friendly good 

sense in them that I can not refrain – I am sure you can – & I am almost sure that you will improve what 

begins & continues so beautifully 

—— 

+ or I will pay it into Kinnairds 

—— 

I shall pay the 3
rd

 £500 – tomorrow – 

 

1:2 

 

 in <J> a Drama of any Kind – the last Act is the Difficulty & this you must surmount – 

 I very much fear that Mad de Stael is on the point of death – she is very ill has been so for some time 

 I thank you for your reply about Croker – I am going to a great party at Perrys tonight to meet Mes
d
 

Fodor – Camperesi – &c &c &c & I shall say a word to him – I expect to meet M
r
 Moore & Lady – I sent 

him yr Letter received with mine yesterday – The Prince is now enchanted with Mad. Fodor – goes no 

where where she is no & sits 3 hours at the Piano with her – – He has at length visited the Duchess of 

Cumberland – with all his Courtiers – who had before abused her – she is now a Marvelously ill used 

woman. – Poor Maturin will get little or nothing from the Theatre – Kean was disgusted with hs Character 

& ruined the Play – he has in this respect behaved basely. 

 Scott is very much pleased that you like the Article in the Q. Rev. & has told me me I may now 

mention the Author – 

 

1:3 

 

 I am most happy to hear that you will return in May – I am flattering myself that you are much better – 

 Pray give us more of The Pastorals & Scenery of the Alps – & a Close working of the Whole – do it 

will be the best announcement of your Return – Mr G – is equally firm & Sincere in his admiration of Act I 

(most particularly) & of Act 2 – as poetry – wch he says can not go far beyon it – 

                                                           
142: Chalmers: Thomas Chalmers (1780-1847) charismatic Scots evangelical; an unfavourable review of his The 

Evidence and Authenticity of the Christian Revelation appeared in The Quarterly Review of July 1817-XXXIV, pp. 451-

63 – see BLJ V 277 

143: Dr Gleig: George Robert Gleig (1796-1888) subsequently a military historian and chaplain-general to the armed 

forces; deeply conservative, he was in 1817 at Magdalen Hall, Oxford 

144: Dent ... dogged: “Dog Dent”, John Dent, M.P. and banker, so called from his involvement in the 1796 Dog-tax Bill 

– see BLJ V 260n. 

145: Of Manfred. 

146: Mu. has enclosed Gifford’s note on the need to re-write Manfred’s third act (see previous item). 
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 Ever My Lord 

  Most faithfully 

   Your Servant 

    Jno Murray 

 

I beg you to offer my particular Compliments to M
r
 Hobhouse – <for> to whose Elephantine 4

to
 I earnestly 

aspire 

 

[1:4 blank.] 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, March 29th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 f.28; not in 1922 II; BLJ V 195) 

[To, the Honble Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Morland & Ransoms / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre / 

Inghilterra] 

Venice. March 29
th

. 

1817 

My dear Kinnaird / 

 I wrote to you the other day – you will think me a great bore to trouble you again. – Siri & Wilhalm 

have received the order of your house in my favour – but they say that I should also have a letter of credit 

for the sum specified as more regular – and the same for the sum lodged at Rome (with Tortolia)
147

 which 

your letter announced to me. – As I think it better according to your advice to reserve the circulars – you 

will perhaps send me what they require – <&> or tell me what to do; – they are very civil, 

 

1:2 

 

& have honoured my draft the same. – 

Yours in haste 

ever & very truly 

Byron 

 

P.S. – I suppose you had not sent me any letter except the {<usual> usual} one with the circulars – because 

if so – it had not arrived. – The circulars &
c
. came very safely. – – – – – 

 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, March 31st 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.30-3; 1922 II 40-3; QII 401-4; BLJ V 197-200) 

[To Monsieur / Monsieur J
no

. Hobhouse / Posta Restante / Roma] 

Venice. March 31
st
. 

1817 

My Dear Hobhouse / 

 In verity the Malaria was a pretext as I knew it was a Summer and not a Spring production – but the 

English crowd of the Holy week was as sincere an excuse as need to be. – Since I wrote to you I have had a 

fever – like one I had <in> {from} the Marshes of Elis – which nearly finished me at Patras – but this was 

milder & of shorter duration – it however left me weakly. – It had been approaching by slow degrees ever 

since the Carnival & at last came on rather sharply – it was not however the low vulgar Typhus which is at 

present decimating Venice – & has half unpeopled Milan – but a sharp gentlemanly fever that went away in 

a few days. – I saw no Physician – they sent for one without telling me – & when I heard he was below – I 

had him sent out of the house. – And so I recovered. – It was not Aglietti I believe – but you may be sure if 

it had – that prig should never have had a fee of mine. – At present I am 

 

1:2 

 

very well with a monstrous appetite. – – – – 

I think of coming on to Rome this ensuing month – in case you should be gone – will you delegate some 

friend to get me in without custom=house research – & will you tell me what hostel or inn I am to lay down 

my wallet in & how about lodgement? truly wroth am I to hear the rumours you wot of, particularly the first 

– but one is as false as the other. – The origin of the latter I take to be a lie which was rife here about the 

Fabre or Fabri (which is it) the singer from Milan – the girl we saw there – she sang here at the Fenice – 

                                                           
147: Should be “Torlonia”. 
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during the Carnival – & was in high & magnificent maintenance by a Sig

n
 Papadopoli a Venetian of 

great wealth & concupiscence. – But a man in a Cloak was seen coming out of her abode one very early 

morning – & this man they would have to be me ( I <never> {never} saw her in my life but on the stage) & 

not content with this – it was added that I had decamped with her for Naples – & I had as much difficulty in 

proving my 

 

1:3 

 

presence here – as Partridge in reestablishing his existence. – The origin of these unseemly reports I take to 

be a translation in some Venetian Gazette of the Jena review of <that bitch> C. L.’s Glenarvon – & another 

of the last canto of C H
d
 the one stating the scratching attempt at <suicide> canicide of that “two=handed 

whore” {at Lady Heathcotes’} and the other representing me as the most decided panegyrist of Buonaparte. 

– I have you may be sure noticed neither one nor the other of these matters. – – – 

The Quarterly I have read {(which is written by Walter Scott – so M says)} both it {& the Edinburgh} are 

as favourable as the author could wish – & more so than could be wished by anybody else – {the Edin. is by 

Jeffrey himself. –} I am very glad that anybody likes the Canto – but particularly glad that Baillie does – 

because he is a very superior if not a supreme man; – as for you & I we are such old friends – that “we have 

travelled over one another’s minds long ago” don’t you remember what a pet that sentence used to put you 

into? – But never mind – it is not true – In case you should not have heard from England I 

 

1:4 

 

will tell you some news of Literatoor. – K
d
 writes to me that M

rs
. K. under the colours of Keppel has 

become “a public character” at Drury Lane as well as at Covent Garden with great success – I suppose he 

means of course as a Singer – but it is as well to be distinct. – Maturin’s second tragedy (he says) has not 

succeeded – & he gives some very good reasons why it should not – which sound remarkably – {well} – 

particularly as his <very> {very} last letter <but> {save} this anticipated its’ “complete success.” For my 

part I say nothing – but this I will say
148

 – Did I <ever> ever! – no – I never – &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. &

c
. &

c
. &

c
.
149

 Do 

you understand me? no one else can. – – – – 

I have heard of my daughter who is very fine – they say – but there is a dispute about her suscitated 

between me & my moral Clytemnestra – some day or other – <both> Ada will become my Orestes & 

Electra too, both in one. – This dispute will probably end in a lawsuit – having heard that they thought of 

voyaging – I refused to allow the child to leave the country – & demanded an explicit declaration 

 

2:1 

 

2) that on no account should <s/>the <leave the country> {attempt be made –} this was evaded – & at last a 

sort of half reluctant kind of paper signed – which I have refused to accept – & so we are all at or about law. 

– That old fool Noel last year – {I hear for the first time} had filed a bill in Chancery against me – upon 

some remote question of property – purely to make my daughter a ward of the court & circumscribe my 

right over her – or rather my authority; – I can tell you however that Hanson has behaved very well & 

briskly in this business – for I have <the> copies of the correspondence. – They have begun – & by the Lord 

– I must go on – pretty separation! – we are as fast as ever only pulling {the chain} different ways – till one 

of us tumbles. – My Star is sure to <xxxx/>win in the long run. – – 

You do not say a word of your “paradoxes –”
150

 or of the Pope – only think of D
r
. Polidori coming too! – 

well! – I’m sure! Is he any sager? I suppose you mean that despicable lisping old <rep> Ox & Charlatan 

Frederic North by the successor to L
d
. Guilford. – Of all the perambulating humbuggerers that aged 

nondescript is the principal. – 

 

2:2 

 

I send you a catalogue <xxxxxxx> of some books “of poeshie of the king my master” as Freytag said to 

Voltaire. – 

 I read the “Christabel” 

  Very well. 

                                                           
148: Sir Fretful Plagiary at Sheridan, The Critic, I i. 

149: Compare Beppo, 92, 7. 

150: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, XX. 
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 I read the “Missionary,” 

  Somewhat visionary. 

 I tried at “Iderim” 

  Ahem! 

 I <turn> read a sheet of “Margaret of Anjou,” 

  Can you? 
 I skimmed a page of Webster’s Waterloo 

    X 

  Pooh! – Pooh! – 

 I looked at Wordsworth’s milkwhite “Rylstone Doe” 

  Hillo!! 
 I read “Glenarvon” too by Caro. Lamb. 

  God damn. – 

2:3 

 

I have bought several books – which must be left for my bankers to forward to England – amongst others a 

complete Voltaire {in 92 volumes} – whom I have been reading – he is delightful but dreadfully inaccurate 

frequently. – One of his paragraphs (in a letter –) begins “Jean Jacques is a Jean foutre” which he seems to 

say with all his heart and soul. – This is one of the things which make me laugh – being a “clever Tom 

Clinch”
151

 & perhaps will have the like effect on you. – 

y
rs
 ever & very truly 

& affec
tly

 

B 

[on envelope:] 

 

My best respects to your brother – I congratulate him. – – – – – 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, March 31st 1817: 
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.34-5; 1922 II 43-4; BLJ V 195-7) 

[To, The Hon
ble

 Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Morland & Ransoms / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre / 

Inghilterra] 

 

Venice. March 31
st
. 1817 

My dear Kinnaird / I wrote to you a day or two ago to mention that Siri & Wilhalm had demurred a little 

because I should have a letter of credit as well as the order of Messrs. M & R on them {the last of which 

they had received. –} Perhaps you had better send me one for the £500 – as well as the like for <Tortolia> 

Torlonia at Rome – where you have sent the same order. – I will have marked down upon Siri’s letter – 

whatever sums may have been drawn for before I leave Venice. – I shall follow your advice & retain the 

circulars till the orders are drawn upon. – – – Your letter of y
e
. 14

th
. is before me. – I have no poem nor 

thought of a poem called “the Gondola” – nor any similar subject. – I have written nothing but a sort of 

metaphysical poem which was sent to M. the other day – not for publication – but to show to M
r
. Gifford. – 

Tell him to show it {to} you, – I would not have it published unless G
d
. thought it good for anything – for 

<I> myself I have really & truly no notion what {it} is good for. –  – 

 

1:2 

 

I have nothing else – except a translation from a Spanish {& Moorish} ballad & an Italian translation or two 

– As to tragedy, I may try one day – but never for the stage – don’t you {see} I have no luck there? – my 

two addresses were not liked – & my Committee=ship did but get me into scrapes – no – no – I shall not 

tempt the Fates that way – besides I should risk more than I could gain – I have no right to encroach on 

other men’s ground – even <I> if I could maintain my own. – – – 

You tell me {that} Maturin’s second tragedy has failed – is not this an additional warning to everybody as 

well as to me? – however – if the whim seized me I should not consider that nor anything else – but the fact 

is that success on the stage is not to me an object of ambition – & I am not sure that it would please me to 

triumph – although it would doubtless vex me to fail. – – For these reasons I never will put it to the test. – 

Unless I could beat them all – it would be nothing – & who could do that? nor I nor any man – the Drama is 

complete already – there 

                                                           
151: Swift, Clever Tom Clinch going to be hanged. 
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1:3 

 

can be nothing like what has been. – You will say this applies to other poetry {also} – true – but the range is 

wider – & I look upon the path I struck out in C. Harold as a new one – & therefore there can be no 

comparisons as yet good or bad; – I have done – not much – but enough for me – & having {just} turned 

nine & twenty I seriously think of giving up altogether – unless Rome should madden me into a fourth 

Canto – which it may or may not. – I am sorry for Maturin but as he had made himself considerable enough 

[Ms. tear: “to”] have enemies – this was to be expected – he m[Ms. tear: “ust”] not however be 

discouraged. – – – Make my remembrances acceptable to L[eigh]. Hunt – & tell him I shall be very glad to 

hear from him. – I have had a fever. – – Remember me to Scrope to Moore & every body – your account of 

M
rs
 K’s success is very agreeable 

ever & truly 

y
rs
. most affect. 

B 

P.S. 

 The Morning Chronicle <had> has been taken out of your letter I suppose in France – it is useless to 

send newspapers – they hardly ever arrive – at least the opposition ones. 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, March 31st 1817: 
(Source: Ms. not found; text from  Moore’s Life II 92-4; LJ IV 88-90; BLJ V 200-1) 

Venice, March 31. 1817. 

You will begin to think my epistolary offerings (to whatever altar you please to devote them) rather 

prodigal. But until you answer, I shall not abate, because you deserve no better. I know you are well, 

because I hear of your voyaging to London and the environs, which I rejoice to learn, because your note 

alarmed me by the purgation and phlebotomy therein prognosticated. I also hear of your being in the press; 

all which, methinks, might have furnished you with subject-matter for a middle-sized letter, considering that 

I am in foreign parts, and that the last month’s advertisements and obituary would be absolute news to me 

from your Tramontane country. 

 I told you, in my last, I have had a smart fever. There is an epidemic in the place; but I suspect, from 

the symptoms, that mine was a fever of my own, and had nothing in common with the low, vulgar typhus, 

which is at this moment decimating Venice, and which has half unpeopled Milan, if the accounts be true. 

This malady has sorely discomfited my serving men, who want sadly to be gone away, and get me to 

remove. But, besides my natural perversity, I was seasoned in Turkey, by the continual whispers of the 

plague, against apprehensions of contagion. Besides which, apprehension would not prevent it; and then I 

am still in love, and ‘forty thousand’ fevers should not make me stir before my minute,
152

 while under the 

influence of that paramount delirium. Seriously speaking, there is a malady rife in the city—a dangerous 

one, they say. However, mine did not appear so, though it was not pleasant. 

 This is Passion-week—and twilight—and all the world are at vespers. They have an eternal 

churching, as in all Catholic countries, but are not so bigoted as they seem to be in Spain. 

 I don’t know whether to be glad or sorry that you are leaving Mayfield. Had I ever been at Newstead 

during your stay there, (except during the winter of 1813-14, when the roads were impracticable,) we 

should have been within hail, and I should like to have made a giro of the Peak with you. I know that 

country well, having been all over it when a boy. Was you ever in Dovedale? I can assure you there are 

things in Derbyshire as noble as Greece or Switzerland. But you had always a lingering after London, and I 

don’t wonder at it. I liked it as well as any body, myself, now and then. 

 Will you remember me to Rogers? whom I presume to be flourishing, and whom I regard as our 

poetical papa. You are his lawful son, and I the illegitimate. Has he begun yet upon Sheridan? If you see our 

republican friend, Leigh Hunt, pray present my remembrances. I saw about nine months ago that he was in 

a row (like my friend Hobhouse) with the Quarterly Reviewers. For my part, I never could understand these 

quarrels of authors with critics and with one another. ‘For God’s sake, gentlemen, what do they mean?’ 

 What think you of your countryman, Maturin? I take some credit to myself for having done my best 

to bring out Bertram; but I must say my colleagues were quite as ready and willing. Walter Scott, however, 

was the first who mentioned him, which he did to me, with great commendation, in 1815; and it is to this 

casualty, and two or three other accidents, that this very clever fellow owed his first and well-merited public 

success. What a chance is fame! 

                                                           
152: Shakespeare, Hamlet V i 262-3 (“Forty thousand brothers”). 
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 Did I tell you that I have translated two Epistles?—a correspondence between St. Paul and the 

Corinthians, not to be found in our version, but the Armenian—but which seems to me very orthodox, and I 

have done it into scriptural prose English. 

      Ever, &c. 

 

April 2nd–September 26th 1817: Byron writes Mazeppa. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 2nd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 91; QII 404-6; BLJ V 203-5) 

Venice April 2
d
. 1817 

Dear Sir / 

 I sent you the whole of the drama
153

 – at three several times – act by act in separate covers – I hope 

{that} you have or will receive some – or the whole of it. – – – 

So Love has a conscience – by Diana! – I shall make him take back the box though it were Pandora’s; – the 

discovery of its intrinsic {silver} occurred on sending it to have the lid adapted to admit Marianna’s portrait 

– of course I had the box remitted in Statu quo – & had the picture set in another – which suits it (the 

picture) very well. – The defaulting box is not touched hardly – it was not in the man’s hands above an 

hour. – I am aware of what you say of Otway – and am a very great admirer of his – all except of that 

maudlin bitch of {chaste lewdness} & blubbering curiosity Belvidera – 

 

1:2 

 

whom I utterly despise, abhor, & detest – but the story of Marino Falieri – is different & I think so much 

finer – that I wish Otway had taken it instead; – the head conspiring against the body – for refusal of redress 

for a real injury; – jealousy, treason – with the more fixed and inveterate passions (mixed with policy) of an 

old or elderly man – the Devil himself could not have a finer subject – & he is your only tragic dramatist. – 

– When Voltaire was asked why no woman has ever written even a tolerable tragedy? “Ah! (said the 

Patriarch) the composition of a tragedy requires testicles”. – If this be true Lord knows what Joanna Baillie 

does – I suppose she borrows them. There is still in the Doge’s palace the black <sm> veil {painted} over 

Falieri’s picture & the staircase whereon he was first crowned {Doge} & <then had a> subsequently 

decapitated. – This was the thing that most struck my imagination 

 

1:3 

 

in Venice – more than the Rialto, which I visited for the sake of Shylock – and more <even> {too} than 

Schiller’s “Armenian” – a novel which took a great hold of me when a boy – it is also called the “Ghost 

Seer” – & I never walked down S
t
. Mark’s by moonlight without thinking of it & – “At nine o’clock he 

died!”
154

 – – But I hate things all fiction & therefore the Merchant & Othello – have no great associations to 

me – but Pierre has – there should always be some foundation of <fact> fact for the most airy fabric – and 

pure invention is but the talent of a liar. – – – 

Maturin’s tragedy. – – By your account of him last year to me he seemed a bit of a coxcomb personally; – 

poor fellow – to be sure he had a long seasoning of adversity – which is not so hard to bear as t’other thing 

– I hope that this won’t throw him back into the “Slough of Despond” – let him take heart “whom the Lord 

loveth he chasteneth blessed be the name of the Lord!” 

 

1:4 

 

This sentence by the way is a contrast to the other one of “Quem Deus vult perdere prius dementat” which 

may be thus done into English – 

 

 God maddens him whom ’tis his will to lose, 

 And gives the choice of death or phrenzy – Choose! – 

 

You talk of “marriage” – ever since my own funeral – the word makes me giddy – & throws me into a cold 

sweat – pray don’t repeat it.  –   –  Tell me that Walter Scott is better – I would not have him ill for the 

world – I suppose it was by sympathy that I had my fever at the same time. – – – 

                                                           
153: Manfred, with the revised third act. 

154: Schiller, Der Geisterseher, first chapter. 
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I joy in the success of your Quarterly – but I must still stick by the Edinburgh – Jeffrey has done so by 

me I must say through everything – & this is more than I deserved from him. – – – I have more than once 

acknowledged to you by letter the “Article” (& Articles) say – that you have received the said letters – as I 

do not otherwise know what letters arrive. – – – –  – – – 

Both reviews came – but nothing more. M’s play & the extract not yet come. – – – – – – – – – – – – 

 

2:1 

 

There have been two Articles in the Venice papers one a review of C. Lamb’s “Glenarvon” – (whom may it 

please the beneficent Giver of all Good to damn in the next world! as she has damned herself in this!) with 

the account of her scratching attempt at Canicide (at Lady Heathcote’s ) – and the other a review of C
d
 Har

d
 

in which it proclaims me the most rebellious & contumacious Admirer of Buonaparte – {now} surviving in 

Europe; – both these articles are translations from the literary Gazette of German Jena. – I forgot to mention 

them at the time – they are some weeks old. – – – – – 

They actually mentioned Caro. Lamb – & her mother’s name at full length – I have conserved these papers 

as curiosities. – – – – – – – 

Write to say whether or no my <M/>Magician has arrived with all his scenes spells &
c
. 

y
rs
 ever 

[double scrawl] 

P.S. – 

 Will you tell M
r
. Kinnaird – that the two recent letters I wrote to him were owing to a mistake of a 

booby of a Partner of Siri and Wilhalm (the Bankers here) & that one of them called this morning to say all 

was right – & that there was no occasion for {a} further letter – however – heaven knows whether they are 

right or not – I hope I shall not have the same bother at Rome. – – 

You should close with Madame de Stael – this will be her best work – & permanently historical – it is on 

her father – the revolution – & Buonaparte, &c. Bonstetten told me in Switzerland it was very great. I have 

not seen it myself – but the author often – she was very kind to me at Coppet. – – – – – I like your delicacy 

you who print Margaret – & Ilderim and then Demur at Corinne. – – The failure of poor M’s play will be a 

cordial to the aged heart of Saul – who has been “kicking against the pricks”
155

 of the managers so long and 

so vainly – they ought to act his “Ivan” – as for Kean he is an “infidus Scurra” and his conduct on this 

occasion is of a piece with all one ever heard of him. – – – – – – 

 

[NOT YET FOUND:] Pray look after M
r
. S

t
. Aubin – He is an Oxonian – it is very odd & something more 

than negligent that he has not consigned the letters &c. it was his own offer. – It is useless to send to the 

Foreign Office nothing arrives to me by that conveyance – I suppose some zealous Clerk thinks it a Tory 

duty to prevent it. – – 

 

Byron to Samuel Rogers, from Venice, April 4th 1817: 
(Source: text from UCL Library Sharpe Papers 18 ff.145-6; LJ IV 95-97; BLJ V 205-7) 

 

Venice. April 4
th

. 1817 

My dear Rogers – It is a considerable time since I wrote to you last – & I hardly know why I should trouble 

you <b> now – except that I think you will not be sorry to hear from me now and then. – You and I were 

never correspondents – but always something better – which is – very good friends. – I saw your friend 

Sharpe in Switzerland – or rather in the Genevan territory – (which is & is not Switzerland) & he gave 

Hobhouse & me a very good route for the Bernese Alps – however we took another from a German – & 

went by Clarens over the Dent de Jamant to Montbovon & through the Simmenthal to Thoun – & so on to 

Lauterbrunen – except that from thence to the Grindelwald {instead of round about} we went right over the 

Wengen {Alp’s} <to its’> very summit, & being close under the Jungfrau saw it – its’ Glaciers – & heard 

the avalanches in all their Glory – having famous weather therefor. – We of course went from the 

Grindelwald over the Shadack to Brientz {& it’s lake} – past the Reichenbach & 

 

1:2 

 

all that mountain road – which reminded me of Albania & Ætolia – & Greece – except that the people 

{here} were more civilized & rascally. – – I did not think so very much of Chamouniz {except the source of 

                                                           
155: Biblical; Acts 9:5, or 26:14. 
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the Avveyron to which we went up to the teeth of the ice so as to look into & [interlineation continues 

through 1:3 

 

 touch the cavity against the warning of the guides only one of whom would go with us so close} – as of the 

Jungfrau & <the Simplon –> {the Pissevache & Simplon} – which are quite out of all mortal computation. 

– I was at Milan about a moon – & saw Monti – & some other living curiosities – & thence on to Verona – 

where I did not forget your story of the assassination – during your sojourn there – & brought away with me 

some fragments of Juliet’s tomb – & {a} lively recollection of the Amphitheatre. The Countess Goetz (the 

Governor’s wife here) told me that there is still a ruined castle of the Montecchi <not> between Verona and 

Vicenza – I have been at Venice since November – but shall proceed to Rome shortly – – for my deeds here 

– are they not written in my letters to the unreplying Thomas Moore? to him I refer you – he has received 

them all & not answered one – – – – – – – – – 

 

1:3 

 

Will you remember me to Ld. & Lady Holland – I have to thank the former for a book which I have not yet 

received – but expect to reperuse with great pleasure on my return – viz – the 2
d
. Edition of Lope de Vega. – 

– I have heard of Moore’s forthcoming poem – he cannot wish himself more success than I wish & augur 

for him. – – – – 

I have also heard great things of “Tales of my Landlord” but I have not yet received them – by all accounts 

they beat even Waverley &
c
. – & are by the same author. Maturin’s {2

d
.} tragedy has it seems failed – for 

which I should think every body will be sorry – except perhaps Sotheby – who – I must say – was 

capriciously <entreat> & evilly entreated by the Sub=committee – about poor dear “Ivan” whose lot can 

only be parallelled by that of his Original – I don’t mean the author – who is anything but Original – but the 

deposed imperial infant who gave his name & some narrative to the drama thereby entitled. – 

 

1:4 

 

My health was very victorious – till within the last month – when I had a fever. – – There is a Typhus in 

these <parts> {parts} – , but I don’t think it was that. – However I got well without a Physician or drugs. – – 

I forgot to tell you that last Autumn – I furnished Lewis with “bread & salt” for some days at Diodati – in 

reward for which (besides his conversation) he translated “Goethe’s Faust” to me by word of mouth; – & I 

set him by the ears with Madame de Stael about the Slave trade. – – I am indebted for many & hind 

courtesies to <the La”> our Lady of Coppet – & I now love her – as much as I always did her works – of 

which I was and am a great admirer. – – –  

Wh<at>{en} are you {to begin} <about> with Sheridan? what are you doing? & How do you do? 

ever & very truly 

& affectionately y
rs
. 

B 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, April 8th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 221-2) 

[N
o
. 66. Piazza di Spagna // My Lord / My Lord Byron / Poste Restante / a Venise / en Italie // Messrs 

Torlonia a Rome] 

The re-direction shows that when in Rome Byron stayed in the Piazza di Spagna, opposite what is 

now the Keats-Shelley House. 

London 8 April 

1817 

My Lord 

 As the interval of hearing from you was much longer than I have lately been accustomed to 

calculate upon – I had begun to feel rather uneasy lest the cause should have been – an increase of your 

<xx>fever – I am sorry that you have been so severely indisposed – but I trust that the worst is passed & 

that you have only to acquire strength to be perfectly restored – As I have now sent your Lordship a proof 

of the whole of the Drama – I shall presume upon your Placing all additions upon it & shall therefore retain 

the one you have now sent me until I hear from you again. –       It is very singular that you should not have 

received even the Second Copy wch I sent you of your last poems & of Tales of My Landlor
156

 I would 

have given much that you had received them during your illness – I have just got a Letter from Augustus de 

                                                           
156: Mu. leaves off the final “d”. 
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Stael in which he tells me that his mother is out of danger – though there are yet very great 

apprehensions entertained by her friends. – I have just been called away by 

 

1:2 

 

a visit from Captain Byron – who has had a most dreadful attack of Rheumatic Fever – for a whole fortnight 

he did not know what it was to be free from the most acute pain – his wife has brought him a Son – as I 

think I told your Lordship – I hope soon to hear that your Lordship is much better. 

 Is there no original Venetian Story that you can make use of to give us another Tale? 

  I am <Dear Sir>
157

 

   your Lordships 

    faithful Servant 

     John Murray 

 

 I offer best Comp
s
 to Mr Hobhouse – his Cambridge Adversary

158
 the son of Lord Townsend is dead – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 9th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.196; BLJ V 207-9) 

[To, J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

In the third line, “he” is underlined four times. 
Venice. – April – 9

th
. 1817 

Dear Sir, – Your letters of the 18
th

. & 20
th

. are arrived – In my own I have given you the rise, progress – 

decline – and fall – of my recent malady – it is gone to the Devil – I won’t pay him so bad a compliment as 

to say it came from him – he is too much of a Gentleman. – It was nothing but a slow fever – which 

quickened its’ pace towards the end of its’ journey – I had been bored with it some weeks – with nocturnal 

burnings – & morning perspirations – but I am quite well again – which I attribute to having had neither 

medicine nor Doctor thereof. – – – – – – 

In a few days I set off for Rome – such is my purpose – I shall change it very often before monday next – 

but do you continue to direct & address to Venice as heretofore; – If I go – letters will be forwarded – I say 

“if,” because I never know what I shall do – till it is done – and as I mean most firmly to set out for Rome – 

it is not unlikely I may find myself at S
t
. Petersburg – – – — —— —— 
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You tell me to “take care of myself” – faith and I will – I won’t be posthumous yet <being so> if I can help 

it – notwithstanding – only think – what a “Life & adventures” – <from> while I am in full scandal – would 

be worth – together with the “membra” of my writing desk – the sixteen beginnings of poems <never> 

{never} to be finished – Do you think I would not have shot myself last year – had I not luckily recollected 

that M
rs
. Clermont & Lady Noel & all the old women in England would have been delighted – besides the 

agreeable “Lunacy” of “the<”> “Crowner’s Quest”
159

 – – and the regrets of two or three <and> {or} half a 

dozen? Be assured – that I would live for two reasons – or more – there are one or two people whom I have 

to put out of the world – & as many into it – before I <should> {can} “depart in peace” if I do so before – I 

<has it> have not fulfilled my mission. – Besides when I turn thirty – I will turn devout – I feel a great 

vocation that way – in Catholic churches – & when I hear the Organ. – 

 

1:3 

 

So – Webster is writing again – is there no Bedlam in Scotland? – nor thumb=screw? – nor Gag? – nor 

hand=cuff? – I went upon my knees to him almost some years ago to prevent him from publishing a 

{political} pamphlet which would <would> have given him a livelier idea of “Habeas corpus” than the 

world will derive from his <pre> {present} production upon that suspended subject – which will doubtless 

be followed by the suspension of other (his Majesty’s) subjects. – – 

I condole with Drury Lane – and rejoice with Sotheby – that is in a modest way, – on the tragical end of the 

new tragedy. – – You & Lg
h
. Hunt have quarrelled then it seems; <xxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxx xxxx 

                                                           
157: The speed at which Mu. writes causes him to address B. incorrectly. 

158: H. was standing as MP for Cambridge University. 

159: Shakespeare, Hamlet V i 22. 
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xx>

160
 I introduce him & his poem to you – in the hope that (malgré politics) the union <will> would be 

beneficial to both – and the end is eternal enmity – – & yet I did this with the best intentions; – I introduce 

Coleridge & Christabel – & Coleridge runs away with your money. – My friend Hobhouse <quarrel> 

{quarrels} <too> too with the Quarterly – 

 

1:4 

 

and (except the last) I am the <P> innocent <Isthmus> Istmhus (damn the word I can’t spell it
161

 – though I 

have crossed that of Corinth a dozen times) of these <en> enmities. – – – – – – – 

I will tell you something about Chillon. – – – A M
r
. De Luc ninety years old – a Swiss – had it read to him 

& is pleased with it – so my Sister writes. – He <was> {said} that he was with Rousseau at Chillon – & that 

<my> {the} description is perfectly correct – but this is not all – I recollected something of the name & find 

the following passage in “The Confessions” – vol 3. page 247. – Liv. 8
th

 

“De tons ces amusemens celui qui me plut davantage – – fut une promenade autour du Lac – que je fis en 

bateau avec De Luc pere – sa bru – ses deux fils – et ma Therése. – Nous mimes sept jours a cette tournée 

par le plus beau temps du monde. J’en gardai le vif souvenir des sites qui m’avoient frappé a l’autre 

extremité du lac, et dont Je fis la description quelques années apres, dans la Nouvelle Heloise.” 

This nonag<en>{in}arian De Luc must be one of the “deux fils”. He is in England – infirm but still in 

faculty. – – – – – 

 

2:1 

 

It is odd that <th> he should have lived so long – & not wanting in oddness that he should have made this 

voyage with Jean Jacques – & afterwards at such an interval read a poem by an Englishman (who had made 

precisely the same circumnavigation) upon the same scenery. – As for <the> “Manfred” – it is of no use 

sending “proofs” nothing of that kind comes.— – I sent the whole at different times – the 2 first acts are the 

best – the third – so – so – but I was blown with the first <heat> and second heats. – You must call it “a 

poem” for it is no drama (& I do not choose it to be called by so Sothebyish <a> {a} name) – a “poem in 

dialogue” or – pantomine if you will – anything – but a Green room Synonime. – And this is your Motto 

“There are more things in heaven & earth, Horatio, 

“Than <have> {are} dreamt of in your philosophy. –
162

 

 y
rs
. ever [scrawl] 

 

My love and thanks to M
r
. G

d
. 

 

1:4 [to the left of the address, at right-angles:] Don’t forget my toothpowder – its’ of no use to send it by 

the damned & double=damned conveyances – but by some private hand – by M
r
. Kinnaird, – or M

r
. Davies 

if they come out – or any body – let it be left at my bankers here [to the right of the address, at right-

angles:] “Siri & Wilhalm.” – I mean to be in Venice again in July. – – – – – – 

Nothing yet whatever from the foreign office – why do you send <any> {any} thing to such <scoundrels> a 

“den of thieves” as that? 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50 Albemarle Street London, April 12th 1817: 
(Text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 223-4) 

[My Lord Byron / a Venise] 

Albemarle Street. 1817 

Ap
l
. 12. Saturday 

My Lord 

 I was very much delighted by your amusing Letter of the 25
th

 received on Thursday – I forwarded the 

Letter to M
r
 Moore – & delivered that for M

rs
 Leigh – who came to town the day it arrived a the Same day I 

sent sundry Packets – I Tooth Powder II – your Works 5 V – III Two Cop
s
 each of Harold & Chillon IV 

sundry Letters for you, accumulated during your absence – All of which Mr Croker very obligingly took 

charge off, & has sent to you via Paris – with orders to Sir Cha
s
 Stewart to forward them instantly. M

r
 

Croker has sent them by this Channel finding that the things I twice sent you by Messenger direct to Italy – 

                                                           
160: This heavy erasure would be interesting to scan. 

161: In fact he spells it correctly the first time. 

162: Shakespeare, Hamlet, I v 166-6. 
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from the foreign Office had never reached – I <wri> send this by Post & I will be glad to learn the dates 

of Arrival of the Parcel & this Epistle – 

 I lent M
r
 Croker – in reward the two first Acts of the Drama to read I think there is so much justice in 

his mode of liking them – that I venture to inclose his letter to me – I shew the Third Act to no one hoping 

that you will insist upon your Genius’s making it what it ought be – Gifford was very much amused with 

your Letter – but fears that you are determined – by your remarks up Kissing – you see a great more before 

you subside into habits of discretion. – We admire the justice of your poetical criticism – as much as we 

laugh at your 

 

The Lord Byron 

 

1:2 

 

 mode of expressing it – I fear you must yet make allowances for the tardy correspondence of Moore – who 

is in bed with the Muses – what will come of it we are yet to learn – 

 Our friend Southey has got into a confounded Scrape – Some Twenty years ago, when he knew no 

better, & was a republican he wrote a certain Drama entitled Wat Tyler in order to disseminate wholesome 

doctrine amongst the lower orders – this he presented to a friend, with a fraternal embrace, who was at that 

time enjoying the reflection generated by his residence in Newgate – His friend however either thinking its 

publication might prolong his durance or fancying that it would not become profitable – as a speculation – 

quietly put it into his pocket – & now that the Author has most manfully laid about him Slaying Whigs & 

Republicans by the Million – this Cursed friend publishes – but what is yet Worse the Author upon suing 

for an injunction – to proceed in which he is obliged to swear that h<is>e the Author – is informed bv the 

Chancellor that it is seditious – for sedition there is no Copyright – I will inclose either now or in my next a 

2
dy

 Copy – for as there is no Copyright everyone has printed it –  wch will amuse you. 

 I am not surprised at your unacquaintance with the Vice-Consul – because he is your intimate friend M
r
 

Scott – <whom you> whose Nephews & Nieces you made such fair efforts  

 

1:3 

 

 to increase – but the Consul – my friend M
r
 Hoppner has the most charming wife a Swiss that you have 

seen – M
r
 Ward told me yesterday that She 

one of the most accomplished & delightful Women he ever with – – Lord March married yesterday the 

Eldest daughter of the Earl of Anglesea – 

 I have got the Wat Tyler wch I inclose with a Letter from M
rs
 Leigh who has been much distressed at 

your Lordships illness – I hope this will find you recovered – Pray Work up the last Act of the Drama You 

must not publish any thing that will not set the town in flames noe after the good account we have given of 

you – 

 I send my most hearty good wishes to your Lordship & remain 

 My Lord 

 Your faithful Servant 

 John Murray 

 

[1:4 contains address only.] 

 

John Wilson Croker to John Murray, from the Admiralty, April 12th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS MS 42129; LJM 225-6) 

Croker’s letter shows the impact which Manfred made at first reading, even on the most conservative 

of minds. 
Admy Ap. 12. 1817 

Dear Murray 

 For honour’s sake do all you can to induce Lord Byron to go on with his tragedy
163

 – for such I 

suppose it is to be. Its wildness or, if you will, its extravagance, is to me its first recommendation – our 

stage is grown so servile & tame that nothing but a bold stroke can redeem it – Voltaire calls Hamlet a 

“triste extravagance” & Freron calld Voltaires Semiramis, {in} which he borrow’d so largely from Hamlet, 

by the same name; and you may be sure that nothing good in 

literature 

                                                           
163: Manfred. 
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1:2 

 

literature (or perhaps even in the Arts) was ever done which did not at first startle the vulgar as extravagant 

– the very word indeed explains itself he is extravagant Who wanders beyond the beaten track & it is in this 

sense & with this hope that I entreat you to try to get Lord B— to go on with his extravagance. I will keep 

the proofs you sent me in order that when you let me see the rest, I may judge of the whole at present I 

<am> {sh
d
. be} obliged to judge of the house <by> in the inspection of one of the bricks.

164
 I think however 

I may venture to say that you sh
d
 

endeavour 

1:3 

 

endeavour to hint to Lord Byron that a play is essentially intended to be played & that therefore care should 

be taken that its acts contain nothing which cannot be acted – I mention this because in the few pages you 

have sent me, I observe that there are the Voices of two Spirits, & the forms (I therefore, presume) of 4 

others; the latter might be easily & <splendidly> {impressively} managed by gauze=clouds &c but I know 

not how the Spirit of the Mountains & the Spirit of the Waters could be sufficiently distinguish’d by their 

voices. After all it is possible that from its original 

conception 

1:4 

 

[continued from page bottom] * carefully done up like official dispatches in a leathern bag & I have taken 

precautions to have the said bag dispatch’d – it will pass thro’ Sir C. Stuarts hands at Paris; <two besides 

yours were> & perhaps thro’ the french post office; but it is well sealed. 

 

conception, this drama may be “unactable” but Lord Byron must have (or at least have had) a thousand 

fancies in his mind capable of being reduced to action, & if he finds that you (who speak with the voice of 

the public) are very desirous of having a play of his writing, he may perhaps his thoughts that way – he has 

an art of painting from nature & yet producing results higher & more sublime & more terrific than nature, 

which I should call the first requisite of a tragedian & which as far as I know Shakespeare, alone of the 

Moderns, possessed – Yours faithfully. 

JW Croker 

I have sent all your parcels * [Croker refers to the page-top] 

 

April 19th 1817: Byron writes The Lament of Tasso. 

 

Byron to Scrope Berdmore Davies, from Venice, April 10th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L. Loan 70 / 1 ff.21-2; BLJ XI 164-6) 

Venice – April 10
th

. 1817 

My dear Scrope – The Doctor Polidori is here on his way to England with the present Lord Guilford
165

 – 

having {actually} embowelled the last at Pisa & spiced & pickled him for his rancid ancestors. – – The said 

Doctor has had several <patients> invalids under his proscriptions – but has now no more patients – because 

his patients are no more – the following is the Gazette extraordinary <of his> according to his last 

dispatches – 

<xxxxx> 

————————— 

 Ld Guilford – killed – inflammation of bowels – 

 M
r
. Horner – killed – diseased lungs – 

 Mr. T
s
 Hope’s

166
 son – killed – – Scarlet fever – 

————————— 

Rank & file – {killed} – 45 paupers of Pisa – wounded & missing (the last supposed to be dissected) 18 in 

the hospitals of that city. – 

 

                                                           
164: Referring to the man who, wanting to sell his house, carried one of its bricks around in his pocket as a specimen. 

165: Frederick North (1766-1821) made Lord Guilford in 1817. A philhellene and Greek Orthodox convert, he founded 

an Ionian University on Corfu, and was much mocked for his habit of wearing ancient Greek costume on important 

occasions. On March 31st 1817 B. wrote of him to H. as “... that despicable lisping old Ox & Charlatan ... Of all the 

perambulating humbuggers that aged nondescript is the principal” (BLJ V 199). 

166: Thomas Hope, author of Anastasius (1820) a novel much admired by B. 
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Wounded 

 Lady Westmoreland – incurable – her disease not defined. 

 

But the Doctor himself is alive & well & still bent upon the Brazils – Frederic North that was & the 

disconsolate 

 

1:2 

 

widow of his embalmed brother – have bodkined him homewards; – & I shall advise him to pay his court to 

the jointure. – – He brings me news from Rome of Hobhouse & Bailey – who are as inseparable as their 

exceeding disproportion
167

 will admit. – – Hobhouse’s brother’s wife has brought forth a son
168

 – Hobhouse 

himself is several months gone with book <& feels th> {but has} probably felt fewer qualms than his future 

readers. Polidori left him over Dionysius of Halicarnassus – & other folios which he must read (at least the 

tops of the pages) with a ladder. – – All this portends another battle between him and the Quarterly. – – 

Kinnaird & others have given me a doleful account of the issue of poor Maturin’s tragedy
169

 – it is all <l> 

luck in this best of possible worlds – and the fate of Drury Lane has been decided by an Irish Clergyman. – 

– 

I am as sorry as an author can be for another – more especially as I am not on the “same lay” – but Sotheby 

(whom Kinnaird – say so to him – treated with atrocious cruelty – adding injury to insult – banter to 

rejection – & procrasti= 
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=nation to contumely) Sotheby – I say – will be damned glad – and damned without being glad if ever his 

own play or plays are performed. – – 

Scrope! – I have had a fever – slow & quick – “days & nights were thirty one”
170

 – but not being at Pisa or 

Rome – I recovered, & am really very well bating an earache – & very low spirits – which you would not 

suspect from this buffooning perhaps – if you did not know human nature well enough to be aware that 

when people are most melancholy they are often most addicted to buffooning. – Polidori has put me out of 

humour with a parcel of rumours – much the same as those of last year from Geneva – about harlotry 

women
171

 – which were rife among the dirty English at Rome & Florence – it is very odd that they will not 

let me alone – I see none of them – I harm nobody – I make love but with one woman at a time & as quietly 

as possible – & they lie through thick & thin – & invent every kind of absurdity – and all about “PP Clerk 

of this parish.” — – 

 

1:4 

 

Murray tells me {that} you carried off two acts of “Manfred” which I think would suit you admirably – he 

being something like your favourite “Boa Constrictor” – to be sure – I must have been mad when it was 

written – but you & I are so now & then. – – – – – – 

Is it serious that you & Kinnaird are out=coming? is it true that W. Webster is writing upon the suspension 

of the “Habeas corpus”? and Jackson – how is Jacky? “before G—d Sir” – – I hear that the fancy has had a 

sad reality in somebody being killed in a fight – which will turn the pugilistic uniform to Sackcloth. – – – – 

– – –  

When shall you & {I} at two in the morning (or it may be three) sit in fierce defiance of imploring friends – 

& insist upon another bottle (or bowl – with broiled bones –) & weep over the woes of humanity – & the 

shameful unbelief in the “day of Pentecost”? – The wines of these parts might do very well for the Gauls & 

Teutones & Cimbri – who knew no better – but one bottle from your binn is worth all the vineyards from 

<this> {hence} to Otranto. – Good Even. – 

 yrs. always 

 [scrawl] 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, April 11th 1817: 

                                                           
167: David “Long” Baillie was very tall; H. not. 

168: The child was named Byron Hobhouse. He was killed on the retreat from Kabul in 1842. B. and H. were his 

godfathers. 

169: Charles Maturin’s tragedy Manuel had failed, where his Bertram had in 1816 succeeded. 

170: Macbeth, IV i 7. 

171: These are the rumours about his “League of Incest” with Sh., Mary Godwin, and Clare Clairmont. 
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(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 100-2; LJ IV 101-4; BLJ V 210-11) 

Venice, April 11. 1817. 

I shall continue to write to you while the fit is on me, by way of penance upon you for your former 

complaints of long silence. I dare say you would blush, if you could, for not answering. Next week I set out 

for Rome. Having seen Constantinople, I should like to look at t’other fellow. Besides, I want to see the 

Pope, and shall take care to tell him that I vote for the Catholics and no Veto. 

 I sha’n’t go to Naples. It is but the second best sea-view, and I have seen the first and third, viz. 

Constantinople and Lisbon, (by the way, the last is but a river-view; however, they reckon it after Stamboul 

and Naples, and before Genoa,) and Vesuvius is silent, and I have passed by Ætna. So I shall e’en return to 

Venice in July; and if you write, I pray you to address to Venice, which is my head, or rather my heart, 

quarters. 

 My late physician, Dr. Polidori, is here on his way to England, with the present Lord G[uilford] and the 

widow of the late earl. Dr. Polidori has, just now, no more patients, because his patients are no more. He 

had lately three, who are now all dead—one embalmed. Horner and a child of Thomas Hope’s are interred 

at Pisa and Rome. Lord G[uilford] died of an inflammation of the bowels: so they took them out, and sent 

them (on account of their discrepancies), separately from the carcass, to England. Conceive a man going 

one way, and his intestines another, and his immortal soul a third!—was there ever such a distribution? One 

certainly has a soul; but how it came to allow itself to be enclosed in a body is more than I can imagine. I 

only know if once mine gets out, I’ll have a bit of a tussle before I let it get in again to that or any other. 

 And so poor dear Mr. Maturin’s second tragedy
172

 has been neglected by the discerning public! 

[Sotheby] will be d——d glad of this, and d——d without being glad, if ever his own plays come upon 

‘any stage.’ 

 I wrote to Rogers the other day, with a message for you. I hope that he flourishes. He is the Tithonus of 

poetry—immortal already. You and I must wait for it. 

 I hear nothing—know nothing. You may easily suppose that the English don’t seek me, and I avoid 

them. To be sure, there are but few or none here, save passengers. Florence and Naples are their Margate 

and Ramsgate, and much the same sort of company too, by all accounts, which hurts us among the Italians. 

 I want to hear of Lalla Rookh—are you out? Death and fiends! why don’t you tell me where you are, 

what you are, and how you are? I shall go to Bologna by Ferrara, instead of Mantua: because I would rather 

see the cell where they caged Tasso, and where he became mad and * *, than his own MSS. at Modena, or 

the Mantuan birthplace of that harmonious plagiary and miserable flatterer, whose cursed hexameters were 

drilled into me at Harrow.
173

 I saw Verona and Vicenza on my way here—Padua too. 

 I go alone,—but alone, because I mean to return here. I only want to see Rome. I have not the least 

curiosity about Florence, though I must see it for the sake of the Venus, &c. &c.; and I wish also to see the 

Fall of Terni. I think to return to Venice by Ravenna and Rimini, of both of which I mean to take notes for 

Leigh Hunt, who will be glad to hear of the scenery of his Poem. There was a devil of a review of him in 

the Quarterly, a year ago, which he answered. All answers are imprudent: but, to be sure, poetical flesh and 

blood must have the last word—that’s certain. I thought, and think, very highly of his Poem; but I warned 

him of the row his favourite antique phraseology would bring him into. 

 You have taken a house at Hornsey: I had much rather you had taken one in the Apennines. If you 

think of coming out for a summer, or so, tell me, that I may be upon the hover for you. 

      Ever, &c. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 14th 1817 (i): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 109-111; BLJ V 213-4) 

Venice, April 14
th

. 

1817 

Dear Sir / 

 The present proofs (of the whole)
174

 begin only at the 17
th

. page – but as I had corrected – & sent 

{back} the 1
st
. act, it does not signify. – – 

The third {act} is certainly d—d bad – & like the Archbishop of Grenada’s homily (which savoured of the 

palsy)
175

 has the dregs of my fever – during which it was written. – It must on no account be published in its 

present state; – I will try & reform it – or re write it altogether – but the impulse is gone – & I have no 

chance of making anything out of it. – I would not have it published as it is on any account. – 

                                                           
172: Manuel. 

173: Virgil. 

174: The proofs of Manfred. 

175: See Le Sage, Gil Blas, VII 4. 
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The speech of Manfred to the Sun is the only part of <it> {this act} I thought good myself – the rest is 

certainly as bad as bad can be – & I wonder what the devil possessed me – I am very glad indeed that you 

<told> {sent} me M
r
. Gifford’s opinion without deduction – do you suppose me such a Sotheby as not to be 

very much obliged to him? – or that in fact I was not & am not convinced <of the> & convicted in my 

conscience of the absurdity of this same overt act of nonsense? – I shall try at it again – in the mean time lay 

it upon the Shelf (the whole drama, I mean) but pray correct your copies of the 1
st
. & 2

d
. acts by the original 

MS. – – – – 
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I am not coming to England – but going to Rome in a few days – I return to Venice in June – so – pray – 

address all letters &
c
. to me here as usual – that is to – Venice. – 

D
r
. Polidori this day left this city with L

d
. Guilford for England – he is charged with some books – to your 

care (from me) and two miniatures also to the same address – both – for my sister. – Recollect – not to 

publish upon pain of I know not what – until I have tried again at the third act. – I am not sure that I shall 

try – and still less that I shall succeed if I do – but I am very sure – that (as it is) it is unfit for publication or 

perusal – 

 

1:4 

 

& unless I can make it out to my own satisfaction – I won’t have any part published. – – – – 

I write in haste – & {after} having lately written very often. 

y
rs
 ever truly, 

[swirl signature] 

P.S. – Enclosed are the <notes> {2 letters.} – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 14th 1817 (ii): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; BLJ V 213-4) 

Venice – April 14
th

. 1817 

Dear Sir – 

 By the favour of D
r
. Polidori – who is here on his way to England with the present Lord Guilford – 

(the late Earl having <partly> gone to England by another road – accompanied by his bowels in a separate 

coffer) I remit to you to deliver to M
rs
. Leigh two Miniatures – but previously you will {have the goodness 

to} desire M
r
. Love (as a peace offering between him & me) to set them in plain gold – with my arms 

complete – and “Painted by <Prepiani> Prepiani – Venice – 1817” – on the back. – I wish also that you 

would desire Holmes to make a copy of each {that is both} for myself – and {that you will} retain the said 

copies till my return. – One was done while I was very unwell – the other in my health – <which> which 

<may> may account for their dissimilitude. – – – 

I trust {that} they will reach their destination in safety. – – 

I recommend the Doctor to your good offices with your Government friends – & if you can be of any use to 

him in a literary point of view – pray – be so. – – – 
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To day or rather yesterday for it is past midnight I have been up to the battlements of the highest tower in 

Venice, & seen it & it’s view in all the glory of a clear Italian sky. – I also went over the Manfrini palace – 

famous for it’s pictures – amongst them there is a Portrait of Ariosto by Titian surpassing all my 

<conception> {anticipation} of the power of painting – or human expression – it is the poetry of portrait – 

& the portrait of Poetry. – There was also one of some learned lady – centuries <ago> {old} whose name I 

forget – & it is forgotten – but whose features must always be remembered – I never saw greater beauty 

<or> or sweetness or wisdom – it is the kind of face to go mad for – because it cannot walk out of its frame. 

– – – 

There is also a famous {dead} Christ & live apostles – for which Buonaparte offered in vain five thousand 

Louis – & of which though it is a {<ca> capo d’opera of} Titian – as I am no connoisseur I say little – & 

thought less, except of one figure in it. – There are ten thousand others – & 
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{some very} fine Giorgiones amongst them, &
c
. &

c
. ——————— 

There is an Original Laura & Petrarch – very hideous both – Petrarch has not only the dress – but the 

features & air of an old woman – & Laura looks by no means like a young <one> one, – {or a pretty one.} – 

– – – 

What struck me most in the general collection was the extreme resemblance of the style of the <women> 

female faces in the mass of pictures <to> <so> so many centuries or generations old to those you see & 

meet every day amongst the {existing} Italians. – The queen of Cyprus & Giorgione’s wife – {particularly 

the latter} – are Venetians as it were of yesterday – the same eyes and expression – & to my mind there is 

none finer. You must recollect however – that I know nothing of painting – & that I detest it – unless it 

reminds me of something I have seen or think it possible to see – for which I spit upon & abhor all the 

saints & subjects of one half the impostures I see in the churches & palaces – & when in Flanders, I never 

was so disgusted in my life as with Rubens & his eternal 
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wives & infernal glare of colours – as they appeared to me, – {& in Spain I did not think much of Murillo & 

Velasquez.} – Depend upon it of all the arts it is the most artificial & unnatural – & that by which the 

nonsense of mankind is {the} most imposed upon. – – I never yet saw the picture – or the statue – which 

came within a league of my conception or expectation – but I have seen many mountains & Seas – {& 

Rivers} and views – & two or three women – who went as <much> {far} beyond it – besides some horses; 

and a Lion <at> (at Veli Pasha’s) in the Morea; & a tiger at supper in Exeter ’change. – – – 

When you write continue to address to me at Venice – where do you suppose – the books you sent to me 

are? – At Turin – this comes of “the foreign office” – which is foreign enough God knows for any good it 

can be of to me, or any one else – & be damned to it – with <its> it’s last Clerk – & first Charlatan 

Castlereagh, — — — — — 

This makes my hundredth letter at least. 

yr[scrawl] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, April 14th 1817 (iii): 

(Source: BLJ V 215-6) 

Venice, April 14
th

. 1817 

[written on last page of proof of Act II of Manfred:] 

 

Recollect to correct this by the original M. S. – There are many errors – & I have not had time to look over 

it carefully 

BN 

I do not return the third act for reasons mentioned in my letter under another cover. – 

 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, April 14th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.36-8; 1922 II 44-6; BLJ V 214-16) 

Venice April 14
th

. 1817 

My Dear Hobhouse – On {next} Thursday (the 17
th

. I guess) it is my indelible purpose to be upon my way 

to Rome – by Ferrara – & it is not less my intention to lose as little time as the expenditure of it upon sights 

will admit of. – I “prendo la posta” – & think of taking your hint of Rimini instead of Florence – first for 

brevity & next that I may give Leigh Hunt some Nimini pimini for his “Rimini” in the way of information 

about the Malatestas & Francesca – such as can be picked up from story or tradition on the spot. – – Of 

course I can hardly name my precise day of arrival – but I shall delay as little as need be – and go by post – 

according to your advice. – – – – – 

I wish you would lay hands on the letters for me – & secure them against my arrival – I have no notion from 

whom such can be – as all my correspondents know that I am at Venice – as I know too by the postage they 

make me pay for their damned nonsense. – – – – – – – – – 
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How could you suppose that I should bring any (carnal) baggage with me? do you suppose me quite out of 

my senses? – I had enough of that in Switzerland – though G – d knows I was innocent of “the water going 
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to the man – & not the man going to the water – Argal &”

176
 – I assure you I have no such intention – but 

the contrary. So be aisy. – – – – – I shall write to you more than once on the road – to report progress – it 

would delight me to make our Consular entry together – as we did into the city of the Archons. – – – – – 

There is a long manifesto in the papers of Napoleon against that b — r Hudson Lowe – who treats him more 

like an officer (Sheriff’s) than a Gentleman – in which I am pretty sure there is a direct complaint (amongst 

50 others) of your book not being delivered to the Emperor – I shall save the paper for you to see if you do 

not agree with me that it {is} to you he alludes. – D
r
. Polidori has this {day} departed with {all} the 

Guilfords he has left alive for England – a successful young person that in the drug line – he has 
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attended L
d
 Guilford whom he succeeds in embalming – he attends M

r
. Horner – who is dead – & M

r
. 

Hope’s Son who is buried – in short, he seems to have had no luck unless he has had any with Lady 

W[estmoreland]’s Clitoris – which is supposed to be of the longest; – I have advised him to marry if only to 

fill up the gap which he has already made in <the> {the} population. – – – 

He called on me every day – & I think he is improved in manner – but he is a little too full of “high lived 

company” – Shakespeare & the musical glasses.” He travelled to Florence with the Sapphic Westmoreland 

– & that black sheep – M
rs
. George Lamb – & thence with the as yet unembowelled L

d
 G. Lady G., & a 

Miss Somebody; – – Frederic North called yesterday but I missed him by seeing sights – the Manfrini 

palace of pictures
177

 – which is stupendous – it is impossible not to be struck with it. – Scrope has won back 

£3,000 – which is something & augurs well for the rest. – Maturin’s tragedy has failed – but I believe I told 

you that. – The Coterie Nolba<q/>chique I have heard no more of 

 

1:4 

 

since I wrote to you – but I shall give the “lengthening chain” a tug or two that <it will> will make it snap 

before I have done – however – that is all their own fault – – & that of <the/>their “complot” I wish with all 

my heart they were in the hands of Jean Jacques – what work he would have made of them. – – I have read 

a good deal of Voltaire {lately} – I wish you were with me – for every now & then there is something to kill 

me with laughing – what I dislike is his extreme inaccuracy – if his citations were correct he might have 

upset a hundred – – s – upon that point I do not know what to believe – or what to disbelieve – which is the 

devil – to have no religion at all – all sense & <appearance> {senses} <is> {are} against it – but <all> all 

belief & much evidence is for it – it is walking in the dark over a rabbit warren – or a garden with steel traps 

and spring guns. – for my part I have such a detestation of some of the articles of faith – that I would not 

subscribe to them – if I were as sure as S
t
. Peter after the Cock crew. – – – – 

 

2:1 

 

The most consistent infidel was the Prussian Frederic – because during all the disasters of the 7 years’ war – 

he was as full of his materialism as when in quiet at Potsdam – & like his friend La Metrie who died 

“denying G – d & the physicians.” – – – – – – – 

Let me find you at Rome & there we will project. – – Murray begs to have the refusal of your next quarto – 

& presents his compliments – though he is very much displeased with your preface. – – – – – –  

I commend you to the Gods of Rome ancient and modern – –  

y
rs
. ever & truly 

and affect
ly

. 

B 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Florence, April 22nd 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.40-1; 1922 II 48-50; BLJ V 216-17) 

[To John Hobhouse Esqre / Poste Restante / Roma] 

Firenze – April 22
d
. 1817 

My Dear Hobhouse – I am arrived thus far on my way to you & Rome. – The “man of learning”
178

 forgot 

some chattels which detained me a day at Bologna – which I employed in seeing bottled children & “parts 

of shame” in waxwork at the institute – where I must needs {say that} there is as pretty a system of 

Materialism as could well be desired. – What a superb face there is in Guido’s innocents in the Gallery! not 

                                                           
176: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V i 16-18. 

177: Compare Beppo, 12, 2. 

178: Fletcher. 
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the shrieking mother – but the kneeling one – it is the image of Lady Ponsonby – who is as beautiful as 

Thought. – – – 

I proceed by way of Perugia – as being the longest, and most picturesqueeeeeeeeeeeeee. – – – – 

My efforts have been prodigious – up at 4 – but thaut’s impossible”
179

 however it is as true as the Miracles 

– and off at 5 six & so forth – I hope (barring accidents) to be with you at the usual average of time – 

(allowing a day for Terni – and one – tomorrow for the Venus – of Canova & de Medicis – and the tombs of 

Machiavel – Michael Angelo – & Alfieri – which is & are 
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all I care to see here – were I to stay seasons. – – 

I can’t say that I am very much struck with much since a piece of bread (literally grass bread) which I 

brought from the Appennines as a curiosity (pray have Appennines one p or two?) this morning – I took it 

out of the mouth of a crying child to whom I gave a Paulo in exchange – you never saw anything like the 

distress of these poor creatures. – – 

I came by Ferrara – & have crossed the “winding Po,” as well as the “lazy Scheldt” (by Anvers) Tasso’s 

cell – & Ariosto’s tomb – as well as the old Castle are I think –{<for the country and Xxxxxx & High 

Cxxxxxx lands>}  very well worth your seeing – & I advise you whether you return with me or no to take 

them – all the Gerusalemme – all Guarini’s original Pastor Fido – &
c
. &

c
 – letters of Titian to Ariosto – & 

Tasso’s correspondence about his dirty shirts – are all duly displayed. From Padova I diverged to Arqua to 

Petrarch’s present & former habitation – the present is in the best repair – but both are rather ragged & 

somewhat poetical. – – – – – – 
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The old Castle of Ferrara has the actual court as heretofore where Parisina & Hugo lost their heads – 

according to Gibbon – I wonder where he got his authority? – Mutz is here – he was promoted into a Bear 

in the natural History of the Bolognese (who might have learned better at the Institute) a character which he 

has by no means sustained in point of valour – he having been defeated with loss of honour – hair – & 

almost the small remains of tail which the Docker had left him – by a moderate=sized Pig on the top of the 

Pennine Alps – the Pig was first thrown into confusion & compelled to retire with great disorder over a 

steep stone wall but somehow he faced about in a damned hollow way or defile & drove Mutz from all his 

positions – <so much that> with such slaughter that nothing but night prevented a total defeat. – – – – – – – 

Recollect – I shall do my best to be up with you soon – I am called to a warm bath – & to bcd – having been 

up since 4 – I set off Thursday – in great haste – ever y
rs
 

very truly 

[scrawl] 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Marlow, April 23rd 1817: 
(Source: text from 1922 II 52-4; Jones I 539-40) 

         Albion House 

               Marlow, Bucks 

          April 23, 1817. 

My dear Lord Byron 

This letter goes out on an adventure to meet you, though nothing is more improbable than that it should 

succeed. Rumour says that you are at Venice,
180

 and determines that you should make an expedition into 

Greece and Asia. I wrote to you last under the impression of some horrible circumstances which had 

occurred to me; and in the midst of a legal persecution, the most material blow of which I need not inform 

you has taken effect, though another, viz. that of criminal information against “Queen Mab”, yet remains 

suspended. But all human evils either extinguish or are extinguished by the sufferer, and I am now living 

with my accustomed tranquillity and happiness in a house which I have taken near this town. 

 But I was incited to write to you, not that I might relate anything concerning myself, but that I might say 

something of Clare, and of a little being whom we – in the absence of all right to bestow a Christian 

designation – call Alba, or the Dawn. She is very beautiful, and though her frame is of somewhat a delicate 

texture, enjoys excellent health. Her eyes are the most intelligent I ever saw in so young an infant. Her hair 

is black, her eyes deeply blue, and her mouth exquisitely shaped. She passes here for the child of a friend in 

London, sent into the country for her health, while Clare has reassumed her maiden character. Indeed all 

                                                           
179: Isaac Bickerstaff, Love in a Village. 

180: B. has been at Venice since November 10th 1816. 
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these precautions have now become more necessary than before, on account of our renewed intimacy 

with Godwin, which has taken place in consequence of my marriage with Mary, a change (if it be a change) 

which had principally her feelings in respect to Godwin for its object. I need not inform you that this is 

simply with us a measure of convenience, and that our opinions as to the importance of this pretended 

sanction, and all the prejudices connected with it, remain the same. 

 And now, what are your plans with respect to the little girl? I need not assure you of the pleasure 

which both Mary and myself would feel in contributing all our care to it during your absence, or indeed 

during any period convenient to you. But we find it indispensable that Clare should reside with us; and a 

perpetual danger of discovery that it is hers impends. Nothing would be easier than to own that it was hers, 

and that it is the offspring of a private marriage in France. But the wise heads suppose that such a tale 

would make people consider it as mine, and that the inhabitants of this most Christian country would not 

suffer me to dwell among them under such an imputation. The answer to these difficulties, which would be 

most satisfactory to us, would be your own speedy return. We hear that the plague rages in Albania, and 

hope that you will thus be delayed from proceeding into a country from which it is always questionable 

whether an European will ever return. 

 As to this country, you will have heard that the ministers have gained a victory, which has not been 

disturbed by a single murmur; if I except those of famine, which they have troops of hireling soldiers to 

repress. Other news of course I cannot know. We spend our time here in that tranquil uniformity which 

presents much to enjoy and leaves nothing to record. I have my books, and a garden with a lawn, 

enclosed by high hedges, and overshadowed with firs and cypresses intermixed with apple trees now in 

blossom. We have a boat on the river, in which, when the days are sunny and serene, such as we have 

had of late, we sail. May we hope that you will ever visit us? Clare would be the most rejoiced of all of 

us at the sight of a letter written by you. I do not tell her that I write to you now. Mary desires to be 

affectionately remembered to you; and I remain, 

  Always yours very faithfully, 

       P. B. Shelley. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Florence, April 23rd 1817: 

(Source: this text from BLJ XI 190) 

Florence—April 23d. 1817 

If Mr. G[iffor]d thinks this good—it may be published—you will see that it is the consequence of a visit to 

Ferrara.—I am thus far on my way to Rome—but mean to return to Venice directly—so address your 

answer to Venice, as usual.—I have done nothing at the 3d. act of Manfred—but will—by and bye.— 

yrs. 

[scrawl] 

P.S.—On this day year the 23d.—I left London—& on the 25th. England.— 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Foligno, April 26th 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.198; BLJ V 212-14) 

Yet more art criticism. 

Foligno – April 26
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir / I wrote to you the other day from Florence – inclosing an M.S.S. entitled the “Lament of Tasso” 

– it was written in consequence of my having been lately at Ferrara. – In the last section of this M.S. but one 

(that is the penultimate) – I think that I have omitted a line in the copy sent to you from Florence – viz – 

after the line <Aft> 

 

 “And woo compassion to a blighted name 

  Insert 

 “Sealing the sentence which my foes proclaim.” 

 

The context will show you the sense – which is not clear in this quotation – remember – I write this in the 

supposition that you have received my Florentine packet. – – – 

At Florence I remained but a day – having a hurry for Rome to which I am thus far advanced.  – – However 

– I went to the two 
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galleries – <and> from which one returns drunk with beauty – the Venus is more for admiration than love – 

but there are sculpture and painting – which for the <same> first time at all gave me an idea of what people 
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<bea> mean by their cant & (what M

r
. Braham calls) “entusimusy” (i.e. enthusiasm) about those two 

most artificial of the arts. – – – What struck me most were <some> the Mistress of Raphael a portrait – the 

mistress of Titian a portrait – a Venus of Titian in the Medici gallery – the Venus; – Canova’s Venus {also} 

in the other gallery – Titian’s mistress is also in the other gallery – (that is, {in} the Pitti Palace gallery –) 

the Parcæ of Michel Angelo {a picture} – – and the Antinous – the Alexander – & one or two not very 

decent groupes in marble – – the Genius of Death ― ― a sleeping figure &
c
. &

c
. – – – 

I also went to the Medici Chapel – fine frippery in great slabs of {various} expensive stones – to 

commemorate fifty rotten & forgotten carcases – it is unfinished & will remain so. – – – 
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The church of “Santa Croce” contains much illustrious nothing – the tombs of Machiavelli – Michel Angelo 

– Galileo Galilei – and Alfieri – make it the Westminster abbey of Italy. – – I did not admire any of these 

tombs – – beyond their contents. – – – – That of Alfieri is heavy – and all of them seem to me overloaded – 

what is necessary but a bust & a name? – and perhaps a date? – the last for the unchronological – of whom I 

am one. – – – But all your Allegory & eulogy is infernal – & worse than the long wigs of English numskulls 

upon Roman <statues> {bodies} <of> {in} in the {statuary of} reign of Charles – William – and Anne. – 

When you write – write <to> {to} Venice as usual – I mean to return {there} in a fortnight. – 

I shall not be in England for a long time. – This afternoon I met Lord and Lady Jersey – & saw them for 

some time – all well – children grown {& healthy} – she very pretty but sunburnt – he very sick of 

travelling – bound for Paris. – There are not many English on the move – & those who are {are} mostly 

homewards – I shall not return till 
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business makes me – being much better where I am – in health &
c
. &

c
. – – – For the sake <of m> of my 

personal comfort – I pray you send me immediately to Venice – mind – Venice – viz – Waite’s tooth 

powder – red a quantity – Calcined Magnesia of the best quality – a quantity – – and all this by safe sure & 

speedy means – & by the Lord! do it. – 

I have done nothing at Manfred’s third act – you must wait – I’ll have at it – in a week or two – or so. – 

 yrs ever 

  [scrawl] 

 

Byron and John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Rome, May 5th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 115-16; BLJ V 219) 

 

Byron writes: 

Rome, May 5
th

. 1817. – 

Dear Sir / By this post (or next at farthest) I send you in two other covers – the new third act of “Manfred.” 

– I have rewritten the greater part – & returned what is not altered in the proof you sent me. – The Abbot is 

become a good man – & the Spirits are brought in at the death – – you will find {I think} some good poetry 

in this {new} act here & there – & if so – print it – without sending me further proofs – under M
r
. G

d
’s 

correction – {if he will have the goodness to overlook it.} – Address all answers to Venice as usual – I <do> 

mean to return there in ten days. – The “Lament of Tasso” which I sent from Florence has I trust arrived – I 

look upon it as a “these be good rhymes” – as Pope’s papa said to him – when he was a boy. – – For the two 

– it & the drama – you will disburse to me (via Kinnaird ) Six hundred guineas – you will perhaps be 

surprized that I set the same price 
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upon this – as upon the drama – but besides that I look upon it as good – I <am/>won’t take less than three 

hundred gs for anything. – – – The two together will make you a larger publication than the “Siege & 

Parisina” – so you may think yourself let off very easy – that is to say – if these poems are good for 

anything, which I hope and believe. – – 

I have been some days in Rome – <which is a> {the} wonderful – I am seeing sights – & have done nothing 

else – except the {new} third act for you – I have this morning seen a live Pope & a dead Cardinal – Pius 7
th

 

has been burying Cardinal Bracchi – whose body I saw in State at the Chiesa nuova – – Rome has delighted 

me beyond everything since Athens – & Constantinople – but I shall not remain long this visit – Address to 

Venice. 
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ever yours [scrawl] 

 

P.S. 

I have got my {saddle} horses here & have ridden & am riding all about the country. – –  

 

1:3 Hobhouse writes: 

 

My dear Sir – 

I cannot let Lord B’s letter go without acknowledging a postscript or two which you have been good 

enough to send me in your dispatches to his Lordship – 

It will be but one word that I shall say but that one word is intended to assure you that I am extremely 

sensible of your attentions and am with much sincerity 

    – Your oblig’d Sert; 

     John Hobhouse  

 

Byron to John Murray, from Rome, May 9th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Ashley 4730; LJ IV 116-21; BLJ V 220-2) 

Rome May 9
th

. 1817. 

My Dear Sir / – Address all answers to Venice for there I shall return in fifteen days – God willing. – – I 

sent you from Florence the “Lament of “Tasso” – & from Rome the reformed third act of Manfred – both of 

which I trust will duly arrive. – The terms of these two – I mentioned in my last – & {will} repeat in this – 

it is three hundred for each – or six hundred guineas for the two – that is – if you like – & they are good for 

any thing. – – – 

At last one of the parcels is arrived – in the notes to C. H
d
. there is a blunder of yours or mine – you talk of 

arrival at S
t
. Gingo and immediately after add – “on the height is the Chateau of Clarens” – this is sad work 

– Clarens is on the other side of the lake – & it is quite impossible that I should have so bungled – look at 

the MS., & at any rate rectify this. – 

 

1:2 

 

The “Tales of my Landlord” I have read with great pleasure – & perfectly understand now why my Sister & 

aunt are so very positive in the very erroneous persuasion that they <were> {must have been} written by me 

– if you knew me as well as they do – you would have fallen perhaps into the same mistake; – some day or 

other I will explain to you why – when I have time – at present it does not matter – but you must have 

thought this blunder of theirs very odd – & so did I – till I had read the book. – – Croker’s letter to you is a 

very great compliment – I shall return it to you in my next. – – Southey’s Wat Tyler is rather aukward – but 

the Goddess Nemesis has done well – he is – I will not say what – but I wish he was something <else> 

{else} – I hate all intolerance – but most the intolerance of Apostacy – & the wretched vehemence with 

which a miserable crea= 

 

1:3 

 

=ture who has contradicted himself – lies to his own heart – & endeavours to establish his sincerity by 

proving himself a rascal – not for changing his opinions – but for persecuting those who are of less 

malleable matter – it is no disgrace to M
r
. Southey to have written Wat Tyler – <now> {& afterwards} to 

have written his birthday or Victory Odes (I speak only of their politics) but it is something for which I have 

no words for this man to have endeavoured to bring to the stake (for such would he do) men who think as 

he thought – & for no reason but because they think so still, whe<re/>n he has found it convenient to think 

otherwise. – Opinions are made to be changed – or how is truth to be got at? we don’t arrive at it by 

standing on one leg? or on the first day of our setting out – but though we may jostle one another on the 

way that is no reason 

 

1:4 

 

why we should strike or trample – elbowing’s enough.                     I am all {for} moderation which 

<declaration> {profession of faith} I beg leave to conclude by wishing M
r
. Southey damned – not as a poet 

– but as a politician – there is a place in Michael Angelo’s last judgment in the Sistine Chapel which would 

just suit him – and may the like await him in that of <our> {our} Lord and (not his) Saviour Jesus Christ – 

Amen! I perceive you are publishing a life of Raffael d’Urbino – it may perhaps interest you to hear that a 
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set of German artists here allow their hair to grow & trim it into his fashion – thereby drinking the 

cummin of the disciples of the old philosopher, – if they would cut their hair & convert it into brushes & 

paint like him it would be more “German to the matter.”
181

 – – 

 

2:1 

 

2.) I’ll tell you a story. – The other day a man here – an English – <talk> mistaking the statues of 

Charlemagne and Constantine – <for> which are Equestrian for those of Peter & Paul – asked another – 

which was Paul – of these same horsemen? – to which the reply was – “I <like> thought Sir that S
t
. Paul 

had never got on horseback since his accident?” –      .     I’ll tell you another. – – Henry Fox writing {to 

some one} from Naples the other day after an illness – adds “and I am so changed that my oldest Creditors 

would hardly know me.” – – – – – – – – 

I am delighted with Rome – as I would be with a hand box – that is it is a fine thing to see – finer than 

Greece – but I have not been here long enough to affect it as a residence – & I must go back to 

 

2:2 

 

Lombardy – because I am wretched at being away from M
a
. – – – – – – 

I have been riding my saddle horses every day – and been to Albano – it’s lakes – & to the top of the Alban 

mount – & to Frascati – Aricia – &
c
. &

c
. – – with an &

c
. &

c
. &

c
. about the city & in the city – for all which 

– vide Guide=book. – – – As a whole – ancient & modern – it beats Greece – Constantinople – every thing 

– at – – least that I have ever seen. – – 

But I can’t describe because my first impressions <at> are always strong & confused – & my <m/>Memory 

selects & reduces them to order – like distance in the landscape – – & blends them better – although they 

may be less distinct – there must be a sense or 

 

2:3 

 

two more than we have as mortals – which I suppose the Devil has – (or t’other) for where theres much to 

be grasped we are always at a loss – and yet feel that we ought to have a higher and more extended 

comprehension. – – – – – 

I have had a letter from Moore – who is in some alarm about his poem – I don’t see why. – –  

I have had another from my poor dear Augusta who is in a sad fuss about my {late} illness – do pray tell her 

– (the truth) that I {am} better than ever – & in importunate health – growing (if not grown) large & ruddy 

– & congratulated by impertinent persons on my robustious appearance – when I ought to be pale and 

interesting. – – – – 

You tell me that George B. has got a son – and Augusta says – a daughter – which is it? it is no great matter 

– the father is a 

 

2:4 

 

good man – an excellent officer – & has married a very nice little woman – who will bring him more babes 

than income – howbeit she had a handsome dowry – & is a very charming girl – but he may as well get a 

ship. – – – – 

I have no thoughts of coming amongst you yet a while – so that I can fight off business; – if I could but 

make a tolerable sale of <that> Newstead – there would be no occasion for my return & I can assure you 

very sincerely – that I am much happier <and> – (or at least have been so –) out of your island than in it. – – 

– – 

yrs [scrawl] 

 

P.S – 

There are few English here – but several of my acquaintance – amongst others the Marquis of Lansdowne 

with whom I dine tomorrow – I met the Jerseys on the road at Foligno – all well – Oh – I forgot – the 

Italians have printed Chillon &
c
. a piracy a pretty little edition prettier than yours and published as I found 

to my great astonishment on arriving here & what 

 

[up right-hand side of page:] 

                                                           
181: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V ii 154-5. 
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is odd is, that the English is quite correctly printed – why they did it or who did it I know not – but 

 

[inverted across page top:] 

 

so it is – I suppose for the English people. – I will send 

 

[down left-hand side of page:] 

 

you a copy. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Rome, May 10th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.202; BLJ V 222-3) 

May 10
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir / Will you forward the enclosed letter to its’ address. – The person to whom it is addressed will 

probably have a parcel for me in a fortnight after the receipt {of this letter} – which I have desired him to 

consign to you – & I request you will have the goodness if possible to get it forwarded to me at Venice by 

some safe & sure conveyance – which may surely be done – though I have not been lucky with my parcels 

hitherto. – – – – 

If M
r
. Kinnaird or M

r
 Davies come out – they would convey it – 

 

1:2 / 3 

 

but I want it to be sent sooner – so perhaps some other way would be better. – I also would thank you to 

send me some calcined Magnesia – & toothpowder. – 

 y
rs
 very truly, 

  [swirl] 

I have written to you often lately. 

 

[1:4 has just the extended line “so perhaps some other way would be better.”] 

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Rome, May 10th 1817: 
(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.283-5; QII 406-8; BLJ V 223-4) 

 

Rome May 10th 1817. 

My dearest Augusta 

 I have taken a flight down here (see the Map), but shall return to Venice in fifteen days from this date, 

so address all answers to my usual head- (or rather heart-) quarters―that is to Venice. I am very well, quite 

recovered, & as is always the case after all illness―particularly fever―got large, ruddy, & robustous to a 

degree which would please you―& shock me. I have been on horse-back several hours a day for this last 

ten days, besides now & then on my journey; proof positive of high health, & curiosity, & exercise. Love 

me―& don’t be afraid―I mean of my sicknesses. I get well, & shall always get so & have luck enough still 

to beat most things; & whether I win or not―depend upon it―I will fight to the last. 

 Will you tell my wife “mine excellent Wife” that she is brewing a Cataract for herself & me in these 

foolish equivocations about Ada,―a job for lawyers―& more hatred for every body, for which―(God 

knows), there is no occasion. She is surrounded by people who detest me―Brougham the lawyer―who 

never forgave me for saying that M
rs
 G

e
 Lambe was a damned fool (by the way I did not then know he was 

in love with her) in 1814, & for a former savage note in my foolish satire, all which is good reason for 

him―but not for Lady Bn; besides her mother―&
c
. &

c
. &

c
.―so that what I may say or you may say is of 

no great use―however―say it. If she supposes that I want to hate or plague her (however wroth 

circumstances at times may make me in words & in temporary gusts or disgusts of feeling), she is quite 

out―I have no such wish― & never had, & if she imagines that I now wish to become united to her again 

she is still more out. I never will. I would to the end of the year succeeding our separation―(expired nearly 

a month ago, Legal reckoning), according to a resolution I had taken thereupon―but the day & the hour is 

gone by―and it is irrevocable. But all this is no reason for further misery & quarrel; Give me but a fair 

share of my daughter―the half―my natural right & authority, & I am content; otherwise I come to 

England & “law & claw before they get it,” all which will vex & out live Sir. R. & L
y
. N. besides making 

M
rs
. Clermount bilious―& plaguing Bell herself which I really by the great God! wish to avoid. Now pray 
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see her & say so―it may do good―& if not―she & I are but what we are, & God knows that is 

wretched enough―at least to me. 

 Of Rome I say nothing―you can read the Guide-book―which is very accurate. 

 I found here an old letter of yours dated November 1816―to which the best answer I can make―is 

none. You are sadly <a sad coward> {sadly timid} my child, but so you all shewed yourselves when you 

could have been useful―particularly―― but never mind. I shall not forget him,
182

 I though I do not rejoice 

in any ill which befalls him. Is the fool’s spawn a son or a daughter? you say one―& others another: so 

Sykes works him―let him―I shall live to see him & W.
183

 destroyed, & more than them―& then― but let 

all that pass for the present. 

 yrs. ever 

  B 

 

P.S. Hobhouse is here. I travelled from V――quite alone so do not fuss about women &
c
.―I am not so 

rash as I have been. 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Rome, May 11th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss. 42093 ff.43-5; 1922 II 50-52; BLJ V 225-6) 

[To, The Hon
ble

 Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Morland & Ransom & Co. / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre / 

Inghilterra] 

Rome – May 11
th

. 1817 

My Dear Kinnaird / I have betaken myself to Rome instead of England – for a season – but address your 

answer to Venice – where I shall return in a few days – at least such is my intention. – Hobhouse is here but 

will leave it about the same time – though for a different quarter – at least for the present. – 

I shall perhaps take another year of it abroad <at least> or several months – but shall not stir from Venice or 

its’ vicinity during that period. – Your letter I have – Siri and Wilhalm did as they were bid – and the 

Torlonias are as civil as need be. – – – 

I have sent Murray two recent things – one a sort of drama – the other a poem called “the Lament of Tasso” 

for which he must pay to my account six hundred guineas – the 

 

1:2 

 

which you will perhaps have the kindness to arrange for me with him – as heretofore. – I wish you would 

also desire Hanson to pay in any superflux however trifling of Newstead rents – & of another trifle due 

from Sir R. N
l
. these probably amount to very little – but still I choose to have that whatever it is – added to 

the rest; – & something there must be – because it is now a considerable time since the N[ewstead]. tenants 

have paid at all – & something they must have paid lately if ever. – – And even these trifles which look but 

scant in pounds sterling – seem respectable & go a good way in francs – & even scudi. – – – – 

I would also press upon you the necessity of selling at all risks – & at any loss – that property of N
d
 this 

summer – I do not care for what – but sold it must be – for by God – I will procrastinate no longer – 

 

1:3 

 

so – do pray – make Hanson act upon this & make it be put up for sale – & sold if possible. – – – You say 

you have been there lately – with Miss Rawdon of the party. – apropos of the Rawdons – you know them all 

well don’t you? – I dont – but there is a foolish story circulated that M
rs
. R

n
 refused to see me at Geneva – & 

this is said to be on her authority – now – the fact is that I did see her to request her to take a letter for 

Hobhouse – which she did – at the same time showing me Miss R’s veil – which had received a bullet 

through it in some adventure with robbers – and is it possible that she can have sanctioned such a story? I 

can hardly believe it – <but> and it is perhaps scarce worth ascertaining – except 

 

1:4 

 

that {as} I have always had a very harmless but sincere admiration of Bessy – & her beauty and 

accomplishments – & have wished her and wish her so well – that what would have only made me laugh if 

asserted of another quarter – has made me feel a little hurt from this. – – – – 

                                                           
182: B. seems to refer to his cousin George Anson Byron. 

183: Wilmot Horton. 
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These are pretty things to plague you with – but never mind. – – Pray – press the sale of Newstead – & 

do not answer me that “the times &
c
.” damn the times – they <men/>won’t mend in my time – & sold it 

must be – I would take eighty thousand entre nous – more or less – or anything – but by the Pope’s toe! it 

must be sold – & this summer or I shall go mad. – – – 

A word from you in your Committee manner would drive Hanson who will do nothing of 

 

2:1 

 

himself for some d – d reason or other – this sale would enable me to clear or nearly – & also <to> 

empower me to live abroad comfortably – which I have lately done – and to which my ambition is limited – 

I hate your country – & every thing in it – except as an occasional stranger. — – – – 

ever yrs 

most truly 

Byron 

part of Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Rome, May 11th 1817: 
(Source: this text from BLJ V 224-5) 

 

[first sheet missing] ... I met the Jerseys on the road at Foligno—all well—but Lady J. sunburnt a good 

deal.—I dined yesterday (10th.) with Lord Lansdowne who returns towards England in a few days. ——I 

have seen a live Pope & a dead Cardinal (lying in state) they both looked very well.—I have been on 

horseback several hours daily ever since my arrival—which may satisfy you of my recovery—do not forget 

to state to Lady B[yron] what I say in this letter because she is not aware of the mischief which will ensue 

in case of more disputes about Ada—I do not say this out of menace—but it is so.—All I require is an 

assurance that on no account Ada shall leave England without my consent—I am aware that they have 

made her a Chancery ward—& have filed a bill against me—but there is law & right for me also—and 

situated as I am—alone & unsupported—I have no fear—but will try the last—& it may be as well not to 

drive me too far—but surely previously to those steps which they will make me take—there can be no harm 

in suggesting to them that I shall adopt them with reluctance.—If not——I shall return & apply to the 

Chancellor for my daughter to be delivered to me her natural Guardian;—& whatever the event of such a 

contest may be—recollect—that I sought it not—& that with whomever the miserable triumph of a decision 

against the other may rest—I regret—& deprecate—but am compelled to bring it to an issue.——Say this—

—I have one word more to say of Mr. Brougham—(& a great many to him whenever he & I meet which we 

shall if I live) at the time of the separation—he suggested to Mr. Kinnaird—whether it would not be better 

if a Scotch divorce could be obtained—this may show the Spirit in which he took up the business—I was 

not till lately aware of all the things he B[rougha]m has said & done—but being now aware of them depend 

upon it—he shall answer it—not as Lady B[yron]’s advocate—for to all such she has a right—but for his 

conduct & assertions since—in which I know from good authority—that he has gone out of his character as 

an advocate—& been guilty of very improper language the more so as I was too far distant to be told in 

time.—However—that which is deferred is not lost.—I live to think on’t.—However I forgive her the 

injuries she has done me—but it is as well she should know that she has done me injury—because—

apparently—she acts as if I had sustained none—& could feel nothing.—Good day 

yrs ever 

B 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Rome, May 12th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 119; LJ IV 121-3; BLJ V 227) 

Rome, May 12. 1817. 

I have received your letter here, where I have taken a cruise lately; but I shall return back to Venice in a few 

days, so that if you write again, address there, as usual. I am not for returning to England so soon as you 

imagine; and by no means at all as a residence. If you cross the Alps in your projected expedition, you will 

find me somewhere in Lombardy, and very glad to see you. Only give me a word or two beforehand, for I 

would readily diverge some leagues to meet you. 

 Of Rome I say nothing; it is quite indescribable, and the Guide-book is as good as any other. I dined 

yesterday with Lord Lansdowne, who is on his return. But there are few English here at present; the winter 

is their time. I have been on horseback most of the day, all days since my arrival, and have taken it as I did 

Constantinople. But Rome is the elder sister, and the finer. I went some days ago to the top of the Alban 

Mount, which is superb. As for the Coliseum, Pantheon, St. Peter’s, the Vatican, Palatine, &c. &c.—as I 

said, vide Guide-book. They are quite inconceivable, and must be seen. The Apollo Belvidere is the image 

of Lady Adelaide Forbes—I think I never saw such a likeness. 
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 I have seen the Pope alive, and a cardinal dead,—both of whom looked very well indeed. The 

latter was in state in the Chiesa Nuova, previous to his interment. 

 Your poetical alarms are groundless; go on and prosper. Here is Hobhouse just come in, and my 

horses at the door, so that I must mount and take the field in the Campus Martius, which, by the way, is all 

built over by modern Rome. 

     Yours very and ever, &c. 

 

P.S. Hobhouse presents his remembrances, and is eager, with all the world, for your new poem. 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, May 13th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; Smiles I 384-5; LJM 228-9) 

[My Lord / My Lord Byron / Poste restante / a Venise / en Italie] 

London May 13
th

. 1817 

My Lord 

 I have received safely your obliging Letters of the 14
th

. 2
nd

 and 23
d
 April inclosing proofs returned of 

the Drama & many interesting observations on Men & Things – Your favour of the 23
rd

 arrived yesterday 

& I instantly sent the Lines upon Tasso <of> to M
r
 G – who called with them Soon afterwards and assured 

me that they were exceedingly good & that there was besides a difference in the style which would by 

being novel prove exceedingly interesting – He thinks they should not be published separately but remain 

until we form another pamphlet, probably with the Drama – & will you not finish one of the many Fables 

(I think is your new name) which you have sketched out & then our Coach is full – I rejoice to find you so 

much recovered for I suspect that you have been very ill indeed – 

 Moores Poem is to appear on the 22
nd

 inst and I will try to send it – Mr Sheil the Author of Adelaide – 

has had most extraordinary Success on the Stage with a Tragedy called the Apostate – merely from 

forming a Series of interesting Situations – I read it with M
r
 G  

 

1:2 

 

 in MSS & we both thought it impossible that it could succeed – & I went fully convinced that it would be 

d—d – but nothing could exceed the applause which it drew throughout – it had the advantage of giving 

four exceedingly appropriate Characters to C. Kemble – M
c
Creedy Young & Miss O’Neil neither of whom 

ever had an opportunity of acting better – its Success has been compleat & it must be Acted as long as four 

good Actors can be brought together – 

 Pray have you not received the Copy of Manuel by Maturin wch I sent you nor yet the Copies of your 

Own Poems? nor Tales of My Landlord? Do you think that merely addressing you Poste Restante – could 

have occasioned the failure? 

 Your friend Hunt, because I could not give him £500 for his Rimini – has had the baseness to enter 

upon a Series of Abuse of me – which I really regard no further than that I never did give my  

 

1:3 

 

 name to the Public, except in a business advertisement – 

 I breakfasted yesterday with your friend M
r
 Davies who is in health & usual spirits – I wish very much 

that he would marry Miss M – r – <y> whose Affections he gains by reading to her your 

  “I should but teach him how to read 

  Byrons Verses & that would woo her” 

 I received a letter from you yesterday containing the additional line  – & Some Tooth Powder – – I sent 

five Boxes to you via Paris & <Sir > Charles Stewart wch I hope you have got – & I will repeat the dose 

with the addition of Magnesia in a day or two – Sir Ja
s
 Mackintosh is in a corrner reading with expressions 

of high commendation yr Lines of Tasso – & he sends his Comps – 

 I shall write again on Tuesday in the mean time I remain, devotedly 

 My Lord 

  your Lordships faithful Servant 

   Jno. Murray 

 

[1:4 contains address only.] 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, May 30th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 231-2) 
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[My Lord / Lord Byron / Poste restante / a Venise /  en Italie] 

London 30
th

 May 1817 

My Lord 

 I have to acknowledge the arrival of your Letter by M
r
 Polidori & of two subsequently, from 

Rome, dated the 5
th

 & 9
th

 Ins
t
 – of a short one also of corrigenda – – for all which I am grateful – 

 Now of their principal Topic – the Drama and Poem on Tasso – The Third Act is not only 

infinitely Improved – but contains some of the finest passages in the Drama – most particularly am I 

delighted, and supported in it by M
r
 G. with your exquisite view of Rome struck off in the heat & in your 

best manner – so that we shall do – 

 Now respecting price I shall give the sum which you desire – but then I must publish in my own 

way – the Drama makes the same quantity as the third Canto or as any of the other publications – & 

therefore you must understand – as I can not put a larger price upon it – all that I give more is so much 

Money (expense) thrown away – & Imus there 

 

The Lord Byron 

 

1:2 

 

fore be allowed to print the Lament of Tasso Separately – I will Say more about this in my next – 

 M
r
 G. has corrected the Proofs & I have just sent them to press, hoping to publish next week – 

 I am glad that you have received the Parcel containing the Tales at last wch must have been a 

particular gratification to you from what you tell me – I must contrive to send you Moores Poem wch is 

very good but not within 50 Miles of you – I can assure you – I am doing all I can for him – & he tells me 

he has got the 3,000Gs, the price of his Volume is £2. 2. 0 

 I suspect you are preparing a magnificent Third Canto
184

 – which I shall be most glad to receive in 

October next 

 

1:3 

 

Upon my word I think you ought to be satisfied at our having printed your poems with no more than three 

very unimportant, & one self correcting error “lore” – “more” – I pray you send me the Italian Copy of 

Chillon
185

 & if any new & Curious Book or pamphlet spring under your way, pray do me the favour to dash 

it off to me 

 I am sorry to say that we do not like either of the Portraits – 

 I hope you have received the Second Parcel with a Copy of the Poems in 5 Vols – pray did you get 

the Tooth Powder – & Letter? 

 With best Compliments 

 I remain My Lord 

 Your faithful Servant 

  John Murray 

 

I fear it is impossible for Mad. de Stael to recover 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Rome, May 30th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 124-6; QII 408-9; BLJ V 229-30) 

Venice May 30
th

. 

1817. 

Dear Sir / I returned from Rome two days ago – & have received your letter but no sign nor tidings of the 

parcel sent through Sir – Stuart which you mention; – after an interval of months a packet of “Tales,” &
c
. 

found me at Rome – but this is all – & may be all that ever will find me – the post seems to be the only sane 

conveyance – & that only for letters. – – – From Florence I sent you a poem on Tasso – and from Rome the 

new third act of “Manfred,” & by D
r
. Polidori two pictures for my sister. I left Rome & made a rapid 

journey home. – You will continue to direct here as usual. – M
r
. Hobhouse is gone to Naples – I should 

 

1:2 

 

                                                           
184: Mu., thinking of CHP I and II as a unit, means “Fourth Canto”. 

185: See B. to Mu., May 9th 1817. 
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have run down there too for a week – but for the quantity of English whom I heard of there – I prefer 

hating them at a distance – unless an Earthquake or a good real eruption of Vesuvius were insured to 

reconcile me to their <vicinity> vicinity – I know no other situation except Hell which <ever> I should feel 

inclined to participate with them – as a race – always excepting several individuals. – – There were few of 

them in Rome – & I believe none whom you know – except that old Blue=bore Sotheby – <of whom 

xxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxxx> who will give a fine account of Italy in which he will be greatly assisted by 

his total ignorance of Italian – & yet this is the translator of Tasso. – The day before I left Rome I saw three 

robbers guil= 
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=lotined – the ceremony – including the masqued priests – the {half} naked executioners – the bandaged 

criminals – the black Christ & his banner – the scaffold – the soldiery – the slow procession – & the quick 

rattle and heavy fall of the axe – the splash of the blood – & the ghastliness of the exposed heads – is 

altogether more impressive than the vulgar and ungentlemanly dirty “new drop” & dog=like agony of 

infliction upon the sufferers of the English sentence. Two of these men – behaved calmly enough – but the 

first of {the} three – died with great terror and reluctance – which was very horrible – he would not lie 

down – then his neck was too large for the aperture – and the priest was obliged to drown his exclamations 

by still louder exhortations – the head was off before 
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the eye could trace the blow – but from an attempt to draw back the head – notwithstanding it was held 

forward by the hair – the first head was cut off close to the ears – the other two were taken off more cleanly; 

– it is better than the Oriental way – & (I should think) than the axe of our ancestors. – The pain seems little 

– & yet the effect to the spectator – & the preparation to the criminal – is very striking & chilling. – The 

first turned me quite hot and made me shake so that I could hardly hold the opera – glass (I was close – but 

was determined to see – as one should see every thing {once} – with attention) the second and third (which 

shows how dreadfully soon things grow indifferent) I am ashamed to say had no effect on me – as a horror 

– though I would have saved them if I could. – – – – 
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It is some time since I heard from you – the 12
th

. April I believe. 

y
rs
 ever truly, 

[swirl signature] 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Rome, May 30th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss. 42093 ff.46-8; 1922 II 54-5; BLJ V 230-1) 

[To, The Hon
ble

 Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Morland & Ransom / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre / 

Inghilterra] 

 

Venice May 30
th

. 1817. 

My Dear Kinnaird 

 I wrote to you from Rome before my departure. – Two days ago I returned to Venice – 

where you can address to me as usual, as I feel very great reluctance to return to England without absolute 

and imperious necessity. – Hobhouse I left well & on the eve of setting out for Naples. – He will be up 

again in Lombardy before he returns to electioneer amongst you – and I shall probably see him here in no 

very long time. – I wrote to you to impress upon you as strongly as I could the indispensable obligation I 

feel of disposing of Newstead without further delay in the {course of the} present summer at any price 

which it will bring – no pre= 
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=sent loss can possibly be so great as the ruinous delay which has already occurred & which every year & 

month renders worse. – Two years ago a M
r
. Wilson offered eighty thousand pounds for it which (by 

advice) was then declined – I do not know that he or anybody else would give so much now – though it is in 

fact worth a good deal more – <b> or would be in decent times – but I shall never feel a moment’s 

tranquillity till the property is sold; – & I therefore do most urgently press upon you – my request – & beg 

of you to use a little of your most peremptory manner with M
r
. Hanson to have it once more put in the 
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market (& Rochdale Manor also) & whatever be the result – my obligation to you will be the same. – I 

apply to you in preference to 

 

1:3 

 

addressing myself to Hanson – firstly because you are acting for me – equally – & secondly I know your 

promptitude & ability in the dispatch of business – when you choose to set about it – & I know that unless 

urged strongly – M
r
. H – (from notions which I do not understand –) will do nothing to advance the disposal 

of that property – unless for a price – which in these times – can not be obtained. – – – – 

With regard to other points – I have no design or desire to return wittingly to England – unless for an 

occasional – & by no means – a speedy visit – – to form decisive resolutions is idle – but I tell you very 

sincerely – that {if} I could or can expatriate myself altogether I would & will – all my wishes with regard 

to my property there are bound= 
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=ed to seeing my affairs in some train for settlement – which would be the case in any sale – but in any case 

do not let me be obliged to return to England – if it can be helped – you can have no idea of my disgust & 

abhorrence to the thought of living there even for a short time. – I am serious. My health is very good again 

– & during my stay {at Rome} I was hardly off my horse’s back the whole time – except in poring over 

churches & antiquities. – – – You will perceive that my anxiety about these sales is not from any immediate 

pressure – as I am in very good {present} cash – but really & truly from a full sense of the importance of 

cutting short all delay – because <any/>every year adds to the embarrassment – & a few more such years 

would render all extrication impracticable – and I should not like to shoot myself – during 
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<of> the lifetime of that bitch my mother in law & her housekeeper – because they would be but too happy. 

– – – – – – 

Now do not write to me some of your “exquisite reasons” for a {further postponement} – but spur Hanson – 

who will do if you drive him – let me hear that something is to be done – and above all excuse the trouble to 

which you are so frequently put by 

y
rs
. ever & truly 

& affectionately – 

Byron 

P.S. – 

 My remembrances to the Songstress – I hope she succeeds. – – – 

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, June 3rd-4th 1817: 

(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.285-6; QII 409-11; BLJ V 231-2) 

Venice. June 3
d
 1817. 

Dearest Augusta—I returned home a few days ago from Rome but wrote to you on the road; at Florence I 

believe, or Bologna. The last city you know—or do not know—is celebrated for the production of Popes—

Cardinals—painters—& sausages—besides a female professor of anatomy, who has left there many models 

of the art in waxwork, some of them not the most decent.—I have received all your letters I believe, which 

are full of woes, as usual, megrims & mysteries;
186

 but my sympathies remain in suspense, for, for the life 

of me I can’t make out whether your disorder is a broken heart or the ear-ache—or whether it is you that 

have been ill or the children—or what your melancholy & mysterious apprehensions tend to, or refer to, 

whether to Caroline Lamb’s novels—M
rs
 Clermont’s evidence—Lady Byron’s magnanimity—or any other 

piece of imposture; I know nothing of what you are in the doldrums about at present. I should think—all 

that could affect you must have been over long ago; & as for me—leave me to take care of myself. I may be 

ill or well—in high or low spirits—in quick or obtuse state of feelings—like every body else, but I can 

battle my way through; better than your exquisite piece of helplessness G. L. or that other poor creature 

George Byron, who will be finely helped up in a year or two with his new state of life—I should like to 

know what they would do in my situation, or in any situation. I wish well to your George, who is the best of 

the two a devilish deal—but as for the other I shan’t forget him in a hurry, & if ever I forgive or allow an 

opportunity to escape of evincing my sense of his conduct (& of more than his) on a certain occasion—

                                                           
186: B does not realise that Augusta is showing all his letters to Annabella, and showing Annabella hers in return. 
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write me down—what you will, but do not suppose me asleep. “Let them look to their bond”

187
—sooner 

or later time & Nemesis will give me the ascendant—& then “let them look to their bond.” I do not of 

course allude only to that poor wretch, but to all—to the 3
d
 & 4

th
 generations of these accursed 

Amalekites
188

 & the woman who has been the stumbling block of my―― 

 

June 4
th

. 1817. 

 I left off yesterday at the stumbling block of my Midianite marriage
189

—but having received your letter 

of the 20
th

 May I will be in good humour for the rest of this letter. I had hoped you would like the 

miniatures, at least one of them, which is in pretty good health; the other is thin enough to be sure—& so 

was I—& in the ebb of a fever when I sate for it. By the “man of fashion” I suppose you mean that poor 

piece of affectation and imitation Wilmot—another disgrace to me & mine—that fellow. I regret not having 

shot him, which the persuasions of others—& circumstances which at that time would have rendered 

combats presumptions against my cause—prevented. I wish you well of your indispositions which I hope 

are slight, or I should lose my senses. 

 Yours ever 

  very & truly 

   [scrawl] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, June 4th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.204; BLJ V 232-3) 

Venice – June 4
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir – I have received the proofs of y
e
. “Lament of Tasso” which makes me hope that you have also 

received the reformed third act of Manfred – from Rome – which I sent soon after my arrival there. – 

My date will apprize you of my return home within these few days. – For me I have received none of your 

packets – except – after long delay – the “Tales of my Landlord” which I before acknowledged. – I do not 

at all understand the why nots – but so it is – no Manuel – no letters – no tooth powder, no extract from 

Moore’s Italy concerning Marino Falieri – no nothing – as a man hallooed out at one of Burdett’s elections 

– after a long ululatus of No Bastille! No Governor Aris! No 
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God knows who – or what – but his ne plus ultra was no nothing – & my receipts of your packages amount 

to about his <m/>Meaning. – I want the extract from Moore’s Italy very much – & the toothpowder – & the 

magnesia – I don’t care so mach about the poetry – <&> {or} the letters – or M
r
. Maturin’s by Jasus 

tragedy. – Most of the things sent by the post have come – I mean proofs & letters – therefore send me 

Marino Falieri by the post, in a letter. – I was delighted with Rome – & {was} on horseback all round it 

many hours daily besides in it the rest of my time – bothering over its marvels. – – – – – 

I excursed and skirred the country
190

 round to Alba – Tivoli – Frascati – Licenza – &
c
. &

c
. besides I visited 

twice the fall of Terni – which beats every thing. – – – – 
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On my way back, close to the temple by its banks – I got some famous trout out of the river Clitumnus – the 

prettiest little stream in all poesy – near the first post from Foligno – & Spoletto. – – – 

I did not stay at Florence, being anxious to get home to Venice – & having already seen the galleries – & 

other sights – I left my commendatory letters the evening before I went so I saw nobody. – Today 

Pindemonte the celebrated poet of Verona – called on me – he is a little thin man – with acute and pleasing 

features – his address good & gentle – his appearance altogether very philosophical – his age about sixty – 

or more – he is one of their best going. – I gave him Forsyth as he speaks or reads rather a little English – & 

will find there a favourable account of himself. – – – – – – – – . 
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187: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice III i 39-40 (“Let him look to his bond”). 

188: Biblical; 1 Samuel 30:13, 2 Samuel 1:8, or 2 Samuel 1:13. The word’s value as a term of abuse is not clear. 

189: Biblical; reference obscure: see Numbers 10:29. Raguel the Midianite was Moses’ father-in-law. 

190: Shakespeare, Macbeth V. 
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He enquired after his old Cruscan friends Parsons – Greathead – M

rs
. Piozzi – & Merry – all of whom he 

had known in his youth. – I gave him as bad an account of them as I could – answering as the false 

“Solomon Lob” does to “Totterton” in the farce
191

 – that they were “all gone dead,” – & damned by a 

satire
192

 more than twenty years ago – that the name of their extinguisher was Gifford – that they were but a 

sad set of scribes after all – & no great things in any other way. – – He seemed – as was natural – very 

much pleased with this account of his old acquaintances – and went away greatly gratified with that & M
r
. 

Forsyth’s sententious paragraph of applause in his own (Pindemonte’s) favour. – – – 

After having been a little libertine in his youth – he is grown devout – & takes 
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2) prayers – & talks to himself – to keep off the Devil – but for all that he is a very nice little old gentleman. 

– 

I forgot to tell you that at Bologna (which is celebrated for producing Popes – Painters – & Sausages) I saw 

an Anatomical gallery – where there is a deal of waxwork – in which the parts of shame of both sexes are 

exhibited to the life – all made & moulded by a female Professor whose picture & merits are preserved & 

detailed to you – I thought the male part of her performance not very favourable to her imagination – or at 

least to the Italian Originals – being considerably under our Northern notions of things – & standard of 

<mensuration> {dimensions} in such matters – more particularly as the feminine display was a little in the 

other extreme – which however is envy 
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also – as far at least as my own experience & observation goes on this side of the Alps – & both sides of the 

Appennines. – – – 

I am sorry to hear of your row with Hunt – but suppose him to be exasperated by the Quarterly – & your 

refusal to deal – & when one is angry – & edites a paper – I should think the temptation too strong for 

literary nature – which is not always human. I can’t conceive in what – & for what he abuses {you} – what 

have you done? You are not an author – nor a politician – nor a public character – I know no scrape you 

have tumbled into. – I am the more sorry for this because I introduced you to Hunt – & because I believe 

him to be a very good man – but till I know the particulars I can give no opinion. – 
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Let me know about Lallah Rookh – which must be out by this time. – – 

I restore the proofs – but the punctuation should be corrected – I feel too lazy to have at it myself – so beg 

& pray M
r
. Gifford for me. – Address to Venice – in a few days I go to my Villeggiatura in a Casino near 

the Brenta – a few miles only on the main land – I have determined on another year & many years of 

residence if I can compass them. – – 

Marianna is with me – hardly recovered of the fever – which has been attacking all Italy last winter – – I am 

afraid she is a little hectic – but 1 hope the best. 

 ever yr[scrawl] 

  [scrawl] 

PS 

Torwaltzen has done a 

bust of me at Rome for 

M
r
. Hobhouse – which is reckoned 

very good – he is their best after Canova – & by some pre= [turns through ninety degrees and crawls up 

right-hand side:] =ferred to him. – 
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I have had a letter from M
r
. Hodgson – maudlin & fine=feeling – he is very happy – has got a living – but 

not a child – if he had stuck to a Curacy – babes would have come of course because he could not have 

maintained them. – – – – 

Remember me to all your friends, &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. 

                                                           
191: The farce Love Laughs at Locksmiths by George Colman the younger. 

192: Gifford’s Maeviad and Baviad. 
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An Austrian officer the other day, being in love with a Venetian – was ordered with his regiment into 

Hungary – distracted between love & duty he purchased a deadly drug which dividing with his mistress 

both swallowed – The ensuing pains were terrific but the pills were purgative – & not poisonous – by the 

contrivance of the unsentimental apothecary – so that so much <good> suicide was all thrown away – you 

may conceive the previous confusion & the final laughter – but the intention was good on both sides. – – – 

– – 

 

Byron to Scrope Berdmore Davies, from Venice, June 6th 1817:  

(Source: text from B.L. Loan 70 / 1 ff.23-4; BLJ XI 166-8) 

[To Scrope Berdmore Davies Esq
re

. – / to y
e
. care of J

no
. Murray Esq

re
. – / 50. Albemarle Street / London / 

Angleterre. – / Inghilterra] 

Venice June 6
th

. 1817 

My dear Scrope – – Many prodigies besides your own promise have announced a letter from you – but it 

tarries like the wheels of Sisera’s chariot
193

 – <but> {howbeit} I make great allowances for the meetings & 

other interruptions to your intentions if you ever had any. – – From Hodgson I received not long ago a 

diuretic letter of {the most} urinary tenderness – which I by no means propose as a model for yours; – after 

describing his insipid happiness in a Derbyshire vicarage – he exclaims “Oh! my Friend! inveni portum”
194

 

which being interpreted I presume to mean port=wine – that being the only port at least which I ever knew 

him to find or seek in the course of the last twelve twelve=months. – – I am just returned from Rome where 

I went to see the Pope and 
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Hobhouse; – of things remarkable in Rome I can tell you nothing not described elsewhere – except that we 

saw three delinquents guillotined a short time before leaving the city. – – Hobhouse is gone to Naples – I 

returned to Lombardy – & mean to pass my summer villegiatura a few miles from Venice at a Palazzino (in 

Italy every house with a facing or front is called a palace – little or great) on the banks of the Brenta – the 

situation is not very unlike Newington Butts – as the Venetians like the Cockneys seem to think {that} they 

can never build too close to the road; – I have sent off my horses – (<the> which in the interior of the 

country I have lately ridden a good deal –) & luggage – & tomorrow or next day I propose being there 

myself. – – – – – – 
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I have lately written twice to Kinnaird – & I should feel greatly obliged to you if you would press upon 

{him} the expediency & indeed necessity of his enforcing Hanson to bring Newstead once more to the 

hammer {& that immediately} & selling it for whatever it may bring, – my expectations are greatly lowered 

upon that point – I have made up my mind to take almost any price for it. – – I well know the answer will 

be the times &
c
. &

c
. But I must even take the times as they are – & whatever price the land may bring; – all 

further delay must be ruinous – & I do beg & entreat of you as my friend – to represent this to Kinnaird – & 

to request him most earnestly to act as he has full power to do for me in compelling <this> the sale – that is 

the putting up to sale – there was a M
r
. Wilson who offered eighty thousand 
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two years ago – & I heavily regret the advice which prevented my taking that sum for it; – see what <it> is 

to be done – & if possible about Rochdale also – I wish so much to part with both this summer – about me 

there can be little difficulty; – I am disposed to take the market price – in short what is offered, – it is of 

much greater consequence to me to have no further delay – than to have a greater future sum – for every 

month would be an increasing loss. – – – 

Recommending these points most earnestly to you – I will only add that no consideration short of health & 

absolute necessity will induce me to return to England – & that no consideration at all will or could make 

me reside there – so that an additional obligation will be conferred on me by doing this in my absence; – 

Hanson will act much 

 

                                                           
193: Biblical; Judges 4:15: And the Lord discomfited Sisera and all his chariots … 

194: Inveni portum, spes et fortuna valete … “I have found a haven, hope and fortune farewell”. The closing sentence 

of Le Sage’s Gil Blas. From Persius. 
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2) more readily at Kinnaird’s representation than mine – I am not a man of business – & he (Kinnaird) is – 

surely – it is simple – bring the estate to the hammer – & knock it down to the highest bidder – – that is all I 

require – or request – but I shall never be easy till this is done. – – – 

If you ask me my plans I can only say that I have none – except not to <live> {reside} in England; – I am 

perfectly serious – & have been so much more happy & tranquil since I passed the Alps – that you need 

hardly wonder at a resolution justified by experience; – & when you recollect what I have encountered since 

my funeral with Miss Milbanke & in consequence of that interment you will perhap be disposed to 

commend my intention. – – – – – There is one motive which 
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might & may bring me to England – but as it is purely personal – I regard it less seriously. – 

 

<seventeen lines crossed out> 

2:3 

 

All this erasure & blotting will puzzle you but it alluded to a subject which – as I should have to take your 

opinion & advice upon it when we meet – I shall not anticipate – <& if we do not meet – it would be 

useless> – because what I have to do – will probably require to be done in your presence, at any rate at 

present I will postpone what I meant to say. –  

yrs. ever truly 

& affectly 

B 

June 16th September 1817: Manfred published. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, June 14th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.206; BLJ V 237-8) 

La Mira. – Venice 

June 14
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir / 

 I write to you from the banks of the Brenta – a few miles from Venice – where I have colonized 

for six months to come. – Address as usual to Venice. – – Three months after date (17
th

. March) like the 

unnegociable bill despondingly received by the reluctant tailor – your dispatch has arrived containing the 

extract from Moore’s Italy – & M
r
. Maturin’s bankrupt tragedy. It is the absurd work of a clever man. – I 

think it might have done upon the stage, if he had made Manuel (by some trickery – in a masque or vizor) 

fight his own battle instead of employing Molineux as his champion – & after defeating Torrismond have 

made him spare the son of his enemy by some revulsion of feeling not incompatible with a character of 

extravagant and 
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distempered emotions – but as it is – what with the Justiza – & the ridiculous conduct of the whole dram. 

Pers. (for they are all as mad as Manuel – who surely must have had greater interest with a corrupt bench – 

than a distant relation & heir presumptive somewhat suspect of homicide) I do not wonder at its failure – as 

a play it is impracticable – as a poem – no great things. – Who was the “Greek that grappled with Glory 

naked?” the Olympic wrestlers? – or Alexander the great when he ran stark round the tomb of t’other 

fellow? or the Spartan who was fined by the Ephori for fighting without his armour? or who? – & as to 

“flinging off life like a garment” Helas! that’s in Tom Thumb – see – King Arthur’s soliloquy 

 

 “Life’s a mere rag not worth a prince’s wearing 

 “I’ll cast it off. 

 

and the stage directions – “staggers among the bodies” – the slain are too numerous – as well as the 

1:3 
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blackamoor Knight=penitent being one too many – and De Zelos is such a shabby Monmouth=street 

villain – without any redeeming quality – Stap my vitals! – – Maturin seems to be declining into Nat. Lee. 

but let him try again – he has talent – but not much taste; – I ’gin to fear – or to hope that Sotheby after all is 

to be the Æschylus of the age – unless M
r
. Shiel – be really worthy his success. – – The more I see of the 

stage – the less I would wish to have anything to do with it – as a proof of which I hope you have received 

the 3
d
 of M.

d
 – which will at least prove that I wish to steer very clear of the possibility of being put into 

scenery. – – – 

I sent it from Rome. – – – – – 

I returned the proof of Tasso – by the way have you never received a translation of S
t
. Paul?

195
 which I sent 

you not for publication – before I went to Rome? 
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I am at present – on the Brenta – opposite is a Spanish Marquis – ninety years old – next his Casino – is a 

Frenchman’s besides the natives – so that as Somebody said the other day – we are exactly one of Goldoni’s 

comedies (La Vedova Scaltra) where a Spaniard – English – & Frenchman are introduced; – {but} we are 

all very good neighbours, Venetians, &
c
. &

c
. &

c
. – – – – 

I am just getting on horseback for my evening ride – & a visit to a Physician who has an agreeable family of 

{a wife &} four unmarried daughters – all under eighteen – who are friends of Signora Segati – and 

enemies to nobody; – there are {& are to be} besides Conversaziones – & I know not what {at a Countess 

Labbia’s & I know not whom.} The weather is mild – the thermometer 110 in the Sun this day & eighty odd 

in the shade. 

 yr[scrawl] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, June 17th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.207; BLJ V 239-41) 

[To, / J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 

 

 La Mira – 

  n
r
. Venice. – 

   June 17
th

. 1817. – 

Dear Sir / 

 It gives me great pleasure to hear of Moore’s success – & the more so that I never {doubted} that it 

would be complete – whatever good you can tell me of him & his poem will be most acceptable; – I feel 

very anxious indeed to receive it; I hope that he is as happy in his fame & reward as I wish him to be – for I 

know no one who deserves both more – if any so much. – – – 

Now to business – our own. – For the drama I required three hundred guineas – & desire no more – & for 

the other – three hundred guineas & will take no less. – When you say that the Drama is of the same length 

& will form the same=sized publication as most of the preceding – it is probable that you will charge the 

same price to the purchaser – & in that case (unless the publication fails altogether) will probably be not 

less a gainer than upon 

 

1:2 

 

the former – at least it seems <to> <he> that you can hardly be a loser – when the author’s demand has not 

been a third of what you have already paid for productions of the like calibre. – Do you mean to say that it 

is dearer or shorter than {M
r
. R’s} Jaqueline? or than my Lara? or than the Giaour? or the Bride? Or do you 

mean to say that it is inferior to these as Poetry? or that its <form as a drama> {dramatic} form renders it 

less susceptible of profit? I will tell you that to you from its being the first poem of mine in that form – it 

must to a certain degree be more advantageous – as far as an <the> <first> {object of} curiosity – & 

although it is not a drama properly – but a dialogue – still it contains poetry & passion – although I by no 

means look on it as the best – or conceive that it will be the most fortunate of compositions by the same 

writer. – When therefore you talk to me as of its being a dear purchase – I answer 

 

1:3 

 

                                                           
195: One of B.’s translations from the Armenian (CMP 70-7). 
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you in so many words – that if I had not named the prior price (with which by the way I <am> {was} 

satisfied & had no wish to enlarge) you would yourself have offered me a greater – & if you would not – I 

could find those who would. – – – As to the other poem – I look upon that as good of its’ kind – & the price 

not at all out of proportion to what writers require and obtain. – You are to print in what form you please – 

that is your concern; – as far as your connection with myself has gone – you are the best judge – how far 

you have lost or gained – probably – sometimes one – & sometimes the other – but when you come to me 

with your “can” and talk to me about the copy of Manfred as if “the force of purchase would no further go” 

– to make a book he separates the two” – I say unto you verily it is not so – or as the Foreigner said to the 

Waiter after <ordering> {asking him <for> to bring} a glass of water – to which the man answered “I 
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will – Sir,” –– “You will! – God d – n – I say – you mush!” – – – – 

And I will submit this to the decision of any person or persons to be appointed by both on a fair 

examination of the circumstances of this as compared with the preceding publications, – so – there’s for 

you; – there is always some row or other previously to all our publications – it should seem that on 

approximating we can never quite get over the natural antipathy of author & bookseller – & that more 

particularly the ferine nature of the latter must break forth. – – – – 

You are out about the third Canto – I have not done – nor designed a line of continuation to that poem – I 

was too short a time at Rome for it – & have no thoughts of recommencing – but if ever I do – I will put it 

to market to the best bidder – or will desert at once to the “Row” – <in which> if you come over me with 

your pitiful=hearted speeches – – about “can” & “not” of 
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3) which if you are not ashamed – you deserve to be {the} publisher <to> of Saul – on your sole account – 

(paying the author five pounds copyright) with all expenses for ever – now & to posterity. – – – – – – 

I cannot well explain to you by letter what I conceive <th> to be the origin of M
rs
. Leigh’s notion about 

“tales of my L
d
” – but it is some points of the characters of Sir E. Manley – & Burley – as well as one or 

two of the jocular portions – on which it is founded probably. – – – – – – – – – 

If you have received D
r
. Polidori – as well as a parcel of books – & you can be of use to him be so. – I never 

was much more disgusted with any human production – than with the eternal nonsense – {& tracasseries} – 

& emptiness – & ill=humour – & vanity of that young person – but he has some talent – & is a man of 

honour – – and has dispositions of amendment – in which he has been aided by a little subsequent 

experience – & may turn out well – therefore use your government interest for him – for he is improved and 

improvable. 

 yr[long scrawl] 

 

P.S. – Bowles’s Story of the interview at the “common friend’s (“common” enough the Gods know) is not 

correct. – It did not occur “soon after the publication” &
c
. but in 1812 – three good years after – I recollect 

nothing of “seriousness” now as the company were going into another room – he said to me that all his 

friends had bothered him crying out “Eh Bowles how come you to make the woods of Madeira tremble to a 

kiss”
196

 whereas it was not the woods but the lovers who trembled – though I see no great reason why they 

should either. – I have had no opportunity of restoring the “trembling” to it’s right owners – as I had 

previously suppressed the Satire at Rogers’s particular suggestion “that it would gratify L
d
. Holland” and I 

beg leave to observe that this was some time after I was acquainted with L
d
. Holland and a consequence not 

a cause of that connection. – Bowles was courteous and civilized enough & so was I too I hope. 

 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Venice, June 19th 1817: 

(Source: text from Ralph Earl of Lovelace, Astarte, Scribner’s 1921, pp.287-9; BLJ V 242-3) 

 

Venice―June 19th 1817. 

Dearest Augusta,— 

 Since the pictures are so bad—they need not be copied—the poor painter seems to have been 

ignorant of the art of flattery.—It is to be recollected that I was ill at the time—& had been so for 

months—that one of them was done in the climax of a slow fever—and that the other is an attempt 

                                                           
196: See EBSR ll.359-60. 
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to supply the health which I had not recovered.—Send me Holmes’s print—one or two copies—

they can come by the common post—not being heavy.—The last (the Venice) need not be copied.— 

 I fear that not any good can be done by your speaking to L
y
 Biron (sic)—but I think it my duty 

to give fair warning—because they have broken their word;—they are not aware that if I please I can 

dissolve the separation—which is not a legal act—nor further binding than the will of the parties;―I 

shall therefore not only take all proper & legal steps—but the former correspondence shall be 

published—& the whole business from the beginning investigated in all the points of which it is 

susceptible;—unless the reasonable assurance which I have required with regard to my daughter be 

accorded—& now—come what may—as I have said—so will I do—―& have already given the 

proper instruction to the proper persons—to prepare for the steps above mentioned.—– 

 [A half sheet, partly written upon by Lord Byron, is here torn off, and the letter continues on 

another and smaller sheet as follows.] 

 Recollect only that I have done all in my power to avoid this extremity.—– 

 I am not at Venice but a few miles on the mainland—on the road to Padua—address as usual to 

Venice. I ride daily. – 

  

 yrs. truly 

B 

 

P.S. I repeat to you again and again—that it would be much better at once to explain your 

mysteries—than to go on with this absurd obscure hinting mode of writing.—What do you mean? 

what is there known? or can be known? which you & I do not know much better? & what 

concealment can you have from me? I
197

 never shrank—and it was on your account principally that I 

gave way at all—for I thought they would endeavour to drag you into it—– although they had no 

business with anything previous to my
198

 marriage with that infernal fiend,
199

 whose destruction I 

shall yet see. Do you suppose that I will rest while any of their branch is unwithered? do you 

suppose that I will turn aside till they are trodden under foot? do you suppose that I can breathe till 

they are uprooted? Do you believe that time will alter them or me? that I have suffered in vain—that 

I have been disgraced in vain—that I am reconciled to the sting of the scorpion—& the venom of the 

serpent? which stung me in my slumber?—–If I did not believe—that Time & Nemesis—& 

circumstances
200

 would requite me for the delay—I would ere this have righted myself.—But “let 

them look to their bond”
 201

—– 

 

[This letter, as in all those where Byron expresses anger, is punctuated with long and vehement dashes of 

the pen. – ED.] 

 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from La Mira, Venice, June 20th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.49-50; 1922 II 56; BLJ V 243-4) 

[To, J
no

 Hobhouse Esqre / Poste Restante / Firenze] 

June 20
th

. 1817. – 

My Dear Hobhouse – I rejoice in your approximation – & pity your disasters – you will find me near 

Venice in a Cassino at La Mira (whence I write) whence I will accompany you to Venice. My abode 

is not like Diodati – but it is well enough – with more space than splendour – {& not much of that} 

– & like all the Venetian ex=marine habitations too near the road – they seem to<s> think they never 

can have dust enough to compensate for their long immersion. – – If you write before hand – I will 

meet you at Padua on a given day. – – – – – 

Fix it – & depend upon my being there. 
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I protest against & prohibit the “laurels” – which would be a most aukward assumption and 

anticipation of that which may never come to pass. – Besides they belong to the butchers & not to 

the ballad=singers. – You would like them naturally because the verses won’t do without them – but 

I won’t have my head <stuck> garnished like an Xmas pie with Holly – or a Cod’s head and Fennel 

                                                           
197: Lovelace’s note: Underlined twice. 

198 Lovelace’s note: substitute for “the,” erased. 

199: B now realizes that Annabella is reading everything he writes to Augusta. 

200: For Nemesis, see CHP IV 87, 7 or 132, 2. For circumstance, see CHP 125, 6. 

201: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice III i 39-40 (“Let him look to his bond”). 
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– or whatever the damned weed is they strew round it <–> I wonder you should want me to be 

such a mountebank. – – – – – – 

Talking of “bank” (not mountebank) puts me in mind of Kinnaird who threatens to come out directly 

– & to drag 
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the Boa Constrictor with him an it be possible. – – – – – 

I will write to you in great haste to catch you at Florence if possible. 

ever y
rs

. most truly 

B. 

P.S. 

 Health & respects to all. – 

 

[with address, not in B.’s hand:] 

 

3 Vols. 8
oo

 / Pertanir’s book is all about Constantinople excepting 40 Pages at the end of the last 

volume, which he calls a souvenir of Dalmatia. I do not, therefore, think it consistent with your 

directions to send it to you. I found this letter at the Post: make my respects to Lord Byron. M.M. – 

2. August. 

 

June 26th-July 19th 1817: Byron drafts Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage Canto IV. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 1st 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.209; QII 411-12; BLJ V 244-5) 

[To, – / J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Byron quotes for the first time from Childe Harold IV. 

La Mira – n
r
. Venice. – 

July 1
st
. 1817. – 

Dear Sir – Since my former letter – I have been working up my impressions into a 4
th

. Canto 

of C
e
. H

d
. of which I have roughened off about rather better than thirty stanzas – & mean to 

go on – & probably to make this “Fytte” the concluding one of the poem so that you may propose 

against the Autumn to draw out the Conscription for 1818. – – You must provide monies as this new 

resumption bodes you certain disbursements; – somewhere about the end of September or October – I 

propose to be under way (i.e. in the press); but I have no idea yet of the probable length or calibre of y
e
. 

canto – or what it will be good for – but I mean to be as mercenary as possible – an example (I do not mean 

of any individual in particular & least of all any person or persons of our mutual acquaintance) which I 

should have followed in my youth – & I might still have been a prosperous Gentleman.
202

 – – – – – – 
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No toothpowder – no packet of letters – no recent tidings of you. – M
r
. Lewis is at Venice & I am going up 

to stay a week with him there – as it is one of his enthusiasms also to like the City. – 

 

 “I stood in Venice, on the “Bridge of Sighs” 

  A palace and a prison on each hand 

 I saw from out the wave her structures rise 

             an 

  As from the stroke of   enchanter’s wand; – 

             the 

 A thousand Years their cloudy wings expand 

  Above me, and a dying Glory smiles 

 O’er the far times when many a subject land 

  Looked to the winged Lion’s marble piles 

 Where Venice sate in state – throned on her Seventy Isles. 

———— 

 

                                                           
202: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I iii 73. 
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The “Bridge of Sighs” (i.e. Ponte dei sospiri) is that which divides <the> or rather joins the palace of 

the doge to the prison of the state – it has two passages – the criminal went by the one to judgement – & 

returned by the other to death – being strangled in a chamber adjoining – where there was a mechanical 

process for the purpose. – 
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This is the first stanza – of the new canto – & now for a line of the second – 

 

2 

 In Venice Tasso’s <e/E>cho is no more 

  And silent rows the songless gondolier 

 Her palaces &
c
. &

c
. 

 

You know that formerly the Gondoliers sang always – & Tasso’s {Gierusalemme} was their ballad – 

Venice is built on Seventy two islands. – – – 

There – there – is a brick of your new Babel – & now, Sirrah! – what say you to the sample? 

 yrs [scrawl] 

   [scrawl] 

   [squiggle] 

P.S. I shall write again by & bye. – – – 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from La Mira, Venice, July 3rd 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.51-2; not in 1922 II; BLJ V 244-5) 

 Venice – that is La Mira 

 July 3
d
.   a few miles between it 

 1817. & Padua. – 

My dear Kinnaird 

 I have received your letter of the 17
th

. this day – & have to thank you for your kind endeavours 

– & businesslike Map of my affairs – which you have laid before me. – I am fully disposed to sell either or 

both N. & R. for whatever they may bring – at the market – public auction – or private contract – a M
r
. 

Wilson offered 80–000 for the former, perhaps he might treat again – he is a responsible man. – – I should 

prefer this to the raising more money – there is a sum of six thousand pounds to a M
r
. Sawbridge an annuity 

– (six thousand principal that is) & a bond for three thousand more to M
r
. Claughton – this is all (I believe) 

except the Israelites. – As for Rochdale – it has too long been the stumbling block of all arrangements – 

exaggerated statements of its’ intrinsic value – & remonstrances therefor having prevented me from selling 

it – but weariness & experience have con= 
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=verted me to so humble an opinion of it & myself – that I will take whatever it may bring – the sum you 

mention – or more – or less. – You see there will be no obstruction on my part – to whatever you may 

decide upon – & so that the business passes under your eyes – I shall be satisfied that the best has been done 

– & circumstanced as I am – almost any decisive arrangement must be for the better. – – – – These are my 

sentiments – & wishes – particularly to avoid delays if possible – I know the times are not favourable – yet 

they are no worse than in 1815 – when the last sale was attempted – & when I might – (had I not been a fool 

–) have taken Wilson’s offer – & <one better> {another (rather} better than the sum you name – ) for 

Rochdale – though {now} I will accept even that. – – – – 

I should be obliged if you will see to M
r
. Murray – who will have to pay in the coming Autumn 
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the remainder (600) of the last Canto
203

 copyright – & 600 guineas more for “Manfred” & the “Lament of 

Tasso” – Perhaps he may have already paid the former – but it is not due till October. – You see that I have 

turned my brains to some account – but as that is of all tenures the frailest – I do not consider <it> {them} 

amongst my goods & chattels. – At present I am in the country – a few miles from Venice – where I am 

quiet & healthy. – A few days ago I had a small row in the road – I was on horseback & a man in the 

                                                           
203: Of CHP III. 
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Diligence was impudent & {tried to} frighten<ed> my horse – in a fit of facetious impertinence; – I 

stopt his vehicle – & gave him a slap in the face – <which> {this} sent him with a woeful countenance to 

the Police – which rejected his complaint – & said that he was rightly served – & that if I had not boxed his 

ears – they would have sent him into durance. – I feel so much obliged to you for all yr 
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toils in my behalf – that I don’t know how to thank you. – – – – And so – “father in law Sir Jacob” has been 

baffled by the Jews – “How say you – Tubal –? are you sure on’t? my good Tubal! – an Argosie cast away 

–”
204

 – if I can but live to tear down the columns of that house of Dagon & its Philistine family
205

 – I <can> 

shall not <I> have lived in vain – & if Time & Nemesis but do their usual part – & reverse the present tide 

of human fortunes – see whether I leave one stone <upon another> of their hearths upon another – or a fibre 

of their hearts unscorched by fire. – – – – – 

Excuse the length of this epistle & believe 

me ever & truly 

yrs 

B 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from La Mira, Venice, July 8th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.53-4; not in 1922 II; BLJ V 246-7) 

[To – The Hon
ble

 Douglas Kinnaird / at Messrs Morland & Ransom’s / Bankers / Pall Mall / London 

/ Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Venice – July 8
th

. 1817 

My dear Kinnaird / 

 On reconsidering your transcription of M
r
. Hanson’s statement – I perceive – or imagine 

that he states the principal of the Jewish annuities at £9000. – This is wrong – because altogether they did 

not amount to much more originally – & <five> six thousand pounds have been paid off which were 

originally guaranteed by Scrope Davies to whom I reimbursed the money which he had himself discharged 

<in> a few years ago. – Since I came of age I raised only one sum between two & three thousand pounds 

principal – and subsequently another of six or seven hundred pounds – & of these I paid off just before 

leaving England most of the interest & one principal sum of 600 p
d
s. redeeming the annuity thereof of 

which M
r
. H[anson]. has the restored papers. – – – – 
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The sum therefore to the <Jews> {Jews} cannot by any means be so much – unless he includes Sawbridge’s 

annuity which is not a Jewish transaction. – There were some others for which a M
rs
. Massingberd (since 

dead) was security – but for these time can be taken because they cannot come upon the legality of the 

transaction being <in the> during minority – & though I shall give them their principal & legal interest – yet 

I am not so far prepossessed by the treatment I have had from these gentry as to liquidate that claim – until 

all the others – contract debts & all – are discharged & liquidated. ——————— –  ———————— 

I can only repeat what I have said in my former letters – & leave you Carte blanche as to my affairs – sell – 

sell – sell – any sale is better than suspense & increasing 
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difficulties – & all for the precarious hope of a better bargain – God knows when. – I think it necessary to 

add that Hanson’s notions as to the value of Rochdale must be tempered down – or not attended to – I want 

to get rid of that <cxxxxd> manor if only to shake off the anxiety & litigation it has given me the last 

seventeen years – sell it for  anything – & N
d
. the same – 

y
rs
. Ever 

& truly 

B 

P.S. 

 I wrote in answer to y
r
. last a few days ago. – Many thanks. – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 8th 1817: 

                                                           
204: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, III i 85-90 (paraphrased). 

205: Biblical: see Judges 16. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.210; BLJ V 247-8) 

Byron beats a Venetian. 

La Mira – n
r
. Venice. – 

July 8
th

. 1817 

Dear Sir – If you can convey the enclosed letter to its address – or discover the person to whom it is 

directed you will confer a favour upon the Venetian Creditor of a deceased Englishman. – This epistle is a 

dun to his Executor for house rent – the name of the insolvent defunct is or was Porter Valter according to 

the account of the plaintiff which I rather suspect ought to be Walter Porter according to our mode of 

Collocation – if you are acquainted with any dead man of the like name a good deal in debt – pray dig him 

up – & tell him that “a pound of his fair flesh” or the ducats are required – & that “if you deny them, fie 

upon your law”
206

 – 

I hear nothing more from you about Moore’s poem – Roger’s looks – or other literary phenomena – but 

tomorrow being post=day will bring 
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perhaps some tidings. – I write to you with people talking Venetian {all about} – so that you must not 

expect this letter to be all English. – – – 

The other day I had a squabble on the highway as follows. – I was riding pretty quickly from Dolo home 

about 8 in the Evening – when I passed a party of people in a hired carriage – one of whom poking his head 

out of the window began bawling to me in an inarticulate but insolent manner; – I wheeled my horse round 

& overtaking, stopped the coach & said “Signor<s> have you any commands for me?” he replied 

impudently as to manner “No” – I then asked him what he meant by that unseemly noise to the discomfiture 

of the passers by – he replied {by} some piece of impertinence – to which I answered by giving him a 

violent slap in the face. – 
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I then dismounted (for this passed at the window – I being on horseback still) & opening the door desired 

him to walk out – or I would give him another. – But the first had settled him – except as to words – of 

which he poured forth a profusion in blasphemies swearing that he would go to the police & <swear> 

{avouch} a battery sans provocation – I said he lied and was a b— & if he did not hold his tongue should be 

dragged out & beaten anew – he then held his tongue. – – 

I of course told him my name & residence & defied him to the death if he were a gentleman – or not a 

gentleman & had the inclination to be genteel in the way of combat. – He went to the police – but there 

having been bystanders in the road – particularly <xxx> a soldier – who had seen the business – as well as 

my servant – notwithstanding the oaths 
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of the Coachman & five insides besides the plaintiff – & a good deal of perjury on all sides – his complaint 

was dismissed – he having been the aggressor – and I was subsequently informed that had I not given him a 

blow <the b> he might have {been} had into durance. So set down this “that in Aleppo once–” I <have> 

“beat a Venetian”
207

 but I assure you that he deserved it – for I am a quiet man like Candide – though with 

somewhat of his fortune in being forced to forego my natural meekness every now & then. 

 yrs[scrawl] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 9th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.211; BLJ V 249) 

[To, – / J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

 

Venice – July – 9
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir – 

 I have got the sketch & extracts from Lallah Rookh – which I humbly suspect will knock up 

“Ilderim” & shew young Gentlemen that something more than having been across a Camel’s hump is 

                                                           
206: Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, I iii 145 and IV i 101. 

207: Shakespeare, Othello, V ii 355 and 357. 
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necessary to write a good Oriental tale. – The plan as well as the extract I have seen please me very 

much indeed & I feel impatient for the whole. – – – – – – – – 

With regard to the critique on “Manfred” – you have been in such a devil of a hurry that you have only sent 

me the half – it breaks off at page 294 – send me the rest – & also page 270 – where there is “an account of 

the supposed origin of this dreadful story” – in which by the way whatever it may be – the Conjecturer is 

out – & knows nothing of the matter – I had a better origin than he can devise or divine for the soul of him. 

– – – – – – 
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You say nothing of Manfred’s luck in the world – & I care not – he is one of the best of my misbegotten – 

say what they will. – I got at last an extract but no parcels – They <dxxx’s> will come I suppose some time 

or other. – I am come up to Venice for a day or two to bathe – & am just going to take a swim in the 

Adriatic – so – Good evening – the Post waits. 

  yrs. [scrawl] 

  [squiggle] 

P.S. 

Pray was Manfred’s speech to the Sun still retained {in Act 3
d
}? – I hope so – it was one of the best in the 

thing – & better than the Colosseum. – I have done 56 stanzas of Canto 4
th

. Childe Harold – so <out> 

{down} with your ducats. – – —— ———— 

 

[1:3 is blank.] 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Marlow, July 9th 1817: 

(Source: text from 1922 II 57-8; Jones I 546-7) 

Marlow, July 9, 1817. 

My dear Lord Byron 

 I called on Rogers the other day, on some affairs relating to Hunt, and heard some news of you, viz. 

that you had been to Rome, and that you had returned to Venice. I had already acquired the preceding piece 

of information from the Coliseum scene in “Manfred.”
208

 How is it that I have not heard from you? At first I 

drew from your silence a favourable augury of your early return. This is in a degree confirmed by the 

circumstance of Newstead being advertised for sale. I shall be among the first to greet you on your return. 

At present I write only to enquire what are your plans with regard to little Alba. She continues to reside with 

us under a feigned name. But we are somewhat embarrassed about her. We are exposed to what remarks her 

existence is calculated to excite. At least a period approaches when it will be impossible to temporize with 

our servants or our visitors. There are two very respectable young ladies in this town, who would undertake 

the charge of her, if you consent to this arrangement. Clare would then be able to superintend her; and I 

cannot but recommend this measure to you as a provisional one, if any other is at present inconvenient to 

you. If you return to England in the autumn, or even in the winter, we should experience no inconvenience 

from deferring the question until that period. 

 I ought to tell you that your little girl is in excellent health and spirits. She improves very much, and 

although small for her age, has an extraordinary degree of animation and intelligence. Our Genevese 

nurse
209

 walks about with her and William all the day in the garden; and she is bathed, like him, in cold 

water. 

 I suppose you know that the tyranny, civil and religious, under which this country groans, has visited 

me somewhat severely. I neither like it the worse nor the better for this. It was always the object of my 

unbounded abhorrence. But it may become necessary that I should quit the country. It is possible that the 

interference exercised by Chancery in the instance of my two other children might be attempted to be 

extended to William. Should this be the case, I shall depart. And in this case, what shall I do with Alba? 

 I have read “Manfred” with the greatest admiration. The same freedom from common rules that marked 

the 3rd Canto
210

 and “Chillon” is visible here; and it was that which all your earlier productions, except 

“Lara”,
211

 wanted. But it made me dreadfully melancholy, and I fear other friends in England, too. Why do 

you indulge this despondency? “Manfred”, as far as I learn, is immensely popular; it is characterized as a 

very daring production. 

                                                           
208: Manfred had been published on June 16th 1817. 

209: Elise Foggi. 

210: CHP III. 

211: To single out Lara as the only one of B.’s previous productions to be “free from common rules” is odd. 
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 Hunt has been with me here, and we have often spoken of you. Hunt is an excellent man, and has a 

great regard for you. 

How is your health – and – the resolutions on which it depends? I am anxious to know whether you are free 

from the disorder by which you were threatened. I have lately had a kind of relapse of my constitutional 

disease, and if the Chancellor should threaten to invade my domestic circle, I shall seek Italy; as a refuge at 

once from the stupid tyranny of these laws and my disorder. 

 I suppose Clare will write to you herself. Mary desires her kind remembrances to you, and I am, 

      Ever sincerely yours, 

       P. B. Shelley. 

 

 [P.S. by Mary Shelley] Alba has blue eyes, and had dark hair, which has fallen off, and there is now a 

dispute about the colour. Clare says that it is auburn; William and she are very good friends.  

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, July 10th 1817 (version 1): 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 132-4; LJ IV 147-50; QII 412-14; BLJ V 249-51; XI 

197) 

The discrepancies between these two versions of the letter, of which the second must be assumed to be 

the more accurate, cast doubts on Moore’s versions of Byron’s letters. 

 

La Mira, Venice, July 10. 1817. 

Murray, the Mokanna of booksellers,
212

 has contrived to send me extracts from Lalla Rookh by the post. 

They are taken from some magazine, and contain a short outline and quotations from the two first Poems. I 

am very much delighted with what is before me, and very thirsty for the rest. You have caught the colours 

as if you had been in the rainbow, and the tone of the East is perfectly preserved; so that [Ilderim?] and its 

author must be somewhat in the back-ground, and learn that it required something more than to have been 

upon the hunch of a dromedary to compose a good oriental story. I am glad you have changed the title from 

‘Persian Tale.’ * * * * * * * 

 I suspect you have written a devilish fine composition, and I rejoice in it from my heart; because ‘the 

Douglas and the Percy both together are confident against a world in arms.’
213

 I hope you won’t be 

affronted at my looking on us as ‘birds of a feather;’ though on whatever subject you had written, I should 

have been very happy in your success. 

 There is a simile of an orange-tree’s ‘flowers and fruits,’ which I should have liked better if I did not 

believe it to be a reflection on * * * * * * * * 

 Do you remember Thurlow’s poem to Sam—‘When Rogers;’ and that d——d supper of Rancliffe’s 

that ought to have been a dinner? ‘Ah, Master Shallow, we have heard the chimes at midnight.’
214

 But, 

 

   My boat is on the shore, 

    And my bark is on the sea; 

   But, before I go, Tom Moore, 

    Here’s a double health to thee! 

 

   Here’s a sigh to those who love me, 

    And a smile to those who hate; 

   And whatever sky’s above me, 

    Here’s a heart for every fate. 

 

   Though the ocean roar around me, 

    Yet it still shall bear me on; 

   Though a desert should surround me, 

    It hath springs that may be won. 

 

   Were’t the last drop in the well, 

    As I gasp’d upon the brink, 

   Ere my fainting spirit fell, 

    ’Tis to thee that I would drink. 

                                                           
212: Mokanna is the prophet in Mo.’s Lalla Rookh, veiled to cover his repulsiveness. 

213: Shakespeare, Henry IV I, V i 116-17 (adapted). 

214: Shakespeare, Henry IV II III ii 210. 
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   With that water, as this wine, 

    The libation I would pour, 

   Should be—peace with thine and mine, 

    And a health to thee, Tom Moore. 

 

This should have been written fifteen moons ago—the first stanza was. I am just come out from an hour’s 

swim in the Adriatic; and I write to you with a black-eyed Venetian girl before me, reading Bocca[c]cio. * * 

* * 

 Last week I had a row on the road (I came up to Venice from my casino, a few miles on the Paduan 

road, this blessed day, to bathe) with a fellow in a carriage, who was impudent to my horse. I gave him a 

swingeing box on the ear, which sent him to the police, who dismissed his complaint. Witnesses had seen 

the transaction. He first shouted, in an unseemly way, to frighten my palfry. I wheeled round, rode up to the 

window, and asked him what he meant. He grinned, and said some foolery, which produced him an 

immediate slap in the face, to his utter discomfiture. Much blasphemy ensued, and some menace, which I 

stopped by dismounting and opening the carriage door, and intimating an intention of mending the road 

with his immediate remains, if he did not hold his tongue. He held it. 

 Monk Lewis is here—‘how pleasant!’
215

 He is a very good fellow, and very much yours. So is 

Sam—so is every body—and amongst the number, 

Yours ever, 

B. 

P.S. What think you of Manfred? considering all things, it must astonish you. But—always a but—I 

can’t express myself, in writing—however you will understand me. 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Venice, July 10th 1817 (version 2): 

(Source: the commonplace book of Mrs Austen of Ensbury, quoted by William St. Clair, The Temptations 

of a Biographer: Thomas Moore and Byron, BJ 17, 1989, pp.52-3) 

La Mira – Venice 

July 10th – 1817 

My dear Moore 

Murray the Mokanna of booksellers has contrived to send me abstracts from Lalla Rookh by the post – they 

are taken front some Magazine and contain a short outline and quotations from the two first poems – I am 

very much delighted with what is before me – and very thirsty for the rest – You have caught the colours as 

if you had been in the Rainbow – And the tone of the East is perfectly preserved – so that “Ilderim” and its 

author must be somewhat in the background, and learn that it requires something more than to have been 

upon the haunch of Dromedary to compose a good Oriental Story – I suspect you have written a devilish 

fine composition and rejoice at it with all my heart – because “`The Douglas and the Percy both together are 

competent against the word in arms”. And I hope you wont be affronted at my looking on us “birds of a 

feather” though on whatever subject you had written I should have been very happy in yr. success. I can 

better Judge of you in the one you have chosen – and am still more so, because you have triumphed in this – 

There is a simile of an orange tree’s flowers and fruits which I should like more if I did not believe it to be a 

reflection on the companions of Rogers playing with children “Age at play with infancy”. Do you 

remember Thurton’s [for Thurlow’s] poem to Sam “When Rogers” and that damned supper at Rancliffe’s 

that ought to have been a dinner! – “Ah Master Shallow we have heard the Chimes at Midnight – Last week 

I had a row on the Padua Road with a fellow in a coach – who was impudent to my horse – I gave him a 

swinging box on the ear, which sent him to the Police – witnesses had seen the transaction. he first shouted 

in an unseemly way to frighten my palfrey – I wheeled round, rode up to the window, and asked what he 

meant – he Grinned and said some foolery, which produced him an immediate slap in the face to his utter 

discomfiture. Much blasphemy ensued and some menace which I stopped by dismounting and opening the 

carriage door and intimating an intention of mending the road with his immediate remains if he did not hold 

his tongue – he held it – He went sneaking to the Police, but a Soldier who had seen the matter & thought 

me right, went & counter-oathed him, so that he had to retire & cheap too – I wish I had hit him harder. 

Monk Lewis is here – “how pleasant” he is “a very good fellow & very much yours – So is Sam – So is 

everybody – and amongst the rest yours 

Byron 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 15th 1817: 

                                                           
215: Moore’s note: An allusion (such as often occurs in these letters) to an anecdote with which he had been amused. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.212; BLJ V 251-3) 

Byron’s dislike of William Sotheby. His “spontaneous abuse” is carefully crafted: see 1:4 and 2:1. 

 
La Mira – n

r
. Venice – 

July 15
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir – 

 I have finished (that is written – the file comes afterwards) ninety & eight stanzas of the 4
th

. 

Canto which I mean to be the concluding one; – it will probably be about the same length as the third – 

being already of the dimensions of the first or second cantos. – I look upon parts of it as very good – that is 

if the three former are good – but this we shall see – and at any rate good or not – it is rather a different 

style from the last – less metaphysical – which at any rate will be a variety. I sent you the shaft of the 

column as a specimen the other day – i.e. the first stanza. So you may be thinking of its’ arrival towards 

Autumn – those winds will not be the only ones to be raised if so be as how that it <was> {is} ready by that 

time. – – – 

 

1:2 

 

I lent Lewis who is at Venice (in or on the Canalaccio the Grand Canal) your extracts from Lalla Rookh – & 

Manuel – & out of contradiction it may be – he likes the last – & is not much taken with the first of these 

performances. – Of Manuel I think with the exception of a <Class> few <Xxxx> capers – it is as <turbid> 

{heavy} a Nightmare as {was} ever bestrode {by} Indigestion. – – Of the extracts I can but judge as 

extracts & I prefer the “Peri” to the “Silver Veil” – he seems not so much at home in his versification of the 

“Silver Veil” & a little embarrassed with his horrors – but the Conception of the Character of the Impostor 

is fine – & the plan of great scope for his Genius – & I doubt not that as a whole it will be very Arabesque 

and beautiful. – – – – – – – 

 

1:3 

 

Your late epistle is not the most abundant in information – & has not yet been succeeded by any other – so 

that I know nothing of your own concerns – or of any concerns – and as I never see or hear from anybody 

but yourself – who does not tell me something as disagreeable as possible – I should not be sorry to hear 

from you – And as it is not very probable – if I can by any device or possible arrangement with regard to 

my personal affairs so manage it – that I shall return soon – or reside ever in England – all that you tell me 

will be all I shall know or enquire {after} as to our beloved realm of Grub=street – & {the black} brethren 

and blue Sisterhood of that extensive Suburb of <the> Babylon. – Have you had no new Babe of Literature 

sprung up to replace the dead – the distant – the tired & the retired? no prose – no 

 

1:4 

 

verse – no nothing? 

 

 No infant Sotheby whose dauntless head 

  Translates ununderstood <so well from>{ a deal of <the>} German; 

 No city Wordsworth more admired than read – 

  No drunken Coleridge with a new “Lay Sermon. 

 

Talking of Sotheby – you will perceive that I more than once make dishonorable mention of that venerable 

<mountebank> {Mokanna. – }
216

 – Hear then why – besides my previous & impartial opinion of his being a 

tiresome man. – <Wh> Some time {ago} – I received the Italian Edition of some poems of mine – with an 

anonymous note <with a note> {containing} some gratuitously impertinent remarks – which might or might 

not be well founded – but should not have been sent in that manner. This is no great matter – because I 

suppose in my life I have received at least two hundred anonymous letters – aye – three hundred – of love – 

literature – advice – <abuse> {abuse} – menace – or consolation – upon all topics – & in every shape. – – – 

– – 

 

2:1 

                                                           
216: Mokanna is the prophet in Mo.’s Lalla Rookh, veiled to cover his repulsiveness. See B. to Mo, July 10th 1817, 

where he uses the word to describe Mu. 
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But I happen to know the hand of that man of age – & the style – (I would swear to the word “effulgence” 

& two or three {other} blue technicals) because I was {once} in doleful correspondence about his 

un=damned tragedy “Ivan” when I was a Committer of D
r
.L. Theatre. – I say – says I – I know the hand – 

& I think it a piece of impertinence – in him to write to me at all unless on business – & it is {at any rate} 

usual for <Gemmen> {well conditioned persons} to put their names. – So – let him look to it – he had better 

have written to the Devil a criticism upon Hell=fire – I will raise him such <an> <apparition as would have 

set up> a {Samuel for} his “Saul” as <could he have managed the like with his own> {will astonish him 

without the} Witch of Endor. – An old tiresome blockhead – blundering through Italy without a word of the 

language – or of any language 

 

2:2 

 

except the wretched affectations of our own which he called English – to come upon poor dear quiet me 

with his nonsense – but never mind – we shall see. – – – – – 

If he had attacked me in print – that’s all fair – “foul is fair”
217

 at least among authors – but to come upon 

me with his petty – mincing – paltry – dirty – notes – & nameless as he will be himself years hence – 

Sunburn me! <but> if I don’t stick a pin through this old Blue=bottle. – ’Gin you doubt – ask him – & if he 

don’t own it – why I will read his next or last work through – that’s all. – – – – – 

Since this epistle begun – the stanzas of Canto 4
th

. have jumped to 104. – & Such stanzas! by S
t
. Anthony! 

(who has a church at my elbow<)> and I like to be neighbourly) some of them are the right thing. – – – – 

 yrs 

  [scrawl] 

   [squiggle] 

 

July 17th September 1817: The Lament of Tasso published. 
 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, July 20th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.213; BLJ V 253-4) 

[To, / J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Venice, July 20
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir – 

 I write to give you notice that I have completed the 4
th

. and ultimate Canto of Childe Harold – it 

consists of 126 stanzas & is consequently the longest of the four. – It is yet to be <be> copied and polished 

– & the notes are to come – of which it will require more than the third {Canto} – as it necessarily treats 

more of works of art than of Nature. – It shall be sent towards Autumn – & now for our barter – what do 

you bid? eh? you shall have samples an it so please you – but I wish to know what I am to expect (as the 

saying is) in these hard times – when poetry does not let for half its’ value. – If you are disposed to do what 

M
rs
. Winifred Jenkins calls “the handsome thing”

218
 I may perhaps throw you some odd matters to the lot – 

translations – or slight originals – there is no saying what may be on the 

 

1:2 

 

anvil between this & the <season> booking Season. – Recollect that it is the last Canto – & completes the 

work, – <&> whether as good as the others I cannot judge in course – least of all as yet – but it shall be as 

little worse as I can help; – I may perhaps give some little gossip in the notes as to the present state of 

Italian literati & literature, – being acquainted with some of their Capi – {men as well as books –} but this 

depends upon my humour at the time; – so now – pronounce – I say nothing. – – – When you have got the 

whole 4 cantos – I think you might venture {on} an edition of the whole poem in quarto – with spare copies 

of the two last for the purchasers of the old edition of the first two. – There is a hint for you worthy of the 

<r/>Row – & now – perpend – pronounce. – I have not received a word from you of the fate of “Manfred” 

or “Tasso” which seems to me odd – whether they have failed or succeeded. 

 

1:3 

 

                                                           
217: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I i. 

218: Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, final letter. 
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As this is a scrawl of business – & I have lately written at length & often on other subjects I can only 

add that I [scrawl] 

  [scrawl] 

   [scrawl] 

    [scrawl] 

     [scrawl] 

      [scrawl] 

 

July 26th-27th 1817: Byron writes the Ode to Venice. 
 

Scrope Berdmore Davies to Byron, August 1817: 

(Source: text from Burnett, pp.141-2: original not found) 

 

My dear Byron 

 “No turnspit gets into his wheel with more reluctance than I sit down to write; yet no dog ever loved 

the roast meat he turns better than I do him I now address”. So said Oliver Goldsmith to Robert Brianton, so 

says Scrope Davies to Baron Byron. I dare not attempt to vindicate my past shameful silence, tho’ I might 

call up a thousand excuses, many true and more false – I plead not for justice, but implore mercy – forgive 

my trespasses, as I do not forgive them that trespass against me. 

 I have not heard from or of Hobhouse for the last three months. Where is he? Did he conceive at 

Rome? and when will his nine months (years it ought to be) have expired? When I left you both on the 

banks of the Lake of Geneva last year multum gemens,
219

 Hobhouse threatened another expedition to 

Albania, not a secret expedition as you may suppose, but one to be published. Does he persist in this 

resolve? I trust not. The plague is raging throughout the whole of that country, and we have to dread one of 

two evils – either the plague will carry off Hobhouse, or Hobhouse will carry off the plague from Albania 

and deposit it at Ridgways in the shape of a thick Quarto tome. May he live to write a thousand years – may 

he never write to live, for our friend loves the comforts of life. 

 I am frequently asked about your health, your place of residence, your present occupation, and your 

future intentions. I give the most satisfactory replies to all enquirers, and as I do not like to say the same 

thing twice, I give each person a different answer. They all suppose you to be dégouté, and many look 

among the deaths in the daily papers and are surprised not to see yours. They little know that you dare not 

to die, which is the case, for Hobhouse would immediately write your life … 

 Now that Kinnaird is gone, the only person with whom I live in intimacy is Burdett. Burdett like 

yourself, and some three others perhaps, I can meet day after day, and year after year, without being palled. 

I never had many friends – and of those few death and absence have almost deprived me – but I can find no 

new substitutes: – The more I live, the more I am convinced friendship ought to be and must be limited to a 

very few – the fountain plays higher by the aperture being diminished. Burdett sends you his kindest 

regards. 

 There is little new in the political literary moral or immoral world: – The Whigs not only wish but hope 

for place – their love of place like any other love is blind. Twenty years since, Burke declared the 

impossibility of the Whigs ever coming into power, and his prophecy has been as far as it could, fulfilled … 

 An embargo has been laid on my gymnastics for the last three weeks by an infernal —— I am even 

confined to my bed weakened as my body is my mind more so. 

 Should a gentleman of the name of Joy come across you, pray treat him with kindness.
220

 He respects 

my virtues, and admires your writings. Against whom do you meditate revenge? Let me not burst in 

ignorance.
221

 “Vengeance and I will repay saith the Lord”.
222

 In God’s name mention the object of your 

resentment … 

 When I recover my health, I will write to you soberly and seriously; in the mean time send me an 

account of you and yours. God bless you – you shall hear from me after the putting up of Newstead on the 

26th. 

 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, August 5th 1817: 

                                                           
219: “groaning deeply”. 

220: Henry Hall Joy, barrister, lived at Hartham House, near Devizes, and gave Mo. a note expressing his gratitude for 

B.’s hospitality when they were in Venice – see Mo. (1830) II 142-3. He was responsible for several of Mo.’s anecdotes 

about Sheridan in Mo.’s Life of Sheridan. He turns up in Venice with a letter from SBD on October 19th 1817. 

221: Hamlet, I, iv, 46. 

222: Romans 12:19. 
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(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 233-5) 

[My Lord / My Lord Byron / poste restante / a Venise /  en Italie] 

London August 5 1817 

Tuesday 

My Lord 

 This day has brought me your Letter of the 15
th

 July adding another to the many instances of your 

truly kind indulgence to my unpardonable indolence – I am very sorry indeed to find that there is so little 

chance of seeing you soon in England and I fancy you will suffer equal grief when you learn that next year 

<I am> you will certainly have a visit from me
223

 – In the mean time if you will forgive me I will send you 

a regular journal of news literary & domestic. – I perceive by your Lordships reconing by stanzas that you 

are within Fourteen Stanzas of compleating your Opus Magnum – for such I think it is your determination 

to make Childe Harold – The first Stanza M
r
 Gifford thinks very highly of – as does M

r
 Frere & many more 

to whom I have ventured to shew it – your Lordship need not be assured how much I rejoiced at the 

Prospect of again opening my Literary Campaign <with> under such brilliant auspices – I should like to 

have time to send the proofs sheets out for your Lordships inspection and this I could easily do if I received 

the MSS next month. 

 I am sorry that you do not yet acknowledge the receipt of a Parcel containing Moores Poem &c. & 

packages of Magnesia – Tooth Powder wch I send under the care of M
r
 Rose – who I think was to forward 

them to you from Padua – However as I have repeated with increase all that I sent by him in the packets 

which you will certainly have received before this from the kindness of 

 

The Lord Byron 

 

1:2 

 

M
r
 Kinnaird – the loss is of less consequence – No word yet of the Parcel via Sir Cha

s
 Stewart? I can not 

find even a clue to <Sir Jno S
t
 Aubyn> M

r
 S

t
 John I mean – can you tell me any place to apply? 

 I am sorry that M
r
 S

224
 – has so unwittingly incurred your anger – he always continues to speak of you 

with the most unfeigned kindness – I had wondered at the recent asperity of your remarks upon him – he is 

on his return freighted, I fancy with{the} <a> Translation & A Tour – of the latter – I have already engaged 

for two One by M
r
 Rose who possesses an intimate knowledge of the People of Italy & their Language – 

and another by a Person perhaps even better informed – well known to poor Horner – a M
r
 Gaeliffe – 

Professor Playfair too is reported to have written one – By the way – & if it be no sin – by the Lord Polidori 

has sent me his Tragedy!!! do me the kindness to send me by return of Post a delicate declention of it – 

which I engage faithfully to copy – I am truly sorry that he will employ himself in a way so ill suited to his 

genius – he is not without literary talents – 

 I sent yr Lordship Copies of Manfred & of Tasso which are I trust printed correctly – they are both but 

particularly the former greatly admired by the best Critics – but they soar above the million – M
r
 Frere, I 

think I told you, says that it and the third Canto – place you in a higher Class of Poets – that is the very 

highest – – Amongst the Books I intruded upon M
r
 Kinnaird – was Coleridges Life & Opinions

225
 – wch 

will I think interest you – you will pardon the occasional obscurities – & I fear absurdities – for its power in 

most parts – I think you will like my MSS de S
t
 Helena – Talma said when he read it he conversed with 

Buonaparte – I sent him one splendidly bound – & he wrote me a Letter expressing his delight at what 

reminded him of past Glory 

 

1:3 

 

your Lordship will have heard, not without regret, of the premature (for her age) death of Mad. de Stael 

who with all her faults was an excellent person – I think she had a good heart – and I know that she was 

very kind to me – – I had a letter from the Hon. J.W. Ward dated Paris July 17 – in wch he tells me “I saw 

poor Mme de Stael four days before she died. She was looking wretchedly ill, and shewed marks of great 

langour & weakness. But her understanding was unimpaired. She evidently thought very ill of her own 

situation, tho’ at the same time, she had no notion how near she was to her end. – There is a story here that 

at last she was reconciled to the Church of Rome – chiefly it is said by the persuasion of the Viscount 

Montmorency. – Perhaps too M
r
 Schlegel contributed his influence to this event. He had already set the 

                                                           
223: Mu. never visited B. in Italy. 

224: Sotheby. 

225: Biographia Literaria. 
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example. I do not know the fact for certain, but I think it not improbable. I also understand that it now 

appears she had been for some time married to M
r
 Rocca. I do not hear in what state of forwardness her last 

book was – but I should [Ms. tear: “hope”] that a part of it at least was fit for public[Ms. tear: “cation”] 

 She confessed her Marriage & acknowledged [Ms. tear: “a”] Child a Son – born when she was 49 – 

 I enclose the Edinb. Criticism compleat it is written by Wilson (Isle of Palms) – and add two others 

from the British Rev. – you will not be in the forthcoming N
o
 of the Q. R. – M

r
 Scrope Davis <off to> often 

does me the favour to call & we discuss your Letters Poetry &c &c – I saw M
rs
 Leigh three days ago in 

some trouble at the entrance of the Hooping Cough but otherwise well – M
r
 Moore I believe I told you is 

gone to Paris with M
r
 Roges – who dedicates all his time to him 

 

1:4 [above address:] Whilst M
r
 Kinnaird is with you I trust that you will do me the favour to confide any 

Commissions, particularly of cutting off MI H—ns head heart or bowels he hath not – & any thing else – 

 I beg the favour of you to offer my most particular remembrances & compliments to M
r
 Kinnaird – and 

to believe that I ever remain 

 

[below address:] My Lord 

 Your obliged & faithful Servant 

 John Murray 

 

Mr Gifford always 

remembers you – he 

is now at Ramsgate 

after being very ill 

 

[parallel to and beneath address, inverted:] Your Armenian Friends have this Moment presented 

themselves with your Letter – I will take all their Grammars & do all otherwise to serve & assist them – I 

will recommend them to Sir John M – at Madras – I am very sorry they miss the value of M
r
 K’s more 

powerful aid. 4 o Clock 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, August 7th 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.214; BLJ V 254-5) 

La Mira, n
r
. Venice. – 

August 7
th

. 1817. 

Dear Sir / Your letter of the 18
th

 & what will please you as it did me the parcel sent by the goodnatured aid 

& abetment of M
r
. Croker are arrived. – – Messrs. Lewis & Hobhouse are here – the former in the same 

house – the latter – a few hundred yards distant. You say nothing of Manfred, from which its failure may be 

inferred – but I think it odd you should not say so at once – I know nothing – and hear {absolutely} nothing 

of anybody or any thing in England – & there are no English papers – so that all you say will be news – of 

any person or thing – or things – I am at present very anxious about Newstead – & sorry that Kinnaird is 

leaving England at this minute – though I do not tell him {so} – & would rather he should 

 

1:2 

 

 

have his pleasure – though it may not in this instance tend to my profit. – – – 

If I understand rightly – you have paid into Morland’s
226

 1500 pounds – as the agreement in the paper is 

{two thousand} Guineas – there will remain therefore <six> six hundred pounds – & not five hundred – the 

odd hundred being the extra to make up the specie. – Six hundred and thirty pounds will bring it to the like 

for Manfred and Tasso – making a total of twelve hundred & thirty – I believe – for I am not a good 

calculator. – I do not wish to press you – but I tell you fairly – that it will be a convenience to me to have it 

paid as soon as it can be made convenient to yourself. – – – – – – – 

The new & last Canto is 130 Stanzas in length – & may be made more or less. – I have fixed no price even 

in idea – & have no notion – of what it may be good for – there are no metaphysics 

 

1:3 

 

                                                           
226: Ransom and Morlands, the bank in which Kinnaird is partner. 
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in it – at least I think not. – M

r
. H

e
. has promised me a copy of Tasso’s will for the notes – & I have 

some curious things to say about Ferrara – & Parisina’s story – & perhaps a farthing candles’ worth of light 

upon the present state of Italian literature. – – 

I shall hardly be ready by October – but that don’t matter. – I have all to copy & correct – and the notes to 

write. – I do not know whether Scott will like it – but I have called him the “Ariosto of the North,” in my 

text. If he should not – say so in time. – 

Lewis Hobhouse & I went the other day to the circumcision of a sucking Shylock – I have seen three men’s 

heads & a child’s foreskin cut off in Italy. – The ceremonies are very moving – but too long for detail in this 

weather. – – – – – – – 

 

1:4 

 

An {Italian} translation of “Glenarvon” came {lately} to be printed at Venice – the Censor (S
r
. Petrotini) 

refused to sanction the publication till he had seen me upon the subject; – I told him that I did not recognise 

the slightest relation between that book and myself – but that whatever opinions might be upon that subject 

– I would never prevent or oppose the publication of any book in any language – on my own private 

account; – & desired him (<rather> against his inclination) to permit the poor translator to publish his 

labours. – It is going forward in consequence. – You may <tell> {say} this with my compliments to the 

Author. – – – – 

 yrs[scrawl] 

  [scrawl] 

 

[POSTSCRIPT NOT YET FOUND IN NLS] P.S. – Mrs. Leigh has written me an uncomfortable letter – 

from which I suppose George Leigh’s affairs are in disorder – is it so? or what is the matter? I can make out 

nothing from her letter – it is very foolish to torment me with ambiguities at this distance. – Do tell me that 

Gifford is better – & well. – – There are some sad errors in your 5
th

. volume – not for “nor Cypress nor 

[yew?] let us see” in one of the songs?
227

 – & in the Monody – a whole passage made absolute nonsense. – 

Do pray [join] 

“Ye Orators when still our councils yield”
228

 to the preceding lines – it does not begin a separate paragraph. 

– – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, August 12th 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.215; BLJ V 256-7) 

[To, J
no

. Murray Esq
re

. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 

Venice, August 12
th

. 

1817 

Dear Sir – 

 I have been very sorry to hear of the death of M
e
. de Stael – not only because she had been very 

kind to me at Coppet – but because now I can never requite her. – In a general point of view she will leave a 

great gap in society & literature. – – – 

With regard to death – I doubt that we have any right to pity the dead for their own sakes. – – – – 

The copies of Manfred & Tasso are arrived – thanks to M
r
. Croker’s cover. – You have destroyed the whole 

effect & moral of the poem by omitting the last line of Manfred’s speaking
229

 – & why this was done I 

know 
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not. – – Why you persist in saying nothing of the thing itself I am equally at a loss to conjecture – if it is for 

fear of telling me something disagreeable – you are wrong – because sooner or later I must know it – & I 

am not so new nor so raw nor so inexperienced – as not to be able to bear – not the mere paltry petty 

disappointments of authorship – but things more serious – at least I hope so – & that what you may think 

irritability is merely mechanical – & only acts like Galvanism on a dead body, – or the muscular motion 

which survives sensation. – – – – 

If it is that you are out of humour because I wrote to you a sharp letter – 

 

                                                           
227: Bright be the Place of Thy Soul! l.15. 

228: Monody on the Death of the Right Hon. R. B. Sheridan, l.101. 

229: “Old man! ’tis not so difficult to die” was cut from the first edition. 
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recollect that it was partly from a misconception of your letter – & partly because you did a thing you had 

no right to do without consulting me. – I have however, heard {good} of Man
d
 from two other quarters – & 

from men – who would not be scrupulous in saying what they thought – or what was said – & “So Good 

Morrow to you – Good Master Lieutenant.”
230

 – – – – 

I wrote to {you} twice about the 3
d
 Canto

231
 which you will answer at your pleasure. – M

r
. Hobhouse & I 

have come up for a day to the city – M
r
. Lewis is gone to England – & I am 

 y
rs
. [scrawl] 

  [squiggle] 

 

John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, August 15th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; Smiles I 387; LJM 239-40) 

[My Lord / My Lord Byron / poste restante / a Venise / en Italie] 

London 15 August 

1817 

 By this time M
r
 Kinnaird has I hope reached you in safety and presented all my packets of poetry & 

tooth powder – and hereafter I hope to receive your comments – on the one portion & your thanks for the 

other – 

 Your Lordship will readily believe how much I am delighted to learn that the Fourth Canto of Childe 

Harold and if so please your Lordship to accept the exchange I shall readily present Fifteen Hundred 

Guineas for the Copyright. (Mem. I entreat you to let me have the original MSS) 

 M
r
 Moore & M

r
 Rogers have not yet returned from Paris – I have a Letter from M

r
 Whishaw dated Paris 

Aug 10 in wch 

 

The Lord Byron 
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 he begs me to contradict the Report of Mad de Stael having become Catholic – which he assures me, from 

good authority was not the case – 

 M
r
 Davis was with me yesterday (wch I shall not forget as he promissed me a Dozen of extraordinary 

Burgundy) & swore that he would bring me a long Letter for your Lordship tomorrow – he is not very well 

– but in no worse spirits – 

 I hope soon to have the pleasure of hearing from your Lordship – 

 I beg the favor of you to present my Compliments to M
r
 Kinnaird – 

 I remain My Lord 

 Your obliged & faithful Servant 

 John Murray 

yr Lordships last 

Letter is dated 

July 20 

 

[1:3 blank; 1:4 has address only.] 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, August 21st 1817 (i): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.216; QII 414-17; BLJ V 257-61) 

Byron’s poem ventriloquizing Murray. 

La Mira – Near Venice – 

August 21
st
. 1817 

Dear Sir – I take you at your word about M
r
. Hanson – & will feel obliged if you will go to him – & request 

M
r
. Davies also to visit him by my desire – & repeat that I trust {that} neither M

r
. Kinnaird’s absence nor 

mine will prevent his taking all proper steps to accelerate and promote the sales of Newstead and Rochdale 

– upon which the whole of my future personal comfort depends – it is impossible for me to express how 

much <the> any delays upon these points would inconvenience me – & I do not know a greater obligation 

that can be conferred upon me than {the} pressing these things upon Hanson – & making him act according 

                                                           
230: Shakespeare, Henry V, II i 2 (“Good morrow, Lieutenant Bardolph”). 

231: B. means “4th”. 
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to my wishes. – I wish you would speak out at least to me & tell me what you allude to by your odd 

way of mentioning him – all mysteries at such a distance are not merely tormenting – but mischievous – & 

may be prejudicial to 
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my interests – so pray – expound – that I may consult with M
r
. Kinnaird when he arrives – & remember that 

I prefer the most disagreeable certainties to hints & innuendoes – the devil take every body – I never can get 

any person to be explicit about any thing – or any body – & my whole life is past in conjectures of what 

people mean – you all talk in the style of Caroline Lamb’s novels. – – – – 

It is not M
r
. S

t
. John – but M

r
. S

t
. Aubyn, Son of Sir John S

t
. Aubyn. – Polidori knows him – & introduced 

him to me – he is of Oxford – & has got my parcel – the Doctor will ferret him out or ought. —— The 

Parcel contains many letters – some of M
e
 de Stael’s and other people’s – besides M.S.S. &

c
. – by G – d – if 

I find the gentleman & he don’t find the parcel – I will say 
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something he won’t like to hear. – – 

You want a “civil and delicate declension” for the medical tragedy – take it – 

 

 Dear Doctor – 

   I have read your play 

 Which is a good one in its’ way 

 Purges the eyes & moves the bowels 

 And drenches handkerchiefs like towels 

 With tears that in a flux of Grief 

 Afford hysterical relief 

 To shattered nerves & quickened pulses 

 Which your catastrophe convulses. 

 I like your moral & machinery 

 Your plot too has such scope for Scenery! 

 Your dialogue is apt & smart 

 The play’s concoction full of art 

 Your hero raves – your heroine <dies> {cries} 

 All stab – & every body dies; 

 In short your tragedy would be 

 The very thing to hear & see – 

 And for a piece of publication 

 If I decline on this occasion 

 It is not that I am not sensible 

 To merits in themselves ostensible 

 But – and I grieve to speak it – plays 

 Are drugs – mere drugs, Sir, nowadays –  

 I had a heavy loss by “Manuel”
232

 – 

 Too lucky if it prove not annual 

 And Sotheby with his damned “Orestes” 

 (Which by the way the old Bore’s best is,) 

 Has lain so very long on hand 

 That I despair of all demand – 

 I’ve advertized – but see my books – 

 Or only watch my Shopman’s looks – 

 Still Ivan
233

 – Ina
234

 & such lumber 

 My back shop glut – my shelves encumber. – 

 There’s Byron – too – who once did better 

 Has sent me, – folded in a letter, – – 

                                                           
232: By Maturin. 

233: By Sotheby. 

234: By Mrs Wilmot. 
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 A sort of, – it’s no more a drama 

 Than Darnley
235

 – Ivan – or Kehama – 

 So altered since last year his pen is 

 I think he’s lost his wits at Venice 

 Or drained his brains away, as Stallion 

 To some dark=eyed & warm Italian; 

 In short – Sir – what with one & t’other 

 I dare not venture on another – 

 I write in haste, excuse each blunder 

 The Coaches through the Street so thunder! 
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2) My Room’s so full – we’ve Gifford here 

 Reading M.S.S. <to> with Hookham Frere 

 Pronouncing on the nouns & particles 

 Of some of our forthcoming articles, 

 The Quarterly – Ah Sir! if you 

 Had but the Genius to review; – 

 A smart Critique upon S
t
. Helena 

 Or if you only would but tell in a 

 Short compass what – but, to resume – 

 As I was saying – Sir – the Room – 

 The Room’s so full of wits & bards – 

 Crabbes – Campbells – Crokers – Freres – & Wards; 

 And others neither bards nor wits; 

 My humble tenement admits 

 All persons in the dress of Gent. 

 From M
r
. Hammond to Dog Dent. 

 A party dines with me today 

 All clever men who make their way, 

 They’re at this moment in discussion 

 On poor De Stael’s late dissolution – 
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 “Her book they say was in advance – 

 “Pray Heaven! she tell the truth of France, 

 “’Tis said she certainly was married 

 “To Rocca – & had twice miscarried, 

 “No – not miscarried –  I opine – 

 “But brought to bed at forty nine, 

 “Some say she died a Papist – Some 

 “Are of opinion that’s a Hum – 

 “I don’t know that – the fellow Schlege1 

 “Was very likely to inveigle 

 “A dying person in compunction 

 “To try the extremity of Unction – 

 “But peace be with her – for a woman 

 “Her talents surely were uncommon 

 “Her Publisher (& Public too) 

 “The hour of her demise may rue – 

 “For never more within his shop he – 

 “Pray – was not she interred at Coppet? 
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235: Also by Sotheby. 
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 Thus run our time & tongues away – 

 But to return Sir – to your play –  

 Sorry – Sir – but I can not deal – 

 Unless ’twere acted by O’Neill –
236

 

 My hands so full – my head so busy – 

 I’m almost dead – & always dizzy – 

 And so with endless truth & hurry – 

 Dear Doctor – I am yours 

    J
no

 Murray. 

P.S. – 

 

2:4  

 

P.S. – I’ve done the 4
th

 & last Canto – which mounts 133 Stanzas. – – I desire you to name a price – if you 

don’t – I will – so I <apprize> {advise} you in time. 

y
rs
.[long scrawl and even longer squiggle] 

there will be a good many notes. – – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, August 21st 1817 (ii): 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.217; BLJ V 262-3) 

Sept
r
. 4

th
. 1817. 

Dear Sir – 

 Your letter of the 15
th

. has conveyed with its’ contents the impression of a Seal to which the 

“Saracen’s head” is a Seraph – and the “Bull and Mouth” a delicate device. – – I knew that Calumny had 

sufficiently blackened me of later days – but not that it had given the features as well as complexion of a 

Negro. – – 

Poor Augusta is not less – <so> {but} rather more shocked than myself – and says, “people seem to have 

lost their recollection strangely” when they engraved <me into> such a “blackamoor.” – Pray don’t seal (at 

least to me) with such a Caricature of the human numskull altogether – & if you don’t break the Sealcutter’s 

head – at least crack his libel (or likeness, if it should be a likeness) of mine. – 

M
r
. Kinnaird is not yet arrived – but expected – he has lost by the way all the toothpowder – as a letter from 

Spa informs me. – – – 

By M
r
. Rose – I received safely though 
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tardily – Magnesia – and Tooth=powder – “Phrosine” and “Alashtar”
237

 – I shall clean my teeth <my> with 

one – and wipe my —— not shoes with the other. <which> – Why do you send me such <infernal> trash – 

worse than trash – the Sublime of Mediocrity? – – – 

Thanks for Lallah however which is good – & thanks for the Edin
h
 and Quarterly – both very amusing and 

well=written – – Paris in 1815
238

 &
c
. good. – Modern Greece

239
 Good for nothing – written by some one 

who has never been there – and not being able to manage the Spenser Stanza has invented a thing of its’ 

own – consisting of two elegiac stanzas a heroic line and an Alexandrine twisted on a string – besides why 

“modern”? – you may say modern Greeks but surely Greece itself is rather more ancient than ever it was. – 

– Now for business. – 
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You offer 1500 guineas for the new Canto – I won’t take it. – I ask two thousand five hundred guineas for it 

– which you will either give or not as you think proper. – It concludes the poem – and consists of 144 

Stanzas – the Notes are numerous and chiefly written by M
r
. Hobhouse – whose researches have been 

indefatigable – and who I will venture to say has more real knowledge of Rome & its environs than any 

Englishman – who has been there since Gibbon. – By the way – to prevent any mistakes – I think it 

necessary to state the fact that he M
r
. H. has no interest whatever in the price or profit to be derived from the 

                                                           
236: Eliza O’Neill, leading Drury Lane actress. 

237: Oriental poems by Henry Gally Knight. 

238: By the Revd. George Croly (see DJ IX, 57, 6). 

239: By Felicia Hemans. 
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copyright of either poem or notes directly or indirectly – so that you are not to suppose that it is by – 

for – or through him – that I require <such> more for this Canto than the preceding. – No – but if M
r
. 

Eustace was to have {had} two thousand for a poem on education – if M
r
. Moore is to have three thousand 

for Lallah &
c
. – if M

r
. Campbell is to have three 
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thousand for his prose on poetry – I don’t mean to disparage these gentlemen or their labours – but I ask the 

aforesaid price for mine. – You will tell me that their productions are considerably longer – very true – & 

when they shorten them – I will lengthen mine and ask less. – – – – – – – 

You shall submit the M.S. to M
r
. Gifford – and any other two gentlemen to be named by you (M

r
. Frere – or 

M
r
. Croker or whomever you please except such fellows as your Galley Knights & Sothebys) and if they 

pronounce this Canto to be inferior as a whole to the preceding – I will not appeal from their award – but 

burn the <Con> manuscript and leave things as they are. – – – – 

 y
rs
. very truly 

  [long diagonal scrawl] 

 

P.S. 

In answer to your former letter 

I sent you a short statement of 

what I thought the state of our 

present copyright account – 

viz – six hundred {pounds} still (or lately) due on Chil
de

. Harold – & six hundred guineas Manfred and 

Tasso – making a total of twelve hundred and thirty pounds – If we agree about the new poem I shall take 

the liberty to reserve the choice of the manner in which it should be published – viz – a Quarto certes; – If 

we do not agree – recollect that you have had the refusal. – – – 

 

John Murray to Byron, from Broadstairs, Kent, August 29th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; Smiles 387-8; LJM 241-2) 

[Mylord / Mylord Byron / Poste Restante / a Venise / en Italie pm: Ramsgate 30 August // Venice 17 

September] 

Broadstairs 29
th

 August 

1817 

My Lord 

I have received your Letter of the 12
th

 this day and just as I left London I had the pleasure of 

receiving that dated the 7
th

. – I am glad that you received even – longo post tempore – the packet forwarded 

by M
r
 Croker & am no less so that the Copies of Manfred & Tasso have reached you – – Your Lordship 

will allow that Persons at a distance from the means of rectifying an error are very apt to magnify it & to 

misconceive its cause – I do assure you that in the present instance as in any preceeding one you will find 

that I am absolutely incapable of doing any thing which I did not think you would approve – or any rate that 

concealment – is totally out of the question – M
r
 Gifford after consulting me omitted your close of the 

Drama from no other motive than because he thought the words you allude too – lessened the effect – & I 

was convinced of this myself – and the omission to send a Copy to you earlier was merely that having no 

direct opportunity it did not, before, occur to me to send it by post – & upon my honour the alteration was 

so trivial in my mind that I forgot the imortance which it might have in the <finelier> eye of an author – I 

have written up this day to have the page cancelled & your reading restored – In future I propose to send 

you every proof by post – with any suggestions of 

 

The Lord Byron 
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 M
r
 G. upon them for your approbation – the slight errors of the press which you point out in the Fifth 

Volume have been corrected against a new edition – I assure your Lordship that I take no umbrage at <the 

spirit of> irritability which will occasionally burst from a mind like yours but I sometimes feel a deep regret 

that in our pretty long intercourse I appear to have failed to shew, that a man in my situation may <be> 

possess the feelings & principles of a Gentleman – most certainly I do think that from personal attachment, 

I could venture as much in any shape for your service as any of those who have the good fortune to be 

ranked amongst your Lordships friends – & therefore do cut me up at a word as if I were your Taylor 
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 How I have omitted to tell you what I have heard of Manfred – I cannot conceive – but so it 

appears to be – – All the higher critics such as Frere are in extacy with it averring that it places you far 

above all your former efforts – but it is not so popular with the general reader, because the go through it at 

once expecting to find their pleasure in the intricacy & interest of the plot – & being therein disappointed – 

they do not recur to the beauties which they had hastily passed over – to conclude it is less popular but 

more praise M
r
 Crabbe did not think Tasso equal to yourself – but he added – who could <write> have 

written it but Lord Byron? 

 By the way I asked Gifford & some others how Scott would like to be called the Scotch Ariosto &  
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 no one can tell why you should call him so – except perhaps on account of his adopting the same measure 

 I gave your message to a certain person respecting your kind license to the publication of the Italian 

translation of Glenarvon – & behold an answer – Polidoris Father has sent me an Italian Translatio of the 

Lament of Tasso wch I will forward to You 

 I much regret that your Letters contain no word of civility to me from M
r
 Hobhouse – from whom I had 

flattered myself with the hope of the offer of his Travels – I have nearly ready for publication – Our 

Mission to Africa by the Congo – & Lord Amhersts to China – also Two 4
to

 Vols by Mr Hallam &c &c 

 I directed a Letter to you from M
r
 S. Davies a few days ago – he would tell you about the Affairs of 

Col
l
. L – wch as I before hinted are I fear deranged – I see Newstead advertised for Sale this month & I trust 

that it may meet with a purchase – I wrote to your Lordship on the 16
th

 proposing 1500G
s
 for Canto 4 – – it 

was a mistake only my mentioning Pounds for G
s
 – on the former things – Send me the Assignment  
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 by M
r
 Lewis or some other friend & I will pay the balance to M

r
 Kinnaird – who carries me also for 

Manfred & Tasso for wch the Amn
t
 is forthcoming on his return – this will I hope be in time – I hope the 

Daughters of the Physician at La Mira – are well. 

 I beg you to offer my remembrances to M
r
 Hobhouse With unabated regard I have the honour to remain 

your Lordships 

 obliged & faithful Servant 

 John Murray 

 

Scrope Berdmore Davies to Byron, from Cambridge, September 1817: 

(Source: text from Burnett, pp.142-3: original not found) 

 

My dear Byron 

 I delayed writing, not so much from indolence, as because I wished to be able to communicate to you 

something definitive respecting the fate of Newstead. Kinnaird however will satisfy your most eager 

curiosity on this subject. 

 Frere, Gifford, John Smyth (Member for Hobhouse’s University) and I applaud Manfred to the very 

Echo. There are parts which I confess, I wish had been omitted – Lallah Rooke is esteemed as it ought to 

be – a trifling production of a trifling mind. 

 I have heard nothing of Hobhouse for many months – Where is he? at Rome, at Naples or at 

Florence?
240

 Pray tell him (what in my last letter I desired you to tell him) that his Albania
241

 is risen in 

value – waste paper never was so dear in England as it now is. I languish to see the author. Against whom 

Byron do you mutter vengeance? – Vengeance is mine and I will repay saith the Lord. There is no one just 

cause why I should be in spirits, and yet I am scarcely depressed. My friends are all either out of the 

King’s dominions or in the King’s Bench. Fortune has frowned upon me and steeped me in poverty to the 

very lips.
242

 I am miserable as has no one to whom I may communicate my sorrow – with all this I laugh 

and have no hope. I have lately lived with Burdett – his simplicity charms me, as my admiration has 

increased is increasing and cannot be diminished
243

 either by his public enemies or private friends. 

                                                           
240: H. has since July 31st been at Venice, reunited with B. 

241: H.’s A Journey through some Provinces of Turkey (2 vols. 1814). 

242: Othello IV ii 51. 

243: John Dunning said in the Commons in 1780, “The power of the crown has increased, is increasing, and ought to be 

diminished”. 
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 Kinnaird is kind and benevolent as ever – I would have accompnied him to Venice … sed diis 

aliter visum est.
244

 Instead of lounging on the Rialto, I must content myself with viewing the Bridge at 

Cambridge, and instead of enjoying your society, I must endure the mawkish stupidity of College fellows, 

and the quiet ugliness of the Cam (not H.) 

 Whether in high or low spirits whether fortunate or wretched, my esteem for you will ever remain 

unaltered and unalterable. 

      Adieu 

           God bless you 

                and believe me 

                     Yrs most truly 

                          SCROPE DAVIES 

 

Write to me, and quickly and copiously – and the more you say about yourself the better. 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Este, September 5th 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Este 5
th

 September 1817 

My Lord 

 Having accidentally heard that your Lordship was in search of a summer residence in this part of Italy I 

have taken the liberty of addressing your Lordship, as circumstances require my return to England if not 

this Winter at least early in the spring, conceiving that the one I occupy might answer your wishes. – The 

house
245

 consisting of three best bed rooms, besides sitting rooms five or six in number, and rooms for four 

or five servants is completely furnished, and has besides the rare advantage in this country of being well 

supplied with water: there is a very good coach house and an excellent three stall stable. It stands in the 

centre of about 4 acres of ground well stocked with vines and all kinds of fruit trees, nearly at the foot of the 

Euganean Hills, and overlooks the town of Este, having 

 

The Right Hon
ble

 

Lord Byron &c. &. &. 
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behind it at about the distance of a couple of miles the village of Calaon, and a part of these hills which 

even in the times of the Romans was distinguished for its beauty, and is still without contradiction the 

prettiest part of them. The situation although within a few minutes walk of Este is very retired, and the 

neighbourhood abounds with pretty rides. – The rent which I pay is 48 Louis d’or per ann. And I have about 

two years of my lease to run. – If this is the kind of thing you want & your Lordship should think it worth 

your while to ride over here & look at the house, I shall have great pleasure in showing it to you. 

  I have the honor to be 

   My Lord 

    Your Lordships most obedient 

     Humble servant 

     R.B.Hoppner 

 
John Murray to Byron, from 50, Albemarle Street, London, September 9th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43495; LJM 245-6) 

[Mylord / Mylord Byron / Poste Restante / Venise / en Italie] 

London Sep
t
. 9

th
. 1817 

My Lord 

 I thank you for your epistle poetical & prose which I had the pleasure of receiving this day – I was 

very much rejoiced to perceive by the papers, in the Country, that Newstead had been knocked down at 

£95,000 odd – & both surprised & disappointed to learn subsequently that it had not been bona fide sold – 

as this sum had exceeded your expectations as to positive sale my only hope is that you have received 

reasons for the reiterated non-execution of your positive injunction that satisfy you – One thing is certainly 

favourable that the price of land is every where rising, but yours has been suffered I hear from all hands to 

                                                           
244: “But the gods decided otherwise”. 

245: The villa is called “I Cappuccini” at BLJ V 264 and Supp 47, “the villa Berlinger” by H. in his diary, and “the 

Villa d’Este” at BLJ V 274. 
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go into such careless waste that would have been better to have taken this fair sum, & thus have 

relieved you from an anxiety, & placed yourself in comfort or at least certainty as to the future, for the 

omission of which £10,000 <po> more, or less can not afford I fear an<d> adequate compensation – As 

soon as I received your Letter I wrote M
r
 Davies to favour me with a call & he agrees in the sentiments 

which I have just expressed, and has undertaken to go tomorrow to M
r
 Hanson & obtain a thorough 

explanation of his conduct on this point and to write you or to give me the means of writing to you on 

Friday – I have been most happy to learn that Rochdale is likely – certain of proving a property of infinitely 

more value than you have ever been allowed to suppose and this must very much increase if the present 

universal aspect of things maintain their improved estimate – What can be any satisfactory reason why Mr 

H—n – after repeated applications from 
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M
r
 K & others – should persist in withholding a proper Statement of your account with him & thus keeping 

over your head a Cloud incessantly lowering & threatening with any & every thing – there must be some 

motive for these uncertainties & if this were once sent to you & the estate sold you would be perfectly free 

– he absolutely manacles you & two thirds of any uneasiness which you suffer arise, from this source not 

always admitted – but still at the bottom of all – & you should insist upon having the veil drawn up – 

 

 I have just come to town for a few days & have my hands quite full – I am preparing two accounts of 

the unfortunate China Expedition of which I know of no less than Eight have been written by Lord 

Amherst, Sir Geo Staunton – M
r
 Davies (an able young Man who understands the language) Cap

t
 Hall – Mr 

Morrison the Interpreter – M
r
 Abel – Naturalist – Mr M

c
Cleod – Surgeon & last not least M

r
 Ellis (L

d
 

Buckinghamshires Son – who was second in the Embassy – the two last I am publishing & one other is 

announced – – I have Cap
t
 Tuckey’s Journal a very interesting one of the <Embass> Mission to Africa Kept 

to the day of his death – All Burkhardts Papers (the Sikh Ibrim) Two new Novels left by Miss Austen – the 

ingenious Author of Pride & Prejudice – who I am sorry to say died about 6 weeks ago 
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I am printing “A View of the Gouvernments & History of the Middle Ages {2 Vols 4
to 

} – by M
r
 Hallam – 

And a Work 2 Vols 8
vo

 by M
r
 Bankes the Member – cum multis aliis – I hope to be allowed to place at the 

Head of this List Childe Harold Canto IV and then I can leave the remainder of the Season to Chance do 

you think 1500 Guineas enough? and has my proposal found favour in your Lordships Sight? – If so let me 

have it immediately that I may send you the proofs before its publication. 

 

 You dont say a word about the books which I sent you, I mean in the way of criticism & perhaps I had 

as well not ask it unless your prose be less caustic than your poetry – Is Paris pretty good & Modern Greece 

– & the MSS de S
t
 Helene? which I published to shew my independence – I have sent you Coleridges Life – 

by Mr Kinnaird with other things which will I trust arrive safe – 

 M
r
 Ticknor the American has written to me from Paris to say that hed did not go to Albania & wishing 

likewise to know “what disposition he is to make of a Present your Lordship gave him for Ali Pasha” in the 

mean time he has deposited it, for your order, in the hands of Mess
rs
 Wells & Williams Bankers, Rue 

Faubourg Poissoniere N
o
 26 – Paris – I can not even hear of this Son of a — Sir Jno S

t
 Aubyn – but the 

winter shall not commence its darkness before I discover him & get account of your Box – 

I admire your Poetical Epistle wch has too much prose – not prosing good sense in it. J Murray 

 

1:4 [above address:]  M
r
 Hobhouse is marvelously ill used in the Quarterly just published

246
 – where he is 

called a Bone-grubber to the no small entertainment of that wicked wight S.B.Davies Esq 

 I remain in Duty & faith 

 My Lord 

  Your affectionate Servant Jno Murray 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, September 12th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 144-5; LJ IV 166-7; BLJ V 264) 

La Mira, Sept. 12. 1817. 

                                                           
246: Letters is reviewed (by Croker + Gifford) as if it’s a parody. 
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I set out yesterday morning with the intention of paying my respects, and availing myself of your 

permission to walk over the premises. On arriving at Padua, I found that the march of the Austrian troops 

had engrossed so many horses, that those I could procure were hardly able to crawl; and their weakness, 

together with the prospect of finding none at all at the post-house of Monselice, and consequently either not 

arriving that day at Este, or so late as to be unable to return home the same evening, induced me to turn 

aside in a second visit to Arqua, instead of proceeding onwards; and even thus I hardly got back in time. 

 Next week I shall be obliged to be in Venice to meet Lord Kinnaird and his brother, who are expected 

in a few days. And this interruption, together with that occasioned by the continued march of the Austrians 

for the next few days, will not allow me to fix any precise period for availing myself of your kindness, 

though I should wish to take the earliest opportunity. Perhaps, if absent, you will have the goodness to 

permit one of your servants to show me the grounds and house, or as much of either as may be convenient; 

at any rate, I shall take the first occasion possible to go over, and regret very much that I was yesterday 

prevented. 

I have the honour to be your obliged, &c. 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Este, September 5th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Este 13
th

 Sep
r
 1817 

My Lord 

 I have just been honoured with your Lordship’s letter of yesterday’s date, and regret extremely that my 

invitation should have been the cause of so much unpleasant trouble.
247

 It will always be a great honour & a 

pleasure to me to receive your Lordship whenever you can make it convenient to come over to Este, as well, 

I need scarcely add, as M
r
 Hobhouse, or any of your friends you might like to bring with you;

248
 and I shall 

not fail, if any chance should call me from hence, which is not immediately probable, to leave directions for 

your Lordship to see every thing here. – I take this opportunity to state that, should the house answer your 

Lordship’s wishes, which I sincerely hope it may, there is a private stable within a short distance of the 

house which stands constantly empty, and where your Lordship might have permission to keep 

 

The Right Hon
ble

 

Lord Byron &c. &. &c. 

 

1:2 

 

three or four horses, if you pleased, for a mere trifle. With regard to the Landlord of the House, as my lease 

allows me to let it, there can <be> no difficulty arise on his account, and the less so as by the laws of the 

country it is expressly allowed, <talking> even when there is no such stipulation in the Lease. Du reste I 

never see him, and have not yet experienced any kind of trouble from him. 

  I have the honor to be / My Lord / Your Lordship’s most obedient humble servant  

       R.B.Hoppner 

 
Byron to John Murray, from Venice, September 15th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 168; QII 418-19; BLJ V 264-6) 

[To, J
no

. Murray Esq
re

 / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterrea] 

Sept
r
. 15

th
. 1817. – 

Dear Sir 

 I enclose a sheet for correction if ever you get to another edition – you will observe that the blunder 

in printing makes it appear as if the Chateau was over S
t
. Gingo – – instead of being on the opposite shore 

of the lake over Clarens – so – separate the paragraphs otherwise my topography will seems as inaccurate as 

your typography on this occasion. – – 

The other day I wrote to convey my proposition with regard to the {4
th

 &} concluding Canto – I have gone 

over <it> – & extended it to one hundred and fifty stanzas which is almost as long as the two first were 

                                                           
247: B. and H. set out to see Hoppner’s villa on September 11th (six days after Hoppner invited them) but had to turn 

back because of the unavailability of adequate post-horses. See BLJ V 264, B.’s letter to Hoppner of September 12th. B. 

did eventually lease the house (see BLJ V 274, letter to Hoppner of November 17th 1817), but never lived there, and 

sub-let it in turn to Sh., who wrote Lines written among the Euganean Hills, October 1818 there. 

248: B. eventually inspected the villa on November 1st 1817. H. records in his diary, Set out with Byron in his carriage 

at a quarter past six – went to Padua and Montselice and thence to Este and saw the villa Berlinger which he has taken 

off Hoppner our consul for 42 louis a year – a beautiful place on a green knoll – with the walls of the old Este castle 

opposite – (BL.Add.Mss 47234 f.31v.) 
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originally – & longer by itself – than any of the smaller poems except the “Corsair” – M

r
. Hobhouse 

has made some very valuable & accurate notes of considerable length – & you may be sure I will do for the 

text all that I can to finish with 

 

1:2 

 

decency. – I look upon C
e
 Harold as my best – and as I begun – I think of concluding with it – but I make 

no resolutions on that head – as I broke my former intention with regard to “the Corsair” – however – I fear 

that I shall never do better – & yet – not being thirty years of age for some moons to come – one ought to be 

progressive as far as Intellect goes for many a good year – but I have had a devilish deal of wear & tear of 

mind and body – {in my time} – besides having published too often & much already. God grant me some 

judgement! to do what may be most fitting in that & every thing else – for I doubt my own exceedingly. – – 

I have read “Lallah Rookh” – but not with sufficient attention yet – for I ride about – & lounge – & ponder 

& – two or three other things – so that my reading is very desultory & not so attentive as it used to 

 

1:3 

 

be. – I am very glad to hear of its popularity – for Moore is a very noble fellow in all respects – & will 

enjoy it without any of the bad feelings which Success {– good or evil –} sometimes engenders in the men 

of rhyme. – Of the poem itself –  I will tell you my opinion when I have mastered it – I say of the poem
249

 – 

for I don’t like the prose at all – at all – and in the mean time the “Fire=worshippers” is the best and the 

“Veiled Prophet” the worst, of the volume. – With regard to poetry in general I am convinced the more I 

think of it – that he <and I> and all of us – Scott – Southey – {Wordsworth} – Moore – Campbell – I – are 

all in the wrong – one as much as another – that we are upon a wrong revolutionary {poetical} system – or 

systems – not worth a damn in itself – & from which none but Rogers and Crabbe are free – and that 

 

1:4 

 

the present & next generations will finally be of this opinion. – I am the more confirmed in this – by having 

lately gone over some of our Classics – particularly Pope – whom I tried in this way – – I took Moore’s 

poems & my own & some others – & went over them side by side with Pope’s – and I was really astonished 

(I ought not to have been {so}) and mortified – at the ineffable distance in point of scnse – harmony – effect 

– and even Imaginatiom {Passion} – & – Invention – between the little Queen Anne’s Man – & us of the 

lower Empire – depend upon it is all Horace then, and Claudian now among us – and if I had to begin again 

– I would model myself accordingly –  Crabbe’s the man – but he has got a coarse and impracticable 

subject – & Rogers the Grandfather of living Poetry – is retired upon half=pay, (I don’t mean as a Banker) – 

<and bating> {since} pretty Miss Jaqueline with her nose aquiline, 

 

2) {and} has done enough – unless he were to do as he did formerly. – 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, September 17th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 170-1; BLJ V 266) 

[To, Jno Murray Esqre / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Venice. Sept
r
. 17

th
. 

1817. 

Dear Sir – 

 I shall send the assignment by M
r
. Kinnaird – who is not yet arrived here – but your rectification of 

guineas does not bring you quite right yet – you said a thousand pounds – it is however – twelve hundred & 

thirty pounds – viz – a balance of £ six hundred – on the 3
d
 C

o
 & three hundred g.

s
 Manfred – & three 

hundred Tasso – making six hundred & thirty pounds on the latter – according to my Cocker.
250

 – As to the 

time of payment – I repeat that I don’t wish to press you – but that when it suits your convenience – it will 

not be incompatible with mine; – by Me
ssrs

. Morland 

 

1:2 

 

                                                           
249: “poem” underlined four times. 

250: “Cocker’s Arithmetic”, a pocket-book calculator. 
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last account I perceive that a sum which I imagined to have been from your quarter came {instead} 

from M
r
. Hanson – so that it should seem you are more in my books than I thought – for which reason I am 

thus precise as to items. – M
r
. Hobhouse purposes being in England in November – he will bring the 4

th
. 

Canto with him notes and all – the text contains one hundred and fifty stanzas – which is long for that 

measure. – With regard to the “Ariosto of the North”
251

 surely their themes Chivalry war – & love were as 

like as Can be – and as to the compliment if you knew what the Italians think of Ariosto – you would not 

hesitate about that. – 

But as to their “measures” you forget 

 

1:3 

 

that Ariosto’s is an {octave} stanza – and Scott’s any thing but a Stanza. – – If you think Scot will dislike it 

– say so – & I expunge. – I do not call him the “Scotch Ariosto” which would be sad provincial eulogy – 

but the “Ariosto of the North” – meaning of all countries that are not the South. – 

I have received your enclosed letter from Lady Caroline Lamb – & am truly sorry (as she will one day be) 

that she is capable of writing such a letter – poor thing – it is a great pity. – As I have recently troubled you 

rather frequently – I will conclude repeating that I am y
rs
 ever very truly, 

[swirl signature] 

 
Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Lisson Grove, London, September 24th 1817: 

(Source: text from 1922 II 58-60; Jones I 556-8) 

         13 Lisson Grove North 

         (Leigh Hunts) 

         Paddington 

         Sept 24, 1817 

My dear Lord Byron  

 Since I received your letter, my own destination has been so uncertain, that I have taken no steps about 

the little girl. I shall, if possible, spend this winter at Pisa, and in that case I shall be myself the lion to the 

little Una.
252

 If I am compelled to remain in England, I shall commit her to the charge of some person on 

whom I can entirely depend. My health is in a miserable state, so that some care will be required to prevent 

it speedily terminating in death. Such an event it is my interest and duty to prevent; nor am I indifferent to 

the pleasures of this scene of things. They recommend Italy as a certain remedy for my disease. 

I told you what I thought of “Manfred”. The impression of the public seems, as far as I can judge, to be the 

same. “The Lament of Tasso”
253

 I do not think so perfect and sustained a composition. There are passages, 

indeed, most wonderfully impressive; and those lines in which you describe the youthful feelings of Tasso; 

that indistinct consciousness of its own greatness, which a heart of genius cherishes in solitude, amid 

neglect and contempt, have a profound and thrilling pathos which I will confess to you, whenever I turn to 

them, make my head wild with tears. The Edinburgh Review praises “Manfred” excessively, yet far less 

than it deserves; because their praise, though unbounded, is studied and cold. You know I live out of the 

world, and hear nothing. Hunt, who has a very great esteem and interest for you, thinks with me that the 3rd 

Canto is the finest specimen of your powers yet exhibited. His taste considerably differs from mine in some 

other respects. He does not like “Manfred”, not because it is defective in power and imagination, but 

because, as he alleges, it administers to a diseased view of things. I should say that some of your earlier 

writings had that tendency, but that “Manfred” was free from it. We are all most anxious for the 4th Canto, 

and hope to hear some news of the fair Venetian. 

 Since I wrote to you last, Mary has presented me with a little girl.
254

 We call it Clara. Little Alba and 

William, who are fast friends, and amuse themselves with talking a most unintelligible language together, 

are dreadfully puzzled by the stranger, whom they consider very stupid for not coming to play with them on 

the floor. 

 I have been engaged this summer, heart and soul, in one pursuit. I have completed a poem
255

 which, 

when it is finished, though I do not tax your patience to read it, I will send you. It is in the style and for the 

same object as “Queen Mab”, but interwoven with a story of human passion, and composed with more 

attention to the refinement and accuracy of language, and the connexion of its parts. Some friends speak 

                                                           
251: CHP IV 40 8. B. is answering Mu’s of August 29th 1817 (LJM 242). 

252: See The Faerie Queene, I, III, v-ix. B. did not read Spenser and it’s doubtful whether he would have picked up the 

reference. 

253: The Lament of Tasso was published on July 17th 1817. 

254: Clara was born on September 2nd 1817, and died On September 24th 1818. 

255: Laon and Cythna, later The Revolt of Islam. 
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favourably of it, and particularly Hunt, whose opinion is very flattering. It is to be published – for I am 

not of your opinion as to religion, &c., and for this simple reason, that I am careless of the consequences as 

they regard myself. I only feel persecution bitterly, because I bitterly lament the depravity and mistake of 

those who persecute. As to me, I can but die; I can but be torn to pieces, or devoted to infamy most 

undeserved; and whether this is inflicted by the necessity of nature, and circumstances, or through a 

principle, pregnant, as I believe, with important benefit to mankind, is an alternative to which I cannot be 

indifferent. 

 I see Newsted has been advertised for sale, and not found a purchaser. So the papers say. Can nothing 

save Newstead? I wish it had so happened that I had the redemption of it. 

 Clare is well, but anxious. I have said nothing to her which you do not authorize. Mary is recovering 

from her accouchement; she is one of those many persons who, together with myself, remember you with 

interest and regard. 

      Most sincerely yours, 

       P.B.Shelley. 

 
Isabelle Hoppner to Byron, from Este, October 3rd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Este le 3 
octre

 1817 

Milord 

 Ayant apris par M
r
 Hoppner que vous viendriez voir Este pendant le tems que je m’y arreterai encore. Je 

viens vous avertir, que ce ne sera que jusqu’à Jeudi matin 8 de ce mois; afin de ne pas avoir le déplaisir de 

vous manquer, Si vous persisté [sic] dans cette intention, Milord, et sinon pour vous prier de me faire 

l’honneur de venir me voir à Venise; car je serai toujours charmée de faire votre connaissance et je pourrai 

de même, vous, y remettre 

 

1:2 

 

les listes de tout ce qui concerne cette campagne, j’y laisse un homme de garde, que sera dans le cas de vous 

montrer la maison et toutes ses dépendances, si vous aviez envie d’y venir après mon départ. 

 J’ai l’honneur d’être Milord 

  Votre très humble Servante 

   Isabelle Hoppner 

 

Translation: My Lord / Having gathered from Mr Hoppner that you were coming to see Este during the 

time that I would still be staying here, I am writing to warn you, so as not to have the unhappiness of 

missing you, that I shall not be here beyond Thursday the eighth of this month. If your intention is still the 

same, my Lord, [please visit us, and] if it is not I beg that you will do me the honour to come and see me at 

Venice, for I shall be delighted to make your acquaintance and I shall also leave you documents relating to 

everything about this country house. I shall leave a man in charge who will be able to show you the house 

and all its grounds, if you need to visit it after my departure. / I have the honour to be, my Lord, your most 

humble servant, Isabelle Hoppner. 

 

October 8th-10th 1817: Byron drafts Beppo in two nights. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, October 12th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 171-6; BLJ V 266) 

[To. J
no

 Murray Esq
re

 / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / Inghilterra] 

Oct
r
. 12

th
. 1817. – –  

Dear Sir – M
r
. Kinnaird & his brother Lord K. have been here – and are now gone again; all your missives 

came except the tooth=powder – of which I request further supplies at all convenient opportunities as also 

of Magnesia & Soda=powders – both great luxuries here – & neither to be had good – or indeed hardly at 

all of the natives. – In Coleridge’s life
256

 I perceive an attack upon the {then} Committee of D. L. Theatre – 

for acting Bertram – and an attack upon Mathurin’s Bertram for being acted – considering all things – this is 

not very grateful nor graceful on the part of the worthy auto=biographer – and I would answer – if I had not 

obligated him. – Putting my own pains to forward the views of Coleridge out of the question – I know that 

there was every disposition on the part of the S. C.
e
 to bring forward any production of his were it feasible – 

the play he offered – though poetical – did not appear at all practicable – and Bertram did – 

                                                           
256: Biographia Literaria, XXIII. 
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and hence this long tirade – which is the last Chapter of his vagabond life. – As for Bertram, Mathurin may 

defend his own begotten – if he likes it well enough – I leave the Irish Clergyman and the <Bristol> {new} 

Orator Henley to battle it out between them – satisfied to have done the best I could for both – I may say 

this to you – who know it. – M
r
. Coleridge may console himself with the “fervour – the almost religious 

fervour”
257

 of his and Wordsworth’s disciples as he calls it – if he means that as any proof of their merits – I 

will find him as much “fervour” in behalf of Richard Brothers and Joanna Southcote
 
– as ever gathered over 

his pages – or round his fireside. He is a shabby fellow – and I wash my hands of, and after him. – – – – – – 

– – – 

My answer to your proposition – about the 4
th

 Canto – you will have received – and I await yours – perhaps 

we may not agree. – – I have since written 

 

1:3 

 

a poem (of 84 <Stanz> octave Stanzas) humourous, in or after the {excellent} manner of M
r
. Whistlecraft 

(whom I take to be Frere), on a Venetian <[  ]>anecdote – which amused me;
258

 – <it> but till I have your 

answer – I can say nothing {more} about it. – – M
r
. Hobhouse does not return to England in Nov

r
 as he 

intended, but will perhaps winter here – and as he is to convey the poem or poems – for there may perhaps 

be more than the two mentioned (which by the way I shall not perhaps include in the same publication or 

agreement) <we> {I} shall not <pu> be able to publish so soon – as expected – but I suppose there is no 

harm in the delay. – I have signed and sent your former copyrights by M
r
. Kinnaird – but not the receipt 

because the money is not yet paid – M
r
. K. has {a} power of Attorney to sign for me – and will when 

necessary – 

 

1:4 

 

Many thanks for the Edin. R. which is very kind about Manfred – and defends it’s originality – which I did 

not know that any body had attacked. – I never read – & do not know that I ever saw – the “Faustus of 

Marlow” and had & have no Dramatic works by me in English – except the recent things you sent me; – but 

I heard M
r
. Lewis translate <by> verbally some scenes of Goethe’s Faust (<which> were some good & 

some bad) last Summer – which is all I know of the history of that magical personage; – and as to the germs 

of Manfred – they may be found in the Journal {which} I sent to M
rs
. Leigh (part of which you saw) when I 

went over {first} {the Dent de Jamant & then the Wengeren  <Wengen> or Wengeberg Alp & Sheideck} 

and made the giro of the Jungfrau {Schreckhorn} &
c
. &

c
. shortly before I left Switzerland – I have the 

whole scene of Manfred before me as if it was {but} yesterday – & could point it out spot by spot, torrent 

and all. –  – 

 

2:1 

 

2) Of the Prometheus of Aeschylus I was passionately fond as a boy – (it was one of the Greek plays we 

read thrice a year at Harrow) indeed that and the “Medea” – were the only ones – except the “Seven before 

Thebes” which ever much pleased me. – – As to the “Faustus of Marlow” – I never read – never saw – nor 

heard of it – at least thought of it – except that I think M
r
 Gifford mentioned, in a note of his {which you 

sent me} – something about the catastrophe; – but not as having any thing to do with mine – which may or 

may not resemble it – for any thing I know. – – – – 

The Prometheus – if not exactly in my plan – has always been so much in my head – that I can easily 

conceive its’ influence over all or anything that I have written; – but I deny Marlow & his progeny – & beg 

{that} you will do the same. – – – – – – 

 

2:2 

 

If you can send me the paper in question – which the E. R. mentions – do – The Review in the Magazine 

you say was written by Wilson – it had all the air of being a poet’s, & was a {very} good one. – The Edin. 

                                                           
257: Ibid., XIV. 

258: Beppo, written October 8th-9th. 
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Review – I take to be <Jeffrey’s> {Jeffrey’s} own by it’s friendliness. – – I wonder they <have> 

thought it worth while to do so – so soon after the former; – but it was evidently with a good motive. – – – – 

– –  

I saw Hoppner the other day – whose {countr}y=house at Este – I have taken for two years – if you come 

out next Summer – let me know in time; – love to Gifford. 

 yrs. ever truly 

 [double 

 swirl signature] 

2:3 

 “Crabbe – Malcolm – Hamilton and Chantry 

 “Are all partakers of my pantry – 

 

these two lines were <altered> omitted in your letter to the Doctor – after 

 

 “All clever men who make their way.” 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron from Venice,
259

 October 21st 1817 (a): 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Venice 21 October 1817 

My Lord 

 I proposed to have done myself the honour of waiting on your Lordship this morning, but my servant 

whom I had sent to inquire at your Lodgings at what hour I might have that pleasure has just brought me 

word that you had returned to La Mira
260

 yesterday Evening. As I am ignorant when your Lordship will 

again revisit Venice, and I am under the necessity of sending in a few days to Este, I will direct my servant, 

if you have no objection, to call at your house as he passes, to receive your Lordship’s orders in case you 

desire to send any person there with him to view the house and receive possession of the furniture: in the 

mean time I have only to express my regret and that of M
rs
 Hoppner that we were not so fortunate 

 

The Right Hon
ble

 

Lord Byron &c. &c. &c. 

 

1:2 

 

as to see your Lordship when you did us the honor to call at our door yesterday afternoon. I will with 

pleasure wait upon your Lordship at La Mira if you deem it necessary, and would have done it on my return 

but that having my brother with me extremely ill I am now officiating as nurse. – 

    I have the honor to remain 

     My Lord 

      Your Lordships most obedient 

       humble servant 

       R.B.Hoppner 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron from Venice, October 21st 1817 (b): 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

[To The Right Hon
ble

 / Lord Byron / alla Mira] 

        Venice 21 Oct 1817 

My Lord 

 Before receiving your Lordship’s note of this day’s date
261

 I had already written to you
262

 & sent my 

letter to the Post having been disappointed of the pleasure of seeing your Lordship today as I hoped, not 

knowing that you had returned out of town last night. – Any arrangement that suits your Lordship will be 

satisfactory to me; but I take 

 

The Right Hon
ble

 

Lord Byron &c. &. &. 

                                                           
259: The location of Hoppner’s Consulate is not known. 

260: Since June 4th 1817 B. had leased the Villa Foscarini on the Brenta river, to the north of Venice. 

261: BLJ Supp 47. B. says that he wishes to rent Hoppner’s villa at Este. 

262: See previous letter. 
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the liberty of mentioning that as the Italians are in the habit of putting their grounds in order at this Season 

of the year, the spring being too short and the Summer too hot, you may perhaps not be sorry to have early 

possession of the house; and therefore unless I shall hear from your Lordship to the Contrary I shall still 

direct my Servant to wait on your Lordship on his way to Este to receive your orders, either at the end or the 

beginning of next week 

 

1:3 

 

as I proposed in my letter of this morning. –  I am much obliged to your Lordship for the interest you 

express in my Journey, which certainly did not prove so unpleasant to me as I expected, since although I 

found my Brother, and have brought him back with me extremely ill, his complaint was fortunately not of 

the dreadful nature I had been led to believe. – 

  I have the honor to be 

  My Lord 

   Your Lordship’s most 

   Obedient humble Servt 

   R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, October 23rd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 176-8; BLJ V 269-70) 

Venice. Oct
r
. 23

d
. 1817. 

Dear Sir – Your two letters are before me – and our bargain is so far concluded. – How sorry I am to hear 

that Gifford is unwell
263

 – pray tell me that he is better – I hope it is nothing – but cold – as you say his 

illness originates in cold – I trust it will get no further. – – – – M
r
. Whistlecraft has no greater admirer than 

myself – I have written a story in 89. stanzas – in imitation of him – called Beppo (the short name for 

Giuseppe – that is the Joe of the Italian Joseph) which I shall throw you into the balance of the 4
th

. Canto – 

to help you round to your money – but you perhaps had better publish it anonymously – <as> but this we 

will see <too> {to} by and bye. – In the notes to Canto 4, Mr. Ho
e
. has pointed out 

 

1:2 

 

several errors of Gibbon – you may depend upon H.’s research and accuracy. – As to the form you may 

print it in what shape you please. – With regard to a future large Edition – you may print all or any thing 

except “English Bards” to the republication of which at no time will I consent – I would not reprint them 

<because> on any consideration – I don’t think them good for much – even in point of poetry – and as to 

the other things – you are to recollect that I gave up the publication on account of the Hollands – and I do 

not consider that any time or circumstances can neutralise my <previous> suppression; – add to which that 

after being on terms with almost all 

 

1:3 

 

the bards & Critics of the day – it would be <bad> {savage} at any time – but worst of all now when in 

another country – to revive this foolish lampoon. – – – 

I am glad that you and the Chancellor clapped an extinguisher on Master Cawthorn – I thought that person’s 

impudence would get him into a scrape. – – – – 

The Review of Manfred came very safely – and I was <much> much pleased with it. It is odd that they 

should say – (that is somebody in a magazine whom the Edinburgh controverts) that it was taken from 

Marlow’s Faustus which I never read – nor saw. – An American who came the other day from Germany – 

told M
r
. Hobhouse that <it> {Manfred} was taken from Goethe’s Faust. – 

 

1:4 

 

the devil {may} take both the Faustus’s, German and English – I have taken neither. – – – – – – – 

                                                           
263: The letter in which Mu. Says that Gifford is unwell has not been found. 
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Will you send to Hanson and say that he has not written since 9

th
 September – at least I have had no 

letter since to my great surprize. – Will you desire Messrs. Morland – to send out whatever additional sums 

have or may be paid in credit immediately & always – to <V> their Venice correspondents. – – 

It is <tow> {two} months ago – that they sent me out an additional credit for one thousand pounds I <am> 

{was} very glad of it – but I don’t know how the devil it came – for I can only make out 500 of Hanson’s 

payment – and I had thought the other 500 came from you – but it did not it seems as by 

 

2:1 

 

2) yours of the 7
th

. Instant – you have only just paid the £1230. balance. – M
r
. Kinnaird is on his way home 

with the assignments. – I can fix no time for the arrival of Canto 4
th

. which depends on the journey of M
r
 

Hobhouse home – and I do not think that this will be immediate.– – Yours in great 

 haste and 

  very truly 

   [signature swirl] 

 

P.S. 

 Morlands have not yet written {to my Bankers} apprising the payment of your balances – pray – 

desire them to do so. – – – – 

Ask them about the previous thousand – of which I know 500 came from Hanson’s – & make out the other 

500 – that is – whence it came. – 

 

         Venice 2 Nov 1817 

 

Richard Belgrave Hoppner to Byron, from Venice, November 2nd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12607 / 4187) 

Venice 2 Nov 1817 

My Lord 

 I have just been honored with your Lordship’s letter of yesterday’s date and regret extremely that my 

note of the preceding day should have induced you to believe that the Dutchess of Devonshire had put me to 

any trouble by forwarding her letter, which I now enclose, for your Lordship through me.
264

 I can only 

assure you that I never for a moment considered it as such, and that I shall always be very happy if my 

situation here affords me the means of being of any the least service to your Lordship. – It has given me 

great pleasure to learn that you are pleased with my late Summer’s Residence at Este, and I shall 

 

The R
t
 Hon

ble
 

Lord Byron &c. &. &. 

 

1:2 

 

be happy if your Lordship finds it as agreeable as we have done. With respect to any arrangements that are 

still to be made between us I can only report that whatever suits your Lordship will be satisfactory to me, 

and I shall be happy to receive you in Venice on any day or hour that may suit you, or if more agreeable I 

will gladly wait upon your Lordship if you will let me know when you arrive in Venice. 

  I have the honor to be 

   My Lord 

   Your Lordship’s most obedient 

   humble servant 

   R.B.Hoppner 

 

Byron to Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire, from Venice, November 3rd 1817: 

(Source: text from Vere H.L. Foster, The Two Duchesses, Blackie, 1898, pp.426-7; LJ IV 178-60; BLJ V 

270-1) 

Byron has never paid the rent on 13, Piccadilly Terrace. 

Venice, November 3, 1817 

Madam, – I was yesterday honoured by your Grace’s letter of the 19th ult. The newspapers have, I 

fear, deceived your Grace in common with many others, for, up to my last letters from England, 

                                                           
264: B.’s letter to the Duchess, “promising to pay the rent” on 13 Piccadilly Terrace, is the next item. 
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Newstead Abbey had not been sold; – and should it be so at this moment I shall be agreeably 

surprized. 

 Amongst the many unpleasant consequences of my residence in Piccadilly, or, rather, of the cause 

of that residence, I can assure your Grace that I by no means look upon it as the least painful that my 

inconveniences should have contributed to your’s. 

 Whatever measures Mr. Denen might find it proper to take were probably what he deemed his duty, 

and, though I regret that they were necessary, I am still more sorry to find that they seem to have been 

inefficacious. Indeed, till very lately I was not aware that your Grace was so unlucky as to have me 

still amongst the number of your debtors. I shall write to the person who has the management of my 

affairs in England, and, although I have but little control over either at present, I will do the best I can 

to have the remaining balance liquidated. 

 I have the honour to be, with great respect, your Grace’s 

Most obedt. very humble Servt, BYRON 

 

Scrope Berdmore Davies to Byron, from London, late 1817: 
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4178A) 

 

My dear Byron 

 Silence procreates itself – I omitted to write – and afterwards omitted to write – because I had omitted 

to write – Forgive me – 

 I have just <finished> {dispatch’d} a note to Miss Mercer
265

 who is about to be married to Flahaut,
266

 

tho’ her father Lord Keith objects both in words and in deeds – he has altered his will, and the alteration 

costs Miss M. 17,000£ per annum – Lord Keith hates all foreigners – of all foreigners a Frenchman most – 

of all Frenchmen a follower of Buonaparte most – of all followers of Buonaparte Flahaut most – your 

favourite Miss Rawdon
267

 is affianced to Lew. W. Threfall[??] – the brother of Lord Tavistock – Miss R. 

is not what she was when you and I some six years since attended her to the theatre at Cheltenham to 

witness the performance of that Lout the Young Roscius in the Tragedy of Douglas “by command of Lord 

Byron” – 

Lord John Townsend’s Son, Hobhouse’s opponent and Perceval’s friend,
268

 has departed this life – he had 

broken a drayfull of bloodvessels – Hobhouse, in the event of a Vacancy at Cambridge has no opponent 

but himself – the author’s fame will very much impede the success of the Politician – I have been, and 

will be firm to his cause – His chance is but a poor one, & on that very account I will support it – I have 

given you a list of marriages and deaths – I will now say something of what will soon die – Gally 

Knight’s two poems Phrosyne and another – How could you give him the invidious advice to publish 

Ilderim? Gally writes as he walks – on tiptoe – and fancies himself flying – Moore’s new poem
269

 has not 

yet appeared – I doubt his success in anything else than trifles – He is an elegant shrub – as Wellington in 

a Ball Room has been compared to an Oak in a hot-house. 

A decent epigram has lately appeared on a gentleman who objected to go to Chalk farm because he had a 

wife and a daughter – 

 

   Our heroes abhorrent of slaughter 

    Have improved on the Jewish command 

   And honour their wife and their daughter 

    That their days may be long in the land. 

 

I see M
rs
 Leigh most days – she is in good health and spirits, as is Georgiana who sends her love to you – 

M
rs
 L. like myself thinks your miniatures hideous

270
 – have you had a paralytic stroke? – are you 

represented as being in the House of Lords? with the mouth all on one side? They are positively hideous – 

                                                           
265: Mercer Elphinstone. 

266: The Comte de Flahaut, sometime Napoleon’s aide-de-camp. 

267: For B.’s liking for Bessy Rawdon, see BLJ II 216 (letter to Lady Melbourne, Sep. 28th 1812). 

268: H. was standing as M.P. for Cambridge University; Perceval is the Prime Minister assassinated in 1812. 

269: Lalla Rookh. 

270: The Prepiani miniatures (Peach figs.51 and 52); S.B.D.’s description may be facetious, but see B.’s comments at 

BLJ V 212 and 242: “Since the pictures are so bad – they need not be copied – the poor painter seems to have been 

ignorant of the art of flattery. It is to be recollected at I was ill at the time – & had been so for months – that one of them 

was done in the climax of a slow fever – and that the other is an attempt to supply the health which I had not recovered” 

(letter to Augusta, June 19th 1817). 
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and I need not add, very unlike the original. Holmes will not proceed to his engraving of them till he 

again hears from you – 

In some of your letters you give us hopes of seeing you in England this year – in others you make us 

despair – What are your intentions? Paris will be the limit of <the> my peregrinations should I wander? 

So must you throw us too much to hope – Next year perhaps you may retrace your steps towards Geneva 

– In that case I will give you the meeting, till which time I must be contented to visit now and then those 

places which most advise me of you – Kinnaird and myself intend to be at the Harrow speeches – think of 

us on that day as we shall think of you and drink to you in Drury’s hottest Port I shall not fail to go to the 

Church yard <xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx> and to ascend the tower, where <like> {as} the Devil tempted 

God, you tempted me to fall down and slay myself – but I was then not as I am now sick of life. 

your Witch Drama
271

 is in some parts divine 

 

  “Colouring the clouds that shut me out from Heaven” 

  “Carnation’d like a sleeping infant’s cheek 

  Rock’d by the beating of her mother’s heart”: 

 

And some other passages are worthy – 

Byron, I can put you in the way of being released from your pecuniary embarrassments – would you wish to 

hear from me on that subject? If you would, write to me and say so. 

 Present my most friendly remembrances to Hobhouse 

 

Matthew Gregory Lewis to Byron, from London, November 3rd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4247G) 

[Rt. Hon: / My Lord Byron / Poste Restante / Venice / Italie <<xxxx> M
r
. Murray / Albemarle St / Angle 

re
>] 

 

My dear Byron, 

 I have been here for the last three weeks; but after my long absence I have been so overpowered with 

business of all kinds, that I have not been able to find time to tell you so: But although I could not find 

time to <xxx> write, I found it to call on Murray, and to say to him what you desired – He has promised in 

future to tell you more about your own works and less about his own dinner-parties: But he insists upon it 

that in printing your various Poems, He has always adhered scrupulously to your written instructions, & 

that when your smaller Poems were sold separately from each other, it was done according to an express 

permission contained in one of your letters – he says too, that you have just directed him to publish the 4
th

 

Canto of Childe Harold in Quarto; which surprized me a little after what I had heard you say on the 

subject, and considering that the three first are all in Octavo.
272

 So that I am at a loss to comprehend your 

“exquisite reason”
273

 on this occasion, but doubt not your having one – I have also <called> {shown} the 

paper (given to me by you at La Mira) to Brougham and Lushington,
274

 and desired them to understand, 

that having done so much I should hold myself at liberty to state publicly (whenever I heard the question 

debated) that I had myself in your name called upon them to make known the worst that they could say 

about you;
275

 that you were not afraid of them or their charges; and that if they persisted in holding their 

tongues, it was absolutely contrary to your desire, and done to pacify some other person” – as I expected 

they said very little on the subject; Brougham only observed, that “If he {had previously} thought it 

necessary for him to be silent on this matter from whatever motives, no permission of yours could 

authorise {him} to speak, He having been one of Lady Byron’s legal advisors”. – Lushington said – “I’ll 

tell you what, Lewis: No human power shall compell either Lady B. or myself to disclose, what have been 

the motives of her conduct on this subject”; or some such <words> expression, for I cannot really 

remember the words – Neither of them said one word to Me against you; I said to them what I have said to 

Yourself, to Hobhouse, all over Italy, and in London, respecting my ideas of the question, and I said it as 

strongly; they did not assent, but I was not contradicted, and therefore I remain of that opinion, and can 

now say to others, that I have said it {to} them, and do still remain of the same opinion – there is one 

point, in which I must set you right – <Brougham> {Romilly’s} Clerk received your fee (as he has done 

                                                           
271: Manfred, published June 16th. 

272: I can find no instruction from B. to Mu. relating to CHP IV being published in quarto. 

273: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, II iii 134. 

274: Henry Brougham and Dr Stephen Lushington, legal advisers to the Noel family during the 1816 separation 

proceedings. 

275: B. has asked Lewis to demand of Lady Byron’s lawyers that they make explicit any charges she has made against 

him. 
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many others) unknown to his Principal – <Brougham was> {Romilly} then {became} Lady B’s legal 

Adviser; But as soon as he discovered the circumstance of your fee, he refused to act any further for Lady 

B – although he declined acting for You: and this I think was just what He ought to have done, and I trust, 

that this explanation will acquit him of a charge, which I remember to have heard you bring against him
276

 

– I told Lushington, that you had wished a copy of the Paper to be given to Lady B – But that I first wished 

to know, whether he thought, that such a communication would be painful to her, in which case I knew, 

that you would yourself wish it to be with-held – He preferred her having a copy (which I gave him 

accordingly) but said that he should advise her to take no notice of it – I also showed it to Lady Melbourne, 

who said that “Certainly, it was very strong” — I gave your remembrance to Lady M – who made a 

thousand enquiries after you – I wrote to tell your Sister, that I would call on her, if she wished to hear 

about your health from an ocular authority; but unluckily, she left London that very morning; So I can only 

inform you, that she is well – I have not yet had time to read “Manfred”
277

 or anything else – All persons 

of taste and judgement, whom I have questioned, praise it as the very best of your productions; Murray 

says, that it is rather “Caviar to the Multitude,”
278

 and not so well relished by the Groundlings, as it is by 

Finer Spirits; But All acknowledge the excellence of parts – the general fault found with you is monotony 

of style and subject – a ‘Tragedy’; a downright Massinger – Tragedy “to sweeten their imaginations!” – 

and chuse a subject as unlike your own story as you can; and guard against Characters of gloom and 

mysterious feelings of guilt — Dimond has made a kind of three-act Tragedy with songs &c out of your 

Tales all jumbled together, as I hear, for it has not yet come out: Kean is the <hero> {Corsair}, and M
rs
. 

Mardyn
279

 Julia – a M
r
. Soane (a discarded Son of the Architect) is writing successful Melodramas for 

Drury Lane, in which Miss Kelly acts admirably; and He has a Tragedy to appear on the subject of Don 

Carlos – Shakespeare’s “Henry the 6
th

” is rehearsing, & (they say) will be damned; it has 35 principal 

characters, each of whom <speaks> appears for a scene or two, and then goes away & is heard no more of 

– G. Lamb is thrown into sad confusion by the death of his Stage-Manager, poor Raymond, and says that 

he knows not what to do without him. N.Johnston is his substitute, at least for this Season; & having been 

a Manager himself and in the habit of superintending the getting up of Melodramas and Spectacles, he is of 

great use in that line of business – they say, that the rapture of Drury Lane from Kean to the Scene-Shifters 

inclusive, when D. Kinnaird’s expulsion was announced, was something quite ludicrous. By what I can 

make out, George is sufficiently popular in the Green Room; except indeed with Miss Kelly, who thinks 

herself crushed down, because She is engaged to Arnold’s theatre previously to Drury Lane; while George 

fancies that She will not exert herself with all her heart & soul, because she is angry at Arnold’s being 

displaced from the Drury-Lane Management: In thinking which, both think wrong of the other – Covent 

Garden is now lighted with Gas, which gives an effect literally as bright as day-light; which is probably 

my objection to it. It is not half as rich (although better lighted perhaps) <than> {as} with wax candles, and 

makes one think of ones’ self at a Morning-Concert for the benefit of a Widow and five fatherless 

Children, where the Object is to be at as little expense as possible, and the Spectators come from 

{incitements of} Charity, not <expectation of> pleasure – “the Apostate”
280

 is greatly applauded; not a 

good Tragedy, but with some interest, & excellently acted in all it’s parts. Miss O’Neill’s is a wonderful 

effort, but painful & does not draw a tear. In my opinion the best part in the piece is M
r
. Heady’s (a 

Villain) who has a sad pudding-face, but has intelligence, & executes some passages admirably – But my 

Lord & my Lady H. &c &c will tell you, that He is detestable – I past five weeks at Paris, but saw nothing 

but things; no people, except the Court & the Ambassador’s. At the theatre, M
lle

. Mars
281

 is perfection, & 

(like M
rs
. Jordan

282
 in her romps & Miss O’Neill

283
 in pathetic Tragedy) leaves one nothing to wish – a 

French Matthews too (by name Poitier) is admirable, Nothing can be better than his “Place-Hunter” & his 

“Ci-devant Jeune Homme”, a kind of Lord Ogleby – As to Talma,
284

 I have heard as bad Actors hissed, but 

never heard so bad a one applauded; Vulgarity personified; Little, Ugly, awkward, & a voice like M
rs
. 

Terry’s, {being} a croak with a perpetual tremble upon it like a Crow in an Ague – M
lle

. Duchenois on the 

                                                           
276: B. harboured a grudge against Sir Samuel Romilly for, as he asserted, betraying him during the separation by 

crossing the floor to Lady Byron’s side: see Don Juan I st.15. Lewis’s information does not prevent B. from writing 

savagely of Romilly, the following year: see Byron to Lady Byron, from Venice, November 18th 1818. 

277: Published June 16th 1817. 

278: Shakespeare, Hamlet, II ii 430 (approximation.) 

279: Mrs Mardyn was the actress with whom B. was rumoured to have had a liaison in 1815. 

280: Richard Lalor Shiel’s The Apostate, premiered on May 3rd 1817. 

281: Mlle Mars (1779-1847) French actress, famous for ingénue roles. 

282: Dorothy Jordan (1761-1816) actress famous for comedy. Mistress of the Duke of York. 

283: Eliza O’Neill (1791-1872) tragic actress. She gave her first Juliet in 1814, and retired in 1819, having married 

Lord Becher. 

284: François Joseph Talma (1763-1826) the most famous French actor of his day. 
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contrary has a voice of music; Very ugly, but while she plays Queens & not Princesses, that does not so 

much matter: In pathetic speeches she gave me much pleasure; But as soon as she grew violent, an English 

Alewife would have been better bred than to have behaved herself like Queen Clytemnestra – Moore’s 

Poem
285

 I have not yet read myself; Every one tells me, that “there are pretty things in it”, but no one 

speaks of it with enthusiasm; & they only tell me so, when I ask about it, for otherwise I do not find it 

mentioned at all – However, it has had a great sale – Longman (as you know) gave him £3000 for it – 

Moore sent him word, that as money was so scarce, & Bookselling so dead, He would not hold him to his 

bargain, but be contented with £2000 – After a time Longman informed Moore, that the work had sold so 

well, that he could perform his bargain, & begged him to accept the whole £3000 – there’s Fencing for you 

– so Moore settled a 1000 on his mother, another on his Wife, & paid his debts with the Remainder — the 

author of “Waverley” has another novel printing called “Rob Roy”; but <xxxx> {it} does not arrive, & 

rumour says, that it has been consumed in a fire at the Printing-House
286

 – the Dispute runs high as to the 

Author; the Scotch almost to a Man insist upon Walter S. and maintain that he is obliged to disown it, 

because he was questioned by the Regent, and denied it positively, before the success of the Book was 

decided – But the last new idea is, that the Novels are written by his Sister-in-Law, assisted by her 

Husband (who is a clever drunken fellow & Paymaster to the 70
th

 in America) who furnishes her with 

Anecdotes, jokes, sketches of characters &c many of which were known in common to himself and his 

Mother – then they were sent from America to Scotland, w[Ms. tear: “here”] Walter S. corrects & alters 

them, & sticks in everything, which he thinks an improvement — Now be very much obliged to <you> 

{me}for sending [??] all this, seeing that I have got a complaint in my eyes, am <xxxx> leeched & 

blistered daily, and forbidden to write or read writing more than I can possibly help; and into the bargain, I 

sail for Jamaica tomorrow – So God bless you, my dear Byron – If I come back alive, & your love for Italy 

continues, perhaps I may see you there again in 1818 – for I have been forced into buying a new Estate, 

which increases the debt upon my old one so monstrously, that probably I shall sacrifice myself to the 

undergoing another year of œconomy – In which case I shall certainly prefer passing it at Naples, & either 

on my road thither or on my return I shall hope to see you
287

 – Perhaps, by that time you, may be wearied 

of Venice, and join me at Naples – But whether we meet or not, where ever I may be, be assured, that I 

shall be always   yours most sincerely 

   M.G.L. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, November 15th 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 181-3; BLJ V 272-3) 

[To, J
no

. Murray Es
qre

. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre. / Inghilterra] 

Venice, November 15
th

. 

1817 

Dear Sir / M
r
. Kinnaird has probably returned to England by this time – & will have conveyed to you any 

tidings you may wish to have of us and ours. – I have come back to Venice for the Winter – M
r
. Hobhouse 

will probably set off in Dec
r
. but what day or week I know not – he is my opposite neighbour at present. – – 

I wrote yesterday in some perplexity and no very good humour to M
r
. K

d
. to inform me about Newstead and 

the Hansons – of which & whom I hear nothing since his departure from this place – except in a few 

unintelligible words from an unintelligible woman. – – – – 

 

1:2 

 

I am as sorry to hear of D
r
. Polidori’s accident as one can be for a person for whom one has a dislike – and 

– something of contempt – when he gets well tell me – and how he gets on in the sick line – poor fellow! 

how came he to fix there? 

 I fear the Doctor’s Skill at Norwich 

 Will hardly salt the Doctor’s porridge. 

 

Methought he was going to the Brazils to give the Portuguese physic (of which they are fond to 

desperation) with the Danish Consul – and the patronage of Frederic North (the most illustrious Humbug of 

his age and country) and the blessing of Lady Westmoreland – William Ward’s Madwoman. – – – – – – – – 

 

1:3 

                                                           
285: Lalla Rookh. Compare Davies’ judgement in his letter of late 1817. 

286: Scott’s Rob Roy was in fact published in 1817. 

287: Lewis dies at sea on the homeward voyage, on May 14th 1818. 
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Your new Canto has expanded to one hundred & sixty seven stanzas – it will be long you see – and as for 

the notes {by H.} – I suspect they will be of the heroic size; you must keep M
r
. Hobhouse in good humour – 

for he is devilish touchy yet about your review and all which it inherits – including the Editor – the 

Admiralty – and it’s bookseller; – I used to think that I was a good deal of an author in a</A>mour propre 

and “noli me tangere” – but these prose fellows are worst after all about their little comforts. – – 

Do you remember my mentioning some months ago the Marquis Moncada? – a Spaniard of distinction and 

fourscore years – my summer 

 

1:4 

 

neighbour at La Mira? – Well – about six weeks ago he fell in love with a Venetian girl of family & no 

fortune or character – took her into his mansion – quarrelled with all his former friends for giving him 

advice (except me who gave him none) and installed her present concubine and future wife {& Mistress} of 

<xxx xxxxx xxxxx> {himself} and furniture; – at the end of a month in which she demeaned herself as ill as 

possible he found out a correspondence between her and some <old> {former} keeper – and after nearly 

strangling – turned her out of the house – to the great scandal of the keeping part of the town – and with a 

prodigious <éclat> eclât which has occupied all the Canals and 

 

2:1 

 

2) Coffeehouses in Venice. – He said she wanted to poison him – & she says – God knows what – but 

between them they have made a great deal of noise. – – I know a little of both the parties – Moncada 

seemed a very sensible old man – – a character which he has not quite kept up on this occasion; – and the 

woman is rather showy than pretty – for the honour of religion she was bred in a convent – and for the 

credit of Great Britain – taught by an Englishwoman. – – – – 

 y
rs
 [scrawl] 

 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Venice, November 19th 1817: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.55-6; 1922 II 61; BLJ V 273-4) 

[To, The Hon
ble

 / Douglas Kinnaird / Messrs Morland & Co. / Pall Mall / London / Angleterre / Inghiterra] 

 

Venice, November 19
th

. 1817 

Dear Douglas, – 

 Inferring that you are by this time in England again – I assail you on the old subject – to tell you that 

since your departure I have never heard from the Hansons – from which I infer that Newstead is not likely 

to be sold – and that I am one degree further in the latitude of hell. – Except a foolish and perplexing 

passage in a letter of Mrs Leigh’s I have not heard one word more upon the subject at all – and as her way 

of putting the most common things is more like a riddle than anything else, I can only say that I am farther 

than ever from understanding her – or it – or Han= 

 

1:2 

 

=son or any thing – or any body – and unless you take compassion upon me & give me a little common 

sense – I shall remain in the ignorance and anxiety of the last two months upon the same topic. – – If you 

see Augusta give my love to her and tell her – that I do not write because I really & truly do not understand 

one single word of her letters – to answer them is out of the question – I don’t say it out of ill nature – but 

whatever be the subject – there is so much paraphrase – parenthesis – initials – dashes – hints – & what 

<M> Lord Ogleby calls “M
r
 Sterling’s damned crinkum crankum”

288
 that – Sunburn 

 

1:3 

 

me! – if I know what the meaning or no meaning is – and am obliged to study Armenian as a relief . – – – 

Hobhouse is here – and very much gains – of Scrope we know no further – of you we have talk & regrets – 

Good bye – I am just going to a comedy of Goldoni’s – yours ever & tru[scrawl] 

 

P.S. 

                                                           
288: Garrick and Colman, The Clandestine Marriage, IV ii. 
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 Murray writes that he has paid the balance – but I have not yet been advised thereof from your 

house. – My respects to M
rs
 K

d
. 

 

[on separate sheet:] 

 

Mem. – The account is in Scudi Romani – the bills go right to London – & yet the dogs Siri & Wilhalm 

require a toll for a turnpike never passed through. – – 

 

[in another hand:] 

£50 per Londra ad R 4.40   R220 .. – 

mia Provig
e
: ad 1 p. %   R2 .. 20 

Idem & conto delli Sig
r
. Siri e Wilhalm 

    2 .. 20        4 .. 40 

      R215 .. 60 

[Byron resumes:] 

 

My dear Doug. – You see! – will you back those b—g—rs? 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, November 20th 1817: 

(Source: Bixby; BLJ V 274-5) 

 Venice – Nov. 20, 1817 

Dear Sir – I shall endeavour to keep the conditions of the lease and I had already decided to retain in my 

service the man whom you left in care of the place. I took the liberty of sending to request that you would 

accept cash for the draft immediately as I was making up some accounts, and also on account of the 

exchange as I wished to draw before it lowered still further which I understand will shortly be the case. I 

have sent you the publications you honoured me by requesting, and also the last poem of my friend Moore 

and one by Coleridge – which you have perhaps not seen – and of which I beg your acceptance as I have 

other copies of the same works and these can be spared without the least inconvenience to myself. If you 

have not read “Tales of my Landlord” I have duplicates and a set is at your service – they are well worth the 

perusal – and I will send them whenever you like. I have the honour to be 

Very truly your obedient & faithful sv
t
., 

BYRON 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, November 28th 1817: 

(Source: text from Newstead Abbey Collection RB H21 ALS; BLJ V 275) 

Venice – Nov. 28
th

. 

1817 

Dear Sir, 

 I seem fated to give you trouble. Certain persons (or person) unknown this day walked into my 

hall and during the sleep or neglect of the Servants carried off a blue great coat – a water proof cloak – and 

a pair of Silver Candlesticks – of which larceny I have given notice to the Police – but they tell me that my 

complaint will come with greater weight – if the proofs be transmitted through your office and backed by 

some forms of which I am incompetent or ignorant. – If I am misinformed I hope you will excuse me and 

blame the bearer <wh> (an Italian in 

 

1:2 

 

my service who has brought me {back} this information & whom I have instructed to apprize you of all 

particulars) and if not may I beg your assistance or instruction – not to recover the Chattels {or the thief} – 

for that is hopeless – but to make the degree of objection to such conveyance – requisite to apprize the 

Venetian public that I would rather not be robbed if I could avoid it. – I should have done myself the honour 

of waiting on you instead of troubling you with this note had I not been laid up with a Cold which has made 

me deaf and inarticulate. – I have the honour to be 

very <truly> your 

obliged & faith S
t
. 

Byron 

To – R.B.Hoppner Esqre 

&c. [scrawl] 
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John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Venice, December 1817: 

(Source: text originally from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street; NLS Acc.12604) 

[To, / John Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Vià Calais] 

[in pencil] Decr 7th 1817 

 

Dear Sir,       Venice December 7. 1817. 

As I find you have been good enough to remember me in sundry letters to these parts of the world and as it 

may be possible that my repeated acknowledgements may have been, in the press of <letter> matter, put 

off, like Dr Drowsy’s sermons,
289

 to a better opportunity, I have discerned at last an excuse for writing to 

you without having any thing to tell which can interest you or be of any other service than the 

disburthening of my conscience by duly registering the above thanks for your attentions – I verily believe 

this place to be the dullest in Christendom, and yet, from congenial qualities perhaps I have been here and 

about here since last August – The Italian is at no time the gayest of his species or the most approachable 

and although the Venetians, time out of mind, have been the fondest of strangers of any of their fellow cis-

alpines, yet, their present disasters, and the weight of German
290 

depression, (for it is not oppression) have 

made them as little inviting in all senses of the word as can easily be imagined – They have not lost their 

frivolity and have not gained any solid accomplishments: but their liveliness & their hospitable 

dissipations are as much gone as if they had become the soberest and most intelligent people in Europe – I 

should not presume to say this much if I did not then copy their own confessions – As for the Austrians 

they are amiable no where but at Vienna – Their inaptitude for these latitudes is beyond all expression or 

belief – Doubtless Lord B. told you of the order of the Aulic council for the Archbishop of Aquileja to go 

to St Mark’s in a coach and six – as if the Lord Mayor were ordered to go to Saint James’ Palace in a 

gondola
291 

– The other day they sunk a considerable sum in sinking for a well in one of the artificial islands 

here
292

 – ’Twas in vain that the Venetians assured them that springs never had, were, or could be, found in 

soil made out of basket-fulls of earth thrown upon stakes and pebbles – They delved and dived and were 

not to be persuaded by the saltwater spirting in their faces at every blow – I don’t know that they have 

abandoned their researches even now – They bought the great Cornaro palace
293

 here the other year for 

100,000 francs, about one tenth of the value – the architecture of Sansovino
294

 and <the> one of the chief 

ornaments of the great canal – They put a German commissioner and a German stove into their new 

purchase and between one and the other burnt it down
295

 – If any of the Phoenix or Hand in Hand
296

 had 

seen their hydraulic company at work they would have thought them pumping gas instead of water – Lord 

B and myself went two or three times to see the fire – it always seemed fresher for the first second and 

third day, since which we have ceased to enquire and it may be, for aught I know, burning now – There is 

only one public walk, a garden, made by the French, here
297

 – Well, they chose this single promenade for 

the young drummers’ academy,
298

 and from one until five in the afternoon the walks were inaccessible – 

The Commander in chief here was quite surprised <that> when Mr Hoppner, our consul, hinted that the 

Venetians did not like drumming as well as anything else – the Venetians who by one of their old 

institutions never saw a soldier in Venice!! “There are only three drummers there” said the Marquis 

Chatelier
299

 – there by the way he lied – there were nine counted by Mr H himself – Not that these people 

mean mischief – it is mere stupidity – the drumming is removed, and, I have no doubt what <is a> are 

nuisances with others are habits with them – 

 You must not think this scandal comes from a suspicious quarter – ask your friend Mr Rose – he, I 

understand, is going to season his tour
300

 with some verities not much to the honor and glory of the 

                                                           
289: Cliché parson not immediately identifiable. 

290: By “German” H. means “Austrian”. 

291: B. tells M. of this Austrian oversight in a letter of 3rd March 1817 (BLJ V 179). 

292: H. reports this in his diary entry for November 18th: “These fellows tried to sink a well in the island of St Giorgio 

which is nothing but an artificial mudbank ...” 

293: The Palazzo Corner on the Grand Canal, which now houses the Prefecture; designed by 

294: Andrea Contucci Sansovino (1460-1529) Florentine architect. 

295: H. reports the conflagration in his diary entry for December 11th: “the Cornaro palace nearly burnt down a day or 

two ago by German negligence – they did not know how to put it out – said salt water would inflame it – government 

bought this for 100,00 francs ...” 

296: London fire-prevention companies. 

297: Now the Giardini Garibaldi; laid out 1808-12 by Gian Antonio Selva. 

298: H. reports this nuisance in his entry for November 15th: “... walked in the garden – the Austrian soldiers 

drumming there enough to shake the leaves off ...” Compare B.’s Ode to Venice, 20-6. 

299: The Austrian Military Commander at Venice. The name suggests a Savoyard. 

300: William Stewart Rose (1775-1843) expert in Italian poetry, wrote Letters from the North of Italy (1819). He 

translated Casti’s satire Gli Animali Parlanti as The Court and Parliament of Beasts, which B. admired. 
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Imperial Royal Apostolic court – If any one writes a book of travels without telling the truth about both 

the masters and the subjects in this most unfortunate country he deserves worse than damnation and a dull 

sale and I trust you will take care he has a niche, forgive the word, in your temple of infamy, the Quarterly 

– I heard that Champion Scott
301

 was collecting five hundred worth of news for Longman in these parts – 

If any but a gentleman and a scholar and an accomplished man in every way presumes to hazard such an 

undertaking “be ready”, Mr Murray! “with your thunderbolts” “dash him to pieces” 

 I sa<y/>w this the moment I crossed the Alps, and, in spite of bad & inveterate habit, shut my journal 

at once. There is a wide field of glory open for any and for all answering the above description: but it 

would perhaps be almost impossible to find the requisite variety of acquirements & talent in one individual 

– the work should be done, like a {cyclopede} dictionary, by departments – I dont mean North & South, 

East & West, though that is no bad plan, but by subjects – literature – antiquities – manners – politics – &c 

– We have nothing – really nothing, except Mr Forsyth’s sketch
302

 which, as far as it goes, is a most 

extraordinary performance. I have tried it by the best test, that is by putting it into the hands of one or two 

Italians, who owned, with a sigh indeed, <the resemblance> the unhappy resemblance – I fell at Florence 

with a {collateral} descendant of Michael Angelo’s:
303

 in my humble judgement the most intelligent young 

man in that part of Italy which I have seen – Mr Buonarotti knew Mr Forsyth and talked of him as the 

simplest minded and simplest mannered man he had ever seen – full of profound information – endowed 

with a most exquisite taste and altogether qualified to inspect and judge a nation – I lent to him the 

Remarks – he read them – and returned them with this observation – “Alas, Sir what he says is very very 

true, perhaps he might have told something more to our advantage if he had seen a greater variety of 

society: but his general impression is too correct and as for his anecdotes, I will answer for some of them, 

as they were told to him in my hearing in my mother’s house and one of the facts occurred in my own 

family” –– What is chiefly admirable in Mr Forsyth is the address with which he seizes the picturesque 

part of a sight or a subject and presents just as much, and no more as serves to present the intended image 

to the reader – A small but strong instance occurs of this in his mention of a village in the Apennines seen 

from the road to Naples,
304

 which he touches off by saying “where they have vipers for sale” or some such 

phrase – I declare that when I passed that road & saw that village perched amongst bare sunburnt rocks 

looking blacker than the stone on which it was built, I thought they could have no other trade or means of 

subsistence and I was sure that no detailed picture of ten pages would have half the moral indeed actual 

resemblance of these ten words – As for Eustace
305

 – de mortuis nil nisi bonum
306

 – I do not allude to the 

man but the book – which by this time must be down amongst the dead men – I will take the liberty, 

however, to tell you what you may have found out before, that it is the most puffed paltry performance that 

ever <was/>encumbered a postchaise pocket – It has been found out here – A Mr Molini the most 

respectable bookseller at Florence
307

 had been persuaded by repeated enquiries from those who were going 

downwards to make a cheap edition of the Classical tour and had proceeded in arranging paper & types 

&c: but the information received from the same & other English who were returning upwards induced him 

to abandon his project – Your reviewing habits must make you fond of finding faults – I will point you out 

five hundred gross blunders in the Classical Tour = but these will keep cool till we meet – Those who 

don’t like to write dear books here may buy cheap ones – I know of two libraries going for a song – The 

Austrian government had the refusal of one for 1200£ and the other for 500£ – The latter is a complete 

body of Italian literature and history of the choicest kind – The former a noble collection of every 

description & worthy the purchase and cares of a public body – I speak at second hand: but think I can 

vouch for my authority – What do you give for the great collection of Grævius, Gronovius, & the 

supplements <with> 33 folio volumes
308

 in London? – I bought a handsome copy the other day for a little 

more than twelve pounds – I intend to import for my own consumption these and a little more of the same 

                                                           
301: John Scott (1783-1821) editor of The Champion and later of The London Magazine. 

302: Joseph Forsyth’s Remarks on Antiquities, Arts and Letters during an Excursion in Italy (1813) was one of H.’s 

favourite guide-books. 

303: Otherwise unidentified. 

304: “The labourers retire before night from the exhalations of the low grounds to towns built on the skirts of the 

Apennines, such as Castel Onorato, which furnishes vipers for sale ...” Forsyth’s Remarks, pp.289-90. 

305: A Classical Tour Through Italy (1815) by the Reverend John Chetwode Eustace (1762?-1815) a Catholic friend of 

Burke. Without naming him, H. impugns his accuracy at Illustrations p. 57. 

306: “Speak nought but well of the dead” (Eustace had died in 1815). 

307: Otherwise unidentified. 

308: H. writes in his diary entry for November 29th: “I am to give 600 francs for the Muratori and Grævius – 28 and 33 

vols – looked over the latter see the worms have go to the covers of some ...” The works are those of the classical 

scholars and historians Johann Georg Grævius (1632-1703) Johann Friedrich Gronovius (1611-71) and Ludovico 

Antonio Muratori (1672-1750). 
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commodity – A word or two on my own movements – because they interest you – I shall set out with 

your Childe
309

 in about three weeks from Venice, and shall proceed as fast as bad roads & surly postillions 

will allow from Milan, Turin, Lyons, Paris Calais according to the post book to London – I had come to 

this place to take up my bed and walk into Turkey (not a profane allusion but a fact, for I left my bed with 

my banker here when I went down to Rome) After passing a fortnight in the neighbourhood of Lord B. I 

made disposition for embarking – and should have gone: but ships in quarantine, passengers’ letters and 

the arrival of my friend Mr Pigou
310

 straight from Constantinople, confirmed the rumour that the five 

thousandth plague had broken out all over Greece and was hovering about the beloved Athens itself – This 

made me hesitate – Turkey is not Virgin soil for me I shall not go to it with the eagerness of curiosity or 

unsatisfied desire – thus I reasoned – and reasoning delayed – until a letter from my family and fresh 

symptoms of plague not at home but abroad made me resolve – so – no more quartos – the public will have 

to complain no more of my laying the “peine forte et dure”
311

 of a thousand pages upon them <again> 

<as> I never got much applause by writing {but} I trust you and your friends and all the world will praise 

me for not writing on – You know the wise man defended one whom he saw coming out of a brothel – 

Remember always my prudence extends to quartos only –– 

 Your new acquisition is a very fine finish to the three cantos, and, if I may trust to a taste vitiated {I say 

it without affectation} by an exclusive attention and attachment to that school of ancient {& obsolete} 

poetry of which your friend Mr Gifford furnished us with the last specimen in his Bæviad, is the best of all 

his lordship’s productions – The world will not, to be sure, find that freshness and novelty which is to be 

discovered only at the opening of a mine – The metal whatever may be its quantity or quality must in some 

degree cease to surprise and delight as it continues to be worked, and nothing more can be hoped than that 

it should not become less valuable by being more plentiful – In spite of similes, however, it is possible that 

all other readers may agree with my simple self in liking this fourth Canto better than any thing Lord B has 

ever written – I must confess I feel an affection for it more than ordinary as part of {it} was begot, as it 

were, under my own eyes: for although your poets are as shy as elephants or camels of being seen in the 

act of procreation yet I have not unfrequently witnessed his lordship’s coupleting and some of the stanzas 

owe their birth to<our> our morning walk or evening ride at La Mira
312

 – You will think I am going near 

to break just as I have made, my promise about quarto productions: but I find, as usual in other cases, 

abstinence more easy than temperance. I shall conclude, however, with telling you about Lord B’s bust – it 

is a masterpiece by Thorswalden or Thorwaltzen, for I don’t know how he spells his Danish name,
313

 who 

is thought by most judges to surpass Canova in this branch of sculpture – The likeness is perfect: the artist 

worked con=amore and told me it was the finest head he had ever under his hand. I would have had a 

wreath round the brows but the poet was afraid of being mistaken for a king or conqueror and his pride or 

modesty made him forbid the band – However when the marble comes to England, I shall place a golden 

laurel round it in the ancient style, and if it is thought good enough, suffix the following inscription which 

may serve at least to tell the name of the portrait & allude to the excellence of the artist which very few 

lapidary inscriptions do 

 

   “In vain would flattery steal a wreath from Fame – 

    “And Rome’s best sculptor only half succeed 

   “If England owned no share in Byron’s name 

    “Nor haile’d the laurel she before decree’d – 

 

Of course you are very welcome to a copy. I don’t mean of the verses but of the bust – But with the 

exception of Mr Kinnaird who has applied and Mr Davies who may apply, no other will be granted – 

Farewell dear Sir, if there is any thing I can do for you at Paris, pray give me a line addressed to 

Perregaux-Lafitte &c.
314

 ever yours truly obliged 

    John C. Hobhouse. 

 

Byron to John Murray, from Venice, December 3rd 1817: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489 f.223; BLJ V 275-7) 

                                                           
309: H. was to bring back the manuscript of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage Canto IV. 

310: Pigou was an Ionian Islander resident in Venice; otherwise unidentified. 

311: “Strong and long pain”: refers to the torture whereby weights (in this joke, H.’s proposed books) are placed on the 

victim’s chest. 

312: B. was the only civilian to keep a stable there. 

313: Bertel Thorvaldsen (1770-1844) Danish sculptor who made a bust of B., over the ownership of which H. and M. 

subsequently quarrelled. 

314: H.’s Paris banker. 
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[To, / John Murray Esq

re
. / 50. Albemarle Street / London  / Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 

 

Venice. Dec
r
 3

d
. 1817 

Dear Sir – 

 A Venetian lady, learned and somewhat stricken in years, having in her intervals of love and 

devotion taken upon her to translate the letters – & write the life of lady M
y
. W

y
. Montague – to which 

undertaking there are two obstacles – firstly, ignorance of English – and secondly – a total dearth of 

information on the subject of her projected biography – has applied to me for facts or falsities upon this 

promising project – – Lady M
e
. lived the last twenty or more years of her life in or near Venice I believe, 

but here they know nothing – and remember nothing – for the story of today – is succeeded by the scandal 

of tomorrow – and the wit and beauty and gallantry which might render your countrywoman notorious in 

her own country – must have been 

 

1:2 

 

here no great distinction – because the first <is> {is} in no request – and the two latter are <as> common to 

all women – or at <last> least the last of them. – If you can therefore tell me anything or get any thing told 

of Lady. W. M. – I shall take it as a favour – & will transfer & translate it to the “Dama” in question – and I 

pray you besides to send me by some quick and safe voyager the edition of her letters – and the stupid life 

by D
r
. Dallaway – published by her proud & foolish family. – – – – 

The death of the Princess Charlotte
315

 has been a shock even here – and must have been an earthquake at 

home – the Courier’s list of some three hundred heirs to the Crown (including the house of Wirtemberg 

with that blackguard Paul of disreputable memory 

 

1:3 

 

whom I remember seeing at various balls during the visit of the Muscovites &
c
. in 1814.) must be very 

consolatory to all true lieges <and> {as well as} foreigners except Sign
r
. Travis a rich Jew Merchant of this 

city – who complains grievously of the length of British Mourning – which has countermanded all the Silks 

which he was on the point of transmitting, for a year to come. – The death of this poor Girl is melancholy in 

every respect – dying at twenty or so – in childbed – of a boy too – a present princess and future queen – 

and just as she began to be happy – and to enjoy herself and the hopes which she inspired. – – 

To be sure Providence is a fine fellow and does wonders – “the Gods take care of Cato”
316

 – – I think as far 

 

1:4 

 

as I can recollect she is the first royal defunct in childbed upon record in our history. – – I feel sorry in 

every respect; for the loss of a female reign – and a woman hitherto harmless – and all the {lost} rejoicings, 

and addresses, and drunkenness, and disbursements, of John Bull on the occasion. – but not surprized – 

because “the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away – blessed be the name of the Lord” – – – 

The Prince will marry again after divorcing his wife, and M
r
. Southey will write an elegy now – and an ode 

then – the Quarterly will have an article against the Press – and the Edinburgh an article half and half, 

{about Reform and right of divorce –} 

 

<five lines deleted, including  “for … has an eye to”> 

2:1 

 

2) the British will give you D
r
. Chalmers’ funeral Sermon much commended – with a place in the Stars for 

deceased Royalty, and the Morning Post {will} have already yelled forth its “Syllables of dolour.” 

 

“Woe woe Nealliny! – the young Nealliny!
317

 

 

It is sometime since I have heard from you – are you in bad humour? I suppose so. – <it I so> I have been 

so myself – it is your turn now – and by & by mine will come round again. –  

 y
rs
 truly 

                                                           
315: B. adds sts.167-72 to CHP IV to mourn the death of Princess Charlotte. 

316: Addison, Cato II i. 

317: Southey, The Curse of Kehama, I 11. 
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  [squiggle] 

 

P.S. 

 <I have> Countess Albrizzi cone back from Paris has brought {me} a medal of himself <(> {a} 

present from Denon {to me} – and a likeness to the death of M
r
. Rogers (belonging to her) by Denon also – 

I never saw so good a portrait – “And the trumpet shall sound and the dead shall be raised.” – – – – – 

 

Byron to Richard Belgrave Hoppner, from Venice, December 15th 1817: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 155-6; LJ IV 189; BLJ V 279) 

Venice, December 15. 1817. 

I should have thanked you before, for your favour a few days ago, had I not been in the intention of paying 

my respects, personally, this evening, from which I am deterred by the recollection that you will probably 

be at the Count Goess’s this evening, which has made me postpone my intrusion. 

 I think your Elegy a remarkably good one, not only as a composition, but both the politics and poetry 

contain a far greater portion of truth and generosity than belongs to the times, or to the professors of these 

opposite pursuits, which usually agree only in one point, as extremes meet. I do not know whether you 

wished me to retain the copy, but I shall retain it till you tell me otherwise; and am very much obliged by 

the perusal. 

 My own sentiments on Venice, &c., such as they are, I had already thrown into verse last summer, in 

the fourth Canto of Childe Harold, now in preparation for the press; and I think much more highly of them, 

for being in coincidence with yours. 

Believe me yours, &c. 

 

Percy Bysshe Shelley to Byron, from Marlow, December 17th 1817: 

(Source: text from 1922 II 61-3; Jones I 583-4) 

Marlow, December 17, 1817 

My dear Lord Byron 

 Since I last wrote to you, I have remained in weekly expectation of leaving England, in which case I 

should have brought you your little girl in person. But my affairs have been so uncertain that after this 

constant and gradual delay, it is decided that I must abide in England. So soon as this became evident, I 

looked about for some respectable person to whom I could confide the little Alba. But here is a difficulty 

which I cannot overcome. You may conceive how scrupulous I should be in the selection; and you know 

my secluded mode of life. These circumstances have prevented me from finding any person fit for this 

purpose. I write therefore to ask, – can you suggest any plan? Have you any friend, or person of trust, who 

is leaving England for Italy? You have a number of powerful friends all devoted to your interests, and 

anyone of these would be able to procure her conveyance in security to you, if you desired it. I have only to 

solicit one caution – that under this arrangement Clare’s name ought not to be mentioned. 

Little Alba, or Clara, as she is now to be called, is grown exquisitely beautiful, and her temper has 

lost much of its vivacité, and has become affectionate, and mild. She is William’s playmate, who is so 

fond of her, that he will be among the many sincere mourners at her departure. They sit on the floor 

together and amuse themselves for hours in the most sociable way; little William putting more than half 

the raisins, &c., that are given to him into her mouth. Clare thinks of christening her after herself, but she 

delays this important ceremony until I hear whether you have a predilection for any other name., 

From such a recluse and valetudinarian as me you cannot expect news. I intend, however, in a short 

time to send you a parcel of books (in about a week), which will speak for themselves; and if I find that 

they will escape the embargo, I will inclose some newspapers. My long Poem under the title of “The 

Revolt of Islam” is almost printed. You will receive in addition to this Godwin’s “Mandeville”, a Satanic 

likeness of Childe Harold the first, and two of three other new books. 

We should (I need not say) be extremely happy to hear how you are getting on, and what you are 

doing – whether you are yet in love, or have been out, and in again. But sincerely, if you knew the 

interest felt by some of your English friends, I doubt whether you would adhere so severely to the maxim 

of old perituræ parcere chartæ,
318

 whilst you are so little disposed to spare those which your genius may 

make eternal. 

We hear of the 4th and last Canto, but have not yet seen it.
319

 

 Adieu, my dear Lord Byron. 

Most sincerely yours, 

                                                           
318: Juvenal, Satire I, 18: [it is foolish] … to spare paper that will be wasted anyway. 

319: CHP IV is written, but not published until April 28th 1818. 
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P. B. Shelley. 


